
 
 
 
 
April 15, 2013 
 
 
Sent via email to: adamewood@wweek.com 
 
 
Ms. Andrea Damewood 
Staff Writer, Willamette Week 
(Request received via email) 
 
 
Subject:  CRC PDR D00590 & WSDOT PDR 13-0439 - public disclosure request to the 
Washington State Department of Transportation and the Columbia River Crossing project  
 
 
 
Dear Ms Damewood, 
 
In accord with the Washington State Public Disclosure Act, RCW § 42.56, this letter 
responds to your request for records, dated March 6, 2013 and received March 7, 2013 
via email to the Columbia River Crossing project for: 
 

1. “….and all communication between the Columbia River Crossing and CDM 
Smith. “ And, 
 

2. “…all drafts of the CDM Smith tolling forecast have been created to date.” 
 
Accompanying this communication is a data disc containing project records responsive to 
your requests. 
 
On April 8, 2013, we informed you that the CRC and the Washington State Department 
of Transportation were reviewing the requested records for statutory exemption under 
RCW § 42.56. That review is ongoing. Certain records have been identified as potentially 
proprietary to a Department vendor (EcoNW) and thus potentially exempt from 
disclosure under RCW 42.56.270 (2). 
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In accord with the applicable rules, the CRC and WSDOT have notified the vendor of 
your public records request. Within 10 business days of this communication the CRC and 
the Department expect to receive either a waiver of objection to disclosure or a notice of 
intent to file an injunction of disclosure from the vendor.  
 
Should the Department be notified by the vendor that they object to the release of the 
requested information, as they consider all or parts of the requested records to be 
confidential, we anticipate that a restraining order to prevent the Department from 
releasing the requested information will be sought. In that event, your records request 
will be stayed pending the outcome of that action. (Please note that as the requestor, you 
would be considered a necessary party and thus be named in any court action filed by the 
vendor. To avoid such action you would need to withdraw your request. You may do so 
by responding to this communication stating such.) 
 
Should the Department be notified by the vendor that they waive any objection to 
disclosure, the CRC and the Department will proceed with processing your records 
request.  
 
If you have questions you may reply to this message. 
 
Best regards, 
 
 
 
 
Michael A. Williams, PE 
Business Services Manager 
Columbia River Crossing 





Exemption Log PDR-13-0439 
For Andrea Damewood 

Date & Document 
Type 

To From Description of 
Exemption 

Exemption & 
 Comment 

Brief 
Explanation 

 
08/28/2012 
Consultant 
Information Form 

WSDOT CDM Smith, Inc. Federal Taxpayer 
Identification 
Number 

RCW 42.56.230(4); 
1 partial page 

Federal 
Taxpayer 
Identification 
Number 

08/28/2012 
Consultant 
Information Form 

WSDOT Economic 
Consultants Oregon, 
LTD 

Federal Taxpayer 
Identification 
Number 

RCW 42.56.230(4); 
1 partial page 

Federal 
Taxpayer 
Identification 
Number 

 



 
From: CRC Public Records  
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 2013 1:16 PM 
To: 'Andrea Damewood' 
Cc: Pressentin, Anne; King, James 
Subject: CRC PDR D00590 - Damewood - Final Provision & Closure 
 
Dear Ms. Damewood, 
 
In accord with the Washington State Public Disclosure Act, RCW § 42.56, this 
communication again responds to your request for records, dated March 6, 2013 and 
received March 7, 2013 via email to the Columbia River Crossing project for: 
 

1. “….and all communication between the Columbia River Crossing and CDM 
Smith. “ And, 
 

2. “…all drafts of the CDM Smith tolling forecast have been created to date.” 
 

The CRC provided you with a data disc of responsive records on April 16, 2013. See 
below. At that time we indicated that the WSDOT was working through the 
mandatory statutory exemption process on a small number of records responsive to 
your request. The WSDOT has communicated with the Economic Consultants 
Oregon, Ltd., and they have indicated that they do not wish to enjoin the Department 
from releasing the requested record (attached). 
 
With the transmission of the above information, and the attached record, your March 
7, 2013 request for records is now closed with all available responsive records 
provided. 
 
Thank you for your patience. 
 
Best regards, 
 
Michael A. Williams, PE 
Business Services Manager 
Columbia River Crossing 
 
 
From: CRC Public Records  
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 7:11 AM 
To: 'Andrea Damewood' 
Cc: Pressentin, Anne; King, James 
Subject: CRC PDR D00590 - Damewood - First Records Provision & Notice of Further Review 



 
Dear Ms. Damewood, 
 
In accord with the Washington State Public Disclosure Act, RCW § 42.56, this letter 
responds to your request for records, dated March 6, 2013 and received March 7, 
2013 via email to the Columbia River Crossing project for: 
 

3. “….and all communication between the Columbia River Crossing and CDM 
Smith. “ And, 
 

4. “…all drafts of the CDM Smith tolling forecast have been created to date.” 
 
The CRC has prepared a data disc of records responsive to your request. At your 
option the CRC will send you that data disc via WSDOT Mail Services, or you may 
retrieve that data disc at the CRC offices at your convenience. No appointment is 
needed to pick up the data disc from the CRC offices. The data disc is available now 
for you to pick up at the receptionists’ desk at the CRC offices located at 700 
Washington Street, Suite 300, Vancouver, WA, during business hours of 8:00 am to 
5:00 pm, Monday through Friday. Please let us know your delivery preference by 
replying to this communication. If we do not hear from you by April 18, 2013 your 
data disc of records responsive to your request will be mailed to you at the address we 
have on file for you. 
 
Also, accompanying this communication is a letter from the Washington State 
Department of Transportation and an exemption log, both of which detail the 
statutory exemptions and redactions applied to records responsive to your request. 
 
On April 8, 2013, we informed you that the CRC and the Washington State 
Department of Transportation were reviewing the requested records for statutory 
exemption under RCW § 42.56 (see attached). That review is ongoing. Certain records 
have been identified as potentially proprietary to a Department vendor (EcoNW) and 
thus potentially exempt from disclosure under RCW 42.56.270 (2). 
 
In accord with the applicable rules, the CRC and WSDOT have notified the vendor 
of your public records request. Within 10 business days of this communication the 
CRC and the Department expect to receive either a waiver of objection to disclosure 
or a notice of intent to file an injunction of disclosure from the vendor.  
 
Should the Department be notified by the vendor that they object to the release of the 
requested information, as they consider all or parts of the requested records to be 
confidential, we anticipate that a restraining order to prevent the Department from 



releasing the requested information will be sought. In that event, your records request 
will be stayed pending the outcome of that action. (Please note that as the requestor, 
you would be considered a necessary party and thus be named in any court action 
filed by the vendor. To avoid such action you would need to withdraw your request. 
You may do so by responding to this communication stating such.) 
 
Should the Department be notified by the vendor that they waive any objection to 
disclosure, the CRC and the Department will proceed with processing your records 
request. 
 
If you have questions you may reply to this message. 
 
Best regards, 
 
Michael A. Williams, PE 
Business Services Manager 
Columbia River Crossing 
 













From: King, James
To: King, James
Subject: FW: CDM Smith revised Consultant Form
Date: Monday, April 15, 2013 10:48:47 AM
Attachments: CDMSubmittalInformationSheetPrime 08-28-12 Redacted.pdf

 
 
From: Boesch, Timothy J. [mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 5:15 PM
To: 'keelr@wsdot.wa.gov'; 'Jonson, Erik'; Slack, Terri; Francis, Carley
Subject: CDM Smith revised Consultant Form
 
All,
 
Per my email below, attached is our revised consultant information form.  The only change is that
Sam Yaghmaie has been removed as our prime contact.
 
Thanks,
-Tim
 
 
Timothy J. Boesch, AICP
Project Manager
CDM Smith
1218 3rd Ave, Suite 1100, Seattle, WA 98101
w: 206.336.4900  f: 206.223-2340
boeschtj@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com

 

From: Boesch, Timothy J. 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 1:54 PM
To: keelr@wsdot.wa.gov; Jonson, Erik; Slack, Terri; Carley Francis (francisc@columbiarivercrossing.org)
Subject: CRC Consultant Selection Interview Letter
 
Ms. Keel,
 
Please note that Sam Yaghmaie is no longer with CDM Smith.  I have been designated as the
contact for WSDOT inside CDM Smith for the CRC Traffic and Revenue procurement.  ( I will also
submit a revised consultant information form to WSDOT tomorrow.)  My contact information is
below.  If there’s an urgent matter, feel free to call my cell at 425-691-9148.
 
We sincerely appreciate the opportunity to present our approach to the selection committee this
morning and look forward to hearing the decision!
 
Thanks,
-Tim
 

mailto:/O=CRC/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KINGJ
mailto:kingj@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:TBoesch@WilburSmith.com
mailto:keelr@wsdot.wa.gov
mailto:francisc@columbiarivercrossing.org



Consultant Information Form 


Project Name or 
Roster Category: 


Firm: Number of Employees:


Address: 


Phone: Fax: Company Web Site: 


City: State: Zip Code: County: 


Remit to Address: 


City: State: Zip Code: County: 


Phone: Fax: 


Statewide Vendor Number (SWV) for Remit to Address: Federal Tax ID Number or Social Security Number:


Unified Business Identifier Number (UBI): D/M/WBE Certification Number: 


Year Firm Established: NAICS Code & Code Name:


Contact Person: Email:


Firm Type: 


[  ] Sole Proprietor     [  ] Partnership     [  ] C – Corp.     [  ] Limited Partnership     [  ] Subchapter S Corp.     [  ] Limited Liability Company 


Annual Gross Receipt: 


[  ] $0 to $1 Million     [  ] $1 Million to $5 Million     [  ] $5 Million to $10 Million     [  ] $10 Million to $15 Million     [  ] Over $15 Million 


Note: 
Firm Name: Please do not use:  dba’s – doing business as; combination names when two firms are working together, 
unless the combination name is the formation of a legally registered new company such as a joint venture; derivatives of 
your legal name; acronyms; etc.


Statewide Vendor (SWV) Number: The Statewide Vendor (SWV) Number is REQUIRED for vendors to receive payments.  If your firm 
doesn’t already have an SWV number, your firm will be required to acquire a SWV number prior to execution of a contract and/or being 
approved as a Sub-consultant to an existing contract.  Please contact WSDOT TRAINS Help Desk at 360-705-7514 for assistance.  Federal 
Tax ID Number:  Please ensure that your legal name matches that assigned to your Federal Tax ID number.   If you do not have a Federal 
Tax ID number, please use your social security number. 


Unified Business Identifier (UBI) Number:  Your firm will be REQUIRED to acquire a UBI Number prior to execution of a contract 
and/or being approved as a Sub-consultant to an existing contract.  This is a Washington State Business license and can be acquired by 
contacting the Washington State Department of Revenue web site at www.dor.wa.gov . 


CDM Smith Inc. 5,800


1218 3rd Ave Suite 1100


206-336-4900 206-223-2340 cdmsmith.com


Seattle WA 98101 King


1947 541330 Engineering Services


 x


x


CDM Smith File 70194


Los Angeles CA 90074


206-336-4900 206-223-2340


601-104-148


Timothy Boesch boeschtj@cdmsmith.com


0095807-00


Investment-Grade Traffice and Toll Revenue Analysis Services for Columbia River Crossing project











 
Timothy J. Boesch, AICP
Project Manager
CDM Smith
1218 3rd Ave, Suite 1100, Seattle, WA 98101
w: 206.336.4900  f: 206.223-2340
boeschtj@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com

 

From: Yaghmaie, Sam 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 2:42 PM
To: Boesch, Timothy J.
Subject: Fwd: Consultant Selection Interview Letter
 

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Keel, Roberta" <KeelR@wsdot.wa.gov>
Date: August 14, 2012 2:20:21 PM PDT
To: <yaghmaies@cdmsmith.com>
Subject: FW: Consultant Selection Interview Letter

Sorry, wrong email address.  Please let me know when your receive this
 
Thank You
Roberta Keel
 
From: Keel, Roberta 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 2:15 PM
To: 'yaghmaie@cdmsmith.com'
Cc: Jonson, Erik; Slack, Terri (Consultant); Francis, Carley
Subject: Consultant Selection Interview Letter
 
Dear Mr. Yaghmaie,
 
Attached to this email, is your invitation to interview for the Investment-Grade
Traffic and Toll Revenue Analysis Services for the Columbia River Crossing
(CRC) project.
 
Please acknowledge receipt of this email.
 
Regards,
 
Roberta C. Keel
Transportation Technician 3
WSDOT, Consultant Services Office
PO Box 47323
Olympia, WA 98504-7323

mailto:TBoesch@WilburSmith.com
mailto:KeelR@wsdot.wa.gov
mailto:yaghmaies@cdmsmith.com
mailto:yaghmaie@cdmsmith.com


PH: 360.705.7029  FAX: 360.705.6838
Keelr@wsdot.wa.gov
 
 
 

 
*** eSafe scanned this email for malicious content ***
*** IMPORTANT: Do not open attachments from unrecognized senders  ***
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Consultant Information Form 

Project Name or 
Roster Category: 

Firm: Number of Employees:

Address: 

Phone: Fax: Company Web Site: 

City: State: Zip Code: County: 

Remit to Address: 

City: State: Zip Code: County: 

Phone: Fax: 

Statewide Vendor Number (SWV) for Remit to Address: Federal Tax ID Number or Social Security Number:

Unified Business Identifier Number (UBI): D/M/WBE Certification Number: 

Year Firm Established: NAICS Code & Code Name:

Contact Person: Email:

Firm Type: 

[  ] Sole Proprietor     [  ] Partnership     [  ] C – Corp.     [  ] Limited Partnership     [  ] Subchapter S Corp.     [  ] Limited Liability Company 

Annual Gross Receipt: 

[  ] $0 to $1 Million     [  ] $1 Million to $5 Million     [  ] $5 Million to $10 Million     [  ] $10 Million to $15 Million     [  ] Over $15 Million 

Note: 
Firm Name: Please do not use:  dba’s – doing business as; combination names when two firms are working together, 
unless the combination name is the formation of a legally registered new company such as a joint venture; derivatives of 
your legal name; acronyms; etc.

Statewide Vendor (SWV) Number: The Statewide Vendor (SWV) Number is REQUIRED for vendors to receive payments.  If your firm 
doesn’t already have an SWV number, your firm will be required to acquire a SWV number prior to execution of a contract and/or being 
approved as a Sub-consultant to an existing contract.  Please contact WSDOT TRAINS Help Desk at 360-705-7514 for assistance.  Federal 
Tax ID Number:  Please ensure that your legal name matches that assigned to your Federal Tax ID number.   If you do not have a Federal 
Tax ID number, please use your social security number. 

Unified Business Identifier (UBI) Number:  Your firm will be REQUIRED to acquire a UBI Number prior to execution of a contract 
and/or being approved as a Sub-consultant to an existing contract.  This is a Washington State Business license and can be acquired by 
contacting the Washington State Department of Revenue web site at www.dor.wa.gov . 

CDM Smith Inc. 5,800

1218 3rd Ave Suite 1100

206-336-4900 206-223-2340 cdmsmith.com

Seattle WA 98101 King

1947 541330 Engineering Services

 x

x

CDM Smith File 70194

Los Angeles CA 90074

206-336-4900 206-223-2340

601-104-148

Timothy Boesch boeschtj@cdmsmith.com

0095807-00

Investment-Grade Traffice and Toll Revenue Analysis Services for Columbia River Crossing project



From: King, James
To: King, James
Subject: FW: Y-11335 Addition of ECONW Subconsultant
Date: Monday, April 15, 2013 10:51:06 AM
Attachments: ECONW ANTE 2013.xlsx

ECONW ANTE 2013.xlsx
ECONW SubmittalInformationSheetSubRev Redacted.pdf

 
 
From: Boesch, Timothy J. [mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 12, 2013 8:58 AM
To: ConsultantRates@wsdot.wa.gov
Cc: Carl Batten; Lisa Rau; Scott, Stacy; Slack, Terri; Francis, Carley; Ryan, Eugene
Subject: Y-11335 Addition of ECONW Subconsultant
 
Dear WSDOT:
 
CDM Smith as prime consultant for agreement Y-11335 requests Economic Consultants Oregon,
LTD dba ECONorthwest be added to our contract as a subconsultant.  ECONorthwest has recently
completed a desk audit review with the WSDOT audit department and has established an
overhead rate as noted in the attached letter.  Also attached is the firm’s consultant information
sheet and a new ANTE table reflecting the recently established overhead rate.
 
We request that the addition of ECONWest be considered as soon as possible.  The several month
delay caused by the audit has kept ECONorthwest from becoming familiar with current work and
we wish to avoid any further delay given the tight deadlines associated with this contract.
 
Thanks,
-Tim
 
Timothy J. Boesch, AICP
Project Manager
CDM Smith
1218 3rd Ave, Suite 1100, Seattle, WA 98101
w: 206.336.4900  f: 206.223-2340
boeschtj@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com

 
 
*** eSafe scanned this email for malicious content ***
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Sheet1

		ACTUALS NOT TO EXCEED TABLE (ANTE)

		Economic Consultants Oregon, Ltd. DBA ECONorthwest
 99 W. Tenth St., Suite 400
 Eugene, OR  97401

		Job Classifications		Direct Labor Rate NTE				Overhead 153.86% NTE				Fixed Fee 30% NTE				All Inclusive Hourly Billing Rate NTE

		Senior Project Direct		$   72.80				$   112.01				$   21.84				$   206.65

		Project Director		$   52.00				$   80.01				$   15.60				$   147.61

		Senior Project Manager		$   39.00				$   60.01				$   11.70				$   110.71

		Project Manager		$   28.60				$   44.00				$   8.58				$   81.18

		Research Analyst		$   23.40				$   36.00				$   7.02				$   66.42

		Admin		$   26.00				$   40.00				$   7.80				$   73.80
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Consultant Information Form 


Project Name or 
Roster Category: 


Firm: Number of Employees: 


Address: 


Phone: Fax: Company Web Site: 


City:           State:    Zip Code: County: 


Remit to Address: 


City:           State:   Zip Code: County: 


Phone:                                                                              Fax:  


Statewide Vendor Number (SWV) for Remit to Address: Federal Tax ID Number or Social Security Number: 


Unified Business Identifier Number (UBI): D/M/WBE Certification Number: 


Year Firm Established: NAICS Code & Code Name: 


Contact Person: Email: 


 
Firm Type: 


[  ] Sole Proprietor     [  ] Partnership     [  ] C – Corp.     [  ] Limited Partnership     [ X ] Subchapter S Corp.     [  ] Limited Liability Company 


Annual Gross Receipt: 


[  ] $0 to $1 Million     [  ] $1 Million to $5 Million     [ X ] $5 Million to $10 Million     [  ] $10 Million to $15 Million     [  ] Over $15 Million 


Note: 


Firm Name:  Please do not use:  dba’s – doing business as; combination names when two firms are working together, 
unless the combination name is the formation of a legally registered new company such as a joint venture; derivatives of 
your legal name; acronyms; etc. 


Statewide Vendor (SWV) Number: The Statewide Vendor (SWV) Number is REQUIRED for vendors to receive payments.  If your firm 
doesn’t already have an SWV number, your firm will be required to acquire a SWV number prior to execution of a contract and/or being 
approved as a Sub-consultant to an existing contract.  Please contact WSDOT TRAINS Help Desk at 360-705-7514 for assistance.  Federal 
Tax ID Number:  Please ensure that your legal name matches that assigned to your Federal Tax ID number.   If you do not have a Federal 
Tax ID number, please use your social security number. 


Unified Business Identifier (UBI) Number:  Your firm will be REQUIRED to acquire a UBI Number prior to execution of a contract 
and/or being approved as a Sub-consultant to an existing contract.  This is a Washington State Business license and can be acquired by 
contacting the Washington State Department of Revenue web site at www.dor.wa.gov . 


Investment-Grade Tra�c and Toll Revenue Analysis Services for the Columbia River Crossing Project


Economic Consultants Oregon, LTD 50


222 SW Columbia Street, Suite 1600


503-222-6060 503-222-1504 www.econw.com


Portland         Oregon     97201


601-112-630


1974 541611


Multnomah


99 W. Tenth Avenue, Suite 400


Eugene          Oregon     97401 Lane


541-687-0051 541-344-0562


N/A


Lisa Rau rau@econw.com



Lisa Rau
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Consultant Information Form 

Project Name or 
Roster Category: 

Firm: Number of Employees: 

Address: 

Phone: Fax: Company Web Site: 

City:           State:    Zip Code: County: 

Remit to Address: 

City:           State:   Zip Code: County: 

Phone:                                                                              Fax:  

Statewide Vendor Number (SWV) for Remit to Address: Federal Tax ID Number or Social Security Number: 

Unified Business Identifier Number (UBI): D/M/WBE Certification Number: 

Year Firm Established: NAICS Code & Code Name: 

Contact Person: Email: 

 
Firm Type: 

[  ] Sole Proprietor     [  ] Partnership     [  ] C – Corp.     [  ] Limited Partnership     [ X ] Subchapter S Corp.     [  ] Limited Liability Company 

Annual Gross Receipt: 

[  ] $0 to $1 Million     [  ] $1 Million to $5 Million     [ X ] $5 Million to $10 Million     [  ] $10 Million to $15 Million     [  ] Over $15 Million 

Note: 

Firm Name:  Please do not use:  dba’s – doing business as; combination names when two firms are working together, 
unless the combination name is the formation of a legally registered new company such as a joint venture; derivatives of 
your legal name; acronyms; etc. 

Statewide Vendor (SWV) Number: The Statewide Vendor (SWV) Number is REQUIRED for vendors to receive payments.  If your firm 
doesn’t already have an SWV number, your firm will be required to acquire a SWV number prior to execution of a contract and/or being 
approved as a Sub-consultant to an existing contract.  Please contact WSDOT TRAINS Help Desk at 360-705-7514 for assistance.  Federal 
Tax ID Number:  Please ensure that your legal name matches that assigned to your Federal Tax ID number.   If you do not have a Federal 
Tax ID number, please use your social security number. 

Unified Business Identifier (UBI) Number:  Your firm will be REQUIRED to acquire a UBI Number prior to execution of a contract 
and/or being approved as a Sub-consultant to an existing contract.  This is a Washington State Business license and can be acquired by 
contacting the Washington State Department of Revenue web site at www.dor.wa.gov . 

Investment-Grade Tra�c and Toll Revenue Analysis Services for the Columbia River Crossing Project

Economic Consultants Oregon, LTD 50

222 SW Columbia Street, Suite 1600

503-222-6060 503-222-1504 www.econw.com

Portland         Oregon     97201

601-112-630

1974 541611

Multnomah

99 W. Tenth Avenue, Suite 400

Eugene          Oregon     97401 Lane

541-687-0051 541-344-0562

N/A

Lisa Rau rau@econw.com

Lisa Rau




From: Steven Siegel
To: Strickler, Kris; Brodie, Les; Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us; jmortensen@pragla.com; Francis, Carley
Cc: ryane@cdmsmith.com
Subject: CDM Smith Memo for review
Date: Sunday, February 24, 2013 5:20:33 PM
Attachments: TR comparison memo V10 Final.docx

TR comparison memo V10 FinalComparison to V8 SSedit redline.docx

Attached is CDM Smith. Please review and return comments to me ASAP, I will
compile. If you have questions or just wish to, please ask Eugene directly, but if
possible keep me in email loop.

Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com
503-274-0013

-----Original Message-----
From: Ryan, Eugene <ryane@cdmsmith.com>
To: 'Steven Siegel' <siegelconsulting@aol.com>
Cc: Boesch, Timothy J. <boeschtj@cdmsmith.com>
Sent: Sun, Feb 24, 2013 5:13 pm
Subject: FW: CRCTR - Memo - V10 with changes saved and comp to V8SS redline

Steven,
 
Attached is our revised memo.
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
 
From: Boesch, Timothy J. 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 7:11 PM
To: Ryan, Eugene
Subject: CRCTR - Memo - V10 with changes saved and comp to V8SS redline
 
 
 
Timothy J. Boesch, AICP
Project Manager
CDM Smith
1218 3rd Ave, Suite 1100, Seattle, WA 98101
w: 206.336.4900  f: 206.223-2340
boeschtj@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
 

*** eSafe scanned this email for malicious content ***
*** IMPORTANT: Do not open attachments from unrecognized senders  ***
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WSDOT and ODOT February 22, 2013

Page 2







Memorandum     



To:	Les Brodie; CFO, Oregon Department of Transportation



From:	Eugene Ryan



Date:	February 22, 2013



Subject:	Columbia River Crossing Preliminary Toll Revenue Estimates



CDM Smith was retained to develop traffic and toll revenue estimates for the Columbia River Crossing (CRC) project. As part of an on-going effort to prepare investment-grade estimates, CDM Smith was charged with preparing a Stage 1 range of traffic and revenue estimates. This memorandum summarizes the results of this Stage 1work. A refined “Stage 2” range of traffic and toll revenue estimates will be prepared in June 2013 based on additional data currently being collected; leading to an investment-grade (“Stage 3”) analysis by late 2013.

The Stage 1 range of traffic and toll revenue estimates is based on: 



· A preliminary updated tolling model based on Metro’s newly developed (2010/11) travel demand model and CDM Smith’s tolling algorithms;

· Available traffic counts and other data; and

· A range of recently completed socio-economic forecasts by Metro and Moody’s.



Scenarios Used for  Stage 1 Traffic and Toll Revenue Forecast 

To prepare the Stage 1 range of traffic and toll revenue forecasts, CDM Smith identified four scenarios to test. All of the scenarios have two stages of tolling: 

· A ‘pre-completion’ stage of tolling, during which the existing bridge is tolled while the new bridge is constructed. All of the scenarios use the same toll rate schedule during the early-year stage.

· A ‘post-completion’ stage of tolling, which is assumed to begin FY 2022 when the new I-5 bridges are fully open for operations. 

Scenarios were created to establish the reasonable range of anticipated revenues. The following summarizes the Stage 1 Scenarios:

· Scenario 1- This scenario represents a reasonable lower bound on what revenue could be expected from tolling the I-5 bridges. It uses an economic forecast reflecting a pessimistic economic recovery outlook that includes the assumption of no travel growth between now and 2015.  The travel demand model assumes parameter values in which travelers are more sensitive to travel costs, and are more willing to divert trips to avoid tolls. These factors are intended to produce the lowest reasonable level of toll bridge usage. Scenario 1 is based on the “Added Price Point” toll rate schedule, documented in the CRC Project Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS), for pre-completion tolling. For financial analysis purposes, the toll rate is assumed to not escalate after FY 2022 and the surcharge after FY2036.

· Scenario 2- This scenario uses the official Metro population and employment forecasts for the Portland metropolitan region. The Metro forecast exhibits higher population and employment growth than the forecast used in Scenario 1.  Model parameters values are taken at levels that will produce toll usage at the lower end of the reasonable range but not as low as Scenario 1. Scenario 2 assumes approximately the same toll rates as Scenario 1 but the surcharge does not escalate after FY2022.

· Scenario 3- This scenario uses  the same socio-economic forecasts and toll rate schedule as Scenario 2, but employs travel model values that assume that travelers are not as sensitive to travel costs as in Scenario 2. 

· Scenario 4 – This scenario assumes a higher post-completion toll rate than used in the other three scenarios. The toll rates in Scenario 4 were chosen based on what was deemed reasonable but there was no attempt to develop or use revenue maximizing toll rates.  Scenario 4 uses the same socio-economic forecast and travel demand values as Scenario 3, but assumes toll rates based on the “1.5 X Base” toll rate schedule (as documented in the FEIS) in lieu of the toll rate schedule used in Scenarios 1-3. For financial analysis purposes, the toll rate is assumed to not escalate after FY 2022 and the surcharge after FY2036.

The scenarios are described more fully in our report “Columbia River Crossing Traffic and Revenue Study, Preliminary Gross Toll Revenue Estimates, February 22, 2013.”  That report also gives the traffic and revenue estimates for each of the scenarios for all years from FY2016 to FY2060. 

None of these four scenarios nor most importantly the mid‐point or average constitutes a base case scenario.  Rather the scenarios were determined for the sole purpose of preparing a reasonable Stage 1 range of traffic and toll revenue forecasts.  

Stage 1 Traffic and Toll Revenue Results

Figure 1 below shows by year the toll transactions for the four scenarios. Initial transactions estimates start at about 20 to 30 million transactions annually in FY2016 increasing to 45 to 60 million transactions by FY2060. Transactions rise modestly in the pre‐completion tolling period (FY2016 through FY2021) then increase when the new bridge is assumed to be fully open, eventually flattening out in the outer years. 

Figure 1. Annual Transactions



Figure 2 below shows by year the gross revenue estimates for the two scenarios. Initial revenue estimates, in year of collection dollars, start at about $61M to $85M annually in FY2016 increasing to $180M to $277M by FY2060. Revenue rises modestly in the pre‐completion tolling period (FY2016 through FY2021) then increases when the new bridge is assumed to be fully open and toll rates are adjusted to post-completion rate schedules in FY2022. Eventually revenue flattens out after FY2045.




Figure 2. Annual Gross Revenue







Stage 1 Range of the Capital Funding Capacity from Tolls

The Stage 1 gross toll revenues described above were used to estimate the capital funding capacity from tolls in two steps:



· The Stage 1 range of gross toll revenues prepared by CDM Smith was converted to net toll revenues available for project capital funding by Parson Brinckerhoff (PB). The net revenues account for the use of toll revenues to pay such expenses as toll operations, facility operations and maintenance, tolling and facility replacement and rehabilitation costs, and credit costs. The net revenues also account for transfers to several reserve accounts for bonding purposes and the efficient operations of the facility.  



· The net revenues prepared by PB were provided to the Public Resources Advisory Group (PRAG), a financial advisory firm, which prepared alternative borrowing structures, estimated borrowing capacity based on those structures, estimated additional toll revenues available for capital construction on a pay-go basis, and prepared a range of potential capital funding available from toll revenues. The details of this work are explained in a PRAG memorandum dated February 24, 2013.





Table 1 summarizes the capital funding capacity estimates prepared by PRAG for Scenarios 1-4, which serve as the basis for Stage 1 range.



Table 1. Range of Capital Funding Capacity from Tolls
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Based on these results, the reasonable range of capital funding capacity from tolls for the CRC Project is estimated to be between $1.07 billion  and $2.07 billion. The 2011 Oregon State Treasurer’s review reported a capital funding capacity of $900 million to $1.3 billion . Thus the low end of the current forecast range falls $170 million above the prior low end and the high end of the current forecast range exceeds the prior high end by approximately $770 million. If Scenario 4 which has a higher toll rate structure is excluded, the top of the range is $1.75 billion which is $450 million above the top of the prior range.



[bookmark: _GoBack]As indicated earlier in this memorandum, this is the Stage 1 range of traffic and revenue estimates. CDM Smith is currently engaged in additional data collection and further model development that will lead to a refined Stage 2 range of traffic and revenue estimates in June 2013. The Stage 3 investment-grade estimates, which will be used for actual financing purposes, are scheduled to be complete by the end of 2013.
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Revenue (in millioins)
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State-Backed Toll Bonds


TIFIA Loan and 


Toll Revenue Bonds


Scenario 1$1.07$1.21


Scenario 2$1.18$1.36


Scenario 3$1.55$1.75


Scenario 4$1.92$2.07


Source: PRAG February 2013
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Memorandum     DRAFT



To:	Les Brodie; CFO, Oregon Department of Transportation



From:	Eugene Ryan



Date:	February 22, 2013



Subject:	Columbia River Crossing Preliminary Toll Revenue Estimates

BackgroundCDM

CDM Smith was retained to develop traffic and toll revenue estimates for the Columbia River Crossing (CRC) project. As part of an on-going effort to prepare investment-grade estimates, CDM Smith was charged with preparing a Stage 1 range of traffic and revenue estimates. This memorandum summarizes the results of this Stage 1 results1work. A refined “Stage 2” range of traffic and toll revenue estimates will be prepared in JulyJune 2013 based on additional data currently being collected; leading to an investment-grade (“Stage 3”) analysis by late 2013.

The Stage 1 range of traffic and toll revenue estimates is based on: 



· A preliminary updated tolling model based on Metro’s newly developed (2010/11) travel demand model and CDM Smith’s tolling algorithms;

· Available traffic counts and other data; and

· A range of recently completed socio-economic forecasts by Metro and Moody’s.



The Stage 1 gross toll revenues prepared by CDM Smith were used to estimate a range of capital funding capacity. Parsons Brinckerhoff (PB) calculated the net toll revenues available for capital funding for each of the scenarios by accounting for the toll operations, facility operations, and collections paid with toll revenues and other transfers to operating and financing reserves. The Public Resources Advisory Group (PRAG) calculated the financial capacity of these net revenues for each scenario based on various financing structures. Details on the financial capacity analysis are provided in a memorandum by PRAG entitled “Columbia River Crossing – Range of Estimated Project Funding Capacity of Net Toll Revenues Based on Updated Traffic and Revenue Projections” (dated February 24, 2013), which is attached hereto.





Scenarios Used for  Stage 1 Traffic and Toll Revenue Forecast 

To prepare the Stage 1 range of traffic and toll revenue forecasts, CDM Smith identified four scenarios to test. All of the scenarios have two stages of tolling: 

· A ‘pre-completion’ stage of tolling, during which the existing bridge is tolled while the new bridge is constructed. All of the scenarios use the same toll rate schedule during the early-year stage.

· A ‘post-completion’ stage of tolling, which commencesis assumed to begin FY 2022 when the new I-5 bridges are fully open for operations. 

Three of the scenariosScenarios were created to establish the reasonable range of anticipated revenues. These scenarios use the same toll rate schedule, but differ in the underlying socio-economic forecasts and/or travel behavior factors. The fourth scenario was developed as a sensitivity test to determine impacts of a higher toll rate. This step is necessitated to ensure there is ‘headroom’ to produce higher revenues by imposing a higher toll rate schedule, should the need exist. 

The following summarizes the Stage 1 Scenarios:

· Scenario 1- This scenario represents a reasonable lower bound on what revenue could be expected from tolling the I-5 bridges. It uses an economic forecast reflecting a pessimistic economic recovery outlook that includes the assumption of no travel growth between now and 2015.  The travel demand model assumes parameter values in which travelers are highlymore sensitive to travel costs, and are more willing to divert trips to avoid tolls. These factors are intended to produce the lowest reasonable level of toll bridge usage. Scenario 1 assumesis based on the “Added Price Point” toll rate schedule, documented in the CRC Project Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS), for pre-completion tolling. For financial analysis purposes, the toll rate is assumed to not escalate after ____.FY 2022 and the surcharge after FY2036.

· Scenario 2- This scenario  uses the official Metro population and employment forecasts for the Portland metropolitan region. The Metro forecast exhibits higher population and employment growth than the forecast used in Scenario 1. The toll rate schedule and travel demand model values used for Scenario 2 are the same as those used for Scenario 1 Model parameters values are taken at levels that will produce toll usage at the lower end of the reasonable range but not as low as Scenario 1. Scenario 2 assumes approximately the same toll rates as Scenario 1 but the surcharge does not escalate after FY2022.

· Scenario 3- This scenario uses  the same socio-economic forecasts and toll rate schedule as Scenario 2, but employs travel model values that assume that travelers are not as sensitive to travel costs as in Scenario 2. 

· Scenario 4 – This scenario was developed to examine the impact of assumingassumes a higher post-completion toll rate than used in the other three scenarios. The toll rates in Scenario 4 were chosen based on what was deemed reasonable but there was no attempt to develop or use revenue maximizing toll rates.  Scenario 4 uses the same socio-economic forecast and travel demand values as Scenario 3, but assumes toll rates based on the higher “1.5 X Base” toll rate schedule (as documented in the FEIS) in lieu of the toll rate schedule used in Scenarios 1-3. The toll rates in scenario 4 were chosen based on what was deemed reasonable but there was no attempt to develop or use revenue maximizing toll rates For financial analysis purposes, the toll rate is assumed to not escalate after FY 2022 and the surcharge after FY2036.

TheseThe scenarios are described more fully in our report “Columbia River Crossing Traffic and Revenue Study, Preliminary Gross Toll Revenue Estimates, February 22, 2013.”  That report also gives the traffic and revenue estimates for each of the scenarios for all years from FY 2016FY2016 to FY 2060FY2060. 

The readers should note that noneNone of these four scenarios nor most importantly the mid‐point or average constitutes a base case scenario.  Rather the scenarios were determined for the sole purpose  of preparing a reasonable Stage 1 range of traffic and toll revenue forecasts.  

Stage 1 Traffic and Toll Revenue Results

Figure 1 below shows by year the toll transactions for the four scenarios. Initial transactions estimates start at about 20 to 30 million transactions annually in FY2016 increasing to 45 to 60 million transactions by FY2060. Transactions rise modestly in the pre‐completion tolling period (FY2016 through FY2021) then increase when the new bridge is assumed to be fully open, eventually flattening out in the outer years. 

Figure 1. Annual Transactions



Figure 2 below shows by year the gross revenue estimates for the two scenarios. Initial revenue estimates, in year of collection dollars, start at about $61M to $85M annually in FY2016 increasing to $180M to $277M by FY2060. Revenue rises modestly in the pre‐completion tolling period (FY2016 through FY2021) then increases when the new bridge is assumed to be fully open and toll rates are adjusted to post-completion rate schedules in FY2022. There are slight toll revenue increases during the post-completion stage due to traffic growth; the analysis assumes that post-completion toll rates do not increase after they are first imposed. Eventually revenue flattens out after FY2045.




Figure 2. Annual Gross Revenue









Stage 1 Range of the Capital Funding Capacity from Tolls



The Stage 1 gross toll revenues described above were used to estimate the capital funding capacity from tolls in two steps:



· The Stage 1 range of gross toll revenues prepared by CDM Smith was converted to net toll revenues available for project capital funding by Parson Brinckerhoff (PB). The net revenues account for the use of toll revenues to pay such expenses as toll operations, facility operations and maintenance, tolling and facility replacement and rehabilitation costs, and credit costs. The net revenues also account for transfers to several reserve accounts needed for bonding purposes and the efficient operations of the facility.  



· The net revenues prepared by PB were provided to the Public Resources Advisory Group (PRAG), a financial advisory firm, which prepared alternative borrowing structures, estimated borrowing capacity based on those structures, estimated additional toll revenues available for capital construction on a pay-go basis, and prepared a range of potential capital funding available from toll revenues. The details of this work are explained in thea PRAG memorandum attached heretodated February 24, 2013.





The table belowTable 1 summarizes the capital funding capacity estimates prepared by PRAG for Scenarios 1-34, which serve as the basis for Stage 1 range.



		Range of Capital Funding Capacity from Tolls



		In Billions of Dollars



		 

		State-Backed Toll Bonds

		TIFIA Loan and Toll Revenue Bonds



		Scenario 1

		$1.07

		$1.21



		Scenario 2

		$1.18

		$1.36



		Scenario 3

		$1.55

		$1.75



		Source: PRAG February 2013







Table 1. Range of Capital Funding Capacity from Tolls
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Based on these results, the reasonable range of capital funding capacity from tolls for the CRC Project is estimated to be between $1.07 and $1.75 billion, which is higher than the $900 million to $1.3 billion range reported in as part of the 2011 Oregon State Treasurer’s reviewbillion  and $2.07 billion. The 2011 Oregon State Treasurer’s review reported a capital funding capacity of $900 million to $1.3 billion . Thus the low end of the current forecast range falls $170 million above the prior low end and the high end of the current forecast range exceeds the prior high end by approximately $770 million. If Scenario 4 which has a higher toll rate structure is excluded, the top of the range is $1.75 billion which is $450 million above the top of the prior range.



[bookmark: _GoBack]As indicated earlier in this memorandum, this is the Stage 1 range of capital funding capacitytraffic and revenue estimates. CDM Smith is currently engaged in additional data collection and further model development that will lead to a refined Stage 2 range of funding capacitytraffic and revenue estimates in June 2013. The Stage 3 investment-grade estimates, which will be used for actual financing purposes, are scheduled to be complete by the end of 2013.
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From: Steven Siegel
To: Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us; Brodie, Les; Strickler, Kris; Francis, Carley; jmortensen@pragla.com
Cc: boeschtj@cdmsmith.com; ryane@cdmsmith.com
Subject: CDM Smith Report and Memo
Date: Sunday, February 24, 2013 6:36:35 PM

Eugene: Let's go FINAL on memo.

Everyone else: I am good with CDM Smith Report as is. It is now 6:35PM (Pacific),
unless I receive comments otherwise on the report by 7:00 PM (Pacific) CDM Smith
should go final on the report at that time.

Eugene: Please send final version for memo to above list now, and absent
comments otherwise send FINAL REPORT to list at 7:00.

Thanks everyone,

Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com
503-274-0013

mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com
mailto:Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us
mailto:les.s.brodie@odot.state.or.us
mailto:StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:jmortensen@pragla.com
mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com
mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com
mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com


From: Steven Siegel
To: Brodie, Les; Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us; Strickler, Kris; jmortensen@pragla.com
Cc: ryane@cdmsmith.com
Subject: CDM Smith Report
Date: Sunday, February 24, 2013 2:40:28 PM

Spoke with Eugene, who is copied on this email so if you have comments about the
following please let him know directly. 

I believe Eugene and I have worked out a compromise that works for all parties.
Eugene had a concern that while omitting Scenario 4 results for ODOT purposes is
okay, it created problems for the CDM Smith work as they were initially charged. The
compromise is that the conclusion of the CDM memo will reference the range for all
four scenarios and then say something like: if the toll rate schedule is limited to just
the Added Price Point schedule the range is X-Y. This allows a reasonable
springboard to state the narrower range in the ODOT cover memo. 

Jo: I don't know if this matters to your memo -- perhaps it negates the comments I
sent -- but wanted you to be aware. 

Also, CDM will be finalizing their report also this afternoon. So be aware that is
coming.

I want to thank Eugene for working through this with me.

Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com
503-274-0013

mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com
mailto:les.s.brodie@odot.state.or.us
mailto:Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us
mailto:StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:jmortensen@pragla.com
mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com
mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com


From: Jocelyn Mortensen
To: Brodie, Les; HELGERSON Lee A; Laura.Lockwood@ost.state.or.us; Strickler, Kris; Siegel, Steve; Baker, Brent;

Kaehler, Auden; Ryan, Eugene
Cc: Louis Choi; Christopher McAbery
Subject: Draft CRC Funding Memo
Date: Friday, February 22, 2013 11:09:39 PM
Attachments: ODOT CRC Bonding Analysis 20130222v4.doc

All –
 
Attached is the completed draft memo detailing the funding capacity of the net toll revenue stream
provided by PB earlier this evening.  Please provide any comments to me at your earliest
convenience.  We will plan to go final on this memo by the end of the day Saturday so others can
complete their work for the Monday deliverables.
 
Regards,
 
Jo
 
Jo Mortensen
Public Resources Advisory Group
1950 Mountain Boulevard, Suite 1
Oakland, CA 94611
office: (510) 339-3212
cell: (510) 343-4952
fax: (510) 281-6815
jmortensen@pragla.com
www.pragadvisors.com
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OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 94611
TEL: (510) 339-3212  |  FAX: (510) 281-6815
WWW.PRAGADVISORS.COM


PUBLIC RESOURCES ADVISORY GROUP


Public Resources Advisory Group



MEMORANDUM TO:
Les S. Brodie, Oregon Department of Transportation (“ODOT”)



Lee A. Helgerson, ODOT


Laura Lockwood-McCall, Oregon State Treasury (“OST”, and together with ODOT, the “State”)

FROM:
Public Resources Advisory Group (“PRAG”)

SUBJECT:
Columbia River Crossing – Range of Estimated Project Funding Capacity of Net Toll Revenues Based on Updated Traffic and Revenue Projections

DATE: 
February 25, 2013

Summary of Results

This memorandum is prepared in response to ODOT’s request that PRAG conduct an updated analysis to estimate the range of project funding capacity provided by tolling the CRC Project. This analysis is based on preliminary toll revenue estimates prepared by CDM Smith as part of its Traffic and Revenue Study for the Columbia River Crossing, as described in CDM Smith’s memorandum dated February 25, 2013.  For each of the four toll revenue scenarios described CDM Smith’s memorandum, PRAG modeled the estimated funding capacity based on two sample bonding scenarios, namely (1) 100% State-backed (GO) Toll Revenue Bonds, and (2) up to a $1 billion TIFIA loan combined with stand-alone toll revenue bonds.  In addition to the bond proceeds available, we also include in the total estimated project funding capacity the estimated net toll revenues available to fund project costs on a pay as you go (PAYGO) basis during the pre-completion period, as provided by Parsons Brinckerhoff (PB) and more fully described below.  Based on these data sources and the other assumptions described below, our analysis concludes that the net toll revenue streams are estimated to support between approximately $1.07 billion and $2.07 billion of project funding for the project, as detailed in the table below.

Estimated Project Funding Based on Updated Traffic and Revenue Projections


		Amounts in $Millions

		Principal Amount 

		Non-Project Uses of Proceeds

		PAYGO From Pre-Com- pletion Tolling

		Net Project Funding Available 



		

		Standalone Senior

		State-Backed

		TIFIA Loan

		Total

		

		

		



		

		CIBs

		CABs

		CIBs

		CABs

		

		

		COI

		Cap-I

		Reserve

		Total

		

		



		Scenario 1



		GO   

		-   

		 -   

		 955.7 

		 16.2 

		 -   

		 971.9 

		6.9 

		118.3 

		 -   

		125.2 

		 226.4 

		 1,073.1 



		TRB & TIFIA   

		 -   

		 43.9 

		 -   

		 -   

		 940.8 

		 984.7 

		1.1 

		 -   

		 4.4 

		 5.5 

		 226.4 

		 1,205.6 



		Scenario 2



		GO   

		       -   

		       -   

		1,075.3 

		 -   

		 -   

		 1,075.3 

		 7.5 

		139.8 

		 -   

		147.3 

		 254.9 

		 1,182.9 



		TRB & TIFIA   

		  95.9 

		25.3 

		 -   

		

		1,000.0 

		1,121.2 

		 3.0 

		 5.8 

		 12.1 

		 20.9 

		 254.9 

		 1,355.2 



		Scenario 3



		GO   

		 -   

		 -   

		1,408.6 

		 -   

		 -   

		1,408.6 

		9.9

		 211.3 

		 -  

		221.1   

		 363.9 

		 1,551.3 



		TRB & TIFIA   

		501.3 

		 1.9 

		 -   

		

		1,000.0

		1,503.2

		12.6

		 55.6 

		 50.3

		 118.5

		 363.9 

		 1,748.6 



		Scenario 4



		GO   

		 -   

		 -   

		1,957.0 

		 -   

		 -   

		1,957.0 

		13.7

		 382.8

		 - 

		 396.5   

		 355.8 

		 1,916.3 



		TRB & TIFIA   

		907.5 

		 66.3 

		 -   

		 -   

		1,000.0 

		1,973.8 

		24.3

		 136.6 

		 96.8 

		 257.7 

		 355.8 

		 2,071.9 





Information Sources and Major Assumptions

The following is a description of the data sources and major assumptions employed by PRAG to calculate the above range of estimate project funding potential.   The amount of net proceeds that can be generated by available net toll revenues will ultimately depend on the results actually achieved – i.e., the final projections of gross toll revenue and net toll revenue, the timing of bonding, interest rates, coverage, and amortization.  We believe the assumptions detailed below are reasonable under current market conditions, but actual results will undoubtedly vary from those presented herein. These estimates are part of an on-going and increasingly refined analysis of toll funding capacity, leading toward to the final investment-grade analysis required just prior to issuing debt secured by net toll revenues.

· Gross Toll Revenue – As projected by CDM Smith under the four scenarios analyzed, as more fully described in CDM Smith’s memorandum dated February 25, 2013.  We should note that all scenarios produced by CDM Smith assume no additional toll increases after FY2022, when the new facility is projected to be open. This is intended to provide for a conservative estimate of toll funding capacity, which does not rely on on-going future toll rate increases – as also assumed in the modeling PRAG completed at the request of ODOT and OST as part of the OST’s July 20, 2011 presentation (the 2011 Analysis).

· Net Toll Revenue – All bonds and/or TIFIA loans are assumed to be paid after the funding of Operating and Maintenance (O&M) expenses and both tolling and facility Repair and Replacement (R&R) reserve deposits.  This is a conservative assumption that mirrors the assumptions used for the 2011 Analysis.  As a practical matter, the legal structure for the toll-backed bonds (including TIFIA) to be issued in the future likely will involve a pledge of net toll revenues that deducts only O&M costs and not R&R reserve deposits (which would be paid after debt service), consistent with the debt structure for Washington’s SR 520 project.  However, we assume deposits to the R&R reserve also are deducted to provide a more conservative range of proceeds as well as to be more consistent with the assumptions used in the 2011 Analysis.

All estimates of net toll revenues were prepared by PB, based on the preliminary gross toll revenue estimates produced by CDM Smith.

· Project Sources and Uses – To estimate the required timing of toll-backed bond issuances, PRAG obtained data from the CRC project staff that included estimated project funding needs and projected non-toll funding sources.  Project costs were based on the cost refinement study conducted by CRC project staff in November 2012 and do include costs related to the increased bridge height.  These estimates do not, however, include any estimated mitigation costs.

· Bond Structuring Assumptions – Provided below is a discussion of the major structuring assumptions for the analysis, which are detailed in the attached Exhibit 1.  We will point out several factors that have changed since our 2011 analysis, namely:


· Interest rates – Since bonding is now closer than it was in 2011, and the interest rate assumptions used in 2011 were materially higher than then-current market rates, we have reduced somewhat our interest rate assumptions by applying an interest rate spread to estimated current market rates for each of the credit structures contemplated.  Since there has been more volatility in tax-exempt rates than in taxable rates in recent years, and particularly for lower-rated credits such as would be expected for stand-alone toll revenue bonds, we assume an interest rate spread over current market rates of approximately 1.0% (100 bps) for TIFIA (which is based on the 30-year U.S. Treasury yield), 1.5% (150 bps) over current rates for State GO-backed bonds, and 2.0% (200 bps) for stand-alone toll revenue bonds.

Please note, however, that the actual interest rates achieved on any toll-backed borrowing (whether TIFIA, State-backed bonds or stand-alone toll revenue bonds) will impact the amount of net proceeds available from the toll revenue stream.  Higher interest rates than assumed in our analysis will result in lower net proceeds, while lower interest rates would produce higher net proceeds.


· Coverage – In the 2011 Analysis, we assumed TIFIA debt service coverage at 1.10x.  However, based on the experience of Washington with the SR 520 TIFIA loan, and consistent with the assumption used in the August 2012 Annual Section 5309 New Starts Report, we have increased that debt service coverage factor to 1.15x.  Similarly, we have increased our debt service coverage factor for the State-backed toll revenue bonds to 1.30x from the 1.25x assumption in the 2011 Analysis.

· Pre-Completion Tolling – In the 2011 Analysis, we did not assume any pre-completion tolls.  For this analysis, we assume that revenues from pre-completion tolls will be used to pay O&M, and fund deposits to an O&M reserve, R&R reserve, and a rate stabilization fund during the pre-completion period, all as calculated by PB.  Excess toll revenues available after funding these costs in each fiscal year are assumed to be available in the following fiscal year to fund project costs on a PAYGO basis.  These amounts are summarized in the results table above as “PAYGO from Pre-Completion Tolling.”


· Debt Service Structure – In all cases, we structure bond debt service to match the shape of the net toll revenue stream.  As stated above, the toll revenue projections assume no additional toll increases after FY2022 when the facility is complete.  Both net toll revenue and debt service increase only with forecast increases in traffic.  This produces a modestly increasing debt service structure, with compound average growth rates of between approximately 1.3% per year and 1.9% per year during the years when the bulk of the debt is amortizing, depending on the toll revenue scenario analyzed.  The debt structures for the eight scenarios analyzed are depicted graphically in Exhibit 2 on the following pages.

Exhibit 1 – Overview of Major Assumptions

		Debt Vehicle 

		Standalone Toll Revenue Bonds

		State-Backed Toll Revenue Bonds

		TIFIA Loan



		Credit Structure

		Secured by Net Toll Revenues (net of O&M and R&R)

		Secured by Net Toll Revenues, plus State backstop of revenues and/or GO pledge

		Secured by Net Toll Revenues



		Amortization 

		Max 40 years

		Max 30 years

		35 years from project completion



		Minimum Debt Service Coverage 

		2.00x Senior;


1.50x Junior

		1.30x (note: FEIS assumed 1.25x)

		1.15x (FEIS assumed 1.10x)



		Interest Rates (reduced from prior analysis) 

		~200 bps over current rates:


CIBs: 6.00% (Snr) / 7.00% (Jr)


CABs: 7.25% (Snr)

		~150 bps over current rates:


CIBs: 4.50%


CABs: 5.75%

		~100 bps over current 30Yr UST:


4.25%



		Debt Service Structure 

		Proportional to Net Toll Revenues

		Proportional to Net Toll Revenues

		Proportional to Net Toll Revenues



		Use of Pre-Completion Tolls 

		Fund O&M Reserve, R&R Reserve, and Revenue Stabilization Fund first; use excess to pay Project Costs.

		Fund O&M Reserve, R&R Reserve, and Revenue Stabilization Fund first; use excess to pay Project Costs.

		Fund O&M Reserve, R&R Reserve, and Revenue Stabilization Fund first; use excess to pay Project Costs.



		Reserves 

		DSRF funded at lesser of MADS, 10% of par, or 125% average annual debt service

		n/a

		n/a



		Expenses 

		2.5%

		CIBs: 0.7% / CABs: 1.2%

		n/a (paid from revenue, not included in loan sizing)





Exhibit 2 – Net Toll Revenues and Debt Service
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Scenario 3: GO-Backed –No TIFIA
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						Sr. Prn			Sr. Int			TIFIA Prn.			TIFIA Int.			Net Revenue


			2022			0			0			1388126.5			47227742.5			55908249.9400734


			2023			0			0			3676540.87625			47168747.12375			58472081.3872482


			2024			0			0			7676033.86349062			47012494.1365094			62891808.0381368


			2025			0			0			9973156.30268898			46686262.697311			65158332.2647353


			2026			- 0			0			12544019.4455533			46262403.5544467			67627387.1943224


			2027			0			0			16682767.2719893			45729282.7280107			71773858.4896047


			2028			0			0			20856310.8810488			45020265.1189512			75758063.1140494


			2029			0			0			22543359.0934934			44133871.9065066			76678816.1623391


			2030			0			0			19749067.8549669			43175779.1450331			72363574.6567266


			2031			0			0			22963554.238803			42336443.7611971			75094997.734452


			2032			0			0			25799250.2939521			41360492.7060479			77233705.1168528


			2033			0			0			27720416.431445			40264024.568555			78182107.4870497


			2034			0			0			32917058.1297815			39085906.8702185			82803410.4765785


			2035			0			0			42580741.1002972			37686931.8997028			92307824.1307881


			2036			0			0			45620145.5970598			35877250.4029402			93722006.2564816


			2037			0			0			48781596.7849348			33938394.2150652			95127990.5456399


			2038			0			0			53243096.6482946			31865176.3517054			97874514.191634


			2039			0			0			56154343.2558471			29602344.7441529			98620191.4923504


			2040			0			0			58924449.8442206			27215785.1557794			99061270.3834972


			2041			0			0			63544166.9626			24711496.0374			101494013.486947


			2042			0			0			66166886.0585105			22010868.9414895			101404418.724845


			2043			0			0			65319551.7159972			19198776.2840028			97196077.6406001


			2044			0			0			68650473.663927			16422695.336073			97834145.4551013


			2045			0			0			63428015.7946439			13505050.2053561			88473026.2988083


			2046			0			0			65461580.4659163			10809359.5340837			87711581.091589


			2047			0			0			67979758.6357177			8027242.36428226			87408051.3661896


			2048			0			0			74145582.3777357			5138102.62226425			91176238.529675


			2049			3616598.50425955			25910401.4957405			46750949.9108349			1986915.37121048			90004395.5663421


			2050			5445390.49066307			42235609.5093369			0			0			95361624.6523136


			2051			4996039.50166151			41921960.4983385			0			0			93835305.1036053


			2052			4545721.29153508			41238278.7084649			0			0			91567965.3814944


			2053			4026068.67412401			39463931.325876			0			0			86979542.757788


			2054			3695042.24483512			39112957.7551649			0			0			85615642.3452184


			2055			3483328.68088419			39797671.3191158			0			0			86561525.2911208


			2056			3204485.08653022			39498514.9134698			0			0			85405512.5794243


			2057			2970442.72588795			39483557.274112			0			0			84908205.676644


			2058			2826205.51602523			40494794.4839748			0			0			86641098.0395457


			2059			2586128.79036874			39928871.2096313			0			0			85030503.9793996


			2060			2465813.60786848			41010186.3921315			0			0			86951005.9201351


						0			0			0			0


						To resize chart data range, drag lower right corner of range.
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						GO Prn			GO Int			Net Revenue												1000000						1000


			2022			8932002.00000001			63387450			94015287.7586633												94015287.7586633						8932002.00000001			63387450


			2023			11419661			62985509			96726721.0973512												96726721.0973512						11419661			62985509


			2024			15785259			62471625			101733949.77934												101733949.77934						15785259			62471625


			2025			17700821			61761288			103300742.667127												103300742.667127						17700821			61761288


			2026			19788360			60964751			104979045.204425												104979045.204425						19788360			60964751


			2027			23278576			60074275			108358707.39624												108358707.39624						23278576			60074275


			2028			26823716			59026739			111605592.673111												111605592.673111						26823716			59026739


			2029			28016266			57819672			111586720.318309												111586720.318309						28016266			57819672


			2030			25182536			56558940			106263919.106919												106263919.106919						25182536			56558940


			2031			27610843			55425726			107947540.822451												107947540.822451						27610843			55425726


			2032			29599154			54183238			108917110.769716												108917110.769716						29599154			54183238


			2033			30646575			52851276			108547207.333831												108547207.333831						30646575			52851276


			2034			34628448			51472180			111930817.474747												111930817.474747						34628448			51472180


			2035			42505196			49913900			120144825.379425												120144825.379425						42505196			49913900


			2036			44461111			48001166			120200960.741341												120200960.741341						44461111			48001166


			2037			47795779			46000416			121935054.021265												121935054.021265						47795779			46000416


			2038			52412767			43849606			125141084.968037												125141084.968037						52412767			43849606


			2039			55584786			41491031			126198562.494688												126198562.494688						55584786			41491031


			2040			58660898			38989716			126945798.544933												126945798.544933						58660898			38989716


			2041			63411796			36349976			129690303.690481												129690303.690481						63411796			36349976


			2042			66366214			33496445			129821457.348403												129821457.348403						66366214			33496445


			2043			66207870			30509965			125733185.811862												125733185.811862						66207870			30509965


			2044			69909306			27530611			126671892.895617												126671892.895617						69909306			27530611


			2045			66097303			24384692			117626593.832864												117626593.832864						66097303			24384692


			2046			68440221			21410314			116805696.10129												116805696.10129						68440221			21410314


			2047			71342874			18330504			116575391.827991												116575391.827991						71342874			18330504


			2048			77564691			15120074			120490195.742922												120490195.742922						77564691			15120074


			2049			80121965			11629663			119277117.43352												119277117.43352						80121965			11629663


			2050			87799098			8024175			124570255.746711												124570255.746711						87799098			8024175


			2051			90515907.9999998			4073215			122992732.996676												122992732.996676						90515907.9999998			4073215


			2052			0			0			120545261.041707												120545261.041707						0			0


			2053			0			0			115646561.913236												115646561.913236						0			0


			2054			0			0			114193940.110331												114193940.110331						0			0


			2055			0			0			115058671.999288												115058671.999288						0			0


			2056			0			0			113829228.454782												113829228.454782						0			0


			2057			0			0			113356331.327553												113356331.327553						0			0


			2058			0			0			115235490.555261												115235490.555261						0			0


			2059			0			0			113527411.89582												113527411.89582						0			0


			2060			0			0			115323360.495694												115323360.495694						0			0


						0			0																					0			0


						To resize chart data range, drag lower right corner of range.
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						GO Prn			GO Int			Net Revenue												1000000


			2022			5814365.99999999			88063920			122041772.800066												122041772.800066


			2023			9423486.99999999			87802273			126393488.605734												126393488.605734


			2024			15385569			87378216			133592921.612986												133592921.612986


			2025			18296948			86685866			136477658.855498												136477658.855498


			2026			21462713			85862503			139522781.163003												139522781.163003


			2027			26093708			84896681			144287505.839106												144287505.839106


			2028			30852729			83722464			148947751.223539												148947751.223539


			2029			33347379			82334091			150385911.575118												150385911.575118


			2030			31916006			80833459			146574305.18935												146574305.18935


			2031			35832308			79397239			149798412.068995												149798412.068995


			2032			39411432			77784785			152355083.370313												152355083.370313


			2033			42159618			76011270			153622155.133498												153622155.133498


			2034			47938969			74114088			158668974.751701												158668974.751701


			2035			57722870			71956834			168583615.35289												168583615.35289


			2036			61693593			69359305			170368768.45086												170368768.45086


			2037			66409858			66583093			172890836.450673												172890836.450673


			2038			72459660			63594650			176870603.781771												176870603.781771


			2039			77159758			60333965			178741841.150122												178741841.150122


			2040			81843252			56861776			180316536.883874												180316536.883874


			2041			88276318			53178829			183891691.840095												183891691.840095


			2042			93012300			49206395			184884303.939379												184884303.939379


			2043			94747968			45020842			181699453.607												181699453.607


			2044			100416964			40757183			183526391.739039												183526391.739039


			2045			98664022			36238420			175373175.697534												175373175.697534


			2046			102582402			31798539			174695223.369944												174695223.369944


			2047			107105908			27182331			174574711.683188												174574711.683188


			2048			115024177			22362565			178602765.586884												178602765.586884


			2049			119375483			17186477			177530548.851171												177530548.851171


			2050			128922140			11814580			182957736.945318												182957736.945318


			2051			133622478			6013084			181526231.688471												181526231.688471


			2052									179240974.894759												179240974.894759


			2053			0			0			174514696.914359												174514696.914359


			2054			0			0			173210920.544629												173210920.544629


			2055			0			0			174236703.506984												174236703.506984


			2056			0			0			173150590.840018												173150590.840018


			2057			0			0			172817447.266066												172817447.266066


			2058			0			0			174807096.080135												174807096.080135


			2059			0			0			173259875.421488												173259875.421488


			2060			0			0			175216227.816783												175216227.816783


						To resize chart data range, drag lower right corner of range.
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From: Slack, Terri
To: Slack, Terri; Slack, Terri; Boyd, Nancy; Strickler, Kris; Arnis, Amy; Smith, Helena Kennedy; Brodie, Les;

lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us; Webb, Marilyn; Francis, Carley; Ryan, Eugene (ryane@cdmsmith.com);
Boesch, TimothyJ. (boeschtj@cdmsmith.com); Baker, Brent; kaehlera@pbworld.com; Liles, Casey;
lilesc@wsdot.wa.gov

Cc: Sobleskie, Joe
Subject: Draft meeting notes from yesterday"s call re: CDM Smith"s Comparison Memo
Date: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 2:16:53 PM
Attachments: CRC Finance Call 02 04 15 rev2.docx

 
Please find attached notes from yesterday’s call.  Please let me know if you have any comments/changes.
 
Thank you
 
 
Terri Slack
GTC Program Manager
Desk: 206-716-1163
Cell: 404-889-7188
 
 
-----Original Appointment-----
From: Diemert, Lois On Behalf Of Slack, Terri
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2013 3:28 PM
To: Slack, Terri; Slack, Terri (Consultant) (SlackT@consultant.wsdot.wa.gov); Slack, Terri
(slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com); 'boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com';
stricklerk@columbiarivercrossing.com; arnisa@wsdot.wa.gov; Smith, Helena Kennedy; Les S. Brodie
(les.s.brodie@odot.state.or.us); lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us; Webb, Marilyn
(webbm@columbiarivercrossing.com); Francis, Carley (francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com); Ryan,
Eugene (ryane@cdmsmith.com); Boesch, Timothy J. (boeschtj@cdmsmith.com); Baker, Brent;
kaehlera@pbworld.com; lilesc@columbiarivercrossing.com; lilesc@wsdot.wa.gov
Cc: Sobleskie, Joe
Subject: CDM Smith Memo
When: Monday, February 04, 2013 12:00 PM-1:00 PM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada).
Where: 360-905-1599 9999#
 
 
 
All – wrong date was picked up – should be this Monday the 4th.  Due to schedules, moving to noon
 
Thank you
 
 
Hello,
 
Please accept this meeting invitation to discuss the CDM Smith Memo.
 
Marilyn – Please set up a call-in number for this meeting.
 
 
Lois Diemert for Teresa Slack
Sr. Project Coordinator
GTC Program
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 Finance Call

February 4, 2013



Attendees:



Tim Boesch – CDM Smith

Eugene Ryan – CDM Smith

[bookmark: _GoBack]Amy Arnis – WSDOT CFO

Terri Slack – WSDOT GTC Jacobs

Brent Baker - PB

Auden Kaehler - PB

Nancy Boyd – CRC Project

Carley Francis – CRC Project

Les Brodie – ODOT CFO

Helena Kennedy Smith - WSDOT

Joe Sobleskie – WSDOT GTC Jacobs

Lee Helgerson – ODOT - (joined late)



Purpose – to discuss the CDM Smith T&R range forecasts, memo, and report



· CDM Smith was asked to produce a range of gross revenue (high and low) for legislative session, PB was asked to perform a net revenue analysis on the CDM Smith results, and CDM Smith was asked to compare the new forecast results to the Stantec/FEIS/FTA finance plan forecast  

· CDM Smith produced a summary with comparison to the Stantec forecast and a report with details on assumptions and how the forecasts were developed

· A key difference in the forecasts is that CDM Smith used different parameters than Stantec

· In general, the net present value of the Stantec forecast falls between the CDM Smith high and low forecasts



Discussion

· Any particular reason why CDM Smith high is lower than Stantec in early years?

· (Eugene) CDM Smith did not have any information from the Stantec process before beginning work.  CDM Smith’s work was completely independent with independent assumptions.  The key drivers are outlined in the report.

· (Eugene and Brent) The Stantec forecast was developed using a base case and then lowering the traffic by 15% likely to account for the recession.  CDM Smith developed the low forecast using the lower end of the reasonable range of all parameters.

· (Slack) CDM Smith forecast is based on the Metro 2035 model, Stantec forecast was based on the Metro 2030 model (which is older)

· CDM Smith notes the basic toll rates (account based/Transponder) are all the same in the pre-completion toll period, but the surcharge for pay by mail may not be the same.  

· (Brent) The pay by plate differential was flat over time ($1.30) in the FTA financial model (Stantec) and escalated in the CDM Smith model.  CDM Smith’s differential is higher overall than Stantec.

· Why was it assumed the surcharge increases continuously?

· (Slack)  Was in the assumptions due to cost to collect increasing for pay by plate

· (Brent) It implies the CDM Smith forecast will be more optimistic on revenue – i.e. The surcharge is increasing

· What is the increase?  2.5% annual which reduces traffic but increases revenue.

· (Amy) There is a concern this may overstate revenue given that it assumes the toll differential increases after completion, which may not be the case.    (Particularly because pay by mail is such a high percentage of transactions.) What proportion of revenue is generated by this increasing toll rate?  CDM Smith can answer this question fairly quickly by reviewing the final results of the payment splits.

· (Carley) The note in the 11-29-12 table describing why the surcharge was assumed to increase is verbatim from the FEIS so CRC office would need to look back to see where that comes from.

· If the surcharge is kept constant FY 2022 and forward, will get a little less revenue, but the effective toll rate will decrease and transactions will increase, so revenue will be slightly less.  Looking at SR520 sensitivity test, the effect was similar.  Differences should not be huge.  However, given the higher PBM proportion for CRC, it could be more of a difference and should be reviewed.

· It would be necessary for CDM Smith to re-run the model for post completion years (assuming prior to FY2022 the surcharge was the same as the Stantec assumptions) to determine the effect of not increasing the surcharge after FY2022.  This would be relatively straight forward. However, changing the toll rates prior to FY2022 and after FY2022 takes much longer

· ETC penetration assumptions – 70%-85% High, 50%-65% Low - how developed?  CDM Smith used the 520 payment share information to get the high value and general knowledge from other startup facilities over the years without existing area tolling for the low value. However, both assume an aggressive transponder sales campaign

· Are there different ETC penetration rates by vehicle type?  What is shown is for autos for weekdays.  Weekends are lower and trucks are lower. Consequently, the actual transponder payment share is lower than stated in the report

· (Amy) Can CDM Smith explain the effects of tolls on trip pattern changes further? CDM Smith used the Metro model generation, distribution, and mode choice steps to get effect of toll on trip patterns.  Used a partial effect of the toll (fractional between steps – not full on any step).

· Low scenario – used what CDM Smith felt would be the maximum possible impact – people changing their patterns a lot

· High scenario – reviewed model results to see effects in the model – especially as time goes on

· What will happen when heading to the IG scenario for this assumption?  CDM Smith will put more emphasis on the results of the state preference survey

· (Amy) In the low toll scenario – is the rate similar to the added price point in FEIS?  Yes – but there’s a slight difference in assumptions on when the toll rate changes for the last time

· What is the higher toll rate scenario?  It’s the 1.5x base assumption with less variation across the day that the added price point.  The lowest FEIS toll rate was not tested.

· (Amy) The Stantec transactions are about the same as the CDM Smith high but the Stantec revenue is in the middle between CDM Smith’s high and low.  This seems to be an inconsistency. Some possibilities:

· The CDM Smith high scenario toll rates are higher post FY2022

· The CDM Smith pre-completion differential escalates but the Stantec differential may not have

· CDM Smith has different methods/modeling algorithms

· Overall truck proportions may be somewhat different

· Etc.

· (Amy) Does this memo provide the information CRC needs to discuss with OR leg committees – does it suggest that the tolling could support $1.2 to $2.2B in financing?

· (Les?) – I’m not sure the comparison wouldn’t set off some additional issues with Stantec traffic being high and revenue more in the middle

· (Carley) We will probably need to develop additional points about what this memo says and what it means

· A scenario with all of the “high” assumptions but the “low” toll rates should be developed

· Conclusion

· For Wednesday (or sooner if possible)

· CRC will research more of the Stantec assumptions and the surcharge increase

· CDM Smith will show the pay by mail revenue proportion of the current forecast

· CDM Smith will give an estimate of time to re-do the high scenario with basic toll rates being the same.  Will be a lot more if the pre-completion needs to be redone. (Probably not by this Friday if pre-completion needs redone.)

· Lee will review with Les and provide additional information on what the legislature may require of the report. Lee will try to get comments done on this tomorrow - Tuesday

· Probably need results by next week for legislature. Consequently, can only do what can be done by this Friday.

· Pre-completion has always been thought as pay as you go funds (i.e. not bonded), so might be able to leave that off of this current review 

· (Eugene) It seems like the pre-completion period is where the bigger differences are and perhaps it shouldn’t be dropped

· It would probably be best to get information/comments as soon as possible to give CDM Smith additional time
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Jacobs Engineering Group Inc.
206-716-1130
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NOTICE - This communication may contain confidential and privileged information that is for the sole use of the
intended recipient. Any viewing, copying or distribution of, or reliance on this message by unintended recipients is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the
message and deleting it from your computer.

*** eSafe scanned this email for malicious content ***
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From: Jocelyn Mortensen
To: Brodie, Les; HELGERSON Lee A; Laura.Lockwood@ost.state.or.us; Strickler, Kris; Siegel, Steve; Baker, Brent;

Kaehler, Auden; Ryan, Eugene
Cc: Louis Choi; Christopher McAbery
Subject: Final CRC Funding Memo
Date: Sunday, February 24, 2013 8:04:07 AM
Attachments: ODOT CRC Bonding Analysis 20130224FINAL.pdf

Attached is the final PRAG memo, representing just a few clean-up edits since last night’s version.
 
Jo Mortensen
Public Resources Advisory Group
1950 Mountain Boulevard, Suite 1
Oakland, CA 94611
office: (510) 339-3212
cell: (510) 343-4952
fax: (510) 281-6815
jmortensen@pragla.com
www.pragadvisors.com
 

From: Jocelyn Mortensen 
Sent: Saturday, February 23, 2013 4:48 PM
To: 'BRODIE Les S'; 'HELGERSON Lee A'; 'Laura.Lockwood@ost.state.or.us'; 'Strickler, Kris'; 'Steven
Siegel'; 'Baker, T Brent'; 'Kaehler, Auden'; 'Ryan, Eugene'
Cc: Louis Choi; Christopher McAbery
Subject: RE: Draft CRC Funding Memo
 
Thank you all for your comments and suggestions.  Attached in clean and redline form is the near-
final version of the PRAG memorandum.  Please let me know if you have any comments before we
finalize.
 
Jo Mortensen
Public Resources Advisory Group
1950 Mountain Boulevard, Suite 1
Oakland, CA 94611
office: (510) 339-3212
cell: (510) 343-4952
fax: (510) 281-6815
jmortensen@pragla.com
www.pragadvisors.com
 

From: Jocelyn Mortensen 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2013 11:08 PM
To: BRODIE Les S; HELGERSON Lee A; Laura.Lockwood@ost.state.or.us; Strickler, Kris; Steven Siegel;
Baker, T Brent; Kaehler, Auden; Ryan, Eugene
Cc: Louis Choi; Christopher McAbery
Subject: Draft CRC Funding Memo
 
All –
 
Attached is the completed draft memo detailing the funding capacity of the net toll revenue stream
provided by PB earlier this evening.  Please provide any comments to me at your earliest
convenience.  We will plan to go final on this memo by the end of the day Saturday so others can
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MEMORANDUM TO: Les S. Brodie, Oregon Department of Transportation (“ODOT”) 
 Lee A. Helgerson, ODOT 
 Laura Lockwood-McCall, Oregon State Treasury (“OST”, and together with 


ODOT, the “State”) 
  
FROM: Public Resources Advisory Group (“PRAG”) 


SUBJECT: Columbia River Crossing – Range of Estimated Project Funding Capacity of 
Net Toll Revenues Based on Updated Traffic and Revenue Projections 


DATE:  February 24, 2013 


 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 


This memorandum is prepared in response to ODOT’s request that PRAG prepare an updated analysis to 
estimate the range of project funding capacity provided by tolling the Columbia River Crossing (CRC) 
Project bridges. This analysis is based on the preliminary traffic and revenue estimates prepared by CDM 
Smith and presented in its report titled “Columbia River Crossing Traffic and Revenue Study, Preliminary 
Gross Toll Revenue Estimates, February 22, 2013” (the CDM Smith Study).  For each of the four traffic 
and revenue scenarios described in the CDM Smith Study, PRAG modeled the estimated funding capacity 
based on two sample bonding scenarios, namely (1) 100% State-backed (GO) Toll Revenue Bonds, and 
(2) up to a $1 billion TIFIA loan combined with stand-alone toll revenue bonds.  In estimating the total 
project funding available from tolls, we include both the net bond proceeds that can be generated from the 
projected net toll revenues as preliminarily provided by Parsons Brinckerhoff (PB) on February 22, 2013, 
as well as the projected net toll revenues available during the pre-completion period to fund project costs 
on a pay as you go (PAYGO) basis.  Based on these data sources and the other assumptions described 
below, our analysis indicates that the projected net toll revenue scenarios are estimated to support 
between approximately $1.07 billion and $2.07 billion of project funding, as detailed in the table below. 


Estimated Project Funding Based on Updated Traffic and Revenue Projections 


Amounts 
in 


$Millions 


Principal Amount  
Non-Project Uses of Proceeds 


PAYGO 
From 


Pre-Com- 
pletion 
Tolling 


Net 
Project 
Funding 
Available  


Standalone 
Senior State-Backed 


TIFIA 
Loan Total CIBs CABs CIBs CABs COI Cap-I Reserve Total 


Scenario 1 – Also known as “CDM Smith Low” 
GO    -   -   955.7   16.2   -   971.9  6.9  118.3   -  125.2   226.4   1,073.1  
TRB & 
TIFIA     -   43.9   -   -   940.8   984.7  1.1   -   4.4   5.5   226.4   1,205.6  


Scenario 2 – Also known as “CDM Supplemental 2” 
GO           -         -  1,075.3   -   -   1,075.3   7.5  139.8   -  147.3   254.9   1,182.9  
TRB & 
TIFIA      95.9  25.3   -   1,000.0  1,121.2   3.0   5.8   12.1   20.9   254.9   1,355.2  


Scenario 3 – Also known as “CDM Supplemental 1” 
GO     -   -  1,408.6   -   -  1,408.6  9.9  211.3   -  221.1   363.9   1,551.3  
TRB & 
TIFIA    501.3   1.9   -   1,000.0 1,503.2 12.6  55.6   50.3  118.5  363.9   1,748.6  


Scenario 4 – Also known as “CDM Smith High” 
GO     -   -  1,957.0   -   -  1,957.0  13.7  382.8  -   396.5   355.8   1,916.3  
TRB & 
TIFIA    907.5   66.3   -   -  1,000.0  1,973.8  24.3  136.6   96.8   257.7   355.8   2,071.9  
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INFORMATION SOURCES AND MAJOR ASSUMPTIONS 


The following is a description of the data sources and major assumptions employed by PRAG to calculate 
the above range of estimated project funding potential.   The amount of net bond proceeds that can be 
generated by projected net toll revenues will ultimately depend on the results actually achieved – i.e., the 
final projections of traffic and gross toll revenue and net toll revenue, the timing of bonding, types of debt 
utilized, interest rates, coverage, and debt amortization.  We believe the assumptions detailed below are 
reasonable under current market conditions, but actual results will vary from those presented herein. 
These estimates are preliminary and part of an ongoing and increasingly refined analysis of toll funding 
capacity, leading to the final investment grade traffic and revenue analysis required just prior to issuing 
debt secured by net toll revenues. 


 Gross Toll Revenue – PRAG’s analysis was based on Scenarios 1-4 described in the CDM Smith 
Study.  The scenarios vary by a number of parameters, including socioeconomic forecasts utilized, 
toll rates in the post-completion period, value of time, escalation of the pay by mail surcharge, ETC 
penetration, ramp-up adjustments, among other factors.  These projections are very preliminary in 
nature and are not yet investment grade quality.  We should also note that all scenarios in the CDM 
Smith Study assume no additional increases to the basic toll rate after FY2022, when the new facility 
is projected to be open. (Scenarios 1 and 4 do assume the pay by mail surcharge increases at the rate 
of inflation throughout the projection period, but the basic toll rate remains unchanged after FY2022.)  
This is intended to provide for a more conservative estimate of project funding capacity, which does 
not rely on on-going future toll rate increases.  This same approach was also assumed in the modeling 
PRAG completed at the request of ODOT and OST as part of the OST’s July 20, 2011 presentation to 
Governor Kitzhaber (the 2011 PRAG Analysis). 


 Net Toll Revenue – All toll-backed bonds and TIFIA loans are assumed to be paid after the funding 
of Operating and Maintenance (O&M) expenses and both tolling and facility Repair and Replacement 
(R&R) reserve deposits.  This is a conservative assumption that mirrors the assumptions used for the 
2011 PRAG Analysis.  As a practical matter, the legal structure for the toll-backed bonds (including 
TIFIA) to be issued in the future likely will involve a pledge of net toll revenues that deducts only 
O&M costs and not R&R reserve deposits (which would be paid after debt service).  This approach is 
consistent with the debt structure used for Washington’s SR 520 project.  However, we also assume 
that deposits to the R&R reserve are deducted to provide a more conservative range of estimated 
funding potential as well as to be more consistent with the assumptions used in the 2011 PRAG 
Analysis. 


 All preliminary estimates of net toll revenues were prepared by PB, based on the preliminary traffic 
and gross toll revenue estimates detailed in the CDM Smith Study. 


 Project Sources and Uses – To estimate the required timing of toll-backed bond issuances, PRAG 
obtained data from the CRC project staff that included estimated project funding needs and projected 
non-toll funding sources.  Project costs were based on the cost refinement study conducted by CRC 
project staff in November 2012 and do include costs related to the increased bridge height 
requirements.  These estimates do not, however, include any estimated mitigation costs. 


 Bond Structuring Assumptions – Provided below is a discussion of the major structuring 
assumptions of the analysis, which are detailed in Exhibit 1.  We point out several factors that have 
changed since the 2011 PRAG Analysis, namely: 


o Interest rates – Since bonding is now closer than it was in 2011, and the interest rate assumptions 
used in 2011 were materially higher than then-current market rates, we have reduced our interest 
rate assumptions by applying an interest rate spread to estimated current market rates for each of 
the credit structures contemplated.  Since there has been more volatility in tax-exempt rates than 
in taxable rates in recent years, particularly for lower-rated credits such as would be expected for 
stand-alone toll revenue bonds, we assume an interest rate spread over current market rates of 
approximately 1.0% (100 bps) for TIFIA (which is based on the 30-year U.S. Treasury yield), 
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1.5% (150 bps) over current rates for State GO-backed bonds, and 2.0% (200 bps) for stand-alone 
toll revenue bonds. 


 Please note that the actual interest rates achieved on toll-backed borrowing (whether TIFIA, State 
GO-backed bonds or stand-alone toll revenue bonds) will impact the amount of project funding 
available from the net toll revenue stream.  Higher interest rates than assumed in our analysis will 
result in lower project funding, while lower interest rates would produce higher project funding. 


o Coverage – In the 2011 PRAG Analysis, we assumed TIFIA debt service coverage at 1.10x.  
However, based on the experience of Washington with the SR 520 TIFIA loan, and consistent 
with the assumption used in the CRC’s August 2012 Annual Section 5309 New Starts Report to 
the Federal Transit Administration, we have increased that debt service coverage factor to 1.15x.  
Similarly, we have increased our debt service coverage factor for the State GO-backed toll 
revenue bonds to 1.30x from the 1.25x assumption in the 2011 PRAG Analysis. 


o Pre-Completion Tolling – In the 2011 PRAG Analysis, we did not assume any pre-completion 
tolls.  For this analysis, we assume that revenues from pre-completion tolls will be used to pay 
O&M, and fund deposits to an O&M reserve, R&R reserve, and a rate stabilization fund during 
the pre-completion period, all as calculated by PB.  Excess net toll revenues available after 
funding these costs in each fiscal year are assumed to be available in the following fiscal year to 
fund project costs on a PAYGO basis.  These amounts are summarized in the results table above 
as “PAYGO from Pre-Completion Tolling.” 


o Debt Service Structure – In all cases, we structure the bond debt service to match the shape of the 
net toll revenue stream.  As stated above, the traffic and revenue projections in the CDM Smith 
Study assume no additional increases to the basic toll rate after FY2022 when the facility is 
complete (although both Scenario 1 and Scenario 4 assume the pay by mail surcharge continues 
to grow with inflation.)  Both net toll revenue and debt service increase only with forecast 
increases in traffic.  This produces a modestly increasing debt service structure, with compound 
average growth rates of between approximately 1.3% per year and 1.9% per year during the years 
when the bulk of the debt is amortizing, depending on the scenario analyzed.  The debt structures 
for the eight scenarios analyzed are depicted graphically in Exhibit 2. 


CONCLUSION 


Based on the preliminary projections of traffic and gross toll revenue provided in the CDM Smith Study, 
and the preliminary projections of net toll revenue provided by PB, as well as all of the other major 
assumptions laid out above, the preliminary range of net toll revenues can support between $1.07 billion 
and $2.07 billion of project funding for the CRC.  However, it should be emphasized that these results are 
based on very preliminary projections that are not yet of investment grade quality, as that process is still 
ongoing.  The final investment grade traffic and revenue study being prepared by CDM Smith and the 
final net revenue report being prepared by PB are not expected to be completed until approximately 
November 2013.  Further, these preliminary projections are based on a number of assumptions, including 
factors related to toll policy (toll rates and surcharge rates) that will be subject to future decisions of 
Oregon and Washington policy makers.   


To the extent that the final investment grade traffic and revenue study and corresponding net revenue 
report provides theoretical funding levels that exceed the amounts required to fund the CRC project, this 
may offer any of a number of opportunities, including but not limited to: (a) backfilling funding sources 
that do not materialize in the amounts expected; (b) structuring toll-backed bonds with higher coverage 
and better credit quality, potentially eliminating the possibility that either state may be required to provide 
credit enhancements such as GO-backing; and (c) providing capacity to refund portions of both states’ 
equity contributions at some point in the future.  However, given that the final results of the investment 
grade traffic and revenue study will not be available until late 2013, any discussion of the use of excess 
funding capacity, should it exist, is premature. 
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Exhibit 1 – Overview of Major Assumptions 


Debt Vehicle  Standalone Toll Revenue Bonds (TRBs) State GO-Backed Toll Revenue Bonds TIFIA Loan 


Credit 
Structure 


Secured by Net Toll Revenues (net of O&M and R&R) 
Secured by Net Toll Revenues, plus State 
backstop of revenues and/or GO pledge 


Secured by Net Toll Revenues 


Amortization  Max 40 years Max 30 years 35 years from project completion 


Minimum Debt 
Service 
Coverage  


2.00x Senior; 
1.50x Junior 


1.30x (note: FEIS assumed 1.25x) 1.15x (FEIS assumed 1.10x) 


Interest Rates 
(reduced from 
prior analysis)  


~200 bps over current rates: 
Current Interest Bonds: 6.00% (Senior) / 7.00% (Junior) 


Capital Appreciation Bonds: 7.25% (Senior) 


~150 bps over current rates: 
Current Interest Bonds: 4.50% 


Capital Appreciation Bonds: 5.75% 


~100 bps over current 30Yr UST: 
4.25% 


Debt Service 
Structure  


Proportional to Net Toll Revenues Proportional to Net Toll Revenues Proportional to Net Toll Revenues 


Use of Pre-
Completion 
Tolls  


Fund O&M Reserve, R&R Reserve, and Revenue 
Stabilization Fund first; use excess to pay Project Costs. 


Fund O&M Reserve, R&R Reserve, and 
Revenue Stabilization Fund first; use 


excess to pay Project Costs. 


Fund O&M Reserve, R&R Reserve, 
and Revenue Stabilization Fund first; 


use excess to pay Project Costs. 


Debt Service 
Reserve Fund 


Funded at lesser of Maximum Annual Debt Service, 
10% of par, and 125% average annual debt service 


n/a n/a 


Bond-Related 
Expenses (COI) 


2.5% Current Interest Bonds: 0.7%  
Capital Appreciation Bonds: 1.2% 


n/a (paid from revenue, not included in 
loan sizing) 
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Exhibit 2 – Net Toll Revenues and Debt Service 
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complete their work for the Monday deliverables.
 
Regards,
 
Jo
 
Jo Mortensen
Public Resources Advisory Group
1950 Mountain Boulevard, Suite 1
Oakland, CA 94611
office: (510) 339-3212
cell: (510) 343-4952
fax: (510) 281-6815
jmortensen@pragla.com
www.pragadvisors.com
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From: HELGERSON Lee A
To: Ryan, Eugene; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; Brodie, Les; Siegel, Steve
Subject: FW: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report
Date: Saturday, February 23, 2013 6:19:58 PM
Attachments: Preliminary Estimate Report 2013-02-22 V1.docx

Eugene,
 
Your draft memo was forwarded to me separately.   Were you intending to provide a summary of
the results of your analysis?  I see on page 11 a section titled "Traffic and Revenue Results" but it
appears to be merely a brief review of the modeling process and assumptions.  The section refers to
results on the following table and figures but leaves it to the reader to interpret those results.  While
some folks reading this memo will have a keen understanding of traffic and revenue analysis many
others will not.  Legislators and other policy makers are among the audience for this memo.  I would
expect that they would appreciate a brief summary that provides in lay terms some conclusions of your
analysis.
 
Please contact me if you have questions.  Also, going forward, please do include Les Brodie, ODOT
CFO, and me on all relevant communications regarding the T&R analysis.  We are most interested in
the process and ultimate T&R analysis results.
 
Best regards, Lee

Lee Alan Helgerson 
ODOT - Debt & Quantitative Analysis Manager 
355 Capitol St. NE, MS 21
Salem, OR  97301-3871
Tel: (503) 986-6634
Mobile: (503) 383-8451
Fax: (503) 986-3907
email: lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us

 
From: Steven Siegel [mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2013 6:15 PM
To: Jocelyn Mortensen
Subject: Fwd: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report
 
You can see cdm smith naming convention in attached -- haven't read this yet, still
draft.  
 
ps I rally am leaving now, will respond to additional items tomorrow morning if
necessary.
 
 
Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com
503-274-0013
 

-----Original Message-----
From: Ryan, Eugene <ryane@cdmsmith.com>
To: Slack, Terri <slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com>; Francis, Carley
<francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com>; Steven Siegel <siegelconsulting@aol.com>
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Introduction

As part of the Columbia River Crossing Traffic and Revenue Study being conducted by CDM Smith, preliminary traffic and toll revenue estimates have been developed. The purpose of these preliminary estimates is to establish a range of possible toll revenue that could be obtained by tolling the Interstate 5 bridge over the Columbia River between Portland, Oregon and Vancouver, Washington. 

Traffic and revenue were estimated for four scenarios. All scenarios assume the same physical configuration and staging of the project. Parameters affecting the amount of toll revenue that could be obtained were varied between the scenarios. The parameters varied were socioeconomic growth assumptions, toll rates, electronic toll collection participation, value of time, vehicle operating cost, effect of tolls on trip suppression, trip distribution, and choice of auto versus transit, and ramp up assumptions. The assumptions for the scenarios are summarized in Table 1 and discussed in more detail later in the report. 

Investment grade estimates are scheduled to be produced later this year as part of the overall traffic and revenue study CDM Smith is conducting. The process to produce investment grade estimates includes data collection and toll model refinements. The data collection phase of the study is going on now. When completed that data will be used to refine the modeling process to meet the standard required of investment grade estimates. The model currently is not at the investment grade level.  The parameters used in these scenarios were chosen with the goal that the eventual investment grade revenue results would fall within the range established by these scenarios. The model parameters chosen for these preliminary estimates are based on available local data and factors and CDM Smith’s national experience with toll facilities.

It needs to be emphasized that none of these scenarios nor most importantly the mid‐point or average of them constitute a base case scenario. Previous revenue estimates for the project made by others provided a base case and had low and high scenario deviations. However, it is extremely important to keep in mind that this is absolutely not the situation with the estimates presented here.

The remainder of this report describes the assumptions for this analysis including the varying assumptions for each of the scenarios and presents the results. The revenue estimates are provided for all years between fiscal year 2016 and 2060. The revenue estimated is expected revenue. The definition of expected revenue is the revenue obtained if all vehicles pay exactly the prescribed toll based on vehicle class, time of day, and payment method. It does not take into account any leakage.
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Table 1: Model Assumptions
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Project Assumptions

All the assumptions stated in this section are common to all the scenarios. 

July 1, 2015, the beginning of fiscal year 2016, is assumed to be the date that tolling begins on the existing I‐5 bridge. All vehicles crossing over the bridge are assumed to be tolled. Tolling is assumed to be all‐electronic, with no option to pay using cash at traditional toll booths.  Two payment methods, account based and non‐account based, will be assumed for the analysis.  Account based payments are assumed to pay using a transponder.  Non‐account based tolls, referred to as “Pay‐by‐Plate,” are charged by identifying a vehicle’s owner using the vehicle’s license plate and sending the owner a bill.  A surcharge is assumed to be added onto the base transponder toll rate for the “Pay‐by‐Plate” tolling method.  The surcharge accounts for the additional processing fees associated with this type of transaction.   



The physical project is as described in Chapter 2 “Description of Alternatives” from the project’s Final Environmental Impact Statement. The Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA) with highway phasing Option A is assumed for the analysis.  The LPA with highway phasing project assumptions relevant to the traffic and revenue study include: 



· The new I‐5 Bridge over the Columbia River north of Hayden Island, improvements to five interchanges on I‐5 north and south of the bridge, and related enhancements to the local street network. 



· Extension of light rail from the Expo Center in Portland to Clark College in Vancouver and associated transit infrastructure improvements. 



· A toll on motorists using the current river crossing continuing through an interim bridge configuration and continuing on the new bridge. (For purposes of this analysis, tolling on the existing bridge is assumed to begin July 1, 2015.)



An overview of the phasing assumptions for the main I‐5 Bridge span north of Hayden Island is listed in Table 2. The tolling locations, which will be coded directly into the model network, are assumed to be on all lanes of this main bridge span.  The light rail extension will be assumed to open on September 1, 2019. 

Table 2: Phasing Assumptions for the Main I‐5 Bridge Span (Statistics are per Direction) 

[image: ]

The Final EIS also analyzed a Locally Preferred Alternative that did not include highway phasing. This concept includes three additional project elements shown on page 2-5 of the Final EIS. These three elements are the only differences between the LPA and the LPA with highway phasing. For the purposes of these traffic and toll revenue estimates, the LPA with highway phasing is assumed which does not include these additional project elements. All other project elements in Chapter 2 of the Final EIS document pertaining to LPA Option A will be assumed to be opened along with the full bridge on July 1, 2021. 

It is assumed that the number of existing mainline I‐5 lanes as well as the existing interchange movements on the five interchanges being improved will all be maintained throughout the duration of the project construction. 

Scenario Assumptions

Socioeconomic Forecasts

Two socioeconomic forecasts were used. The more pessimistic socioeconomic forecast assumed no growth in households and employment out to FY2016. Post FY2016 the growth rates from Moody’s low growth alternative forecast were used. The more optimistic socioeconomic forecast was based on the current Metro forecast adjusted for Clark County. The household and employment forecasts are depicted in Figures 1 and 2 respectively. 



Figure 1: Regional Household Forecasts 2010 - 2040
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Figure 2: Regional Employment Forecasts 2010 - 2040
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Toll Rates

Two basic toll rate schedules were used; Option A (Added Price Point Toll Schedule) and Option B (1.5x Base Toll Schedule).  The weekday 2-axle vehicle toll transponder rates for each option are listed in Table 3 and Table 4. Scenario 1 used Option A toll rates. Scenarios 2 and 3 used Option A toll rates but the surcharge was not inflated and remained at $1.77 from FY2022 and thereafter. Scenario 4 used the Option B toll rates. Several important notes relating to the timing and size of the toll increases are: 



	The fiscal year starts on July 1st of the previous calendar year 



	The surcharge is applied to the pay‐by‐plate payment method 



	The pre‐completion construction phase is assumed to last between 7/1/2015 and 6/30/2021 



	Tolls in the pre‐completion phase are assumed to rise annually at the rate of inflation (assumed to be 2.5 percent) 



	For Scenarios 1 and 4 only, the surcharge is assumed to continue to rise annually at the rate of inflation after full project implementation on 7/1/2021; up to FY2036 and then no surcharge increase through FY2060 



	Tolls for 3‐4 axle and 5 or more axle vehicles are 2 times and 4 times the 2-axle rate, respectively; Surcharges are the same 



	On weekends and certain holidays the overnight (8pm‐5am) toll rate is the same as weekdays but the daytime (5am‐8pm) rate is assumed to be the same as the weekday 5‐6am and 7‐8pm rate 



	The tolls listed are assumed to apply to all vehicles regardless of the occupancy (including 

both HOVs and SOVs) 





[image: ]Table 3: Weekday 2‐Axle Toll Option A (Year of Collection Dollars) 














[image: ]Table 4: Weekday 2‐Axle Toll Option B (Year of Collection Dollars) 

 




Electronic Toll Collection (ETC) Penetration

As noted above, the two payment methods were assumed to be transponder (Account Based) and “Pay‐by‐Plate” (Non Account Based). Scenarios 1 and 2 used a low penetration rate of transponders and Scenarios 3 and 4 used a higher penetration rate. In the opening year of FY2016, the portion of possible transponder users was assumed to be 50 percent for the low penetration rate case and 70 percent for the high penetration rate case. The assumptions for the model years for the two cases are shown in Table 5. Note these percentages represent the input percentages. The resulting forecast transponder users are a slightly higher percentage because proportionately more of the lower toll rate Account Based users tend to use the toll facility. 



Table 5: ETC penetration input values for weekdays
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Value of Time (VOT)

A basic VOT computation was performed by using regional 2010 data for the number of persons per household, the number of hours that they worked, and the median household income.  The assumption behind the methodology was that an average value of time can be estimated from the median income and the total hours worked. The total household hours included all hours from all workers within a household and were used to develop the hours per year worked by an average household worker. VOT was determined by using the income and hours information for passenger cars. A perceived weighting was used to adjust for peak and off‐peak. The VOT for trucks was based on a statistical analysis of various parameters including the type and value of cargo, and driver wages. The resulting VOT values were compared against their counterparts from similar areas for a general consistency. A reasonable range of values was determined. The values of time for the various cases are shown in Table 6. These values in FY 2011 dollars were adjusted for future years based on an assumed annual rate of inflation of 2.5 percent. 



Table 6: Value of Time (FY2011 $/hr) 
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Vehicle Operating Cost (VOC)

Vehicle operating cost was determined by the consideration of major elements of cost including fuel price, maintenance, and tires for various types of vehicles. The sources of information used in this analysis included the US Energy Information Administration (USEIA), American Automobile Association (AAA), and National Highway Traffic and Safety Administration (NHTSA). Separate VOC analysis was conducted for passenger cars and trucks. 



The general methodology included the determination of average weighted gasoline consumption per mile with a consideration of proportion of sedans and SUV/pickup trucks in the fleet of passenger vehicles. Average cost of maintenance and tires was also obtained and added to the fuel price. All costs were determined at a per mile basis. Additional elements for trucks included the cost of trailer lease and driver wages. Table 7 provides a summary of the VOC used in the current study: 



Table 7: Vehicle Operating Cost (FY2011 $/mile) 
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Effect of Tolls on Trip Pattern Changes

It is expected tolling the I‐5 bridge can affect trip patterns in the region. Trips that crossed the river for a particular purpose may be changed to avoid the toll by choosing a destination such that a river crossing is not needed or the trip is simply not made. Trips may also shift mode to transit to avoid the toll. Note the category of trip pattern change discussed in this section does not include highway route changes where the same origin and destination are maintained. That trip diversion is dealt with separately using the CDM Smith diversion modeling process. 



The Metro model steps of trip distribution and mode split were used to estimate these changes by including the toll as part of the calculation process. As the effect of tolls on certain trip pattern changes are expected to be higher over time, the effect was phased in over the years. A range of possible effects were considered from a negligible impact of trip pattern change in response to tolls to a significant adjustment of trip pattern changes. These effects translate into reducing the number of vehicular river crossings when the bridge is tolled compared to when it is not tolled.



Ramp Up

Ramp up is applied to traffic and revenue forecasts to account for potential users adjusting to a new situation. The ramp up percentage reduces the traffic and revenue estimate by the ramp up percentage for the year applied. Ramp up was used on the results for the first three years of tolling FY2016 to FY2018 for Scenarios 1 and 2.  A lower amount of ramp up and only for the first two years of tolling was used for Scenarios 3 and 4. For all the scenarios ramp up was also applied to FY2022 and FY2023 to reflect the substantial change in I‐5 capacity and toll rate with the opening of the completed bridge.  The entire set of ramp up numbers used is shown in Table 8. 


Table 8 Ramp Up
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Traffic and Revenue Results

Traffic and revenue estimates were made using the four step travel demand modeling process. The steps of trip generation, trip distribution, and mode split used modified versions of the Metro modeling process. The trip assignment step which includes route diversion used the CDM Smith toll diversion model process. The model was run for all the scenarios for the model years of FY2016, FY2020, FY2022, and FY2036. Results for intermediate years were determined by interpolation of the model year results. For years beyond FY2036 results were developed by assumed growth results informed by model year results.



Table 9 provides the transaction and revenue results for FY2016 through FY2060 for the scenarios. The revenue results are expected revenue that assumes all vehicles pay the proscribed toll rate and leakage is not included. The transaction and revenue results are plotted on Figures 3 and 4 respectively.






[image: ]Table 9: Annual Toll Traffic and Gross Revenue (Millions) 













Figure 3: Annual Toll Traffic
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Figure 4: Annual Gross Revenue[image: ]
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Assumption TypeScenario 1Scenario 2


Socioeconomic Forecasts


No Growth to FY 2016, then


Moody's Alternative Low Forecast


Metro adopted LRTP forecast


Toll Rates


Option A 


(post completion peak


passenger car toll $3.62)


Option A 


(post completion peak


passenger car toll $3.62)


SurchargeInflation in all model years


Inflation to FY 2022, no inflation 


after FY 2022


ETC PenetrationModel input 50% FY 2016Model input 50% FY 2016


Value of Time


Peak passenger car $12.00 per hour 


(FY 2011 dollars)


Peak passenger car $14.00 per hour 


(FY 2011 dollars)


Vehicle Operating Cost


Passenger car $0.18 per mile


(FY 2011 dollars)


Passenger car $0.18 per mile


(FY 2011 dollars)


Trip Pattern Changes


High amount of downward 


adjustment


Moderate amount of downward 


adjustment


Ramp Up


FY 2016: -5%


FY 2017: -3%


FY 2018: -1%


FY 2022: -5%


FY 2023: -3%


FY 2016: -5%


FY 2017: -3%


FY 2018: -1%


FY 2022: -5%


FY 2023: -3%


Assumption TypeScenario 3Scenario 4


Socioeconomic ForecastsMetro adopted LRTP forecastMetro adopted LRTP forecast


Toll Rates


Option A 


(post completion peak


passenger car toll $3.62)


Option B


(post completion peak


passenger car toll $4.34)


Surcharge


Inflation to FY 2022, no inflation 


after FY 2022


Inflation in all model years


ETC PenetrationModel input 70% FY 2015Model input 70% FY 2016


Value of Time


Peak passenger car $18.00 per hour 


(FY 2011 dollars)


Peak passenger car $18.00 per hour 


(FY 2011 dollars)


Vehicle Operating Cost


Passenger car $0.20 per mile


(FY 2011 dollars)


Passenger car $0.20 per mile


(FY 2011 dollars)


Trip Pattern Changes


Very low amount of downward 


adjustment


Very low amount of downward 


adjustment


Ramp Up


FY 2016: -3%


FY 2017: -1%





FY 2022: -5%


FY 2023: -3%


FY 2016: -3%


FY 2017: -1%





FY 2022: -5%


FY 2023: -3%
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DateDescription


Through 


Lanes


Add-Drop 


Lanes


Lane (ft)


Inside Shldr 


(ft)


Outside 


Shldr (ft)


Jul 1 


2015


Pre-completion tolling 


Phase 1 


(existing I-5 Bridge)


3011minimalminimal


Jul 1 


2018


Pre-completion tolling 


Phase 2 


(new SB Bridge structure)


3011minimal8


Jul 1


2021


Post-completion tolling 


(full project)


32121214
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Fiscal 


Year


5-6am6-7am7-9am9-10am


10am-


3pm


3-4pm4-6pm6-7pm7-8pm


8pm-


5am


Sur-


charge*


2016$1.87$2.50$2.50$2.50$1.87$2.50$2.50$2.50$1.87-$1.52


2017$1.92$2.56$2.56$2.56$1.92$2.56$2.56$2.56$1.92-$1.56


2018$1.97$2.62$2.62$2.62$1.97$2.62$2.62$2.62$1.97-$1.60


2019$2.02$2.69$2.69$2.69$2.02$2.69$2.69$2.69$2.02-$1.64


2020$2.07$2.76$2.76$2.76$2.07$2.76$2.76$2.76$2.07-$1.68


2021$2.12$2.83$2.83$2.83$2.12$2.83$2.83$2.83$2.12-$1.72


2022$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$1.77


2023$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$1.81


2024$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$1.86


2025$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$1.90


2026$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$1.95


2027$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$2.00


2028$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$2.05


2029$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$2.10


2030$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$2.15


2031$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$2.21


2032$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$2.26


2033$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$2.32


2034$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$2.38


2035$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$2.44


2036 -


2060


$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$2.50


Precompletion


Post Completion


* For Scenario 1, the surcharge is inflated as shown. For Scenarios 2 and 3, the surcharge is not inflated from FY 


2022 forward, and thus the surchage is $1.77 from FY2022 through 2060.
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Fiscal 


Year


5-6am6-7am7-9am9-10am


10am-


3pm


3-4pm4-6pm6-7pm7-8pm


8pm-


5am


Sur-


charge*


2016$1.87$2.50$2.50$2.50$1.87$2.50$2.50$2.50$1.87-$1.52


2017$1.92$2.56$2.56$2.56$1.92$2.56$2.56$2.56$1.92-$1.56


2018$1.97$2.62$2.62$2.62$1.97$2.62$2.62$2.62$1.97-$1.60


2019$2.02$2.69$2.69$2.69$2.02$2.69$2.69$2.69$2.02-$1.64


2020$2.07$2.76$2.76$2.76$2.07$2.76$2.76$2.76$2.07-$1.68


2021$2.12$2.83$2.83$2.83$2.12$2.83$2.83$2.83$2.12-$1.72


2022$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$1.77


2023$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$1.81


2024$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$1.86


2025$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$1.90


2026$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$1.95


2027$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$2.00


2028$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$2.05


2029$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$2.10


2030$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$2.15


2031$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$2.21


2032$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$2.26


2033$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$2.32


2034$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$2.38


2035$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$2.44


2036 -


2060


$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$2.50


Precompletion


Post Completion


* For Scenario 4, the surcharge is inflated as shown.
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Fiscal Year


ETC % High Penetration 


used in Scenarios 3 and 4


ETC % Low Penetration 


used in Scenarios 1 and 2


201670.050.0


202074.854.8


202277.257.2


203685.065.0
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Peak AutoOff-Peak AutoTruck


Scenario 1$12.00$10.80$30.00


Scenario 2$14.00$12.60$35.00


Scenarios 3 and 4$18.00$15.00$45.00
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Peak AutoOff-Peak AutoTruck


Scenarios 1 and 2$0.18$0.50$0.70


Scenarios 3 and 4$0.20$0.65$0.80
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Scenarios 1 and 2Scenarios 3 and 4


Ramp Up


FY 2016: -5%


FY 2017: -3%


FY 2018: -1%


FY 2022: -5%


FY 2023: -3%


FY 2016: -3%


FY 2017: -1%





FY 2022: -5%


FY 2023: -3%
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Fiscal YearScenario 1Scenario 2Scenario 3Scenario 4Scenario 1Scenario 2Scenario 3Scenario 4


201619.09321.22028.94528.94661.15068.25084.65784.650


201719.69921.98630.16230.16264.62072.24389.95389.950


201820.32622.78131.76031.76168.32076.48096.59496.590


201920.76923.37532.79132.79171.51080.175101.712101.710


202020.47323.13832.99032.98972.22081.085104.372104.380


202120.73223.52834.09434.09474.93084.247110.033110.030


202224.39128.63040.00537.32691.540106.514135.099167.040


202325.66030.03241.54638.82996.680111.640140.169174.120


202427.25931.81043.56840.788103.090118.151146.860183.250


202528.09232.68344.32441.566106.640121.300149.279187.100


202628.95233.58245.09842.365110.300124.541151.761191.050


202729.84034.50845.89143.185114.100127.878154.310195.100


202830.75935.46246.70344.028118.030131.313156.926199.260


202931.70936.44447.53544.892122.100134.850159.612203.510


203032.69037.45648.38745.779126.320138.492162.368207.880


203133.70638.49749.25946.690130.680142.242165.198212.360


203234.75439.57050.15347.625135.190146.103168.102216.960


203335.83940.67551.06948.584139.870150.080171.083221.670


203436.96141.81352.00649.569144.710154.176174.143226.500


203538.12142.98552.96650.580149.720158.394177.283231.460


203639.32144.19353.95051.617154.910162.739180.506236.540


203739.91044.85654.75952.392157.230165.180183.214240.090


203840.50945.52855.58153.177159.590167.658185.962243.690


203941.11746.21156.41453.976161.980170.173188.751247.350


204041.73346.90457.26154.785164.410172.725191.583251.060


204142.35947.60858.11955.606166.880175.316194.456254.820


204242.99548.32258.99156.441169.380177.946197.373258.640


204343.64049.04759.87657.287171.920180.615200.334262.530


204444.29549.78360.77458.147174.500183.324203.339266.470


204544.95950.52961.68659.019177.110186.074206.389270.460


204645.00350.58061.77859.108177.300186.260206.698270.870


204745.04950.63161.87159.196177.470186.447207.008271.270


204845.09450.68161.96459.285177.650186.633207.319271.680


204945.13950.73262.05759.374177.820186.820207.630272.090


205045.18450.78362.15059.463178.010187.007207.941272.490


205145.22950.83362.24359.552178.180187.194208.253272.900


205245.27550.88462.33659.642178.360187.381208.566273.320


205345.32050.93562.43059.731178.530187.568208.879273.720


205445.36550.98662.52459.821178.720187.756209.192274.130


205545.41051.03762.61759.910178.900187.943209.506274.550


205645.45651.08862.71160.001179.070188.131209.820274.960


205745.50151.13962.80560.090179.250188.320210.135275.370


205845.54751.19062.90060.181179.440188.508210.450275.780


205945.59251.24162.99460.271179.610188.696210.766276.200


206045.63851.29363.08860.361179.790188.885211.082276.610


Traffic


(millioins)


Revenue


(millions year of collection dollars)
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0102030405060702015202020252030203520402045205020552060Toll Traffic (in millions)Fiscal Year


Annual Toll Traffic


Scenario 4Scenario 3Scenario 2Scenario 1
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Annual Gross Revenue


Scenario 4Scenario 3Scenario 2Scenario 1
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Cc: Boesch, Timothy J. <boeschtj@cdmsmith.com>
Sent: Fri, Feb 22, 2013 6:02 pm
Subject: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report

All,
 
Attached is the draft of the CRC Preliminary Gross Toll Revenue Estimates report.
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
 

*** eSafe scanned this email for malicious content ***
*** IMPORTANT: Do not open attachments from unrecognized senders  ***

mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com


From: Slack, Terri
To: Arnis, Amy; Smith, HelenaKennedy; Brodie, Les; lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us
Cc: Francis, Carley; Sobleskie, Joe; Boesch, Timothy J.; Ryan, Eugene; Baker, Brent; "Kaehler, Auden"; Boyd,

Nancy; Strickler, Kris
Subject: FW: CRCTR Revenue Stream Split  - Toll and Surcharge
Date: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 6:25:43 PM
Attachments: Revenue Split  stream.xlsx

As discussed – please find CDM Smith’s revenue split for base toll rate and surcharge.
 
Terri Slack
GTC Program Manager
Desk: 206-716-1163
Cell: 404-889-7188
 

From: Ryan, Eugene [mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 8:58 AM
To: Slack, Terri (Consultant)
Cc: Francis, Carley; Boesch, TimothyJ.
Subject: CRCTR Revenue Stream Split - Toll and Surcharge
 
Terri,
 
As discussed on yesterday’s conference call we have prepared the attached table that shows how
much of the total  revenue estimate comes from the basic toll rate and the amount from the
surcharge. The table  gives the annual revenue numbers for both the low and high revenue
scenarios. The file is in Excel format so that various percentages and ratios can be easily calculated.
 
Please distribute to whoever else should see this.
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
 
 
*** eSafe1 scanned this email for malicious content ***
*** IMPORTANT: Do not open attachments from unrecognized senders  ***

NOTICE - This communication may contain confidential and privileged information that is for the sole use of the
intended recipient. Any viewing, copying or distribution of, or reliance on this message by unintended recipients is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the
message and deleting it from your computer.
*** eSafe scanned this email for malicious content ***
*** IMPORTANT: Do not open attachments from unrecognized senders  ***

mailto:Teresa.Slack@jacobs.com
mailto:arnisa@wsdot.wa.gov
mailto:SmithH@wsdot.wa.gov
mailto:les.s.brodie@odot.state.or.us
mailto:lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us
mailto:francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:Joe.Sobleskie@jacobs.com
mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com
mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com
mailto:baker@pbworld.com
mailto:kaehlera@pbworld.com
mailto:boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com

Rev Split Stream

				Annual Gross Revenue

				Columbia River Crossing

				(Millions)



										Low Scenario												High Scenario

						Fiscal Year				Toll Rate Rev.				Surcharge Rev.				Total				Toll Rate Rev.				Surcharge Rev.				Total



						2016				$   47.417				$   13.733				$   61.150				$   70.869				$   13.781				$   84.650

						2017				50.505				14.115				64.620				75.783				14.167				89.950

						2018				53.771				14.549				68.320				81.848				14.742				96.590

						2019				56.658				14.852				71.510				86.631				15.079				101.710

						2020				57.563				14.657				72.220				89.303				15.077				104.380

						2021				60.047				14.883				74.930				94.521				15.509				110.030

						2022				74.197				17.343				91.540				150.645				16.395				167.040

						2023				78.186				18.494				96.680				157.089				17.031				174.120

						2024				83.187				19.903				103.090				165.393				17.857				183.250

						2025				85.852				20.788				106.640				168.912				18.188				187.100

						2026				88.603				21.697				110.300				172.506				18.544				191.050

						2027				91.442				22.658				114.100				176.176				18.924				195.100

						2028				94.371				23.659				118.030				179.924				19.336				199.260

						2029				97.395				24.705				122.100				183.753				19.757				203.510

						2030				100.516				25.804				126.320				187.662				20.218				207.880

						2031				103.736				26.944				130.680				191.655				20.705				212.360

						2032				107.060				28.130				135.190				195.732				21.228				216.960

						2033				110.490				29.380				139.870				199.897				21.773				221.670

						2034				114.030				30.680				144.710				204.150				22.350				226.500

						2035				117.684				32.036				149.720				208.493				22.967				231.460

						2036				121.454				33.456				154.910				212.929				23.611				236.540

						2037				123.276				33.954				157.230				216.123				23.967				240.090

						2038				125.125				34.465				159.590				219.365				24.325				243.690

						2039				127.002				34.978				161.980				222.655				24.695				247.350

						2040				128.907				35.503				164.410				225.995				25.065				251.060

						2041				130.841				36.039				166.880				229.385				25.435				254.820

						2042				132.804				36.576				169.380				232.826				25.814				258.640

						2043				134.796				37.124				171.920				236.318				26.212				262.530

						2044				136.818				37.682				174.500				239.863				26.607				266.470

						2045				138.870				38.240				177.110				243.461				26.999				270.460

						2046				139.009				38.291				177.300				243.826				27.044				270.870

						2047				139.148				38.322				177.470				244.192				27.078				271.270

						2048				139.287				38.363				177.650				244.558				27.122				271.680

						2049				139.426				38.394				177.820				244.925				27.165				272.090

						2050				139.566				38.444				178.010				245.292				27.198				272.490

						2051				139.705				38.475				178.180				245.660				27.240				272.900

						2052				139.845				38.515				178.360				246.029				27.291				273.320

						2053				139.985				38.545				178.530				246.398				27.322				273.720

						2054				140.125				38.595				178.720				246.767				27.363				274.130

						2055				140.265				38.635				178.900				247.137				27.413				274.550

						2056				140.405				38.665				179.070				247.508				27.452				274.960

						2057				140.545				38.705				179.250				247.879				27.491				275.370

						2058				140.686				38.754				179.440				248.251				27.529				275.780

						2059				140.827				38.783				179.610				248.624				27.576				276.200

						2060				140.967				38.823				179.790				248.997				27.613				276.610











From: Steven Siegel
To: Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us; Brodie, Les; jmortensen@pragla.com; Strickler, Kris;

Laura.Lockwood@ost.state.or.us; Francis, Carley
Cc: ryane@cdmsmith.com
Subject: Fwd: Report
Date: Sunday, February 24, 2013 6:14:21 PM
Attachments: Preliminary Estimate Report 2013-02-22 V2.docx

CDM Smith report attached for your review -- need any comments asap. 

I am on verge of not waiting for any more comments on CDM Smith memo. So on
the cusp of going final with that. After that, going final with CDM Smith is last thing
for tomorrow morning. 

Sometime tomorrow we will get draft from PB, but that is not part of packet needed
for morning.

thanks

Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com
503-274-0013

-----Original Message-----
From: Ryan, Eugene <ryane@cdmsmith.com>
To: Steven Siegel <siegelconsulting@aol.com>
Cc: Boesch, Timothy J. <boeschtj@cdmsmith.com>
Sent: Sun, Feb 24, 2013 5:34 pm
Subject: RE: Report

Steven,
 
Attached is our revised report.
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
 
From: Steven Siegel [mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 5:40 PM
To: Ryan, Eugene
Subject: Report
 
I am good with the report as is, with the exception (if it is technically inaccurate) of the surcharge
(see my comment on the attached). 
 
I have also offered some minor (and this time they are minor) edits -- I don't care if you don't use them,
just wanted to offer my thoughts. 
 
Thanks for opportunity to review,

mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com
mailto:Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us
mailto:les.s.brodie@odot.state.or.us
mailto:jmortensen@pragla.com
mailto:StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:Laura.Lockwood@ost.state.or.us
mailto:francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com
mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com
mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com
mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com?
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February 22, 2013 CDM Smith 





Introduction

As part of the Columbia River Crossing Traffic and Revenue Study being conducted by CDM Smith, preliminary traffic and toll revenue estimates have been developed. The purpose of these preliminary estimates is to establish a range of possible toll revenue that could be obtained by tolling the Interstate 5 bridge over the Columbia River between Portland, Oregon and Vancouver, Washington. 

Traffic and revenue were estimated for four scenarios. All scenarios assume the same physical configuration and staging of the project. Parameters affecting the amount of toll revenue that could be obtained were varied between the scenarios. The parameters varied were socioeconomic growth assumptions, toll rates, electronic toll collection participation, value of time, vehicle operating cost, effect of tolls on trip suppression, trip distribution, and choice of auto versus transit, and ramp up assumptions. The assumptions for the scenarios are summarized in Table 1 and discussed in more detail later in the report. 

Investment grade estimates are scheduled to be produced later this year as part of the overall traffic and revenue study CDM Smith is conducting. The process to produce investment grade estimates includes data collection and toll model refinements. The data collection phase of the study is going on now. When completed that data will be used to refine the modeling process to meet the standard required of investment grade estimates. The model currently is not at the investment grade level.  The parameters used in these scenarios were chosen with the goal that the eventual investment grade revenue results would fall within the range established by these scenarios. The model parameters chosen for these preliminary estimates are based on available local data and factors and CDM Smith’s national experience with toll facilities.

It needs to be emphasized that none of these scenarios nor most importantly the mid‐point or average of them constitute a base case scenario. Previous revenue estimates for the project made by others provided a base case and had low and high scenario deviations. However, it is extremely important to keep in mind that this is absolutely not the situation with the estimates presented here.

The remainder of this report describes the assumptions for this analysis including the varying assumptions for each of the scenarios and presents the results. The revenue estimates are provided for all years between fiscal year 2016 and 2060. The revenue estimated is “expected revenue.” The definition of “expected revenue” is the revenue obtained if all vehicles pay exactly the prescribed toll based on vehicle class, time of day, and payment method. It does not take into account any leakage.
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Table 1: Model Assumptions
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Project Assumptions

All the assumptions stated in this section are common to all the scenarios. 

July 1, 2015, the beginning of fiscal year 2016, is assumed to be the date that tolling begins on the existing I‐5 bridge. All vehicles crossing over the bridge are assumed to be tolled. Tolling is assumed to be all‐electronic, with no option to pay using cash at traditional toll booths.  Two payment methods, account based and non‐account based, will be assumed for the analysis.  Account based payments are assumed to pay using a transponder.  Non‐account based tolls, referred to as “Pay‐by‐Plate,” are charged by identifying a vehicle’s owner using the vehicle’s license plate and sending the owner a bill.  A surcharge is assumed to be added onto the base transponder toll rate for the “Pay‐by‐Plate” tolling method.  The surcharge accounts for the additional processing fees associated with this type of transaction.   



The physical project is as described in Chapter 2 “Description of Alternatives” from the project’s Final Environmental Impact Statement. The Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA) with highway phasing Option A is assumed for the analysis.  The LPA with highway phasing project assumptions relevant to the traffic and revenue study include: 



· The new I‐5 Bridge over the Columbia River north of Hayden Island, improvements to five interchanges on I‐5 north and south of the bridge, and related enhancements to the local street network. 



· Extension of light rail from the Expo Center in Portland to Clark College in Vancouver and associated transit infrastructure improvements. 



· A toll on motorists using the current river crossing continuing through an interim bridge configuration and continuing on the new bridge. (For purposes of this analysis, tolling on the existing bridge is assumed to begin July 1, 2015.)



An overview of the phasing assumptions for the main I‐5 Bridge span north of Hayden Island is listed in Table 2. The tolling locations, which will be coded directly into the model network, are assumed to be on all lanes of this main bridge span.  The light rail extension will be assumed to open on September 1, 2019. 

Table 2: Phasing Assumptions for the Main I‐5 Bridge Span (Statistics are per Direction) 

[image: ]

The Final EIS also analyzed a Locally Preferred Alternative that did not include highway phasing. This concept includes three additional project elements shown on page 2-5 of the Final EIS. These three elements are the only differences between the LPA and the LPA with highway phasing. For the purposes of these traffic and toll revenue estimates, the LPA with highway phasing is assumed which does not include these additional project elements. All other project elements in Chapter 2 of the Final EIS document pertaining to LPA Option A will be assumed to be opened along with the full bridge on July 1, 2021. 

It is assumed that the number of existing mainline I‐5 lanes as well as the existing interchange movements on the five interchanges being improved will all be maintained throughout the duration of the project construction. 

Scenario Assumptions

Socioeconomic Forecasts

Two socioeconomic forecasts were used. The more pessimistic socioeconomic forecast assumed no growth in households and employment out to FY2016. Post FY2016 the growth rates from Moody’s low growth alternative forecast were used. The more optimistic socioeconomic forecast was based on the current Metro forecast adjusted for Clark County. The household and employment forecasts are depicted in Figures 1 and 2 respectively. 



Figure 1: Regional Household Forecasts 2010 - 2040
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Figure 2: Regional Employment Forecasts 2010 - 2040
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Toll Rates

Two basic toll rate schedules were used; Option A (Added Price Point Toll Schedule) and Option B (1.5x Base Toll Schedule).  The weekday 2-axle vehicle toll transponder rates for each option are listed in Table 3 and Table 4. Scenario 1 used Option A toll rates. Scenarios 2 and 3 used Option A toll rates but the surcharge was not inflated and remained at $1.77 from FY2022 and thereafter. Scenario 4 used the Option B toll rates. Several important notes relating to the timing and size of the toll increases are: 



	The fiscal year starts on July 1st of the previous calendar year 



	The surcharge is applied to the pay‐by‐plate payment method 



	The pre‐completion construction phase is assumed to last between 7/1/2015 and 6/30/2021 



	Tolls in the pre‐completion phase are the same among all four scenarios and are assumed to rise annually at the rate of inflation (assumed to be 2.5 percent) 



	For Scenarios 1 and 4 only, the surcharge is assumed to continue to rise annually at the rate of inflation after full project implementation on 7/1/2021; up to FY2036 and then no surcharge increase through FY2060 



	Tolls for 3‐4 axle and 5 or more axle vehicles are 2 times and 4 times the 2-axle rate, respectively. Surcharges are the same as for passenger cars. 



	On weekends and certain holidays the overnight (8pm‐5am) toll rate is the same as weekdays but the daytime (5am‐8pm) rate is assumed to be the same as the weekday 5‐6am and 7‐8pm rate 



	The tolls listed are assumed to apply to all vehicles regardless of the occupancy (including 

both HOVs and SOVs) 





[image: ]Table 3: Weekday 2‐Axle Toll Option A (Year of Collection Dollars) 














[image: ]Table 4: Weekday 2‐Axle Toll Option B (Year of Collection Dollars) 

 




Electronic Toll Collection (ETC) Penetration

As noted above, the two payment methods were assumed to be transponder (Account Based) and “Pay‐by‐Plate” (Non Account Based). Scenarios 1 and 2 used a low penetration rate of transponders and Scenarios 3 and 4 used a higher penetration rate. In the opening year of FY2016, the portion of possible transponder users was assumed to be 50 percent for the low penetration rate case and 70 percent for the high penetration rate case. The assumptions for the model years for the two cases are shown in Table 5. Note these percentages represent the input percentages. The resulting amount of transponder users are a slightly higher percentage than the inputted percentages because proportionately more of the lower toll rate (i.e. Account Based) users tend to use the toll facility. 



Table 5: ETC penetration input values for weekdays
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Value of Time (VOT)

A basic VOT computation was performed by using regional 2010 data for the number of persons per household, the number of hours that they worked, and the median household income.  The assumption behind the methodology was that an average value of time can be estimated from the median income and the total hours worked. The total household hours included all hours from all workers within a household and were used to develop the hours per year worked by an average household worker. VOT was determined by using the income and hours information for passenger cars. A perceived weighting was used to adjust for peak and off‐peak. The VOT for trucks was based on a statistical analysis of various parameters including the type and value of cargo, and driver wages. The resulting VOT values were compared against their counterparts from similar areas for a general consistency. A reasonable range of values was determined. The values of time for the various cases are shown in Table 6. These values in FY 2011 dollars were adjusted for future years based on an assumed annual rate of inflation of 2.5 percent. 



Table 6: Value of Time (FY2011 $/hr) 
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Vehicle Operating Cost (VOC)

Vehicle operating cost was determined by the consideration of major elements of cost including fuel price, maintenance, and tires for various types of vehicles. The sources of information used in this analysis included the US Energy Information Administration (USEIA), American Automobile Association (AAA), and National Highway Traffic and Safety Administration (NHTSA). Separate VOC analysis was conducted for passenger cars and trucks. 



The general methodology included the determination of average weighted gasoline consumption per mile with a consideration of proportion of sedans and SUV/pickup trucks in the fleet of passenger vehicles. Average cost of maintenance and tires was also obtained and added to the fuel price. All costs were determined at a per mile basis. Additional elements for trucks included the cost of trailer lease and driver wages. Table 7 provides a summary of the VOC used in the current study: 



Table 7: Vehicle Operating Cost (FY2011 $/mile) 
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Effect of Tolls on Trip Pattern Changes

It is expected tolling the I‐5 bridge can affect trip patterns in the region. Trips that crossed the river for a particular purpose may be changed to avoid the toll by choosing a destination such that a river crossing is not needed or the trip is simply not made. Trips may also shift mode to transit to avoid the toll. Note the category of trip pattern change discussed in this section does not include highway route changes where the same origin and destination are maintained. That trip diversion is dealt with separately using the CDM Smith diversion modeling process. 



The Metro model steps of trip distribution and mode split were used to estimate these changes by including the toll as part of the calculation process. As the effect of tolls on certain trip pattern changes are expected to be higher over time, the effect was phased in over the years. A range of possible effects were considered from a negligible impact of trip pattern change in response to tolls to a significant adjustment of trip pattern changes. These effects translate into reducing the number of vehicular river crossings when the bridge is tolled compared to when it is not tolled.



Ramp Up

Ramp up is applied to traffic and revenue forecasts to account for potential users adjusting to a new situation. The ramp up percentage reduces the traffic and revenue estimate by the ramp up percentage for the year applied. Ramp up was used on the results for the first three years of tolling FY2016 to FY2018 for Scenarios 1 and 2.  A lower amount of ramp up and only for the first two years of tolling was used for Scenarios 3 and 4. For all the scenarios ramp up was also applied to FY2022 and FY2023 to reflect the substantial change in I‐5 capacity and toll rate with the opening of the completed bridge.  The entire set of ramp up numbers used is shown in Table 8. 


Table 8 Ramp Up
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Traffic and Gross Toll Revenue Results

[bookmark: _GoBack]Traffic and gross toll revenue estimates were made using the four step travel demand modeling process. The steps of trip generation, trip distribution, and mode split used modified versions of the Metro modeling process. The trip assignment step which includes route diversion used the CDM Smith toll diversion model process. The model was run for all the scenarios for the model years of FY2016, FY2020, FY2022, and FY2036. Results for intermediate years were determined by interpolation of the model year results. For years beyond FY2036 results were developed by assumed growth results informed by model year results.



Table 9 provides the transaction and revenue results for FY2016 through FY2060 for the scenarios. The revenue results are expected revenue that assumes all vehicles pay the proscribed toll rate and leakage is not included. The transaction and revenue results are plotted on Figures 3 and 4 respectively.






[image: ]Table 9: Annual Toll Traffic and Gross Revenue (Millions) 













Figure 3: Annual Toll Traffic
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Figure 4: Annual Gross Revenue[image: ]
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Assumption TypeScenario 1Scenario 2


Socioeconomic Forecasts


No Growth to FY 2016, then


Moody's Alternative Low Forecast


Metro adopted LRTP forecast


Toll Rates


Option A 


(post completion peak


passenger car toll $3.62)


Option A 


(post completion peak


passenger car toll $3.62)


Surcharge


Inflation to FY 2036, no inflation


after FY 2036


Inflation to FY 2022, no inflation 


after FY 2022


ETC PenetrationModel input 50% FY 2016Model input 50% FY 2016


Value of Time


Peak passenger car $12.00 per hour 


(FY 2011 dollars)


Peak passenger car $14.00 per hour 


(FY 2011 dollars)


Vehicle Operating Cost


Passenger car $0.18 per mile


(FY 2011 dollars)


Passenger car $0.18 per mile


(FY 2011 dollars)


Trip Pattern Changes


High amount of downward 


adjustment


Moderate amount of downward 


adjustment


Ramp Up


FY 2016: -5%


FY 2017: -3%


FY 2018: -1%


FY 2022: -5%


FY 2023: -3%


FY 2016: -5%


FY 2017: -3%


FY 2018: -1%


FY 2022: -5%


FY 2023: -3%


Assumption TypeScenario 3Scenario 4


Socioeconomic ForecastsMetro adopted LRTP forecastMetro adopted LRTP forecast


Toll Rates


Option A 


(post completion peak


passenger car toll $3.62)


Option B


(post completion peak


passenger car toll $4.34)


Surcharge


Inflation to FY 2022, no inflation 


after FY 2022


Inflation to FY 2036, no inflation


after FY 2036


ETC PenetrationModel input 70% FY 2015Model input 70% FY 2016


Value of Time


Peak passenger car $18.00 per hour 


(FY 2011 dollars)


Peak passenger car $18.00 per hour 


(FY 2011 dollars)


Vehicle Operating Cost


Passenger car $0.20 per mile


(FY 2011 dollars)


Passenger car $0.20 per mile


(FY 2011 dollars)


Trip Pattern Changes


Very low amount of downward 


adjustment


Very low amount of downward 


adjustment


Ramp Up


FY 2016: -3%


FY 2017: -1%





FY 2022: -5%


FY 2023: -3%


FY 2016: -3%


FY 2017: -1%





FY 2022: -5%


FY 2023: -3%
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DateDescription


Through 


Lanes


Add-Drop 


Lanes


Lane (ft)


Inside Shldr 


(ft)


Outside 


Shldr (ft)


Jul 1 


2015


Pre-completion tolling 


Phase 1 


(existing I-5 Bridge)


3011minimalminimal


Jul 1 


2018


Pre-completion tolling 


Phase 2 


(new SB Bridge structure)


3011minimal8


Jul 1


2021


Post-completion tolling 


(full project)


32121214
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Fiscal 


Year


5-6am6-7am7-9am9-10am


10am-


3pm


3-4pm4-6pm6-7pm7-8pm


8pm-


5am


Sur-


charge*


2016$1.87$2.50$2.50$2.50$1.87$2.50$2.50$2.50$1.87-$1.52


2017$1.92$2.56$2.56$2.56$1.92$2.56$2.56$2.56$1.92-$1.56


2018$1.97$2.62$2.62$2.62$1.97$2.62$2.62$2.62$1.97-$1.60


2019$2.02$2.69$2.69$2.69$2.02$2.69$2.69$2.69$2.02-$1.64


2020$2.07$2.76$2.76$2.76$2.07$2.76$2.76$2.76$2.07-$1.68


2021$2.12$2.83$2.83$2.83$2.12$2.83$2.83$2.83$2.12-$1.72


2022$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$1.77


2023$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$1.81


2024$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$1.86


2025$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$1.90


2026$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$1.95


2027$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$2.00


2028$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$2.05


2029$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$2.10


2030$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$2.15


2031$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$2.21


2032$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$2.26


2033$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$2.32


2034$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$2.38


2035$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$2.44


2036 -


2060


$2.17$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.53$2.90$3.62$2.90$2.17$1.45$2.50


Precompletion


Post Completion


* For Scenario 1, the surcharge is inflated as shown. For Scenarios 2 and 3, the surcharge is not inflated from FY 


2022 forward, and thus the surchage is $1.77 from FY2022 through 2060.
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Fiscal 


Year


5-6am6-7am7-9am9-10am


10am-


3pm


3-4pm4-6pm6-7pm7-8pm


8pm-


5am


Sur-


charge*


2016$1.87$2.50$2.50$2.50$1.87$2.50$2.50$2.50$1.87-$1.52


2017$1.92$2.56$2.56$2.56$1.92$2.56$2.56$2.56$1.92-$1.56


2018$1.97$2.62$2.62$2.62$1.97$2.62$2.62$2.62$1.97-$1.60


2019$2.02$2.69$2.69$2.69$2.02$2.69$2.69$2.69$2.02-$1.64


2020$2.07$2.76$2.76$2.76$2.07$2.76$2.76$2.76$2.07-$1.68


2021$2.12$2.83$2.83$2.83$2.12$2.83$2.83$2.83$2.12-$1.72


2022$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$1.77


2023$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$1.81


2024$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$1.86


2025$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$1.90


2026$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$1.95


2027$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$2.00


2028$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$2.05


2029$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$2.10


2030$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$2.15


2031$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$2.21


2032$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$2.26


2033$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$2.32


2034$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$2.38


2035$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$2.44


2036 -


2060


$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$4.34$4.34$4.34$3.26$2.17$2.50


Precompletion


Post Completion


* For Scenario 4, the surcharge is inflated as shown.
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Fiscal Year


ETC % High Penetration 


used in Scenarios 3 and 4


ETC % Low Penetration 


used in Scenarios 1 and 2


201670.050.0


202074.854.8


202277.257.2


203685.065.0
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Peak AutoOff-Peak AutoTruck


Scenario 1$12.00$10.80$30.00


Scenario 2$14.00$12.60$35.00


Scenarios 3 and 4$18.00$15.00$45.00
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Peak AutoOff-Peak AutoTruck


Scenarios 1 and 2$0.18$0.50$0.70


Scenarios 3 and 4$0.20$0.65$0.80
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Scenarios 1 and 2Scenarios 3 and 4


Ramp Up


FY 2016: -5%


FY 2017: -3%


FY 2018: -1%


FY 2022: -5%


FY 2023: -3%


FY 2016: -3%


FY 2017: -1%





FY 2022: -5%


FY 2023: -3%
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Fiscal YearScenario 1Scenario 2Scenario 3Scenario 4Scenario 1Scenario 2Scenario 3Scenario 4


201619.09321.22028.94528.94661.15068.25084.65784.650


201719.69921.98630.16230.16264.62072.24389.95389.950


201820.32622.78131.76031.76168.32076.48096.59496.590


201920.76923.37532.79132.79171.51080.175101.712101.710


202020.47323.13832.99032.98972.22081.085104.372104.380


202120.73223.52834.09434.09474.93084.247110.033110.030


202224.39128.63040.00537.32691.540106.514135.099167.040


202325.66030.03241.54638.82996.680111.640140.169174.120


202427.25931.81043.56840.788103.090118.151146.860183.250


202528.09232.68344.32441.566106.640121.300149.279187.100


202628.95233.58245.09842.365110.300124.541151.761191.050


202729.84034.50845.89143.185114.100127.878154.310195.100


202830.75935.46246.70344.028118.030131.313156.926199.260


202931.70936.44447.53544.892122.100134.850159.612203.510


203032.69037.45648.38745.779126.320138.492162.368207.880


203133.70638.49749.25946.690130.680142.242165.198212.360


203234.75439.57050.15347.625135.190146.103168.102216.960


203335.83940.67551.06948.584139.870150.080171.083221.670


203436.96141.81352.00649.569144.710154.176174.143226.500


203538.12142.98552.96650.580149.720158.394177.283231.460


203639.32144.19353.95051.617154.910162.739180.506236.540


203739.91044.85654.75952.392157.230165.180183.214240.090


203840.50945.52855.58153.177159.590167.658185.962243.690


203941.11746.21156.41453.976161.980170.173188.751247.350


204041.73346.90457.26154.785164.410172.725191.583251.060


204142.35947.60858.11955.606166.880175.316194.456254.820


204242.99548.32258.99156.441169.380177.946197.373258.640


204343.64049.04759.87657.287171.920180.615200.334262.530


204444.29549.78360.77458.147174.500183.324203.339266.470


204544.95950.52961.68659.019177.110186.074206.389270.460


204645.00350.58061.77859.108177.300186.260206.698270.870


204745.04950.63161.87159.196177.470186.447207.008271.270


204845.09450.68161.96459.285177.650186.633207.319271.680


204945.13950.73262.05759.374177.820186.820207.630272.090


205045.18450.78362.15059.463178.010187.007207.941272.490


205145.22950.83362.24359.552178.180187.194208.253272.900


205245.27550.88462.33659.642178.360187.381208.566273.320


205345.32050.93562.43059.731178.530187.568208.879273.720


205445.36550.98662.52459.821178.720187.756209.192274.130


205545.41051.03762.61759.910178.900187.943209.506274.550


205645.45651.08862.71160.001179.070188.131209.820274.960


205745.50151.13962.80560.090179.250188.320210.135275.370


205845.54751.19062.90060.181179.440188.508210.450275.780


205945.59251.24162.99460.271179.610188.696210.766276.200


206045.63851.29363.08860.361179.790188.885211.082276.610


Traffic


(millioins)


Revenue


(millions year of collection dollars)
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Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com
503-274-0013
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From: Slack, Terri
To: "Ryan, Eugene"
Cc: "Boesch, Timothy J."; Francis, Carley; Boyd, Nancy; Strickler, Kris; "Smith, Helena Kennedy"; Slack, Terri;

Arnis, Amy; "lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us"; Brodie, Les; "RubsteP@wsdot.wa.gov"; Siegel, Steve
Subject: Model Run
Date: Wednesday, February 13, 2013 4:03:49 PM

Eugene,

 

As discussed, we have been asked by the project office to run a scenario using the model you have
developed for your high/low revenue estimates for the February 12, 2013 memo.  The project office
is looking to address questions related to legislative session.

 

Can you please run the model utilizing the High Scenario assumptions, with the Toll Rates of the Low
Scenario without escalation on the surcharge during post completion?

 

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Terri Slack
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From: Steven Siegel
To: Arnis, Amy; SmithH@WSDOT.WA.GOV; LChoi@PragLA.com; boeschtj@cdmsmith.com; kaehlera@pbworld.com;

CMcAbery@PragLA.com; Strickler, Kris; Boyd, Nancy; Slack, Terri; ryane@cdmsmith.com; Baker, Brent; Francis,
Carley; Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us; jmortensen@pragla.com; laura.lockwood-mccall@ost.state.or.us;
Brodie, Les

Subject: ODOT Cover Memo for Legislative Reports
Date: Sunday, February 24, 2013 9:04:02 AM
Attachments: Financial Cover Memo.Sunday A.M. Review Draft.docx

As indicated yesterday, ODOT will be providing a cover memo to CDM Smith and
PRAG memoranda on range of toll funding capacity. A draft is attached. Kris asked
that it be provided to you for your review and comment. 

Comments should be in redline, please. And I am sorry to say (blame Kris), I need
your comments by 1PM TODAY (SUNDAY). 

Final drafts of other memos are also coming out later today.

Please call if you have questions or feel a need to do so, my number is below.

Thanks,

Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com
503-274-0013
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SUNDAY A.M. REVIEW DRAFT



MEMORANDUM



Date:		February 23, 2013

To:		Mathew Garrett; Director, Oregon Department of Transportation

From:		Les Brodie, ODOT CFO 

Subject:	Updated Analysis of Toll Funding Capacity for the Columbia River Crossing Project







As requested by the Oregon Legislative Oversight Committee for the Columbia River Crossing (CRC) Project, an analysis was undertaken as part of the on-going investment-grade traffic and toll revenue study to re-examine the preliminary range of capital funding estimates from tolling the CRC Project bridges. The attached memoranda reports the results of this updated analysis and were prepared by:



· CDM/Smith, the consulting firm preparing the investment-grade traffic and toll revenue study;

· Public Resources Advisory Group (PRAG), the financial advisor to ODOT



Based on the updated analysis, the range of toll revenue funding capacity is reasonably estimated to support between $1.07 and $1.75 billion in capital funding for the CRC Project. A scenario testing the impact of a higher toll rate yielded an even higher amount of capital funding; however that scenario is not incorporated in the estimated range. This estimated range is part of a continuing traffic and toll revenue study that will produce a more refined analysis in June 2013 and an investment-grade analysis in late 2013.



Background



Over the past year and a half, the CRC Project Team and, independently, the Office of the State Treasurer (OST) reported to the Legislative Assembly that between $900 million and $1.3 billion in capital funding could be reasonably anticipated from toll revenues. Testimony was provided by others in various forums asserting that the underlying traffic modeling and the socio-economic forecasts used to justify these results were outdated and the range of toll funding capacity was overstated. Elected leadership and other policy makers requested additional validation of the projected toll funding capacity range for the CRC Project. This current analysis directly responds to those requests and uses: (a) updated transportation modeling that incorporates the more recent 2011 Metro travel demand study for the Portland/Vancouver metro region; and (b) updated socio-economic forecasts reflecting the impact of the recent recession.



Traffic and Toll Revenue Estimates



Based on the updated model and data, CDM/Smith prepared preliminary traffic and gross toll revenue forecasts for four scenarios that vary by socio-economic forecast, toll rate schedule, and other factors affecting traffic volumes on the CRC Project. These estimates are a first step in the on-going preparation of the investment-grade traffic and revenue analysis. Two of the scenarios (Scenarios 2 and 3) are based on the recently approved official Metro socio-economic forecasts for the Portland region and the assumed toll rate schedule in the most recent project finance plan. These scenarios most directly test the toll funding assumptions used in the most recent project funding plan. Scenario 1 uses the same toll rate schedule as Scenarios 2 and 3, but tests the impact of lower socio-economic forecasts on project funding capacity. Scenario 4 uses the Metro socio-economic forecasts, but tests the sensitivity of capital funding to a higher toll rate schedule. CDM/Smith’s forecasts of gross toll revenues for each of these scenarios were converted by Parsons Brinckerhoff to net revenues available for capital funding by deducting toll revenues used for tolling operations, facility operations, credit card charges, uncollectables, and the creation of several reserves for bonding and operations purposes. 



Funding Capacity Analysis



Based on the projected net toll revenues for each of the four scenarios, PRAG estimated the amount of toll funding available for project capital expenses. PRAG developed two financing scenarios for each traffic and toll revenue scenario: (a) a structure using a TIFIA loan from USDOT and a smaller toll bond, and (b) a structure using only state-backed toll bonds. The assumptions underlying the financing scenarios are detailed in the attached PRAG memorandum. In both financing scenarios, additional capital funding capacity is derived on a pay-go basis from net toll revenues from early-year tolling. The resulting total funding capacity represents a combination of bond and/or loan proceeds plus to pay-go capital funding. The capital funding capacity estimates are net of all issuance costs, capitalized interest, reserves, and operating expenses. 



Conclusions



The current estimates indicate the capital funding capacity from tolls is higher than previously reported. As previously explained to the Legislative Oversight Committee, those earlier estimates were intended to be based on conservative assumptions in recognition of the need for updated socio-economic forecasts and transportation models. Over the past year those updates have been made, and the current range of capital funding capacity reflects those updates. 



Scenario 1, which exhibits a capital funding capacity of about $1.1-$1.2 billion, is based on an employment forecast well below the official Metro forecast for the region. Scenarios 2 and 3, which exhibit a combined range of $1.2-$1.7 billion, are based on the official Metro socio-economic forecasts and identical toll rate schedules, but different assumptions regarding the travelers’ sensitivity to travel costs and their willingness to divert trips to alternative destinations, paths, or modes. The assumed financing structure underlies these ranges; the TIFIA structure adds about $130-$200 million in capital funding capacity compared to the toll bond-only scenario. Scenario 4 illustrates that additional funding capacity is possible with higher toll rates but we do not propose that Scenario 4 be used for reporting a reasonable range of possible capital funding.



[bookmark: _GoBack]This preliminary analysis is intended to provide a guide regarding the potential available range of toll funding capacity.  It should be noted that this analysis is a preliminary step in the on-going development of the investment-grade traffic and toll revenue study and report. As part of the on-going study there will be additional model refinement and further sensitivity and scenario testing. Further updates will be provided to both Washington’s and Oregon’s legislatures and policy makers prior to the end of fiscal year 2013 and periodically thereafter.  The final investment-grade traffic and toll revenue study will be prepared prior to the issuance of any toll-backed debt in accordance with the CRC finance plan.  
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From: HELGERSON Lee A
To: STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; Brodie, Les; "LOCKWOOD-MCCALL Laura"; Siegel, Steve;

"jmortensen@pragla.com"; Arnis, Amy; "Smith, Helena Kennedy"; Francis, Carley; Boyd, Nancy; Baker, Brent;
"Ryan, Eugene"; Slack, Terri; "BIBLER Alice"

Cc: "LChoi@PragLA.com"; "CMcAbery@PragLA.com"; "Boesch, Timothy J."; "kaehlera@pbworld.com"; Slack, Terri;
Francis, Carley

Subject: Oregonian Reports on the Preliminary Columbia River Crossing Project Traffic, Revenue and Toll Funding
Capacity Analysis

Date: Saturday, March 02, 2013 4:16:34 PM
Attachments: CRC Consultants Toll Funding Capacity Update 2013-03-02.pdf

Folks,

Your good work and analysis is front and center on a generally positive Oregonian Business page
article.  We do appreciate the efforts of all involved in the recent and ongoing traffic, revenue and toll
funding capacity analysis.  A noteworthy team effort.  More of that to come.

Best regards, Lee

Lee Alan Helgerson 
ODOT - Debt & Quantitative Analysis Manager 
355 Capitol St. NE, MS 21
Salem, OR  97301-3871
Tel: (503) 986-6634
Mobile: (503) 383-8451
Fax: (503) 986-3907
email: lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us
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Columbia River Crossing consultants forecast more lucrative tolls 
in findings doubted by critic


 By Richard Read, The Oregonian  


on March 01, 2013 at 5:59 PM, updated March 01, 2013 at 8:19 PM 


Columbia River Crossing tolls could yield as much as $450 million more than previously estimated, according 


to fresh projections released as the Oregon Senate prepares to vote Monday on the controversial project. 


Consultants told project managers that toll-backed bonds could produce between $1.07 billion and $1.75 


billion for the enormous highway and light-rail project to replace the Interstate Bridge between Portland and 


Vancouver. That's up from an earlier estimate of between $900 million and $1.3 billion for the proposed $3.4 


billion project. 


Heartened by the findings, CRC managers said the higher revenue estimates result in part from post-


recession employment and population forecasts, new interest-rate figures and revised predictions of how 


tolls could influence travel behavior. But an economist who opposes the project panned the conclusions, 


noting that backers have cited an expected massive increase in traffic as the main reason to build the 


bridge. 


"But the study shows that if you toll it, you will carry fewer cars across the bridge than you do today," said 


Joe Cortright, who consults for Plaid Pantries, a project opponent. "They've told us diversion would be 


minimal, but according to the study, once they start tolling in 2016, between 50,000 and 75,000 cars will go 


somewhere else." 


Toll revenues are a crucial piece of a project that's approaching make-or-break 


political, regulatory and financial hurdles. A close vote is expected in the 


Legislature Monday on a bill authorizing $450 million in bonds that Washington 


legislators also must match for the project to go forward. 


If the House-approved bill passes the Senate, Gov. John Kitzhaber plans to sign it, 


even as grassroots opposition grows from light-rail opponents, neighborhood 


activists and spending critics. Meanwhile CRC managers have applied for a bridge 


permit from the U.S. Coast Guard, even as they hold mitigation talks with upriver manufacturers whose 


giant products wouldn't fit beneath the span. 


The project also counts on $850 million in federal transit funds and $400 million more in federal 


discretionary funds. But Kris Strickler, CRC Oregon project director, said the new toll-bonding projections are 
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promising, because at the top end of the range they'd enable managers to launch the project's first $2.8 


billion phase without having to rely immediately on the discretionary funds. 


"It is good news," Strickler said. "It gives us an indication that the toll range and toll numbers are something 


that we continue to have confidence in going forward." 


The reports released Friday include a range of scenarios, the main ones based on a $2.50 peak-hour 


passenger-car toll that would begin on the existing bridge in 2016. A $1.52 surcharge, billed automatically to 


addresses associated with license plates, would apply to motorists who lacked CRC toll accounts. 


The rush-hour toll would increase each year and then jump to $3.62 on the new bridge after its completion 


in 2021. By then, in 2022, the surcharge would rise to $1.77 and continue increasing, while the peak toll 


remained at $3.62 -- in year-of-collection dollars -- through 2060. 


In a memo to legislators and state officials, Strickler said the toll-funding capacity figures remain 


preliminary. Initially promised in January, the numbers result from an Oregon Treasury analysis in July 2011 


that found the CRC used outdated, inflated traffic projections and a risky borrowing structure in its tolling 


plan. 


CRC managers awarded a $1.6 million contract to consulting company CDM Smith for the preliminary toll 


estimates and other work, supplemented by funding-capacity analysis from Public Resources Advisory 


Group, a financial advisory firm. Parsons Brinckerhoff, another consultant, also crunched numbers. 


The studies accelerate work on an investment-grade analysis of the CRC project that would normally 


conclude about six months before authorities issue toll bonds. 


Cortright said that about 128,000 vehicles cross the existing bridge each day, according to the Oregon 


Department of Transportation. He divided annual figures contained in the new report, showing it forecast 


about 50,000 to 75,000 fewer vehicles a day once the tolls begin. 


The numbers suggest motorists will either forgo trips or divert to Interstate 205, avoiding tolls, Cortright 


said. Strickler could not be reached later Friday to respond to Cortright's comments. 


"How is it you get more money," Cortright asked, "when you're predicting a lot less traffic than you did 


before?" 


-- Richard Read,   twitter: ReadOregonian


 


©  OregonLive.com. All rights reserved.
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From: Kaehler, Auden
To: HELGERSON Lee A; "Ryan, Eugene"; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; Brodie, Les; "LOCKWOOD-MCCALL

Laura"; Siegel, Steve; "jmortensen@pragla.com"; Arnis, Amy; "Smith, Helena Kennedy"; Francis, Carley; Boyd,
Nancy; Baker, Brent; Slack, Terri; "BIBLER Alice"

Cc: "LChoi@PragLA.com"; "CMcAbery@PragLA.com"; "Boesch, Timothy J."; Ladner, Scott
Subject: Preliminary Columbia River Crossing Project Traffic, Revenue and Toll Funding Capacity Analysis - Net Revenue

Memo
Date: Monday, February 25, 2013 8:40:21 PM
Attachments: CRC DRAFT Net Revenue Memo 2-25-2013 v5.docx

Preliminary DRAFT 2013 CRC T+R Tables 2-22-2013v6.pdf

All —
 
Attached for your review and comment please find a draft memorandum documenting the
preliminary net revenue projections associated with the four CRC toll scenarios prepared by CDM
Smith, and for which net revenue tables were provided to PRAG last Friday.  We have provided the
draft memo in Word format so that those so-inclined can provide make edits in revision marks. 
Please forward the memo to anyone else who should be on the distribution or review list.  Please
send any comments/revisions to me.  We will plan on providing a quick update upon receipt of any
comments/revisions.
 
The attached T&R tables contain the same values but have been revised to include the current
scenario names. Once edits have been incorporated we will combine the two files and distribute a
final document.
 
Regards,
Auden Kaehler
Brent Baker
 
 
Auden Kaehler
Parsons Brinckerhoff
206-382-5274 (office)
206-979-3913 (cell)
 
 

From: HELGERSON Lee A 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 10:34 AM
To: 'Ryan, Eugene'; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; BRODIE Les S; LOCKWOOD-MCCALL Laura; Steven
Siegel; jmortensen@pragla.com; Arnis, Amy; Smith, Helena Kennedy; Carley Francis; Nancy Boyd
(boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com); Brent Baker (Baker@pbworld.com); Terri Slack
(slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com); BIBLER Alice
Cc: LChoi@PragLA.com; CMcAbery@PragLA.com; Boesch, Timothy J.; 'kaehlera@pbworld.com'
Subject: RE: Preliminary Columbia River Crossing Project Traffic, Revenue and Toll Funding Capacity
Analysis

Folks,
 
The CDM Memo in addition to CDM report is now attached. 
 

From: Ryan, Eugene [mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com] 
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		TO:

		Amy Arnis, Les Brodie, Lee Helgerson, Helena Kennedy Smith, Nancy Boyd, Kris Strickler, Terri Slack, and Carley Francis



		DATE:

		February 25, 2013



		FROM:

		Brent Baker, Auden Kaehler, and Scott Ladner



		SUBJECT:

		Columbia River Crossing Preliminary Draft Net Toll Revenue Assumptions and Projections 







Introduction 

This memorandum documents the assumptions and process used for preparing preliminary updated estimates of the operating and maintenance (O&M) costs and other deductions from gross toll revenues used to calculate net toll revenue projections for the I-5 Columbia River Crossing (CRC) project.  The preliminary updated net toll revenue projections are being used to prepare an updated assessment of the funding contribution supported by tolling.  The net revenue projections documented herein are based upon preliminary traffic and gross revenue forecasts prepared by CDM Smith for four toll scenarios, as documented in their “Preliminary Gross Toll Revenue Estimates” report dated February 22, 2013.  

The four toll scenarios are numbered from 1 to 4 in order of increasing gross toll revenues.  All of the scenarios assume the same physical configuration and staging of the project, but differ on traffic modeling parameters affecting the toll traffic and revenue forecasts.  The parameters that CDM Smith varied across one or more of the scenarios include:

· Socioeconomic (population and employment) growth assumptions;

· User value(s) of time;

· Vehicle operating cost per mile;

· Toll rates;

· Electronic toll collection customer account participation;

· Escalation in the toll surcharge added for mailing a toll bill to a non-account customer;

· Effect of tolls on trip suppression, trip distribution, and choice of auto versus transit; and 

· Toll traffic demand ramp-up assumptions.

None of the four scenarios is intended to serve as a “baseline” case.  Rather, the purpose of the four scenarios is to provide a preliminary range of future outcomes within which subsequent, more refined “investment-grade” toll traffic and gross revenue forecasts and accompanying net revenue projections are expected to lie.

Exhibit 1 on the following page was prepared by CDM Smith to document the differences between the four toll scenarios.

[bookmark: _Ref349566314]Exhibit 1:  Toll Scenario Assumptions for Demand Modeling
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		Source:  CDM Smith



NET toll revenue PROJECTIONS SUMMARY

Parsons Brinckerhoff, in close coordination with Toll Division of the Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT), prepared preliminary estimates for the following adjustments to gross toll revenues:  fee revenue not forecasted by CDM Smith; customer discounts; uncollectible revenue / leakage; credit card fees; toll collection and facility O&M costs; toll collection and facility repair and replacement (R&R) costs; and contributions to various reserve accounts.  The methodology for this analysis employed similar assumptions as those used recently in other WSDOT toll corridor studies, and is informed by the recent toll operations experience on SR 520 and Tacoma Narrows Bridge.  The process represents the first of several planned, incremental updates to the expenditure estimates for deriving net revenue projections.  

The complete traffic and revenue (T&R) tables showing the derivation of the preliminary net toll revenue projections for each of the four toll scenarios are provided as an appendix to this memorandum.  In addition, the following sections of this memorandum will include references to specific column labels within the T&R tables, which allows the reader to easily link forecast values to the descriptions/methodologies described below.

gross toll revenue Adjustments

Annual gross toll traffic and revenue forecasts for fiscal year (FY) 2016 through FY 2060 are provided by CDM Smith by payment method.[footnoteRef:1]  Total toll transactions by payment type include autos and trucks, converted to a passenger car equivalent (PCE) value based on vehicle category multiples of the auto toll.  To calculate toll revenues, CDM Smith assumes higher toll rates for Pay By Mail transactions compared to Good To Go! (transponder / account-based) toll rates, to reflect the higher collection costs for these transactions.   [1:  Fiscal years from July 1 of the previous calendar year to June 30 of the same calendar year as the fiscal year.] 


Further revenue adjustments are made to the CDM Smith projections for the following items:

· Pay By Plate Fee Revenue (column 12):  Good To Go! account customers who choose to pre-register a vehicle’s license plate in lieu of installing a transponder in that vehicle are charged a $0.25 fee per transaction; the fee is assumed to be constant with no annual escalation.    

· Pay By Mail Rebilling Fees (column 13):  A late payment fee of $5.00 per invoice is assessed to non-account, Pay By Mail customers who fail to pay their first toll bill invoice within 30 days; the late fee is assumed to be constant with no annual escalation.

· Self Initiated Payment Processing Credit (column 14):  Customers traveling without a Good To Go! account and classified as Pay By Mail who self-initiate payment before a toll bill is sent to them are assumed to receive a credit of $0.50 per transaction; the $0.50 credit is assumed to be constant with no annual escalation.

· Uncollectible Revenue / Leakage (column 15):  Calculated estimate for uncollectible revenue / leakage based upon assumed probabilities that revenue from a toll transaction will not be collected due to toll equipment errors, inability to identify a vehicle/owner, or non-payment by the toll customer. Leakage estimates are largely dependent on how a transaction payment is initiated.  Prepaid accounts (via Good To Go! transponder or pre-registered license plate) have a lower probability of going uncollected, whereas non-account transactions are assumed to have a higher probability. Typical causes of uncollectible revenue and leakage include:

· Good To Go! – improper transponder installation by the customer combined with unreadable license plate, or toll equipment malfunction

· Pay By Mail – unreadable license plate, inability to identify vehicle owner from license plate number, and non-payment of a toll bill within 80 days.

· In addition, transactions from customers who intended to use a Good To Go! transponder but either had not yet established an account, or had an insufficient account balance (e.g., expired credit card) end up getting processed as Pay By Mail transactions with some probability of the toll bill going unpaid within 80 days.   

A comparison of the gross toll revenue adjustments by toll scenario is provided in Exhibit 2. Higher values for uncollectible revenue and rebilling fees for Scenario 2, in comparison to Scenario 1, can primarily be attributed to the greater number of toll transaction volumes.  Scenarios 3 and 4 assume higher levels of Good To Go! account penetration, reducing the number of uncollectible transactions.  Scenario 4 assumes higher toll rates than the other three scenarios, resulting in a higher loss per uncollectible transaction.  

[bookmark: _Ref349571796]Exhibit 2:  Gross Toll Revenue Adjustments – FY 2015-48
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Operating and related expenditures

To account for the cost of operating and maintaining the toll collection system and physical roadway, several deductions are made to the adjusted gross revenue stream.  These deductions include credit card fees, start-up costs, ongoing operating and maintenance costs associated with the facility and toll collection, and insurance premiums.  These estimated expenditures are described in more detail below.

· Credit Card Fees (column 17): Credit card fees are estimated as a percentage of gross toll revenues, less uncollectibles. It is assumed that 90 percent of revenues will be collected via credit or debt card, thus subject to vendor processing fees.  Based on existing WSDOT toll operations, vendor rates are assumed to be 2.5 percent.  An additional factor is also included to capture account refunds, primarily during the ramp-up period when errors are more likely to occur.

· One Time Marketing and Start-Up Costs (column 18): Incurred in FY 2015 only and include costs for pre-operations marketing and possible incentive programs to encourage Good to Go! account set-up. 

· Routine Toll Collection O&M Costs (column 19): Includes customer service center (CSC) and roadside toll system (RTS) vendor costs, agency operation costs, and incremental Pay By Mail printing and postage costs. Routine toll collection costs are assumed to escalate at varying rates depending on the category of expenditure.  In addition, costs related to agency operations (marketing, management, accounting, etc.) are assumed to be shared among the system of WSDOT toll facilities, with the relative shares determined by the volume of toll transactions.  For this analysis, the system of toll facilities assumed to be in operation at the time CRC tolling commences includes SR 520, Tacoma Narrows Bridge, and the SR 167 HOT lanes.

· Routine Facility O&M Costs (column 20): Includes all routine and annual facility O&M costs that are incurred on a regular basis, including bridge structure maintenance, roadway maintenance, and incident response for disabled vehicles.  Facility O&M costs are assumed to escalate at a constant rate throughout the forecast period.  For this initial, preliminary update of expenditure estimates, routine facility O&M costs remain unchanged from their previous values used in financial planning in 2011 and 2012, but will be part of the subsequent incremental updates later this year.

· Bridge Insurance Premium (column 21): Includes coverage for damage to the physical structure of the bridge, as well as any loss of revenue (business interruption) resulting from such an event.  Insurance costs are assumed to escalate at a constant rate of 2.5% percent per year throughout the forecast period.

Several of the costs associated with toll collection operations will vary by toll scenario according to the projected volume of toll transactions.  This variation is illustrated by the gray bars in Exhibit 3 below.  Similarly, credit card fees, which are a function of toll revenue, also vary by scenario.  Expenditures associated with bridge insurance, routine facility O&M, and one-time marketing and start-up costs are fixed across all four scenarios, as they are not anticipated to vary based on the traffic levels.   

[bookmark: _Ref349574823]Exhibit 3:  Operating and Related Expenditure Estimates – FY 2015-48
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Additional variation in toll collection O&M costs is driven by the projected distribution of toll payment methods for each scenario. As an example, Pay By Mail toll transactions incur a cost for invoicing, which results in higher operations costs for printing and postage.

periodic repair and replacement and other reserve account contributions

In addition to the routine annual O&M costs associated with the facility and toll collections, major repairs and/or capital replacement items to both the facility and toll collection systems will be necessary at periodic intervals over the forecast period.  Because these costs can be infrequent but sizable, it may be necessary to make annual deposits to an R&R reserve account with the goal of maintaining a balance sufficient to meet the periodic R&R expenditures.  This has the added benefit of smoothing out the annual cash flows over time. 

Previous financial analysis conducted by the CRC project team as well as the financial analysis for other WSDOT corridors, including SR 520, has treated the net revenues before R&R and other reserves as the cash flow available to support toll financing.  R&R costs (or annual deposits to an R&R reserve account) as well as other reserve account contributions, where applicable, were previously treated as expenditures paid downstream of debt service, using excess revenues resulting from debt service coverage requirements.  However, for the preliminary draft net revenue projections provided herein, Parsons Brinckerhoff was directed to prepare net revenue projections after contributions to three reserve accounts including an R&R reserve to serve as a more conservative measure of the cash flow available to support toll financing.    

Annual contributions to the following three reserve accounts were estimated to arrive at the net revenues after reserve deposits (column 27).  

· Revenue Stabilization Account:  Commences one year prior to bridge completion (FY 2021) and includes deposits (or refunds) to the account to maintain a balance that is 30% of the following year's estimated net toll revenue before reserve account deposits. 

· Operations and Maintenance Reserve Account:  Commences with the start of tolling, with deposits made to maintain account balance at 50% of the following year's expected O&M costs inclusive of credit card fees, routine toll collection O&M costs, routine facility O&M costs, and bridge insurance premiums.  

· Repair and Replacement Reserve Account:  Commences in FY 2020 to provide five years of deposits building up to fund expenditures at the beginning of FY 2026.  Additional deposits are made to the account to maintain a balance sufficient to cover periodic R&R expenditures, inclusive of periodic tolling and facility related costs.  

Of the three reserve accounts, the R&R reserve account represents 78% of the total reserve contributions over the FY 2015-48 forecast period.   Periodic R&R costs often require significant amounts of cash outlays and are incurred for both the bridge and toll equipment including but not limited to toll system software and hardware replacement, pavement rehabilitation, and structural bridge repairs.  

Reserves help to ensure that funds are on hand for expected as well as unexpected needs, while also minimizing the need to come up with a large lump sum amount in a year when major expenditures are needed, as shown in Exhibit 4.

[bookmark: _Ref349582767]Exhibit 4: R&R Expenditures and Reserve Account Deposits by Fiscal Year – FY 2015-48
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Net toll Revenue after reserve deposits 

The net toll revenue after all reserve deposits (column 27) serves as a conservative measure of the cash flow available to support toll financing.  Similar to the other measures of revenue, Scenarios 1 and 4 serve as the low and high bookends for this measure of the net toll revenue projections, as shown in Exhibit 5.  The net revenue profiles of Scenarios 2 and 3 are “flatter” than those for Scenarios 1 and 4 because the former excludes escalation in the Pay By Mail toll surcharge after FY 2022.

[bookmark: _Ref349582756]Exhibit 5: Preliminary Projections for Net Toll Revenue after Reserve Deposits – FY 2015-48
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The net revenue projections and associated expenditure forecasts within this memo represent preliminary draft updates to previous estimates, and will be subject to change with anticipated refinements and more in-depth analysis of traffic, gross revenues, and costs scheduled to occur later this year. 

Appendix

The following four pages present the detailed T&R tables including the preliminary net toll revenue projections for the four scenarios.  
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D R A F T


PRELIMINARY DRAFT CRC Bridge Toll Traffic and Revenue (T&R) Projections — Annual Transactions, Gross Revenues, and Net Revenues — FY 2015-60
Toll Revenue Operations Assumed to Begin July 1, 2015 (FY 2016) Toll Case:  Scenario 1


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29


Good to Go!  Accounts Other Payment Types / No Account Gross Toll Revenue Plus: Plus: Less: Less: Less: Less: Less: Less: Less: Reserve Accounts Periodic R&R Costs
Wtd.


Average
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Toll Rate
(one-way)1


Annual
Bridge Toll
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(millions)2


Pass Car Equiv
(PCE) Bridge
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Wtd.
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(one-way)1
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Bridge Toll
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(millions)2


Pass Car Equiv
(PCE) Bridge
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(millions)3


Good to Go!
Pre-Paid
Accounts


($ millions)5


Other
Payment


Types / No
Account


($ millions)6


Pay By Plate
Fee Revenue
($ millions)


Pay By Mail
Rebilling Fees
($ millions)7


Self-Initiated
Payment


Processing
Credit


($ millions)8


Uncol-
lectible


Revenue /
Leakage


($ millions)9


Credit
Card
Fees


($ millions)10


One-Time
Marketing &


Start-Up Costs
($ millions)11


Routine Toll
Collection


O&M Costs
($ millions)12


Routine
Facility


O&M Costs
($ millions)13


Bridge
Insurance
Premium


($ millions)14


Revenue
Stabilization


Account
Deposits/
Refunds


($ millions)15


O&M Reserve
Account
Deposits


($ millions)16


R&R Reserve
Account
Deposits


($ millions)17


Periodic
Tolling R&R


Costs
($ millions)18


Periodic
Facility R&R


Costs
($ millions)19


2015 - - (6.07) (6.07) (5.45) (6.07)
2016 $2.15 10.08 11.63 $3.40 9.01 10.65 19.09 24.97 36.18 61.15 0.55 2.09 (0.23) (13.18) 50.38 (1.19) (10.39) (1.84) 36.97 31.53 (6.88) 30.09
2017 $2.20 10.63 12.34 $3.47 9.07 10.79 19.70 27.15 37.47 64.62 0.53 4.21 (0.23) (13.65) 55.48 (1.26) (10.60) (1.89) 41.72 33.80 (0.11) 41.61
2018 $2.26 11.21 13.08 $3.55 9.12 10.92 20.33 29.52 38.80 68.32 0.50 4.26 (0.23) (14.14) 58.71 (1.24) (10.79) (1.93) 44.74 34.41 (0.43) 44.31
2019 $2.31 11.69 13.72 $3.63 9.08 10.94 20.77 31.76 39.75 71.51 0.47 4.28 (0.23) (14.50) 61.54 (1.31) (11.14) (2.39) 46.70 34.12 (0.97) 45.74
2020 $2.37 11.76 13.88 $3.72 8.72 10.56 20.47 32.95 39.27 72.22 0.42 4.21 (0.22) (14.33) 62.30 (1.33) (10.91) (2.45) (2.08) 45.53 31.59 (0.20) (1.52) 43.82
2021 $2.43 12.14 14.42 $3.80 8.59 10.48 20.73 35.09 39.84 74.93 0.44 4.12 (0.22) (14.55) 64.71 (1.39) (11.14) (2.51) (2.13) 47.54 31.32 (17.81) (1.16) (1.66) 26.92
2022 $2.54 14.58 17.48 $3.89 9.82 12.12 24.39 44.38 47.16 91.54 0.53 4.41 (0.25) (17.38) 78.84 (1.70) (13.02) (2.57) (2.19) 59.35 37.14 (1.20) (0.37) (3.44) 54.34
2023 $2.54 15.45 18.53 $3.93 10.21 12.61 25.66 47.11 49.57 96.68 0.55 4.81 (0.26) (18.19) 83.59 (1.80) (13.55) (2.64) (2.24) 63.36 37.65 (1.33) (0.60) (4.89) 56.54
2024 $2.54 16.54 19.84 $3.98 10.72 13.24 27.26 50.48 52.61 103.09 0.58 5.04 (0.28) (19.23) 89.21 (1.92) (14.50) (2.70) (2.30) 67.78 38.25 (0.74) (0.40) (4.89) 61.76
2025 $2.55 17.17 20.61 $4.02 10.92 13.48 28.09 52.48 54.16 106.64 0.59 5.23 (0.28) (19.71) 92.47 (1.99) (15.10) (2.77) (2.35) 70.25 37.64 (0.70) (0.48) (5.09) 63.98 (5.21) (2.37)
2026 $2.55 17.82 21.40 $4.06 11.13 13.73 28.95 54.55 55.75 110.30 0.61 5.34 (0.29) (20.21) 95.75 (2.07) (15.86) (2.84) (2.41) 72.57 36.93 (0.71) (0.53) (4.95) 66.39 (0.71)
2027 $2.55 18.50 22.22 $4.10 11.34 13.98 29.84 56.71 57.39 114.10 0.62 5.46 (0.30) (20.71) 99.16 (2.14) (16.71) (2.91) (2.47) 74.93 36.21 (0.76) (0.50) (3.16) 70.51 (8.94)
2028 $2.55 19.21 23.08 $4.15 11.55 14.24 30.76 58.95 59.08 118.03 0.63 5.57 (0.30) (21.23) 102.70 (2.22) (17.49) (2.98) (2.54) 77.47 35.56 (0.77) (0.55) (1.72) 74.44 (7.22)
2029 $2.56 19.94 23.97 $4.19 11.77 14.50 31.71 61.28 60.82 122.10 0.65 5.69 (0.31) (21.77) 106.36 (2.30) (18.38) (3.06) (2.60) 80.03 34.88 (0.77) (0.61) (3.35) 75.29
2030 $2.56 20.70 24.89 $4.24 11.99 14.77 32.69 63.71 62.61 126.32 0.66 5.81 (0.32) (22.31) 110.17 (2.39) (19.37) (3.13) (2.66) 82.61 34.19 (0.87) (0.51) (10.25) 70.98 (5.90) (2.68)
2031 $2.56 21.50 25.85 $4.28 12.21 15.04 33.71 66.23 64.45 130.68 0.68 5.94 (0.32) (22.87) 114.10 (2.47) (20.16) (3.21) (2.73) 85.52 33.62 (0.82) (0.67) (10.43) 73.60
2032 $2.56 22.32 26.85 $4.33 12.44 15.32 34.75 68.84 66.35 135.19 0.69 6.07 (0.33) (23.44) 118.18 (2.56) (21.27) (3.29) (2.80) 88.25 32.94 (0.88) (0.66) (11.01) 75.70
2033 $2.57 23.17 27.88 $4.38 12.67 15.60 35.84 71.57 68.30 139.87 0.71 6.20 (0.34) (24.03) 122.41 (2.66) (22.34) (3.38) (2.87) 91.17 32.32 (0.90) (0.70) (12.98) 76.59
2034 $2.57 24.05 28.95 $4.43 12.91 15.89 36.96 74.40 70.31 144.71 0.72 6.33 (0.34) (24.63) 126.79 (2.76) (23.48) (3.46) (2.94) 94.15 31.70 (0.93) (0.72) (11.35) 81.15 (8.18)
2035 $2.57 24.97 30.07 $4.47 13.15 16.18 38.12 77.34 72.38 149.72 0.73 6.47 (0.35) (25.25) 131.33 (2.86) (24.67) (3.55) (3.01) 97.24 31.09 (0.95) (0.76) (4.93) 90.59 (6.67) (36.38)
2036 $2.57 25.92 31.23 $4.52 13.40 16.48 39.32 80.40 74.51 154.91 0.75 6.61 (0.36) (25.88) 136.03 (2.96) (25.93) (3.63) (3.09) 100.42 30.49 (0.25) (0.62) (6.70) 92.86 (0.90)
2037 $2.57 26.31 31.70 $4.52 13.60 16.73 39.91 81.60 75.63 157.23 0.76 6.73 (0.37) (26.27) 138.09 (3.01) (26.96) (3.73) (3.17) 101.24 29.19 (0.23) (0.65) (6.11) 94.25 (2.93)
2038 $2.57 26.71 32.17 $4.52 13.80 16.98 40.51 82.83 76.76 159.59 0.77 6.84 (0.37) (26.66) 140.16 (3.05) (28.04) (3.82) (3.25) 102.01 27.94 (0.22) (0.68) (4.14) 96.97 (9.85)
2039 $2.57 27.11 32.65 $4.52 14.01 17.23 41.12 84.07 77.91 161.98 0.78 6.94 (0.38) (27.06) 142.26 (3.10) (29.17) (3.91) (3.33) 102.76 26.72 (0.22) (0.70) (4.14) 97.70
2040 $2.57 27.51 33.14 $4.52 14.22 17.49 41.73 85.33 79.08 164.41 0.79 7.04 (0.38) (27.47) 144.40 (3.14) (30.34) (4.01) (3.41) 103.49 25.56 (0.22) (0.72) (4.43) 98.12 (7.55) (3.43)
2041 $2.57 27.93 33.64 $4.52 14.43 17.76 42.36 86.61 80.27 166.88 0.81 7.15 (0.39) (27.88) 146.57 (3.19) (31.56) (4.11) (3.49) 104.21 24.44 (0.21) (0.75) (2.72) 100.54 (9.72)
2042 $2.57 28.35 34.14 $4.52 14.65 18.02 43.00 87.91 81.47 169.38 0.82 7.25 (0.39) (28.30) 148.76 (3.24) (32.82) (4.22) (3.58) 104.90 23.37 (0.20) (0.77) (3.50) 100.43
2043 $2.57 28.77 34.66 $4.52 14.87 18.29 43.64 89.23 82.69 171.92 0.83 7.36 (0.40) (28.72) 150.99 (3.29) (34.13) (4.32) (3.67) 105.59 22.33 (0.19) (0.81) (8.39) 96.19
2044 $2.57 29.20 35.18 $4.52 15.09 18.57 44.30 90.57 83.93 174.50 0.84 7.47 (0.41) (29.15) 153.26 (3.34) (35.51) (4.43) (3.76) 106.22 21.34 (0.19) (0.83) (8.39) 96.81
2045 $2.57 29.64 35.70 $4.52 15.32 18.84 44.96 91.92 85.19 177.11 0.85 7.59 (0.41) (29.59) 155.55 (3.39) (36.92) (4.54) (3.86) 106.85 20.38 0.30 (0.61) (18.38) 88.17 (8.54) (3.88)
2046 $2.57 29.67 35.74 $4.52 15.33 18.86 45.00 92.02 85.28 177.30 0.86 7.65 (0.41) (29.62) 155.77 (3.39) (37.92) (4.65) (3.95) 105.86 19.18 0.33 (0.62) (18.15) 87.42 (1.16)
2047 $2.57 29.70 35.78 $4.52 15.35 18.88 45.05 92.11 85.36 177.47 0.86 7.65 (0.41) (29.65) 155.92 (3.39) (38.94) (4.77) (4.05) 104.77 18.02 0.34 (0.64) (17.36) 87.10 (3.92)
2048 $2.57 29.73 35.81 $4.52 15.37 18.90 45.09 92.20 85.45 177.65 0.86 7.66 (0.41) (29.68) 156.08 (3.40) (39.99) (4.89) (4.15) 103.65 16.93 0.35 (0.66) (12.47) 90.87 (24.45)
2049 $2.57 29.76 35.85 $4.52 15.38 18.92 45.14 92.29 85.53 177.82 0.86 7.67 (0.41) (29.71) 156.23 (3.40) (41.09) (5.01) (4.26) 102.48 15.90 0.36 (0.68) (12.47) 89.68
2050 $2.57 29.79 35.88 $4.52 15.40 18.94 45.18 92.39 85.62 178.01 0.86 7.68 (0.41) (29.74) 156.40 (3.40) (42.20) (5.14) (4.36) 101.29 14.92 0.37 (0.69) (5.93) 95.04 (9.66) (52.70)
2051 $2.57 29.82 35.92 $4.52 15.41 18.96 45.23 92.48 85.70 178.18 0.86 7.68 (0.41) (29.77) 156.55 (3.41) (43.34) (5.26) (4.47) 100.06 14.00 0.38 (0.72) (6.22) 93.50
2052 $2.57 29.85 35.96 $4.52 15.43 18.98 45.28 92.57 85.79 178.36 0.86 7.69 (0.41) (29.80) 156.70 (3.41) (44.53) (5.40) (4.59) 98.78 13.13 0.39 (0.73) (7.22) 91.23
2053 $2.57 29.88 35.99 $4.52 15.44 19.00 45.32 92.66 85.87 178.53 0.86 7.70 (0.41) (29.82) 156.85 (3.41) (45.73) (5.53) (4.70) 97.48 12.30 0.41 (0.76) (10.50) 86.62
2054 $2.57 29.91 36.03 $4.52 15.46 19.02 45.37 92.76 85.96 178.72 0.86 7.71 (0.42) (29.86) 157.02 (3.42) (47.00) (5.67) (4.82) 96.11 11.52 0.42 (0.77) (10.50) 85.26
2055 $2.57 29.94 36.06 $4.52 15.47 19.03 45.41 92.85 86.05 178.90 0.86 7.72 (0.42) (29.89) 157.18 (3.42) (48.28) (5.81) (4.94) 94.73 10.78 0.44 (0.80) (8.17) 86.20 (24.67) (4.97)
2056 $2.57 29.97 36.10 $4.52 15.49 19.05 45.46 92.94 86.13 179.07 0.86 7.72 (0.42) (29.92) 157.33 (3.42) (49.61) (5.96) (5.06) 93.28 10.08 0.45 (0.82) (7.87) 85.03 (1.48)
2057 $2.57 30.00 36.14 $4.52 15.50 19.07 45.50 93.03 86.22 179.25 0.87 7.73 (0.42) (29.94) 157.49 (3.43) (50.98) (6.10) (5.19) 91.79 9.42 0.46 (0.86) (6.88) 84.52 (4.96)
2058 $2.57 30.03 36.17 $4.52 15.52 19.09 45.55 93.13 86.31 179.44 0.87 7.74 (0.42) (29.98) 157.65 (3.43) (52.41) (6.26) (5.32) 90.24 8.80 0.48 (0.88) (3.60) 86.24 (16.40)
2059 $2.57 30.06 36.21 $4.52 15.54 19.11 45.59 93.22 86.39 179.61 0.87 7.75 (0.42) (30.00) 157.80 (3.43) (53.88) (6.41) (5.45) 88.63 8.20 0.50 (0.92) (3.60) 84.62
2060 $2.57 30.09 36.24 $4.52 15.55 19.13 45.64 93.31 86.48 179.79 0.87 7.75 (0.42) (30.04) 157.96 (3.44) (55.41) (6.57) (5.59) 86.95 7.64 (0.92) 86.03 (12.37) (5.62)


Total FY 2015-21 67.51 79.08 53.59 64.33 121.09 181.44 231.31 412.75 2.91 23.17 (1.36) (84.36) 353.11 (7.71) (6.07) (64.97) (13.01) (4.21) 257.13 191.31 (17.81) (9.74) (3.17) 226.41 - -
Total FY 2015-48 709.96 852.23 405.85 498.06 1,115.81 2,166.27 2,125.78 4,292.05 22.43 195.50 (10.73) (751.24) 3,748.02 (81.44) (6.07) (749.09) (110.53) (87.10) 2,713.79 987.32 (30.74) (26.88) (210.47) 2,445.70 (111.84) (48.74)
Total FY 2015-60 1,069.02 1,284.77 591.44 726.35 1,660.47 3,279.90 3,157.83 6,437.73 32.79 288.05 (15.71) (1,109.68) 5,633.17 (122.46) (6.07) (1,323.56) (179.66) (145.84) 3,855.59 1,124.03 (26.09) (36.42) (293.41) 3,499.67 (181.38) (112.03)
Footnotes


1 Reflects the average revenue per passenger car equivalent based on time-of-day variable weekday and weekend toll structures. 12 Includes CSC and RTS vendor costs, agency operation costs, and incremental Pay By Mail toll.
2 Annual volume of vehicles subject to tolls in each travel direction after ramp up adjustments; includes both autos and trucks. 13 Includes all routine and annual facility O&M costs.
3 Converts trucks w/3+ axles and vehicles w/trailers to their passenger car equivalent (PCE) based on vehicle category multiples of the auto toll (e.g., 3-4 axle = 2x toll). 14 Insurance premium for coverage to the physical structure of the bridge as well as for business interruption (loss of revenue).
4 Amounts inclusive of traffic and revenue "ramp-up" adjustments applied in FY 2016-18 as customers become accustomed to tolls, and FY 2022-23 reflecting completion of the bridge. 15 Deposits or refunds made to maintain account balance at 30% of the following year's expected net revenues.
5 Gross toll revenue potential from pre-paid Good To Go! accounts before any deductions for uncollectible accounts or other toll collection costs. 16 Deposits made to maintain account balance at 50% of the following year's expected O&M costs.
6 Gross toll revenue potential from Pay By Mail customers without established accounts before deductions for uncollectibles or other toll collection costs. 17 Deposits made to maintain account balance sufficient to pay all periodic R&R costs.
7 Late payment fee of $5.00 per invoice assessed to non-account Pay By Mail customers who fail to pay first invoice; late fee assumed to be constant with no annual escalation. 18 Includes periodic R&R costs for toll equipment, ATM, and vendor contract re-procurement.
8 Self-initiated payment credit of $0.50 per transaction given to Pay By Mail customers who pay before toll bill is mailed; credit amount assumed to be constant with no annual escalation 19 Includes periodic R&R costs for the bridge and roadway facility.
9 Calculated estimate for uncollectible revenue / leakage based upon probability assumptions for equipment errors and non-payment at various collection stages. General Notes


10 Credit card fees estimated based on 90% of gross revenues less uncollectibles; additional factor included for fees related to account refunds. - Tolling is assumed to be in operation 24 hours per day, 7 days per week after completion.  Nights assumed to be toll-free from 8 PM to 5 AM during pre-completion.
11 Includes costs for pre-operations marketing and incentive programs. - Traffic and revenue projections are preliminary and subject to change based upon continued work on forecasting assumptions.


- Centralized CSC and system-wide agency cost allocations based on transactions from CRC plus SR 520, TNB, and SR 167 HOT lanes
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D R A F T


PRELIMINARY DRAFT CRC Bridge Toll Traffic and Revenue (T&R) Projections — Annual Transactions, Gross Revenues, and Net Revenues — FY 2015-60
Toll Revenue Operations Assumed to Begin July 1, 2015 (FY 2016) Toll Case:  Scenario 2


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
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(one-way)1


Annual
Bridge Toll


Transactions
(millions)2


Pass Car Equiv
(PCE) Bridge


Volumes
(millions)3


Wtd.
Average
Bridge


Toll Rate
(one-way)1


Annual
Bridge Toll


Transactions
(millions)2


Pass Car Equiv
(PCE) Bridge


Volumes
(millions)3


Good to Go!
Pre-Paid
Accounts


($ millions)5


Other
Payment


Types / No
Account


($ millions)6


Pay By Plate
Fee Revenue
($ millions)


Pay By Mail
Rebilling Fees
($ millions)7


Self-Initiated
Payment


Processing
Credit


($ millions)8


Uncol-
lectible


Revenue /
Leakage


($ millions)9


Credit
Card
Fees


($ millions)10


One-Time
Marketing &


Start-Up Costs
($ millions)11


Routine Toll
Collection


O&M Costs
($ millions)12


Routine
Facility


O&M Costs
($ millions)13


Bridge
Insurance
Premium


($ millions)14


Revenue
Stabilization


Account
Deposits/
Refunds


($ millions)15


O&M Reserve
Account
Deposits


($ millions)16


R&R Reserve
Account
Deposits


($ millions)17


Periodic
Tolling R&R


Costs
($ millions)18


Periodic
Facility R&R


Costs
($ millions)19


2015 - - (6.07) (6.07) (5.45) (6.07)
2016 $2.15 11.02 12.71 $3.41 10.21 12.00 21.22 27.34 40.91 68.25 0.60 2.36 (0.25) (14.94) 56.02 (1.32) (11.50) (1.84) 41.36 35.28 (7.55) 33.81
2017 $2.20 11.67 13.51 $3.49 10.32 12.17 21.99 29.77 42.47 72.24 0.58 4.76 (0.26) (15.50) 61.82 (1.40) (11.80) (1.89) 46.73 37.85 (0.14) 46.58
2018 $2.26 12.35 14.34 $3.57 10.43 12.34 22.78 32.40 44.08 76.48 0.55 4.84 (0.26) (16.08) 65.52 (1.39) (12.06) (1.93) 50.15 38.57 (0.48) 49.67
2019 $2.32 12.95 15.07 $3.66 10.43 12.38 23.38 34.90 45.27 80.17 0.52 4.89 (0.26) (16.52) 68.80 (1.46) (12.48) (2.39) 52.47 38.33 (0.99) 51.48
2020 $2.37 13.08 15.27 $3.74 10.06 11.98 23.14 36.25 44.84 81.09 0.47 4.83 (0.26) (16.36) 69.77 (1.49) (12.29) (2.45) (2.08) 51.46 35.70 (0.24) (1.52) 49.71
2021 $2.43 13.57 15.89 $3.83 9.96 11.90 23.53 38.66 45.59 84.25 0.49 4.74 (0.25) (16.65) 72.58 (1.55) (12.59) (2.51) (2.13) 53.79 35.44 (20.85) (1.56) (1.66) 29.72
2022 $2.55 16.85 19.86 $3.94 11.78 14.19 28.63 50.62 55.89 106.51 0.61 5.18 (0.30) (20.58) 91.41 (1.97) (15.17) (2.57) (2.19) 69.52 43.49 (1.21) (0.42) (3.47) 64.42
2023 $2.55 17.78 20.97 $3.94 12.25 14.74 30.03 53.52 58.12 111.64 0.63 5.75 (0.32) (21.42) 96.28 (2.07) (15.78) (2.64) (2.24) 73.55 43.70 (1.32) (0.66) (4.96) 66.61
2024 $2.55 18.95 22.37 $3.94 12.86 15.47 31.81 57.13 61.02 118.15 0.67 6.02 (0.33) (22.51) 101.99 (2.19) (16.86) (2.70) (2.30) 77.94 43.98 (0.63) (0.43) (4.96) 71.92
2025 $2.56 19.60 23.15 $3.95 13.09 15.75 32.68 59.16 62.14 121.30 0.68 6.23 (0.34) (22.94) 104.93 (2.26) (17.52) (2.77) (2.35) 80.02 42.88 (0.57) (0.51) (5.16) 73.78 (5.21) (2.37)
2026 $2.56 20.26 23.95 $3.95 13.32 16.03 33.58 61.26 63.28 124.54 0.69 6.35 (0.35) (23.38) 107.85 (2.32) (18.36) (2.84) (2.41) 81.92 41.69 (0.57) (0.57) (5.02) 75.77 (0.71)
2027 $2.56 20.94 24.77 $3.95 13.57 16.31 34.51 63.43 64.45 127.88 0.70 6.48 (0.35) (23.84) 110.87 (2.39) (19.29) (2.91) (2.47) 83.81 40.50 (0.61) (0.54) (3.21) 79.46 (9.06)
2028 $2.56 21.65 25.63 $3.95 13.81 16.60 35.46 65.68 65.63 131.31 0.71 6.61 (0.36) (24.30) 113.98 (2.46) (20.16) (2.98) (2.54) 85.84 39.40 (0.61) (0.59) (1.72) 82.93 (7.47)
2029 $2.56 22.39 26.52 $3.96 14.06 16.90 36.44 68.01 66.84 134.85 0.73 6.75 (0.37) (24.77) 117.18 (2.53) (21.14) (3.06) (2.60) 87.86 38.30 (0.60) (0.65) (3.35) 83.26
2030 $2.57 23.14 27.44 $3.96 14.31 17.20 37.46 70.43 68.07 138.50 0.74 6.88 (0.37) (25.26) 120.49 (2.60) (22.22) (3.13) (2.66) 89.87 37.20 (0.69) (0.55) (10.25) 78.39 (5.90) (2.68)
2031 $2.57 23.93 28.38 $3.96 14.57 17.51 38.50 72.92 69.32 142.24 0.75 7.02 (0.38) (25.75) 123.88 (2.67) (23.10) (3.21) (2.73) 92.16 36.23 (0.62) (0.72) (10.43) 80.40
2032 $2.57 24.74 29.37 $3.96 14.83 17.82 39.57 75.51 70.59 146.10 0.77 7.16 (0.39) (26.25) 127.39 (2.75) (24.31) (3.29) (2.80) 94.24 35.18 (0.67) (0.70) (11.04) 81.83
2033 $2.57 25.57 30.38 $3.96 15.10 18.14 40.68 78.19 71.89 150.08 0.78 7.31 (0.40) (26.77) 131.00 (2.83) (25.47) (3.38) (2.87) 96.46 34.20 (0.67) (0.74) (13.07) 81.98
2034 $2.58 26.44 31.43 $3.97 15.37 18.46 41.81 80.96 73.21 154.17 0.79 7.46 (0.41) (27.29) 134.72 (2.91) (26.71) (3.46) (2.94) 98.70 33.23 (0.69) (0.77) (11.43) 85.81 (8.18)
2035 $2.58 27.33 32.52 $3.97 15.65 18.79 42.99 83.84 74.56 158.40 0.80 7.61 (0.41) (27.83) 138.57 (3.00) (28.00) (3.55) (3.01) 101.01 32.30 (0.70) (0.81) (5.01) 94.49 (6.67) (36.38)
2036 $2.58 28.26 33.65 $3.97 15.93 19.13 44.19 86.81 75.93 162.74 0.82 7.76 (0.42) (28.38) 142.52 (3.08) (29.36) (3.63) (3.09) 103.35 31.38 (0.23) (0.69) (6.78) 95.65 (0.90)
2037 $2.58 28.68 34.15 $3.97 16.17 19.41 44.86 88.11 77.07 165.18 0.83 7.90 (0.43) (28.80) 144.68 (3.13) (30.52) (3.73) (3.17) 104.13 30.03 (0.22) (0.72) (6.16) 97.03 (3.06)
2038 $2.58 29.11 34.66 $3.97 16.42 19.70 45.53 89.43 78.22 167.65 0.84 8.02 (0.43) (29.24) 146.84 (3.18) (31.74) (3.82) (3.25) 104.86 28.71 (0.21) (0.75) (4.14) 99.75 (10.12)
2039 $2.58 29.55 35.18 $3.97 16.66 20.00 46.21 90.78 79.40 170.18 0.85 8.14 (0.44) (29.68) 149.05 (3.22) (33.02) (3.91) (3.33) 105.57 27.45 (0.20) (0.78) (4.14) 100.45
2040 $2.58 29.99 35.71 $3.97 16.91 20.30 46.90 92.14 80.59 172.73 0.87 8.26 (0.45) (30.12) 151.29 (3.27) (34.35) (4.01) (3.41) 106.25 26.24 (0.20) (0.81) (4.43) 100.81 (7.55) (3.43)
2041 $2.58 30.44 36.25 $3.97 17.17 20.60 47.61 93.52 81.80 175.32 0.88 8.39 (0.45) (30.57) 153.56 (3.32) (35.72) (4.11) (3.49) 106.90 25.07 (0.19) (0.83) (2.72) 103.17 (9.72)
2042 $2.58 30.90 36.79 $3.97 17.42 20.91 48.32 94.92 83.02 177.94 0.89 8.51 (0.46) (31.03) 155.85 (3.37) (37.15) (4.22) (3.58) 107.53 23.95 (0.19) (0.86) (3.53) 102.95
2043 $2.58 31.36 37.34 $3.97 17.69 21.23 49.05 96.35 84.27 180.62 0.90 8.64 (0.47) (31.50) 158.20 (3.42) (38.63) (4.32) (3.67) 108.16 22.88 (0.17) (0.90) (8.50) 98.59
2044 $2.58 31.83 37.90 $3.97 17.95 21.54 49.78 97.79 85.53 183.32 0.92 8.77 (0.48) (31.97) 160.56 (3.47) (40.18) (4.43) (3.76) 108.71 21.84 (0.17) (0.93) (8.50) 99.12
2045 $2.58 32.31 38.47 $3.97 18.22 21.87 50.53 99.26 86.82 186.08 0.93 8.90 (0.48) (32.45) 162.98 (3.53) (41.78) (4.54) (3.86) 109.28 20.85 0.34 (0.67) (18.48) 90.46 (8.54) (3.88)
2046 $2.58 32.34 38.51 $3.97 18.24 21.89 50.58 99.36 86.90 186.26 0.93 8.97 (0.48) (32.48) 163.20 (3.53) (42.90) (4.65) (3.95) 108.16 19.59 0.36 (0.68) (18.25) 89.59 (1.16)
2047 $2.58 32.38 38.55 $3.97 18.26 21.91 50.63 99.46 86.99 186.45 0.93 8.98 (0.48) (32.51) 163.37 (3.53) (44.05) (4.77) (4.05) 106.96 18.40 0.37 (0.71) (17.43) 89.20 (4.09)
2048 $2.58 32.41 38.59 $3.97 18.27 21.93 50.68 99.56 87.08 186.64 0.93 8.99 (0.48) (32.55) 163.53 (3.54) (45.24) (4.89) (4.15) 105.71 17.27 0.39 (0.73) (12.47) 92.90 (24.81)
2049 $2.58 32.44 38.63 $3.97 18.29 21.95 50.73 99.66 87.16 186.82 0.94 9.00 (0.48) (32.58) 163.69 (3.54) (46.47) (5.01) (4.26) 104.42 16.20 0.40 (0.75) (12.47) 91.60
2050 $2.58 32.47 38.66 $3.97 18.31 21.98 50.78 99.75 87.25 187.00 0.94 9.01 (0.49) (32.61) 163.85 (3.54) (47.72) (5.14) (4.36) 103.08 15.19 0.41 (0.76) (5.93) 96.80 (9.66) (52.70)
2051 $2.58 32.51 38.70 $3.97 18.33 22.00 50.83 99.85 87.34 187.19 0.94 9.02 (0.49) (32.64) 164.02 (3.55) (49.00) (5.26) (4.47) 101.73 14.23 0.42 (0.79) (6.22) 95.14
2052 $2.58 32.54 38.74 $3.97 18.35 22.02 50.88 99.95 87.43 187.38 0.94 9.03 (0.49) (32.68) 164.18 (3.55) (50.33) (5.40) (4.59) 100.32 13.33 0.44 (0.80) (7.26) 92.69
2053 $2.58 32.57 38.78 $3.97 18.37 22.04 50.94 100.05 87.51 187.56 0.94 9.03 (0.49) (32.71) 164.34 (3.55) (51.69) (5.53) (4.70) 98.86 12.48 0.45 (0.84) (10.63) 87.85
2054 $2.58 32.60 38.82 $3.97 18.38 22.06 50.99 100.15 87.60 187.75 0.94 9.04 (0.49) (32.74) 164.51 (3.56) (53.11) (5.67) (4.82) 97.35 11.67 0.46 (0.85) (10.63) 86.33
2055 $2.58 32.64 38.86 $3.97 18.40 22.09 51.04 100.25 87.69 187.94 0.94 9.05 (0.49) (32.77) 164.67 (3.56) (54.55) (5.81) (4.94) 95.81 10.91 0.48 (0.88) (8.30) 87.11 (24.67) (4.97)
2056 $2.58 32.67 38.90 $3.97 18.42 22.11 51.09 100.35 87.78 188.13 0.94 9.06 (0.49) (32.81) 164.84 (3.56) (56.04) (5.96) (5.06) 94.22 10.18 0.49 (0.91) (8.00) 85.80 (1.48)
2057 $2.58 32.70 38.94 $3.97 18.44 22.13 51.14 100.46 87.86 188.32 0.94 9.07 (0.49) (32.84) 165.01 (3.57) (57.58) (6.10) (5.19) 92.57 9.50 0.52 (0.94) (6.97) 85.17 (5.18)
2058 $2.58 32.73 38.97 $3.97 18.46 22.15 51.19 100.56 87.95 188.51 0.94 9.08 (0.49) (32.87) 165.17 (3.57) (59.17) (6.26) (5.32) 90.85 8.86 0.53 (0.97) (3.60) 86.81 (16.85)
2059 $2.58 32.77 39.01 $3.97 18.48 22.18 51.24 100.66 88.04 188.70 0.95 9.09 (0.49) (32.91) 165.34 (3.58) (60.82) (6.41) (5.45) 89.08 8.25 0.55 (1.01) (3.60) 85.03
2060 $2.58 32.80 39.05 $3.97 18.49 22.20 51.29 100.76 88.13 188.89 0.95 9.10 (0.49) (32.94) 165.50 (3.58) (62.53) (6.57) (5.59) 87.23 7.67 (1.01) 86.22 (12.37) (5.62)


Total FY 2015-21 74.63 86.79 61.40 72.77 136.03 199.32 263.16 462.48 3.21 26.42 (1.55) (96.06) 394.51 (8.61) (6.07) (72.72) (13.01) (4.21) 289.88 215.72 (20.85) (10.95) (3.17) 254.91 - -
Total FY 2015-48 783.76 929.27 481.29 577.09 1,265.04 2,367.47 2,261.79 4,629.26 24.78 229.46 (12.59) (840.23) 4,030.68 (87.16) (6.07) (851.46) (110.53) (87.10) 2,888.37 1,071.65 (31.33) (29.64) (211.78) 2,615.62 (113.15) (48.74)
Total FY 2015-60 1,175.18 1,395.32 702.01 842.00 1,877.19 3,569.92 3,313.53 6,883.45 36.07 338.04 (18.44) (1,233.33) 6,005.79 (129.87) (6.07) (1,500.49) (179.66) (145.84) 4,043.87 1,210.11 (26.17) (40.15) (295.40) 3,682.16 (183.37) (112.03)
Footnotes


1 Reflects the average revenue per passenger car equivalent based on time-of-day variable weekday and weekend toll structures. 12 Includes CSC and RTS vendor costs, agency operation costs, and incremental Pay By Mail toll.
2 Annual volume of vehicles subject to tolls in each travel direction after ramp up adjustments; includes both autos and trucks. 13 Includes all routine and annual facility O&M costs.
3 Converts trucks w/3+ axles and vehicles w/trailers to their passenger car equivalent (PCE) based on vehicle category multiples of the auto toll (e.g., 3-4 axle = 2x toll). 14 Insurance premium for coverage to the physical structure of the bridge as well as for business interruption (loss of revenue).
4 Amounts inclusive of traffic and revenue "ramp-up" adjustments applied in FY 2016-18 as customers become accustomed to tolls, and FY 2022-23 reflecting completion of the bridge. 15 Deposits or refunds made to maintain account balance at 30% of the following year's expected net revenues.
5 Gross toll revenue potential from pre-paid Good To Go! accounts before any deductions for uncollectible accounts or other toll collection costs. 16 Deposits made to maintain account balance at 50% of the following year's expected O&M costs.
6 Gross toll revenue potential from Pay By Mail customers without established accounts before deductions for uncollectibles or other toll collection costs. 17 Deposits made to maintain account balance sufficient to pay all periodic R&R costs.
7 Late payment fee of $5.00 per invoice assessed to non-account Pay By Mail customers who fail to pay first invoice; late fee assumed to be constant with no annual escalation. 18 Includes periodic R&R costs for toll equipment, ATM, and vendor contract re-procurement.
8 Self-initiated payment credit of $0.50 per transaction given to Pay By Mail customers who pay before toll bill is mailed; credit amount assumed to be constant with no annual escalation 19 Includes periodic R&R costs for the bridge and roadway facility.
9 Calculated estimate for uncollectible revenue / leakage based upon probability assumptions for equipment errors and non-payment at various collection stages. General Notes


10 Credit card fees estimated based on 90% of gross revenues less uncollectibles; additional factor included for fees related to account refunds. - Tolling is assumed to be in operation 24 hours per day, 7 days per week after completion.  Nights assumed to be toll-free from 8 PM to 5 AM during pre-completion.
11 Includes costs for pre-operations marketing and incentive programs. - Traffic and revenue projections are preliminary and subject to change based upon continued work on forecasting assumptions.


- Centralized CSC and system-wide agency cost allocations based on transactions from CRC plus SR 520, TNB, and SR 167 HOT lanes
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D R A F T


PRELIMINARY DRAFT CRC Bridge Toll Traffic and Revenue (T&R) Projections — Annual Transactions, Gross Revenues, and Net Revenues — FY 2015-60
Toll Revenue Operations Assumed to Begin July 1, 2015 (FY 2016) Toll Case:  Scenario 3


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29


Good to Go!  Accounts Other Payment Types / No Account Gross Toll Revenue Plus: Plus: Less: Less: Less: Less: Less: Less: Less: Reserve Accounts Periodic R&R Costs
Wtd.


Average
Bridge


Toll Rate
(one-way)1


Annual
Bridge Toll


Transactions
(millions)2


Pass Car Equiv
(PCE) Bridge


Volumes
(millions)3


Wtd.
Average
Bridge


Toll Rate
(one-way)1


Annual
Bridge Toll


Transactions
(millions)2


Pass Car Equiv
(PCE) Bridge


Volumes
(millions)3


Good to Go!
Pre-Paid
Accounts


($ millions)5


Other
Payment


Types / No
Account


($ millions)6


Pay By Plate
Fee Revenue
($ millions)


Pay By Mail
Rebilling Fees
($ millions)7


Self-Initiated
Payment


Processing
Credit


($ millions)8


Uncol-
lectible


Revenue /
Leakage


($ millions)9


Credit
Card
Fees


($ millions)10


One-Time
Marketing &


Start-Up Costs
($ millions)11


Routine Toll
Collection


O&M Costs
($ millions)12


Routine
Facility


O&M Costs
($ millions)13


Bridge
Insurance
Premium


($ millions)14


Revenue
Stabilization


Account
Deposits/
Refunds


($ millions)15


O&M Reserve
Account
Deposits


($ millions)16


R&R Reserve
Account
Deposits


($ millions)17


Periodic
Tolling R&R


Costs
($ millions)18


Periodic
Facility R&R


Costs
($ millions)19


2015 - - (6.07) (6.07) (5.45) (6.07)
2016 $2.15 19.90 22.80 $3.42 9.05 10.43 28.95 48.94 35.71 84.65 1.08 2.31 (0.25) (13.26) 74.52 (1.77) (13.57) (1.84) 57.35 48.92 (8.89) 48.46
2017 $2.20 21.05 24.13 $3.51 9.11 10.50 30.16 53.10 36.85 89.95 1.04 4.65 (0.25) (13.74) 81.65 (1.89) (14.00) (1.89) 63.88 51.74 (0.24) 63.64
2018 $2.26 22.50 25.79 $3.60 9.27 10.68 31.76 58.19 38.40 96.59 1.01 4.75 (0.26) (14.38) 87.71 (1.89) (14.43) (1.93) 69.46 53.43 (0.55) 68.90
2019 $2.31 23.56 27.02 $3.68 9.23 10.65 32.79 62.49 39.22 101.71 0.96 4.83 (0.26) (14.77) 92.47 (2.00) (14.97) (2.39) 73.11 53.41 (1.11) 72.00
2020 $2.37 24.03 27.57 $3.78 8.96 10.33 32.99 65.36 39.02 104.38 0.87 4.80 (0.26) (14.77) 95.02 (2.06) (14.99) (2.45) (2.08) 73.45 50.95 (0.40) (1.52) 71.54
2021 $2.43 25.17 28.88 $3.87 8.93 10.30 34.09 70.18 39.85 110.03 0.90 4.77 (0.26) (15.17) 100.27 (2.18) (15.54) (2.51) (2.13) 77.90 51.33 (29.26) (1.53) (1.66) 45.46
2022 $2.57 30.00 34.57 $4.00 10.01 11.59 40.01 88.70 46.40 135.10 1.08 5.11 (0.29) (18.05) 122.96 (2.69) (17.98) (2.57) (2.19) 97.54 61.02 (1.29) (0.38) (3.52) 92.35
2023 $2.57 31.35 36.18 $4.00 10.20 11.82 41.55 92.88 47.29 140.17 1.12 5.51 (0.30) (18.48) 128.02 (2.79) (18.51) (2.64) (2.24) 101.84 60.51 (1.50) (0.63) (5.11) 94.60
2024 $2.57 33.08 38.23 $4.00 10.49 12.17 43.57 98.20 48.66 146.86 1.17 5.67 (0.31) (19.10) 134.28 (2.93) (19.50) (2.70) (2.30) 106.85 60.29 (0.53) (0.36) (5.11) 100.85
2025 $2.57 33.86 39.19 $4.00 10.47 12.15 44.32 100.71 48.57 149.28 1.18 5.78 (0.31) (19.16) 136.76 (2.99) (20.04) (2.77) (2.35) 108.61 58.20 (0.46) (0.46) (5.31) 102.38 (5.21) (2.37)
2026 $2.57 34.66 40.17 $4.00 10.44 12.13 45.10 103.28 48.48 151.76 1.19 5.80 (0.31) (19.23) 139.21 (3.04) (20.77) (2.84) (2.41) 110.15 56.06 (0.45) (0.50) (5.17) 104.02 (0.71)
2027 $2.57 35.47 41.17 $3.99 10.42 12.11 45.89 105.92 48.39 154.31 1.20 5.83 (0.31) (19.29) 141.73 (3.10) (21.58) (2.91) (2.47) 111.67 53.97 (0.50) (0.47) (3.31) 107.40 (9.32)
2028 $2.57 36.31 42.21 $3.99 10.40 12.10 46.70 108.63 48.30 156.93 1.21 5.85 (0.32) (19.36) 144.32 (3.16) (22.32) (2.98) (2.54) 113.32 52.01 (0.49) (0.52) (1.72) 110.60 (7.97)
2029 $2.58 37.16 43.26 $3.99 10.37 12.08 47.54 111.41 48.21 159.62 1.22 5.88 (0.32) (19.43) 146.96 (3.22) (23.15) (3.06) (2.60) 114.94 50.10 (0.47) (0.57) (3.35) 110.55
2030 $2.58 38.04 44.35 $3.99 10.35 12.06 48.39 114.25 48.12 162.37 1.23 5.90 (0.32) (19.51) 149.67 (3.28) (24.09) (3.13) (2.66) 116.51 48.23 (0.56) (0.46) (10.25) 105.25 (5.90) (2.68)
2031 $2.58 38.93 45.46 $3.99 10.33 12.05 49.26 117.17 48.03 165.20 1.24 5.93 (0.32) (19.59) 152.46 (3.34) (24.80) (3.21) (2.73) 118.38 46.53 (0.49) (0.62) (10.43) 106.84
2032 $2.58 39.85 46.60 $3.99 10.30 12.03 50.15 120.17 47.94 168.11 1.24 5.96 (0.32) (19.67) 155.32 (3.41) (25.81) (3.29) (2.80) 120.00 44.80 (0.52) (0.59) (11.09) 107.80
2033 $2.58 40.79 47.76 $3.98 10.28 12.01 51.07 123.24 47.85 171.09 1.25 5.99 (0.32) (19.76) 158.24 (3.47) (26.77) (3.38) (2.87) 121.75 43.16 (0.52) (0.62) (13.21) 107.40
2034 $2.58 41.75 48.96 $3.98 10.26 11.99 52.01 126.38 47.76 174.14 1.25 6.02 (0.32) (19.85) 161.24 (3.54) (27.79) (3.46) (2.94) 123.50 41.58 (0.54) (0.64) (11.57) 110.75 (8.18)
2035 $2.58 42.73 50.19 $3.98 10.23 11.98 52.97 129.61 47.67 177.28 1.26 6.05 (0.33) (19.95) 164.31 (3.61) (28.84) (3.55) (3.01) 125.30 40.06 (0.55) (0.67) (5.15) 118.93 (6.67) (36.38)
2036 $2.58 43.74 51.44 $3.98 10.21 11.96 53.95 132.93 47.58 180.51 1.26 6.08 (0.33) (20.05) 167.48 (3.68) (29.95) (3.63) (3.09) 127.12 38.60 (0.32) (0.70) (6.92) 119.18 (0.90)
2037 $2.58 44.40 52.21 $3.98 10.37 12.14 54.76 134.92 48.29 183.21 1.28 6.14 (0.33) (20.35) 169.95 (3.74) (31.13) (3.73) (3.17) 128.19 36.96 (0.33) (0.73) (6.26) 120.88 (3.29)
2038 $2.58 45.06 53.00 $3.98 10.52 12.32 55.58 136.94 49.02 185.96 1.30 6.24 (0.34) (20.65) 172.50 (3.79) (32.37) (3.82) (3.25) 129.28 35.40 (0.32) (0.77) (4.14) 124.06 (10.60)
2039 $2.58 45.74 53.79 $3.98 10.68 12.51 56.41 139.00 49.75 188.75 1.32 6.33 (0.34) (20.96) 175.09 (3.85) (33.66) (3.91) (3.33) 130.34 33.89 (0.31) (0.79) (4.14) 125.09
2040 $2.58 46.42 54.60 $3.98 10.84 12.69 57.26 141.08 50.50 191.58 1.34 6.42 (0.35) (21.28) 177.72 (3.91) (35.01) (4.01) (3.41) 131.37 32.44 (0.31) (0.82) (4.43) 125.82 (7.55) (3.43)
2041 $2.58 47.12 55.42 $3.98 11.00 12.88 58.12 143.20 51.26 194.46 1.36 6.52 (0.35) (21.60) 180.39 (3.97) (36.41) (4.11) (3.49) 132.41 31.05 (0.30) (0.85) (2.72) 128.54 (9.72)
2042 $2.58 47.83 56.25 $3.98 11.17 13.08 58.99 145.35 52.03 197.38 1.38 6.62 (0.36) (21.92) 183.10 (4.03) (37.86) (4.22) (3.58) 133.42 29.72 (0.30) (0.88) (3.59) 128.65
2043 $2.58 48.54 57.09 $3.98 11.33 13.27 59.88 147.53 52.81 200.34 1.40 6.72 (0.36) (22.25) 185.84 (4.09) (39.35) (4.32) (3.67) 134.41 28.43 (0.28) (0.92) (8.68) 124.53
2044 $2.58 49.27 57.95 $3.98 11.50 13.47 60.77 149.74 53.60 203.34 1.42 6.82 (0.37) (22.58) 188.63 (4.15) (40.94) (4.43) (3.76) 135.35 27.19 (0.28) (0.94) (8.68) 125.45
2045 $2.58 50.01 58.82 $3.98 11.68 13.67 61.69 151.99 54.40 206.39 1.44 6.92 (0.38) (22.92) 191.46 (4.21) (42.56) (4.54) (3.86) 136.29 26.00 0.32 (0.69) (18.66) 117.25 (8.54) (3.88)
2046 $2.58 50.09 58.91 $3.98 11.69 13.69 61.78 152.21 54.48 206.69 1.44 6.98 (0.38) (22.95) 191.78 (4.22) (43.72) (4.65) (3.95) 135.24 24.50 0.33 (0.70) (18.43) 116.44 (1.16)
2047 $2.58 50.16 58.99 $3.98 11.71 13.72 61.87 152.44 54.57 207.01 1.45 6.99 (0.38) (22.99) 192.08 (4.22) (44.90) (4.77) (4.05) 134.13 23.08 0.35 (0.73) (17.55) 116.20 (4.39)
2048 $2.58 50.24 59.08 $3.98 11.73 13.74 61.96 152.67 54.65 207.32 1.45 7.00 (0.38) (23.02) 192.37 (4.23) (46.13) (4.89) (4.15) 132.96 21.72 0.36 (0.75) (12.47) 120.10 (25.42)
2049 $2.58 50.31 59.17 $3.98 11.75 13.76 62.06 152.90 54.73 207.63 1.45 7.01 (0.38) (23.06) 192.65 (4.24) (47.40) (5.01) (4.26) 131.75 20.44 0.38 (0.77) (12.47) 118.88
2050 $2.58 50.39 59.26 $3.98 11.76 13.78 62.15 153.13 54.81 207.94 1.45 7.02 (0.38) (23.09) 192.94 (4.24) (48.70) (5.14) (4.36) 130.50 19.23 0.38 (0.78) (5.93) 124.17 (9.66) (52.70)
2051 $2.58 50.46 59.35 $3.98 11.78 13.80 62.24 153.36 54.89 208.25 1.46 7.03 (0.38) (23.13) 193.23 (4.25) (50.03) (5.26) (4.47) 129.22 18.08 0.40 (0.81) (6.22) 122.58
2052 $2.58 50.54 59.44 $3.98 11.80 13.82 62.34 153.59 54.98 208.57 1.46 7.04 (0.38) (23.16) 193.52 (4.26) (51.40) (5.40) (4.59) 127.88 16.99 0.41 (0.83) (7.34) 120.13
2053 $2.58 50.61 59.53 $3.98 11.82 13.84 62.43 153.82 55.06 208.88 1.46 7.05 (0.38) (23.20) 193.81 (4.26) (52.81) (5.53) (4.70) 126.52 15.97 0.44 (0.87) (10.87) 115.21
2054 $2.58 50.69 59.62 $3.98 11.83 13.86 62.52 154.05 55.14 209.19 1.46 7.06 (0.38) (23.23) 194.10 (4.27) (54.28) (5.67) (4.82) 125.06 14.99 0.44 (0.88) (10.87) 113.76
2055 $2.58 50.77 59.71 $3.98 11.85 13.88 62.62 154.28 55.22 209.50 1.46 7.07 (0.38) (23.27) 194.39 (4.27) (55.77) (5.81) (4.94) 123.60 14.07 0.46 (0.91) (8.54) 114.61 (24.67) (4.97)
2056 $2.58 50.84 59.80 $3.98 11.87 13.90 62.71 154.51 55.31 209.82 1.47 7.08 (0.38) (23.30) 194.68 (4.28) (57.31) (5.96) (5.06) 122.07 13.19 0.48 (0.94) (8.24) 113.37 (1.48)
2057 $2.58 50.92 59.89 $3.98 11.89 13.92 62.81 154.74 55.39 210.13 1.47 7.09 (0.38) (23.34) 194.97 (4.29) (58.91) (6.10) (5.19) 120.48 12.37 0.50 (0.97) (7.13) 112.88 (5.57)
2058 $2.58 50.99 59.98 $3.98 11.91 13.94 62.90 154.98 55.47 210.45 1.47 7.10 (0.38) (23.37) 195.27 (4.29) (60.57) (6.26) (5.32) 118.83 11.58 0.51 (1.00) (3.60) 114.75 (17.65)
2059 $2.58 51.07 60.07 $3.98 11.92 13.96 62.99 155.21 55.56 210.77 1.47 7.11 (0.38) (23.41) 195.57 (4.30) (62.28) (6.41) (5.45) 117.13 10.84 0.54 (1.04) (3.60) 113.02
2060 $2.58 51.15 60.16 $3.98 11.94 13.99 63.09 155.44 55.64 211.08 1.48 7.12 (0.38) (23.44) 195.85 (4.31) (64.06) (6.57) (5.59) 115.32 10.14 (1.04) 114.28 (12.37) (5.62)


Total FY 2015-21 136.20 156.19 54.55 62.89 190.74 358.26 229.05 587.31 5.86 26.10 (1.53) (86.10) 531.64 (11.77) (6.07) (87.51) (13.01) (4.21) 409.08 304.32 (29.26) (12.71) (3.17) 363.93 - -
Total FY 2015-48 1,268.78 1,482.01 343.50 400.28 1,612.28 3,778.81 1,573.66 5,352.47 40.54 193.13 (10.58) (640.05) 4,935.51 (108.42) (6.07) (903.45) (110.53) (87.10) 3,719.95 1,409.83 (39.52) (30.45) (214.15) 3,435.82 (115.52) (48.74)
Total FY 2015-60 1,877.51 2,197.95 485.62 566.72 2,363.13 5,628.82 2,235.86 7,864.68 58.10 277.93 (15.15) (919.05) 7,266.50 (159.67) (6.07) (1,566.96) (179.66) (145.84) 5,208.31 1,587.72 (34.60) (41.31) (298.95) 4,833.45 (186.92) (112.03)
Footnotes


1 Reflects the average revenue per passenger car equivalent based on time-of-day variable weekday and weekend toll structures. 12 Includes CSC and RTS vendor costs, agency operation costs, and incremental Pay By Mail toll.
2 Annual volume of vehicles subject to tolls in each travel direction after ramp up adjustments; includes both autos and trucks. 13 Includes all routine and annual facility O&M costs.
3 Converts trucks w/3+ axles and vehicles w/trailers to their passenger car equivalent (PCE) based on vehicle category multiples of the auto toll (e.g., 3-4 axle = 2x toll). 14 Insurance premium for coverage to the physical structure of the bridge as well as for business interruption (loss of revenue).
4 Amounts inclusive of traffic and revenue "ramp-up" adjustments applied in FY 2016-17 as customers become accustomed to tolls, and FY 2022-23 reflecting completion of the bridge. 15 Deposits or refunds made to maintain account balance at 30% of the following year's expected net revenues.
5 Gross toll revenue potential from pre-paid Good To Go! accounts before any deductions for uncollectible accounts or other toll collection costs. 16 Deposits made to maintain account balance at 50% of the following year's expected O&M costs.
6 Gross toll revenue potential from Pay By Mail customers without established accounts before deductions for uncollectibles or other toll collection costs. 17 Deposits made to maintain account balance sufficient to pay all periodic R&R costs.
7 Late payment fee of $5.00 per invoice assessed to non-account Pay By Mail customers who fail to pay first invoice; late fee assumed to be constant with no annual escalation. 18 Includes periodic R&R costs for toll equipment, ATM, and vendor contract re-procurement.
8 Self-initiated payment credit of $0.50 per transaction given to Pay By Mail customers who pay before toll bill is mailed; credit amount assumed to be constant with no annual escalation 19 Includes periodic R&R costs for the bridge and roadway facility.
9 Calculated estimate for uncollectible revenue / leakage based upon probability assumptions for equipment errors and non-payment at various collection stages. General Notes


10 Credit card fees estimated based on 90% of gross revenues less uncollectibles; additional factor included for fees related to account refunds. - Tolling is assumed to be in operation 24 hours per day, 7 days per week after completion.  Nights assumed to be toll-free from 8 PM to 5 AM during pre-completion.
11 Includes costs for pre-operations marketing and incentive programs. - Traffic and revenue projections are preliminary and subject to change based upon continued work on forecasting assumptions.


- Centralized CSC and system-wide agency cost allocations based on transactions from CRC plus SR 520, TNB, and SR 167 HOT lanes
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D R A F T


PRELIMINARY DRAFT CRC Bridge Toll Traffic and Revenue (T&R) Projections — Annual Transactions, Gross Revenues, and Net Revenues — FY 2015-60
Toll Revenue Operations Assumed to Begin July 1, 2015 (FY 2016) Toll Case:  Scenario 4


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29


Good to Go!  Accounts Other Payment Types / No Account Gross Toll Revenue Plus: Plus: Less: Less: Less: Less: Less: Less: Less: Reserve Accounts Periodic R&R Costs
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2015 - - (6.07) (6.07) (5.45) (6.07)
2016 $2.15 19.90 22.80 $3.42 9.05 10.43 28.95 48.94 35.71 84.65 1.08 2.31 (0.25) (13.26) 74.52 (1.77) (13.57) (1.84) 57.35 48.92 (8.89) 48.46
2017 $2.20 21.05 24.13 $3.51 9.11 10.50 30.16 53.10 36.85 89.95 1.04 4.65 (0.25) (13.74) 81.65 (1.89) (14.00) (1.89) 63.88 51.74 (0.24) 63.64
2018 $2.26 22.50 25.79 $3.60 9.27 10.68 31.76 58.19 38.40 96.59 1.01 4.75 (0.26) (14.38) 87.71 (1.89) (14.43) (1.93) 69.46 53.43 (0.55) 68.90
2019 $2.31 23.56 27.02 $3.68 9.23 10.65 32.79 62.49 39.22 101.71 0.96 4.83 (0.26) (14.77) 92.47 (2.00) (14.97) (2.39) 73.11 53.41 (1.11) 72.00
2020 $2.37 24.03 27.57 $3.78 8.96 10.33 32.99 65.36 39.02 104.38 0.87 4.80 (0.26) (14.77) 95.02 (2.06) (14.99) (2.45) (2.08) 73.45 50.95 (0.40) (1.52) 71.54
2021 $2.43 25.17 28.88 $3.87 8.93 10.30 34.09 70.18 39.85 110.03 0.90 4.77 (0.26) (15.17) 100.26 (2.18) (15.54) (2.51) (2.13) 77.90 51.32 (37.67) (1.29) (1.66) 37.29
2022 $3.51 28.05 32.36 $4.97 9.28 10.77 37.33 113.56 53.48 167.04 1.01 4.92 (0.27) (22.21) 150.49 (3.32) (16.85) (2.57) (2.19) 125.55 78.55 (1.78) (0.39) (3.51) 119.88
2023 $3.51 29.38 33.94 $5.01 9.45 10.98 38.83 119.14 54.98 174.12 1.05 5.12 (0.28) (22.82) 157.18 (3.47) (17.36) (2.64) (2.24) 131.48 78.12 (2.16) (0.63) (5.08) 123.60
2024 $3.51 31.07 35.94 $5.05 9.72 11.31 40.79 126.19 57.06 183.25 1.10 5.27 (0.29) (23.68) 165.65 (3.66) (18.31) (2.70) (2.30) 138.67 78.25 (0.93) (0.37) (5.08) 132.30
2025 $3.51 31.87 36.91 $5.09 9.70 11.29 41.57 129.66 57.44 187.10 1.11 5.38 (0.29) (23.83) 169.47 (3.75) (18.84) (2.77) (2.35) 141.76 75.96 (0.87) (0.46) (5.28) 135.14 (5.21) (2.37)
2026 $3.51 32.69 37.92 $5.13 9.68 11.28 42.37 133.22 57.83 191.05 1.12 5.40 (0.29) (23.98) 173.30 (3.83) (19.55) (2.84) (2.41) 144.66 73.62 (0.87) (0.51) (5.14) 138.14 (0.71)
2027 $3.51 33.53 38.95 $5.17 9.66 11.26 43.19 136.88 58.22 195.10 1.14 5.43 (0.29) (24.14) 177.23 (3.92) (20.34) (2.91) (2.47) 147.57 71.32 (0.93) (0.47) (3.29) 142.89 (9.26)
2028 $3.52 34.39 40.01 $5.21 9.63 11.25 44.03 140.65 58.61 199.26 1.15 5.45 (0.29) (24.31) 181.26 (4.02) (21.06) (2.98) (2.54) 150.66 69.15 (0.92) (0.52) (1.72) 147.50 (7.86)
2029 $3.52 35.28 41.10 $5.25 9.61 11.24 44.89 144.51 59.00 203.51 1.16 5.48 (0.30) (24.47) 185.38 (4.11) (21.88) (3.06) (2.60) 153.74 67.01 (0.93) (0.58) (3.35) 148.88
2030 $3.52 36.19 42.22 $5.29 9.59 11.22 45.78 148.48 59.40 207.88 1.17 5.51 (0.30) (24.64) 189.62 (4.21) (22.80) (3.13) (2.66) 156.82 64.91 (1.02) (0.47) (10.25) 145.08 (5.90) (2.68)
2031 $3.52 37.12 43.36 $5.34 9.57 11.21 46.69 152.56 59.80 212.36 1.18 5.54 (0.30) (24.81) 193.97 (4.30) (23.49) (3.21) (2.73) 160.23 62.98 (0.96) (0.63) (10.43) 148.21
2032 $3.52 38.08 44.54 $5.38 9.55 11.19 47.63 156.75 60.21 216.96 1.19 5.57 (0.30) (24.99) 198.43 (4.41) (24.50) (3.29) (2.80) 163.43 61.01 (1.01) (0.60) (11.08) 150.74
2033 $3.52 39.06 45.75 $5.42 9.52 11.18 48.58 161.06 60.61 221.67 1.20 5.60 (0.30) (25.17) 202.99 (4.51) (25.44) (3.38) (2.87) 166.80 59.13 (1.02) (0.64) (13.17) 151.96
2034 $3.52 40.07 47.00 $5.47 9.50 11.16 49.57 165.48 61.02 226.50 1.20 5.63 (0.30) (25.36) 207.67 (4.62) (26.45) (3.46) (2.94) 170.21 57.30 (1.05) (0.65) (11.54) 156.96 (8.18)
2035 $3.52 41.10 48.28 $5.51 9.48 11.15 50.58 170.03 61.43 231.46 1.21 5.66 (0.31) (25.55) 212.48 (4.73) (27.49) (3.55) (3.01) 173.71 55.54 (1.06) (0.69) (5.12) 166.83 (6.67) (36.38)
2036 $3.52 42.16 49.59 $5.55 9.46 11.13 51.62 174.70 61.84 236.54 1.22 5.70 (0.31) (25.74) 217.41 (4.84) (28.59) (3.63) (3.09) 177.26 53.82 (0.56) (0.68) (6.89) 169.12 (0.90)
2037 $3.52 42.79 50.33 $5.55 9.60 11.30 52.39 177.32 62.77 240.09 1.23 5.76 (0.31) (26.13) 220.64 (4.91) (29.71) (3.73) (3.17) 179.13 51.65 (0.56) (0.71) (6.24) 171.61 (3.24)
2038 $3.52 43.43 51.09 $5.55 9.74 11.47 53.18 179.98 63.71 243.69 1.25 5.85 (0.32) (26.52) 223.95 (4.98) (30.89) (3.82) (3.25) 181.01 49.57 (0.56) (0.75) (4.14) 175.56 (10.49)
2039 $3.52 44.09 51.86 $5.56 9.89 11.64 53.98 182.68 64.67 247.35 1.27 5.93 (0.32) (26.92) 227.31 (5.06) (32.13) (3.91) (3.33) 182.88 47.56 (0.56) (0.77) (4.14) 177.41
2040 $3.52 44.75 52.63 $5.56 10.04 11.82 54.79 185.42 65.64 251.06 1.29 6.02 (0.33) (27.32) 230.72 (5.13) (33.42) (4.01) (3.41) 184.75 45.63 (0.56) (0.80) (4.43) 178.96 (7.55) (3.43)
2041 $3.52 45.42 53.42 $5.55 10.19 11.99 55.61 188.20 66.62 254.82 1.31 6.11 (0.33) (27.73) 234.18 (5.21) (34.75) (4.11) (3.49) 186.61 43.77 (0.56) (0.83) (2.72) 182.51 (9.72)
2042 $3.52 46.10 54.22 $5.55 10.34 12.17 56.44 191.02 67.62 258.64 1.33 6.20 (0.34) (28.15) 237.69 (5.29) (36.14) (4.22) (3.58) 188.47 41.98 (0.56) (0.85) (3.58) 183.47
2043 $3.52 46.79 55.04 $5.56 10.50 12.36 57.29 193.89 68.64 262.53 1.35 6.30 (0.34) (28.57) 241.27 (5.37) (37.57) (4.32) (3.67) 190.34 40.26 (0.55) (0.90) (8.64) 180.25
2044 $3.52 47.49 55.86 $5.56 10.66 12.54 58.15 196.80 69.67 266.47 1.37 6.39 (0.35) (29.00) 244.89 (5.45) (39.08) (4.43) (3.76) 192.16 38.60 (0.55) (0.92) (8.64) 182.06
2045 $3.52 48.20 56.70 $5.56 10.82 12.73 59.02 199.75 70.71 270.46 1.39 6.49 (0.35) (29.43) 248.55 (5.53) (40.63) (4.54) (3.86) 194.00 37.01 0.27 (0.67) (18.62) 174.98 (8.54) (3.88)
2046 $3.52 48.28 56.79 $5.56 10.83 12.75 59.11 200.05 70.82 270.87 1.39 6.54 (0.35) (29.48) 248.97 (5.54) (41.74) (4.65) (3.95) 193.09 34.98 0.30 (0.68) (18.39) 174.31 (1.16)
2047 $3.52 48.35 56.87 $5.55 10.85 12.77 59.20 200.35 70.92 271.27 1.39 6.55 (0.35) (29.52) 249.34 (5.55) (42.87) (4.77) (4.05) 192.10 33.05 0.31 (0.70) (17.53) 174.18 (4.33)
2048 $3.52 48.42 56.96 $5.55 10.86 12.79 59.29 200.65 71.03 271.68 1.40 6.56 (0.35) (29.57) 249.72 (5.56) (44.05) (4.89) (4.15) 191.07 31.22 0.32 (0.72) (12.47) 178.20 (25.28)
2049 $3.52 48.49 57.04 $5.56 10.88 12.81 59.37 200.95 71.14 272.09 1.40 6.57 (0.35) (29.61) 250.09 (5.56) (45.26) (5.01) (4.26) 190.00 29.48 0.34 (0.74) (12.47) 177.12
2050 $3.52 48.57 57.13 $5.55 10.90 12.83 59.46 201.25 71.24 272.49 1.40 6.58 (0.35) (29.65) 250.46 (5.57) (46.50) (5.14) (4.36) 188.88 27.83 0.34 (0.76) (5.93) 182.54 (9.66) (52.70)
2051 $3.52 48.64 57.21 $5.56 10.91 12.84 59.55 201.55 71.35 272.90 1.40 6.59 (0.35) (29.70) 250.84 (5.58) (47.77) (5.26) (4.47) 187.75 26.27 0.36 (0.79) (6.22) 181.10
2052 $3.52 48.71 57.30 $5.56 10.93 12.86 59.64 201.86 71.46 273.32 1.41 6.60 (0.36) (29.74) 251.23 (5.59) (49.09) (5.40) (4.59) 186.56 24.79 0.37 (0.80) (7.32) 178.81
2053 $3.52 48.79 57.39 $5.55 10.95 12.88 59.73 202.16 71.56 273.72 1.41 6.61 (0.36) (29.79) 251.59 (5.60) (50.43) (5.53) (4.70) 185.33 23.39 0.39 (0.84) (10.82) 174.07
2054 $3.52 48.86 57.47 $5.55 10.96 12.90 59.82 202.46 71.67 274.13 1.41 6.62 (0.36) (29.83) 251.97 (5.61) (51.85) (5.67) (4.82) 184.03 22.06 0.39 (0.85) (10.82) 172.76
2055 $3.52 48.93 57.56 $5.55 10.98 12.92 59.91 202.77 71.78 274.55 1.41 6.63 (0.36) (29.88) 252.36 (5.62) (53.27) (5.81) (4.94) 182.73 20.80 0.41 (0.88) (8.49) 173.77 (24.67) (4.97)
2056 $3.52 49.01 57.64 $5.56 11.00 12.94 60.00 203.07 71.89 274.96 1.41 6.64 (0.36) (29.92) 252.73 (5.62) (54.75) (5.96) (5.06) 181.34 19.60 0.43 (0.90) (8.19) 172.68 (1.48)
2057 $3.52 49.08 57.73 $5.55 11.01 12.96 60.09 203.38 71.99 275.37 1.42 6.65 (0.36) (29.97) 253.11 (5.63) (56.27) (6.10) (5.19) 179.91 18.47 0.45 (0.94) (7.09) 172.33 (5.49)
2058 $3.52 49.15 57.82 $5.55 11.03 12.98 60.18 203.68 72.10 275.78 1.42 6.66 (0.36) (30.01) 253.49 (5.64) (57.87) (6.26) (5.32) 178.40 17.39 0.46 (0.97) (3.60) 174.30 (17.48)
2059 $3.52 49.23 57.90 $5.56 11.04 13.00 60.27 203.99 72.21 276.20 1.42 6.67 (0.36) (30.06) 253.87 (5.65) (59.50) (6.41) (5.45) 176.86 16.37 0.49 (1.01) (3.60) 172.74
2060 $3.52 49.30 57.99 $5.55 11.06 13.02 60.36 204.29 72.32 276.61 1.42 6.68 (0.36) (30.10) 254.25 (5.66) (61.21) (6.57) (5.59) 175.22 15.40 (1.01) 174.21 (12.37) (5.62)


Total FY 2015-21 136.20 156.19 54.55 62.89 190.74 358.26 229.05 587.31 5.85 26.10 (1.53) (86.10) 531.64 (11.77) (6.07) (87.51) (13.01) (4.21) 409.07 304.32 (37.67) (12.47) (3.17) 355.76 - -
Total FY 2015-48 1,220.32 1,425.82 322.26 376.83 1,542.59 4,827.24 1,922.80 6,750.04 39.05 182.45 (10.00) (790.13) 6,171.40 (137.05) (6.07) (863.44) (110.53) (87.10) 4,967.22 1,806.25 (57.00) (30.05) (213.63) 4,666.54 (115.00) (48.74)
Total FY 2015-60 1,807.08 2,116.00 453.90 531.77 2,260.98 7,258.65 2,783.51 10,042.16 55.97 261.94 (14.28) (1,148.40) 9,197.40 (204.38) (6.07) (1,497.22) (179.66) (145.84) 7,164.23 2,068.11 (52.56) (40.53) (298.18) 6,772.96 (186.15) (112.03)
Footnotes


1 Reflects the average revenue per passenger car equivalent based on time-of-day variable weekday and weekend toll structures. 12 Includes CSC and RTS vendor costs, agency operation costs, and incremental Pay By Mail toll.
2 Annual volume of vehicles subject to tolls in each travel direction after ramp up adjustments; includes both autos and trucks. 13 Includes all routine and annual facility O&M costs.
3 Converts trucks w/3+ axles and vehicles w/trailers to their passenger car equivalent (PCE) based on vehicle category multiples of the auto toll (e.g., 3-4 axle = 2x toll). 14 Insurance premium for coverage to the physical structure of the bridge as well as for business interruption (loss of revenue).
4 Amounts inclusive of traffic and revenue "ramp-up" adjustments applied in FY 2016-17 as customers become accustomed to tolls, and FY 2022-23 reflecting completion of the bridge. 15 Deposits or refunds made to maintain account balance at 30% of the following year's expected net revenues.
5 Gross toll revenue potential from pre-paid Good To Go! accounts before any deductions for uncollectible accounts or other toll collection costs. 16 Deposits made to maintain account balance at 50% of the following year's expected O&M costs.
6 Gross toll revenue potential from Pay By Mail customers without established accounts before deductions for uncollectibles or other toll collection costs. 17 Deposits made to maintain account balance sufficient to pay all periodic R&R costs.
7 Late payment fee of $5.00 per invoice assessed to non-account Pay By Mail customers who fail to pay first invoice; late fee assumed to be constant with no annual escalation. 18 Includes periodic R&R costs for toll equipment, ATM, and vendor contract re-procurement.
8 Self-initiated payment credit of $0.50 per transaction given to Pay By Mail customers who pay before toll bill is mailed; credit amount assumed to be constant with no annual escalation 19 Includes periodic R&R costs for the bridge and roadway facility.
9 Calculated estimate for uncollectible revenue / leakage based upon probability assumptions for equipment errors and non-payment at various collection stages. General Notes


10 Credit card fees estimated based on 90% of gross revenues less uncollectibles; additional factor included for fees related to account refunds. - Tolling is assumed to be in operation 24 hours per day, 7 days per week after completion.  Nights assumed to be toll-free from 8 PM to 5 AM during pre-completion.
11 Includes costs for pre-operations marketing and incentive programs. - Traffic and revenue projections are preliminary and subject to change based upon continued work on forecasting assumptions.


- Centralized CSC and system-wide agency cost allocations based on transactions from CRC plus SR 520, TNB, and SR 167 HOT lanes
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Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 10:17 AM
To: HELGERSON Lee A; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; BRODIE Les S; LOCKWOOD-MCCALL Laura;
Steven Siegel; jmortensen@pragla.com; Arnis, Amy; Smith, Helena Kennedy; Carley Francis; Nancy Boyd
(boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com); Brent Baker (Baker@pbworld.com); Terri Slack
(slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com); BIBLER Alice
Cc: LChoi@PragLA.com; CMcAbery@PragLA.com; Boesch, Timothy J.; 'kaehlera@pbworld.com'
Subject: RE: Preliminary Columbia River Crossing Project Traffic, Revenue and Toll Funding Capacity
Analysis

Lee,
 
I see that you have our report attached but not our memo.
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
 

From: HELGERSON Lee A [mailto:Lee.A.HELGERSON@odot.state.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 12:07 PM
To: STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; BRODIE Les S; LOCKWOOD-MCCALL Laura; Steven Siegel;
jmortensen@pragla.com; Arnis, Amy; Smith, Helena Kennedy; Carley Francis; Nancy Boyd
(boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com); Brent Baker (Baker@pbworld.com); Ryan, Eugene; Terri Slack
(slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com); BIBLER Alice
Cc: LChoi@PragLA.com; CMcAbery@PragLA.com; Boesch, Timothy J.; 'kaehlera@pbworld.com'
Subject: Preliminary Columbia River Crossing Project Traffic, Revenue and Toll Funding Capacity
Analysis
 
Folks,
 
Please find attached the following memoranda relating to the preliminary Columbia River Crossing
Project traffic, revenue and toll funding capacity analysis:
 
1) ODOT - Preliminary Columbia River Crossing Project Toll Funding Capacity Analysis
2) CDM Smith - Preliminary Gross Toll Revenue Estimates, and
3) PRAG - CRC Range of Estimated Project Funding Capacity of Net Net Toll Revenues Based on
Updated Traffic and Revenue Projects
 
Additional work products that are expected include 1) the CDM Smith technical memorandum relating
to the Stage 1 preliminary gross toll revenue model and 2) from Parsons Brinckerhoff, a memorandum
covering the net revenue process.
 
We very much appreciate the efforts of all involved in this work. 
 
Please contact me if you have any questions.
 
Best regards, Lee

Lee Alan Helgerson 
ODOT - Debt & Quantitative Analysis Manager 
355 Capitol St. NE, MS 21
Salem, OR  97301-3871



Tel: (503) 986-6634
Mobile: (503) 383-8451
Fax: (503) 986-3907
email: lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us

 

______________________________________________________________________

NOTICE: This communication and any attachments ("this message") may contain
confidential information for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any
unauthorized use, disclosure, viewing, copying, alteration, dissemination or
distribution of, or reliance on this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this message in error, or you are not an authorized recipient, please notify the
sender immediately by replying to this message, delete this message and all copies
from your e-mail system and destroy any printed copies.

*** eSafe scanned this email for malicious content ***
*** IMPORTANT: Do not open attachments from unrecognized senders  ***

mailto:lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us


From: Slack, Terri (Consultant)
To: Boyd, Nancy; Strickler, Kris; Arnis, Amy; Brodie, Les; Smith, Helena Kennedy;

lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us; Francis, Carley; Liles, Casey
Cc: Ryan, Eugene; boeschtj@cdmsmith.com; Baker, Brent; kaehlera@pbworld.com; joe.sobleskie@jacobs.com;

Stone, Craig; Rubstello, Patty; Merkens, Todd
Subject: Preliminary Traffic & Revenue Estimate Comparison
Date: Friday, February 01, 2013 3:10:10 PM
Attachments: January 2013 Preliminary Estimate Report DRAFT.pdf

TR Comparison Memo 20120201.pdf

All
 
Please find attached CDM Smith’s comparison memorandum based upon preliminary work they
have performed to date to previous traffic revenue estimate associated with toll assumptions and
information contained in the 2012 Annual New Starts Report Capital and Operating Finance Plan.
 
This is the first deliverable of CDM Smith’s scope of work for information to be utilized for the 2013
legislative session.
 
If desired, a meeting can be arranged early next review to the methodology and results of the
analysis.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions.
 
Terri Slack
GTC Program Manager
Work: 206-716-1163
Cell: 404-889-7188
 

*** eSafe scanned this email for malicious content ***
*** IMPORTANT: Do not open attachments from unrecognized senders  ***

mailto:SlackT@consultant.wsdot.wa.gov
mailto:boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:arnisa@wsdot.wa.gov
mailto:les.s.brodie@odot.state.or.us
mailto:SmithH@wsdot.wa.gov
mailto:lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us
mailto:francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:LilesC@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com
mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com
mailto:baker@pbworld.com
mailto:kaehlera@pbworld.com
mailto:joe.sobleskie@jacobs.com
mailto:StoneC@WSDOT.WA.GOV
mailto:RubsteP@wsdot.wa.gov
mailto:merketo@wsdot.wa.gov
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Introduction 


	


As	part	of	the	Columbia	River	Crossing	Traffic	and	Revenue	Study	being	conducted	by	CDM	Smith,	
preliminary	traffic	and	toll	revenue	estimates	have	been	developed.	The	purpose	of	these	preliminary	
estimates	is	to	establish	a	range	of	possible	toll		revenue	that	could	be	obtained	by	tolling	the	
Interstate	5	bridge	over	the	Columbia	River	between	Portland,	Oregon	and	Vancouver,	Washington.	
The	estimates	have	been	developed	for	both	a	high	revenue	scenario	and	a	low	revenue	scenario.		


Both	scenarios	assume	the	same	physical	configuration	and	staging	of	the	project.	Parameters	
affecting	the	amount	of	toll	revenue	that	could	be	obtained	were	varied	between	the	two	scenarios	
such	that	the	choice	of	value	will	favor	the	high	scenario	in	terms	of	toll	revenue	generated.	The	
parameters	varied	were	socioeconomic	growth	assumptions,	toll	rates,	Electronic	Toll	Collection	
participation,	value	of	time,	vehicle	operating	cost,	effect	of	tolls	on	trip	suppression,	trip	distribution	
and	choice	of	auto	versus	transit,	and	ramp	up	assumptions.	The	assumptions	for	the	low	and	high	
scenario	are	summarized	in	Table	1	and	discussed	in	more	detail	later	in	the	report.	


Investment	grade	estimates	will	be	produced	later	this	year	as	part	of	the	overall	traffic	and	revenue	
study	CDM	Smith	is	conducting.	The	process	to	produce	investment	grade	estimates	includes	data	
collection	and	toll	model	refinements.	The	data	collection	phase	of	the	study	is	going	on	now.	When	
completed	that	data	will	be	used	to	refine	the	modeling	process	to	meet	the	standard	required	of	
investment	grade	estimates.	The	model	currently	is	not	at	the	investment	grade	level.		The	parameters	
used	in	the	high	and	low	scenarios	were	chosen	with	the	idea	that	the	eventual	investment	grade	
revenue	results	would	fall	within	the	range	established	by	these	scenarios.	The	model	parameters	
chosen	for	these	preliminary	estimates	are	based	on	past	experience	and	what	was	previously	used	in	
analysis	of	this	project	by	others.	


It	needs	to	be	emphasized	that	neither	the	high	or	low	scenarios	nor	most	importantly	the	mid‐point	
between	the	two	constitute	a	base	case	scenario.	Previous	revenue	estimates	for	the	project	made	by	
others	provided	a	base	case	and	had	low	and	high	scenario	deviations.	However,	it	is	extremely	
important	to	keep	in	mind	that	this	is	absolutely	not	the	situation	with	the	estimates	presented	here.	
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The	remainder	of	this	report	describes	the	assumptions	for	this	analysis	including	the	varying	
assumptions	for	the	High	and	Low	scenarios	and	presents	the	results.	The	revenue	estimates	are	
provided	for	all	years	between	fiscal	year	2016	and	2060.	The	revenue	estimated	is	expected	revenue.	
The	definition	of	expected	revenue	is	the	revenue	obtained	if	all	vehicles	pay	exactly	the	prescribed	
toll	based	on	vehicle	class,	time	of	day	and	payment	method.	It	does	not	take	into	account	any	
“leakage.”	


Table 1: Model Assumptions 


Assumption Type  Low Scenario  High Scenario 


Socioeconomic 
Forecasts 


No growth to FY 2016, then 
Moody's Alternative Low Forecast 


Metro adopted LRTP forecast 


Toll Rates 
Option A  


(post completion peak 
passenger car toll $3.62) 


Option B 
(post completion peak passenger 


car toll $4.34) 


ETC Penetration  Model input 50% FY 2016  Model input 70% FY 2016 


Value of Time 
Peak passenger car $12.00 per hour 


(FY 2011 dollars) 
Peak passenger car $18.00 per hour 


(FY 2011 dollars) 


Vehicle Operating Cost 
Passenger car $0.18 per mile 


(FY 2011 dollars) 
Passenger car $0.20 per mile 


(FY 2011 dollars) 


Trip Pattern Changes 
High amount of downward 


adjustment 
Very low amount of downward 


adjustment 


Ramp Up 


FY 2016: ‐5% 
FY 2017: ‐3% 
FY 2018: ‐1% 
FY 2022: ‐5% 
FY 2023: ‐3% 


FY 2016: ‐3% 
FY 2017: ‐1% 


 
FY 2022: ‐5% 
FY 2023: ‐3% 
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Project Assumptions 


All	the	assumptions	stated	in	this	section	are	common	to	both	the	High	and	Low	scenarios.	


July	1,	2015,	the	beginning	of	fiscal	year	2016,	is	assumed	to	be	the	date	that	tolling	begins	on	the	
existing	I‐5	bridge.	All	vehicles	crossing	over	the	bridge	are	assumed	to	be	tolled.	Tolling	is	assumed	to	
be	all‐electronic,	with	no	option	to	pay	using	cash	at	traditional	toll	booths.		Two	payment	methods,	
account	based	and	non‐account	based,	will	be	assumed	for	the	analysis.		Account	based	payments	are	
assumed	to	pay	using	a	transponder.		Non‐account	based	tolls,	referred	to	as	“Pay‐by‐Plate”,	are	
charged	using	a	vehicle’s	license	plate.		A	surcharge	is	assumed	to	be	added	onto	the	base	transponder	
toll	rate	for	the	“Pay‐by‐Plate”	tolling	method.		The	surcharge	accounts	for	the	additional	processing	
fees	associated	with	this	type	of	transaction.			


The	physical	project	is	as	described	in	Chapter	2	“Description	of	Alternatives”	from	the	final	project	
EIS,	the	Locally	Preferred	Alternative	(LPA)	Option	A	will	be	assumed	for	the	analysis.		The	LPA	
project	assumptions	relevant	to	the	traffic	and	revenue	study	include:	


 The	new	I‐5	Bridge	over	the	Columbia	River	north	of	Hayden	Island,	improvements	to	seven	
interchanges	on	I‐5	north	and	south	of	the	bridge,	and	related	enhancements	to	the	local	
street	network.	


 Extension	of	light	rail	from	the	Expo	Center	in	Portland	to	Clark	College	in	Vancouver	and	
associated	transit	infrastructure	improvements.	


 A	toll	on	motorists	using	the	river	crossing	from	inception	of	tolling	on	the	existing	bridge	on	
July	1,	2015	continuing	through	an	interim	bridge	configuration	through	the	completion	and	
beyond	of	the	new	bridge	


An	overview	of	the	phasing	assumptions	for	the	main	I‐5	Bridge	span	north	of	Hayden	Island	is	listed	
in	Table	2.		The	tolling	locations,	which	will	be	coded	directly	into	the	model	network,	are	assumed	to	
be	on	all	lanes	of	this	main	bridge	span.		The	light	rail	extension	will	be	assumed	to	open	on	
September	1,	2019.	
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Table 2: Phasing Assumptions for the main I‐5 Bridge Span (Statistics are per Direction) 


Date  Description 
Through 


Lanes 


Add‐Drop 


Lanes 


Lane 


(ft) 


Inside 


Shldr 


(ft) 


Outside 


Shldr 


(ft) 


Jul 1  


2015 


Pre‐completion tolling  


Phase 1  


(existing I‐5 Bridge) 


3  0  11  minimal  minimal 


Jul 1  


2018 


Pre‐completion tolling  


Phase 2  


(new SB Bridge structure) 


3  0  11  minimal  8 


Jul 1 


2021 


Post‐completion tolling  


(full project) 
3  2  12  12  14 


	


The	Final	EIS	includes	discussion	of	three	project	elements	that	may	be	deferred	until	additional	
funding	is	secured.		They	are	shown	on	page	2‐5	of	the	EIS	document	and	are	the	I‐5	braided	on	and	
off	ramps	at	Victory	Boulevard,	the	Marine	Drive	interchange	flyover	ramp,	and	the	northern	half	of	
the	SR‐500	interchange	improvements.		For	the	purposes	of	these	estimates	these	project	elements	
are	not	assumed.		All	other	project	elements	in	Chapter	2	of	the	EIS	document	pertaining	to	LPA	
Option	A	will	be	assumed	to	be	opened	along	with	the	full	bridge	on	July	1,	2021.	


It	will	be	assumed	that	the	number	of	existing	mainline	I‐5	lanes	as	well	as	the	existing	interchange	
movements	on	the	seven	interchanges	being	improved	will	all	be	maintained	throughout	the	duration	
of	the	project	construction.	


	


Low and High Scenario Assumptions 


Socioeconomic Forecasts 
For	the	Low	Scenario	the	socioeconomic	forecast	assumed	no	growth	in	households	and	employment	
out	to	FY2016.	Post	FY2016	the	growth	rates	from	Moody’s	low	growth	alternative	forecast	were	
used.		The	High	Scenario	used	the	current	Metro	forecast	adjusted	for	Clark	County.	The	household	
and	employment	forecasts	are	depicted	in	Figures	1	and	2	respectively.	
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Figure 1: Regional Household Forecasts 2010 ‐ 2040 
	


	


	


Figure 2: Regional Employment Forecasts 2010 ‐ 2040 
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Toll Rates 
For	the	Low	Scenario,	Option	A	(Added	Price	Point	Toll	Schedule)	was	used	and	for	the	High	Scenario	
Option	B	(1.5x	Base	Toll	Schedule)	was	used.		The	weekday	2	axle	vehicle	toll	transponder	rates	for	
each	set	are	listed	in	Table	3	and	Table	4.		Several	important	notes	relating	to	the	timing	and	size	of	
the	toll	increases	are	listed	below:	


 The	fiscal	year	starts	on	July	1st	of	the	previous	calendar	year	


 The	surcharge	is	applied	to	the	pay‐by‐plate	payment	method	


 The	pre‐completion	construction	phase	is	assumed	to	last	between	7/1/2015	and	6/30/2021	


 Tolls	in	the	pre‐completion	phase	are	assumed	to	rise	annually	at	the	rate	of	inflation	
(assumed	to	be	2.5	percent)	


 Only	the	surcharge	is	assumed	to	continue	to	rise	annually	at	the	rate	of	inflation	after	full	
project	implementation	on	7/1/2021	


 Tolls	for	3‐4	axle	and	5	or	more	axle	vehicles	are	2x	and	4x	the	2	axle	rate,	respectively;	
Surcharges	are	the	same	


 On	weekends	and	certain	holidays	the	overnight	(8pm‐5am)	toll	rate	is	the	same	as	weekdays	
but	the	daytime	(5am‐8pm)	rate	is	assumed	to	be	the	same	as	the	weekday	5‐6am	and	7‐8pm	
rate	


 The	tolls	listed	are	assumed	to	apply	to	all	vehicles	regardless	of	the	occupancy	(including	
both	HOVs	and	SOVs)	
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Table 3: Weekday 2‐Axle Toll Option A (Year of Collection Dollars)  


Fiscal 
Year 


5‐6am  6‐7am  7‐9am 
9‐


10am 
10am‐
3pm 


3‐4pm  4‐6pm  6‐7pm  7‐8pm 
8pm‐
5am 


Sur‐
charge


Pre‐Completion


2016  $1.87  $2.50  $2.50  $2.50 $1.87 $2.50 $2.50 $2.50 $1.87  ‐ $1.52
2017  $1.92  $2.56  $2.56  $2.56 $1.92 $2.56 $2.56 $2.56 $1.92  ‐ $1.56
2018  $1.97  $2.62  $2.62  $2.62 $1.97 $2.62 $2.62 $2.62 $1.97  ‐ $1.60
2019  $2.02  $2.69  $2.69  $2.69 $2.02 $2.69 $2.69 $2.69 $2.02  ‐ $1.64
2020  $2.07  $2.76  $2.76  $2.76 $2.07 $2.76 $2.76 $2.76 $2.07  ‐ $1.68


2021  $2.12  $2.83  $2.83  $2.83 $2.12 $2.83 $2.83 $2.83 $2.12  ‐ $1.72


Post‐Completion


2022  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $1.77
2023  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $1.81
2024  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $1.86
2025  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $1.90


2026  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $1.95
2027  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $2.00
2028  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $2.05
2029  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $2.10
2030  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $2.15


2031  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $2.21
2032  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $2.26
2033  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $2.32
2034  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $2.38
2035  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $2.44


2036  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $2.50
2037  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $2.56
2038  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $2.62
2039  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $2.69
2040  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $2.76
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Table 4: Weekday 2‐Axle Toll Option B (Year of Collection Dollars) 


Fiscal 
Year 


5‐6am  6‐7am  7‐9am 
9‐


10am 
10am‐
3pm 


3‐4pm  4‐6pm  6‐7pm  7‐8pm 
8pm‐
5am 


Sur‐
charge


Pre‐Completion


2016  $1.87  $2.50  $2.50  $2.50 $1.87 $2.50 $2.50 $2.50 $1.87  ‐ $1.52
2017  $1.92  $2.56  $2.56  $2.56 $1.92 $2.56 $2.56 $2.56 $1.92  ‐ $1.56
2018  $1.97  $2.62  $2.62  $2.62 $1.97 $2.62 $2.62 $2.62 $1.97  ‐ $1.60
2019  $2.02  $2.69  $2.69  $2.69 $2.02 $2.69 $2.69 $2.69 $2.02  ‐ $1.64
2020  $2.07  $2.76  $2.76  $2.76 $2.07 $2.76 $2.76 $2.76 $2.07  ‐ $1.68


2021  $2.12  $2.83  $2.83  $2.83 $2.12 $2.83 $2.83 $2.83 $2.12  ‐ $1.72


Post‐Completion


2022  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $1.77
2023  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $1.81
2024  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $1.86
2025  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $1.90


2026  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $1.95
2027  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $2.00
2028  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $2.05
2029  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $2.10
2030  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $2.15


2031  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $2.21
2032  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $2.26
2033  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $2.32
2034  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $2.38
2035  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $2.44


2036  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $2.50
2037  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $2.56
2038  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $2.62
2039  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $2.69
2040  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $2.76


	


Electronic Toll Collection (ETC) Penetration 
As	noted	above,	the	two	payment	methods	were	assumed	to	be	transponder	(Account	Based)	and	
“Pay‐by‐Plate”	(Non	Account	Based).	In	the	opening	year	of	FY2016,	the	portion	of	possible	
transponder	users	was	assumed	to	be	50	percent	for	the	Low	Scenario	and	70	percent	for	the	High	
Scenario.	The	assumptions	for	the	model	years	are	shown	in	Table	5.	Note	these	percentages	
represent	the	input	percentages.	The	forecast	transponder	users	are	a	slightly	higher	percentage	
because	proportionately	more	of	the	lower	toll	rate	account	based	users	tend	to	use	the	toll	facility.	


Table 5: ETC penetration input values for weekdays  


Fiscal Year  ETC % High  ETC % Low 


2016  70.0 50.0


2020  74.8 54.8


2022  77.2 57.2


2036  85.0 65.0
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Value of Time (VOT) 
The	primary	inputs	for	the	VOT	computation	were	the	number	of	persons	per	household,	the	number	
of	hours	that	they	worked	and	the	median	household	income	for	2010.		The	assumption	behind	the	
methodology	was	that	an	average	value	of	time	can	be	estimated	from	the	median	income	and	the	
total	hours	worked.	The	total	household	hours	included	all	hours	from	all	workers	within	a	household	
and	were	used	to	develop	the	hours	per	year	worked	by	an	average	household	worker.	VOT	was	
determined	by	using	the	income	and	hours	information	for	passenger	cars.	A	perceived	weighting	was	
used	to	adjust	for	peak	and	off‐peak.	The	VOT	for	trucks	was	based	on	a	statistical	analysis	of	various	
parameters	including	the	type	and	value	of	cargo,	and	driver	wages.	Given	the	lack	of	region‐specific	
data,	the	resulting	VOT	values	were	compared	against	their	counterparts	from	similar	areas	for	a	
general	consistency.	A	reasonable	range	of	low	and	high	values	was	determined.	The	value	of	time	in	
FY	2011	dollars	are	shown	in	Table	6.	These	were	adjusted	for	future	years	based	on	an	assumed	rate	
of	inflation	of	2.5	percent.	


Table 6: Value of Time (2010 $/hr) 


  Peak Auto  Off‐Peak Auto  Truck 


Low  $  12.00  $  10.80 $  30.00


High  $  18.00  $  15.00 $  45.00


	


Vehicle Operating Cost (VOC) 
Vehicle	operating	cost	was	determined	by	the	consideration	of	major	elements	of	cost	including	fuel	
price,	maintenance,	tires	for	various	types	of	vehicles.	The	sources	of	information	used	in	this	analysis	
included,	the	US	Energy	Information	Administration	(USEIA),	American	Automobile	Association	(AAA)	
and	National	Highway	Traffic	and	Safety	Administration	(NHTSA).	Separate	VOC	analysis	was	
conducted	for	passenger	cars	and	trucks.	


The	general	methodology	included	the	determination	of	average	weighted	gasoline	consumption	per	
mile	with	a	consideration	of	proportion	of	sedans	and	SUV/pickup	trucks	in	the	fleet	of	passenger	
vehicles.	Average	cost	of	maintenance	and	tires	was	also	obtained	and	added	to	the	fuel	price.	All	costs	
were	determined	at	a	per	mile	basis.	Additional	elements	for	trucks	included	the	cost	of	trailer	lease	
and	driver	wages.	Average	2010	gasoline	price	of	$2.90	and	diesel	price	of	$3.12	per	gallon	(in	terms	
of	2010	dollars)	was	used	for	this	analysis.	From	this	average	a	low	and	high	range	was	determined.	
Table	6	provides	a	summary	of	the	VOC	used	in	the	current	study:	


Table 7: Vehicle Operating Cost (2010 $/mile) 


($/mile)  Auto  Medium Truck  Heavy Truck 


Low  $  0.18  $  0.50 $  0.70


High  $ 0 .20  $  0.65 $  0.80


	


Effect of Tolls on Trip Pattern Changes 
It	is	expected	tolling	the	I‐5	bridge	can	affect	trip	patterns	in	the	region.	Trips	that	crossed	the	river	
for	a	particular	purpose	may	be	changed	to	avoid	the	toll	by	choosing	a	destination	such	that	a	river	
crossing	is	not	needed	or	the	trip	is	simply	not	made.	Trips	may	also	shift	mode	to	transit	to	avoid	the	
toll.	Note	the	category	of	trip	pattern	change	discussed	in	this	section	does	not	include	highway	route	
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changes	where	the	same	origin	and	destination	are	maintained.	That	trip	diversion	is	dealt	with	
separately	using	the	CDM	Smith	diversion	modeling	process.	


The	Metro	model	steps	of	trip	distribution	and	mode	split	were	used	to	estimate	these	changes	by	
including	the	toll	as	part	of	the	calculation	process.	As	the	effect	of	tolls	on	certain	trip	pattern	changes	
are	expected	to	be	higher	over	time	the	effect	was	phased	in	over	the	years.	In	any	case	the	effect	of	
tolls	in	the	Low	Scenario	on	reducing	river	crossings	was	high.	For	the	High	Scenario	only	a	minimal	
effect	was	assumed.	


	


Ramp Up 
Ramp	up	is	applied	to	traffic	and	revenue	forecasts	to	account	for	potential	users	adjusting	to	a	new	
situation.	The	ramp	up	percentage	reduces	the	traffic	and	revenue	estimate	by	the	ramp	up	
percentage	for	the	year	applied.	Ramp	up	was	used	on	the	results	for	the	first	three	years	of	tolling	
FY2016	to	FY2018	for	the	Low	Scenario.	A	lower	amount	of	ramp	up	and	only	for	the	first	two	years	of	
tolling	was	used	for	the	High	Scenario.		For	both	the	Low	and	High	Scenarios	ramp	up	was	also	applied	
to	FY2022	and	FY2023	to	reflect	the	substantial	change	in	I‐5	capacity	with	the	opening	of	the	
completed	bridge.		All	the	ramp	numbers	used	are	shown	in	Table	8.	


Table 8: Ramp Up 


  Low Scenario  High Scenario 


Ramp Up 


FY 2016: ‐5%
FY 2017: ‐3% 
FY 2018: ‐1% 
FY 2022: ‐5% 
FY 2023: ‐3% 


FY 2016: ‐3%
FY 2017: ‐1% 


 
FY 2022: ‐5% 
FY 2023: ‐3% 


	


Traffic and Revenue Results 
Traffic	and	revenue	estimates	were	made	using	the	four	step	travel	demand	modeling	process.	The	
steps	of	trip	generation,	trip	distribution	and	mode	split	used	modified	versions	of	the	Metro	modeling	
process.	The	trip	assignment	step	which	includes	route	diversion	used	the	CDM	Smith	toll	diversion	
model	process.	The	model	was	run	for	both	the	Low	and	High	scenarios	for	the	model	years	of	
FY2016,	FY2020,	FY2022	and	FY2036.	Results	for	intermediate	years	were	determined	by	
interpolation	of	the	model	year	results.	For	years	beyond	FY2036	results	were	developed	by	assumed	
growth	results	informed	by	model	year	results.	


Table	9	provides	the	transaction	and	revenue	results	for	FY2016	through	FY2060	for	the	Low	and	
High	scenarios.	The	revenue	results	are	expected	revenue	that	assumes	all	vehicles	pay	the	proscribed	
toll	rate	and	leakage	is	not	included.	The	transaction	and	revenue	results	are	plotted	on	Figures	3	and	
4	respectively.	
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Table 9: Annual Toll Traffic and Gross Revenue (Millions) 


Toll Traffic Revenue


Fiscal Year  Low High Low High 


2016  19.093 28.946    $   61.150    $    84.650  


2017  19.699 30.162 64.620 89.950 


2018  20.326 31.761 68.320 96.590 


2019  20.769 32.791 71.510 101.710 


2020  20.473 32.989 72.220 104.380 


2021  20.732 34.094 74.930 110.030 


2022  24.391 37.326 91.540 167.040 


2023  25.660 38.829 96.680 174.120 


2024  27.259 40.788 103.090 183.250 


2025  28.092 41.566 106.640 187.100 


2026  28.952 42.365 110.300 191.050 


2027  29.840 43.185 114.100 195.100 


2028  30.759 44.028 118.030 199.260 


2029  31.709 44.892 122.100 203.510 


2030  32.690 45.779 126.320 207.880 


2031  33.706 46.690 130.680 212.360 


2032  34.754 47.625 135.190 216.960 


2033  35.839 48.584 139.870 221.670 


2034  36.961 49.569 144.710 226.500 


2035  38.121 50.580 149.720 231.460 


2036  39.321 51.617 154.910 236.540 


2037  39.910 52.392 157.230 240.090 


2038  40.509 53.177 159.590 243.690 


2039  41.117 53.976 161.980 247.350 


2040  41.733 54.785 164.410 251.060 


2041  42.359 55.606 166.880 254.820 


2042  42.995 56.441 169.380 258.640 


2043  43.640 57.287 171.920 262.530 


2044  44.295 58.147 174.500 266.470 


2045  44.959 59.019 177.110 270.460 


2046  45.003 59.108 177.300 270.870 


2047  45.049 59.196 177.470 271.270 


2048  45.094 59.285 177.650 271.680 


2049  45.139 59.374 177.820 272.090 


2050  45.184 59.463 178.010 272.490 


2051  45.229 59.552 178.180 272.900 


2052  45.275 59.642 178.360 273.320 


2053  45.320 59.731 178.530 273.720 


2054  45.365 59.821 178.720 274.130 


2055  45.410 59.910 178.900 274.550 


2056  45.456 60.001 179.070 274.960 


2057  45.501 60.090 179.250 275.370 


2058  45.547 60.181 179.440 275.780 


2059  45.592 60.271 179.610 276.200 


2060  45.638 60.361 179.790 276.610 
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Figure 3: Annual Toll Traffic 


	


	


	


Figure 4: Annual Gross Revenue 
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Memorandum 
 
To:  Terri Slack 
 
From:  Eugene Ryan 
 
Date:  February 1, 2013 
 
Subject:  Columbia River Crossing Preliminary Toll Revenue Estimates Comparison 
	


	


CDM	Smith	recently	developed	preliminary	traffic	and	toll	revenue	estimates	as	part	of	the	Columbia	
River	Crossing	Traffic	and	Revenue	Study.	These	estimates	establish	a	range	of	possible	toll	revenue	that	
could	be	obtained	by	tolling	the	Interstate	5	bridge	over	the	Columbia	River	between	Portland,	Oregon	
and	Vancouver,	Washington.	The	estimates	have	been	developed	for	both	a	high	revenue	scenario	and	a	
low	revenue	scenario	using	toll	rate	structures	that	are	considered	reasonable.	The	results	of	this	effort	
are	documented	in	our	report	“Columbia	River	Crossing	Traffic	and	Revenue	Study,	Preliminary	Low	
and	High	Scenario	Gross	Toll	Revenue	Estimates,	January	30,	2013.”	


As	part	of	the	overall	Comprehensive	Traffic	and	Revenue	Study,	traffic	and	revenue	estimates	will	be	
produced	later	this	year	to	support	potential	financing	of	the	project.	This	level	of	study	includes	data	
collection	such	as	the	conduct	of	origin‐destination	studies,	travel	time	studies,	stated	preference	
surveys,	preparation	of	independent	socioeconomic	forecasts	and	toll	model	refinements.	The	data	
collection	phase	of	the	study	is	going	on	now.	When	completed	that	data	will	be	used	to	refine	the	
modeling	process	to	meet	the	standard	level	typically	required	for	a	Comprehensive	Traffic	and	Revenue	
Study.	It	should	be	noted	that	the	model	currently	developed	is	not	at	that	level.	The	model	parameters	
used	in	the	preliminary	estimates	were	chosen	based	on	past	experience	with	the	objective	that	the	
eventual	investment	grade	revenue	parameters	would	fall	within	the	range	used	in	the	high	and	low	
scenarios.		


Neither	the	high	or	low	scenarios	nor	most	importantly	the	mid‐point	between	the	two	constitute	a	base	
case	scenario.	The	high	scenario	uses	model	parameters	that	are	considered	to	be	at	the	upper	end	of	
producing	optimistic	toll	revenue	estimates.	Conversely,	the	low	scenario	assumes	model	parameters	
that	would	produce	more	“down‐side”	toll	revenue	estimates.	Both	the	high	and	low	scenario	use	the	
same	toll	rate	structure	from	assumed	opening	year,	FY2016,	through	the	pre‐completion	period,	
FY2021.	From	FY2022	onward	the	toll	rates	for	the	high	scenario	are	higher	than	the	low	scenario.	The	
toll	rates	in	the	high	scenario	were	chosen	based	on	what	was	deemed	reasonable	but	there	was	no	
attempt	to	develop	or	use	revenue	maximizing	toll	rates.	As	such	the	high	and	low	toll	revenue	streams	
developed	should	be	considered	as	bounds	on	what	toll	revenue	could	be	generated	using	toll	rates	
judged	as	reasonable.	
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The	purpose	of	this	memo	is	to	compare	the	traffic	and	revenue	estimates	previously	developed	for	the	
Columbia	River	Crossing	Project	to	the	estimates	developed	in	this	recent	work.		The	previous	traffic	
revenue	estimate	is	the	Stantec	Scenario	1D	“Low”	case	used	in	the2012	Annual	New	Starts	Report	
Capital	and	Operating	Finance	Plan.	A	modification	was	made	to	change	the	opening	year	to	FY2016.	
These	estimates	will	be	referred	to	in	this	memo	as	the	Stantec	estimates.	The	Stantec	estimates	had	the	
new	bridge	opening	in	FY2021,	while	the	recent	CDM	Smith	estimates	assume	the	new	bridge	opens	in	
FY2022.		Also,	underlying	assumptions	such	as	socioeconomic	forecasts,	toll	rates,	Electronic	Toll	
Collection	penetration,	value	of	time	,trip	pattern	changes	in	response	to	tolling	and	ramp	up	will	in	
general	be	different	for	the	Stantec	estimates	than	the	CDM	Smith	estimates.	


The	Toll	Traffic	figure	below	shows	by	year	the	toll	transactions	for	the	Stantec	estimates	and	the	CDM	
Smith	low	and	high	estimates	from	the	work	referenced	above.	It	can	be	seen	that	the	Stantec	
transaction	estimates	are	higher	than	the	CDM	Smith	high	estimates	in	the	years	up	to	FY2022.	These	
then	track	closely	to	the	CDM	Smith	estimates	through	FY2034,	then	lower	throughFY2055.		


												


																											


The	Gross	Revenue	figure	below	shows	by	year	the	gross	revenue	estimates	for	the	three	scenarios.	In	
general,	the	Stantec	revenue	estimate	is	always	between	the	high	and	low	CDM	Smith	scenarios,	except	
for	the	early	years	between	FY2017	and	FY2021.	
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Parsons	Brinckerhoff	(PB)	took	the	gross	revenue	from	each	of	the	three	revenue	streams	and	
developed	a	net	revenue	stream	using	operating	cost	information	and	leakage	assumptions.		The	net	
revenues	for	the	Stantec	scenario	correspond	to	those	used	in	preparing	the	FTA	New	Starts	final	design	
application	financial	plan.		PB	then	calculated	a	net	present	value	(NPV)	in	FY2018	for	each	of	the	net	
revenue	streams.	The	NPV	is	indicative	of	the	bonding	capacity	of	the	revenue	stream.	The	results	show	
the	Stantec	scenario	yielded	an	NPV	of	$1.45	billion,	the	CDM	Smith	low	scenario	a	value	of	$1.23	billion	
and	the	CDM	Smith	high	scenario	a	value	of	$2.16	billion.	These	results	are	shown	in	the	table	below.		


																																								Net	Present	Value	FY2018		


Stantec	Scenario																											$1.45B	


CDM	Smith	Low	Scenario											$1.23B	


CDM	Smith	High	Scenario										$2.16B	


It	can	be	concluded	that	the	bonding	capacity	used	in	previous	financial	planning	for	the	Columbia	River	
Crossing	project	falls	within	the	range	established	by	the	CDM	Smith	high	and	low	estimates.	It	is	to	be	
reiterated	that	the	CDM	Smith	estimates	used	in	this	determination	are	preliminary	traffic	and	revenue	
estimates	that	were	not	produced	by	the	investment	grade	model	that	will	eventually	be	used	in	the	
Comprehensive	Traffic	and	Revenue	Study	estimates	for	possible	financing	purposes.	
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From: Ryan, Eugene
To: Smith, Helena Kennedy; Slack, Terri
Cc: Francis, Carley; Arnis, Amy; Brodie, Les; HELGERSON Lee A; Siegel, Steve; Strickler, Kris
Subject: RE: CDM Smith Memo
Date: Monday, February 25, 2013 8:58:10 AM

Helena,
 
My understanding was the memo had to be final yesterday but if the schedule has changed we can
rework it. I worked with Steven on the language over the weekend. We did take out a lot of the
language detailing the various stages from the previous versions.
 
Steven,
 
What is the timing now?
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
 

From: Smith, Helena Kennedy [mailto:SmithH@wsdot.wa.gov] 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 9:49 AM
To: Slack, Terri; Ryan, Eugene
Cc: Carley Francis; Arnis, Amy; BRODIE Les S; HELGERSON Lee A; Steven Siegel;
StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com
Subject: RE: CDM Smith Memo
 
Terri and Eugene, it may be too late but if it’s possible, it might be helpful to get a revision to the
initial paragraph of CDM’s memo.   While we may know what a Stage 1 range of traffic and revenue
estimates means – that it’s extremely preliminary and would be expected to change as we move
through more analysis – anyone who is not familiar with “traffic and revenue” jargon would not
appreciate the warning that is being given.  Similarly, the amount of work that underlies Stage 2 and
3 analysis makes us appreciate that changes could be significant, but a reader who is not aware will
miss the point.  My concern is we don’t want someone later to say, “well you said you could ….”  Is
there time to rewrite that first paragraph to more clearly communicate to readers such as legislators
or the press?
 
Related to my concern is our decision not to round results.  When we say in Table 1 that we could
generate between 1.07 and 1.21B, we look like we really know what the range will be.  If we were to
say instead that “initial results suggest Scenario 1 could generate between $1.1 and $1.2B in capital
funding,” people will more readily appreciate this is an estimate.   Just a suggestion.
 

From: Slack, Terri [mailto:Teresa.Slack@jacobs.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 6:12 PM
To: Carley Francis; Arnis, Amy; Smith, Helena Kennedy

mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com
mailto:SmithH@wsdot.wa.gov
mailto:Teresa.Slack@jacobs.com
mailto:francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:arnisa@wsdot.wa.gov
mailto:les.s.brodie@odot.state.or.us
mailto:Lee.A.HELGERSON@odot.state.or.us
mailto:SIEGELCONSULTING@aol.com
mailto:StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:Teresa.Slack@jacobs.com


Subject: Fwd: CDM Smith Memo for review
 
FYI 

Regards,
Terri 
 
Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Ryan, Eugene" <ryane@cdmsmith.com>
To: "Boesch, Timothy J." <boeschtj@cdmsmith.com>,
"slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com" <slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com>
Subject: FW: CDM Smith Memo for review

Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com

From: Steven Siegel [mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 7:20 PM
To: StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com; les.s.brodie@odot.state.or.us;
Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us; jmortensen@pragla.com;
francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com
Cc: Ryan, Eugene
Subject: CDM Smith Memo for review

Attached is CDM Smith. Please review and return comments to me ASAP, I will
compile. If you have questions or just wish to, please ask Eugene directly, but if
possible keep me in email loop.
Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com<mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com>
503-274-0013

-----Original Message-----
From: Ryan, Eugene <ryane@cdmsmith.com<mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com>>
To: 'Steven Siegel'
<siegelconsulting@aol.com<mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com>>
Cc: Boesch, Timothy J.
<boeschtj@cdmsmith.com<mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com>>
Sent: Sun, Feb 24, 2013 5:13 pm
Subject: FW: CRCTR - Memo - V10 with changes saved and comp to V8SS
redline
Steven,

mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com
mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com
mailto:slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com
http://cdmsmith.com/
mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com
mailto:StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:les.s.brodie@odot.state.or.us
mailto:Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us
mailto:jmortensen@pragla.com
mailto:francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com
mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com
mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com
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mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com
mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com
mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com
mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com


Attached is our revised memo.

Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com<mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com>
cdmsmith.com

From: Boesch, Timothy J.
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 7:11 PM
To: Ryan, Eugene
Subject: CRCTR - Memo - V10 with changes saved and comp to V8SS redline

Timothy J. Boesch, AICP
Project Manager
CDM Smith
1218 3rd Ave, Suite 1100, Seattle, WA 98101
w: 206.336.4900  f: 206.223-2340
boeschtj@cdmsmith.com<mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com>
cdmsmith.com

*** eSafe scanned this email for malicious content ***
*** IMPORTANT: Do not open attachments from unrecognized senders  ***

*** eSafe1 scanned this email for malicious content ***
*** IMPORTANT: Do not open attachments from unrecognized senders  ***

 

NOTICE - This communication may contain confidential and privileged information that is for the sole use of the
intended recipient. Any viewing, copying or distribution of, or reliance on this message by unintended recipients is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the
message and deleting it from your computer.
 
*** eSafe1 scanned this email for malicious content ***
*** IMPORTANT: Do not open attachments from unrecognized senders  ***

mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com
mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com
http://cdmsmith.com/
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From: Smith, Helena Kennedy
To: Slack, Terri; Ryan, Eugene
Cc: Francis, Carley; Arnis, Amy; Brodie, Les; HELGERSON Lee A; Siegel, Steve; Strickler, Kris
Subject: RE: CDM Smith Memo
Date: Monday, February 25, 2013 7:48:43 AM

Terri and Eugene, it may be too late but if it’s possible, it might be helpful to get a revision to the
initial paragraph of CDM’s memo.   While we may know what a Stage 1 range of traffic and revenue
estimates means – that it’s extremely preliminary and would be expected to change as we move
through more analysis – anyone who is not familiar with “traffic and revenue” jargon would not
appreciate the warning that is being given.  Similarly, the amount of work that underlies Stage 2 and
3 analysis makes us appreciate that changes could be significant, but a reader who is not aware will
miss the point.  My concern is we don’t want someone later to say, “well you said you could ….”  Is
there time to rewrite that first paragraph to more clearly communicate to readers such as legislators
or the press?
 
Related to my concern is our decision not to round results.  When we say in Table 1 that we could
generate between 1.07 and 1.21B, we look like we really know what the range will be.  If we were to
say instead that “initial results suggest Scenario 1 could generate between $1.1 and $1.2B in capital
funding,” people will more readily appreciate this is an estimate.   Just a suggestion.
 

From: Slack, Terri [mailto:Teresa.Slack@jacobs.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 6:12 PM
To: Carley Francis; Arnis, Amy; Smith, Helena Kennedy
Subject: Fwd: CDM Smith Memo for review
 
FYI 

Regards,
Terri 
 
Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Ryan, Eugene" <ryane@cdmsmith.com>
To: "Boesch, Timothy J." <boeschtj@cdmsmith.com>,
"slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com" <slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com>
Subject: FW: CDM Smith Memo for review

Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
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From: Steven Siegel [mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 7:20 PM
To: StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com; les.s.brodie@odot.state.or.us;
Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us; jmortensen@pragla.com;
francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com
Cc: Ryan, Eugene
Subject: CDM Smith Memo for review

Attached is CDM Smith. Please review and return comments to me ASAP, I will
compile. If you have questions or just wish to, please ask Eugene directly, but if
possible keep me in email loop.
Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com<mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com>
503-274-0013

-----Original Message-----
From: Ryan, Eugene <ryane@cdmsmith.com<mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com>>
To: 'Steven Siegel'
<siegelconsulting@aol.com<mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com>>
Cc: Boesch, Timothy J.
<boeschtj@cdmsmith.com<mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com>>
Sent: Sun, Feb 24, 2013 5:13 pm
Subject: FW: CRCTR - Memo - V10 with changes saved and comp to V8SS
redline
Steven,

Attached is our revised memo.

Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com<mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com>
cdmsmith.com

From: Boesch, Timothy J.
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 7:11 PM
To: Ryan, Eugene
Subject: CRCTR - Memo - V10 with changes saved and comp to V8SS redline

Timothy J. Boesch, AICP
Project Manager
CDM Smith
1218 3rd Ave, Suite 1100, Seattle, WA 98101
w: 206.336.4900  f: 206.223-2340
boeschtj@cdmsmith.com<mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com>
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cdmsmith.com

*** eSafe scanned this email for malicious content ***
*** IMPORTANT: Do not open attachments from unrecognized senders  ***
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intended recipient. Any viewing, copying or distribution of, or reliance on this message by unintended recipients is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the
message and deleting it from your computer.
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From: HELGERSON Lee A
To: "Ryan, Eugene"; Smith, Helena Kennedy; Slack, Terri
Cc: Francis, Carley; Arnis, Amy; Brodie, Les; Siegel, Steve; Strickler, Kris
Subject: RE: CDM Smith Memo
Date: Monday, February 25, 2013 9:09:33 AM

If the suggested changes can be accomplished within the next half hour or so then fine.  I intend on
sending out the ODOT memo with the final CDM memo and PRAG memo not later than 10:00 a.m.
(PT).

From: Ryan, Eugene [mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 8:58 AM
To: Smith, Helena Kennedy; Slack, Terri
Cc: Carley Francis; Arnis, Amy; BRODIE Les S; HELGERSON Lee A; Steven Siegel;
StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com
Subject: RE: CDM Smith Memo 

Helena,
 
My understanding was the memo had to be final yesterday but if the schedule has changed we can
rework it. I worked with Steven on the language over the weekend. We did take out a lot of the
language detailing the various stages from the previous versions.
 
Steven,
 
What is the timing now?
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
 

From: Smith, Helena Kennedy [mailto:SmithH@wsdot.wa.gov] 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 9:49 AM
To: Slack, Terri; Ryan, Eugene
Cc: Carley Francis; Arnis, Amy; BRODIE Les S; HELGERSON Lee A; Steven Siegel;
StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com
Subject: RE: CDM Smith Memo
 
Terri and Eugene, it may be too late but if it’s possible, it might be helpful to get a revision to the
initial paragraph of CDM’s memo.   While we may know what a Stage 1 range of traffic and revenue
estimates means – that it’s extremely preliminary and would be expected to change as we move
through more analysis – anyone who is not familiar with “traffic and revenue” jargon would not
appreciate the warning that is being given.  Similarly, the amount of work that underlies Stage 2 and
3 analysis makes us appreciate that changes could be significant, but a reader who is not aware will
miss the point.  My concern is we don’t want someone later to say, “well you said you could ….”  Is
there time to rewrite that first paragraph to more clearly communicate to readers such as legislators

mailto:Lee.A.HELGERSON@odot.state.or.us
mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com
mailto:SmithH@wsdot.wa.gov
mailto:Teresa.Slack@jacobs.com
mailto:francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:arnisa@wsdot.wa.gov
mailto:les.s.brodie@odot.state.or.us
mailto:SIEGELCONSULTING@aol.com
mailto:StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com


or the press?
 
Related to my concern is our decision not to round results.  When we say in Table 1 that we could
generate between 1.07 and 1.21B, we look like we really know what the range will be.  If we were to
say instead that “initial results suggest Scenario 1 could generate between $1.1 and $1.2B in capital
funding,” people will more readily appreciate this is an estimate.   Just a suggestion.
 

From: Slack, Terri [mailto:Teresa.Slack@jacobs.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 6:12 PM
To: Carley Francis; Arnis, Amy; Smith, Helena Kennedy
Subject: Fwd: CDM Smith Memo for review
 
FYI 

Regards,
Terri 
 
Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Ryan, Eugene" <ryane@cdmsmith.com>
To: "Boesch, Timothy J." <boeschtj@cdmsmith.com>,
"slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com" <slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com>
Subject: FW: CDM Smith Memo for review

Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com

From: Steven Siegel [mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 7:20 PM
To: StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com; les.s.brodie@odot.state.or.us;
Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us; jmortensen@pragla.com;
francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com
Cc: Ryan, Eugene
Subject: CDM Smith Memo for review

Attached is CDM Smith. Please review and return comments to me ASAP, I will
compile. If you have questions or just wish to, please ask Eugene directly, but if
possible keep me in email loop.
Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com<mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com>
503-274-0013

mailto:Teresa.Slack@jacobs.com
mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com
mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com
mailto:slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com
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mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com
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-----Original Message-----
From: Ryan, Eugene <ryane@cdmsmith.com<mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com>>
To: 'Steven Siegel'
<siegelconsulting@aol.com<mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com>>
Cc: Boesch, Timothy J.
<boeschtj@cdmsmith.com<mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com>>
Sent: Sun, Feb 24, 2013 5:13 pm
Subject: FW: CRCTR - Memo - V10 with changes saved and comp to V8SS
redline
Steven,

Attached is our revised memo.

Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com<mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com>
cdmsmith.com

From: Boesch, Timothy J.
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 7:11 PM
To: Ryan, Eugene
Subject: CRCTR - Memo - V10 with changes saved and comp to V8SS redline

Timothy J. Boesch, AICP
Project Manager
CDM Smith
1218 3rd Ave, Suite 1100, Seattle, WA 98101
w: 206.336.4900  f: 206.223-2340
boeschtj@cdmsmith.com<mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com>
cdmsmith.com

*** eSafe scanned this email for malicious content ***
*** IMPORTANT: Do not open attachments from unrecognized senders  ***

*** eSafe1 scanned this email for malicious content ***
*** IMPORTANT: Do not open attachments from unrecognized senders  ***

 

NOTICE - This communication may contain confidential and privileged information that is for the sole use of the
intended recipient. Any viewing, copying or distribution of, or reliance on this message by unintended recipients is

mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com
mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com
mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com
mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com
mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com
mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com
mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com
mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com
http://cdmsmith.com/
mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com
mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com
http://cdmsmith.com/


strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the
message and deleting it from your computer.
 
*** eSafe1 scanned this email for malicious content ***
*** IMPORTANT: Do not open attachments from unrecognized senders  ***



From: HELGERSON Lee A
To: Siegel, Steve; Strickler, Kris; Brodie, Les; jmortensen@pragla.com; Francis, Carley
Cc: ryane@cdmsmith.com; "Slack, Terri"
Subject: RE: CDM Smith Memo for review
Date: Sunday, February 24, 2013 5:55:41 PM

I believe that this serves our purpose well.  I have no additional comments.  Can I assume then that
this is the final version for inclusion in the legislative packet of memoranda?  And, I assume that the
technical report is forthcoming?
 
Eugene, Terri, Steve,
 
At the earliest convenient date I would appreciate having the opportunity to discuss process with you
all.  A hot wash-up of sorts.  I'll discuss and coordinate with Terri. 
 
Best regards, Lee

From: Steven Siegel [mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 5:20 PM
To: StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com; BRODIE Les S; HELGERSON Lee A; jmortensen@pragla.com;
francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com
Cc: ryane@cdmsmith.com
Subject: CDM Smith Memo for review

Attached is CDM Smith. Please review and return comments to me ASAP, I will
compile. If you have questions or just wish to, please ask Eugene directly, but if
possible keep me in email loop.

Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com
503-274-0013

-----Original Message-----
From: Ryan, Eugene <ryane@cdmsmith.com>
To: 'Steven Siegel' <siegelconsulting@aol.com>
Cc: Boesch, Timothy J. <boeschtj@cdmsmith.com>
Sent: Sun, Feb 24, 2013 5:13 pm
Subject: FW: CRCTR - Memo - V10 with changes saved and comp to V8SS redline

Steven,
 
Attached is our revised memo.
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
 
From: Boesch, Timothy J. 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 7:11 PM

mailto:Lee.A.HELGERSON@odot.state.or.us
mailto:SIEGELCONSULTING@aol.com
mailto:StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:les.s.brodie@odot.state.or.us
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mailto:francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com
mailto:Teresa.Slack@jacobs.com
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mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com


To: Ryan, Eugene
Subject: CRCTR - Memo - V10 with changes saved and comp to V8SS redline
 
 
 
Timothy J. Boesch, AICP
Project Manager
CDM Smith
1218 3rd Ave, Suite 1100, Seattle, WA 98101
w: 206.336.4900  f: 206.223-2340
boeschtj@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
 

mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com


From: Slack, Terri (Consultant)
To: Slack, Terri; Slack, Terri; Boyd, Nancy; Strickler, Kris; Arnis, Amy; Smith, Helena Kennedy; Brodie, Les;

lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us; Webb, Marilyn; Francis, Carley; ryane@cdmsmith.com;
boeschtj@cdmsmith.com; Baker, Brent; kaehlera@pbworld.com; Liles, Casey; Liles, Casey;
joe.sobleskie@jacobs.com

Subject: RE: CDM Smith Memo
Date: Friday, February 01, 2013 3:56:23 PM
Attachments: January 2013 Preliminary Estimate Report DRAFT.pdf

TR Comparison Memo 20120201.pdf

<<January 2013 Preliminary Estimate Report DRAFT.pdf>>
<<TR_Comparison_Memo_20120201.pdf>>

Confirming meeting for Monday at noon to discuss the memorandum.

Terri Slack

GTC Program Manager

Work: 206-716-1163

Cell: 404-889-7188

-----Original Appointment-----
From: Slack, Terri [mailto:Teresa.Slack@jacobs.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2013 3:54 PM
To: Slack, Terri; Slack, Terri (Consultant); Slack, Terri(slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com); Boyd, Nancy;
stricklerk@columbiarivercrossing.com; Arnis, Amy; Smith, Helena Kennedy; LesS. Brodie
(les.s.brodie@odot.state.or.us); lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us; Webb, Marilyn; Francis,
Carley(francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com); Ryan, Eugene (ryane@cdmsmith.com); Boesch, TimothyJ.
(boeschtj@cdmsmith.com); Baker, Brent; kaehlera@pbworld.com; Liles, Casey (CRC); Liles, Casey;
joe.sobleskie@jacobs.com
Subject: CDM Smith Memo
When: Monday, February 04, 2013 12:00 PM-1:00 PM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada).
Where: 360-905-1599 9999#

 

All – wrong date was picked up – should be this Monday the 4th.  Due to schedules, moving to noon

 

Thank you

 

 

Hello,

 

Please accept this meeting invitation to discuss the CDM Smith Memo.

mailto:SlackT@consultant.wsdot.wa.gov
mailto:Teresa.Slack@jacobs.com
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mailto:LilesC@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:LilesC@wsdot.wa.gov
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mailto:Teresa.Slack@jacobs.com
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Introduction 


	


As	part	of	the	Columbia	River	Crossing	Traffic	and	Revenue	Study	being	conducted	by	CDM	Smith,	
preliminary	traffic	and	toll	revenue	estimates	have	been	developed.	The	purpose	of	these	preliminary	
estimates	is	to	establish	a	range	of	possible	toll		revenue	that	could	be	obtained	by	tolling	the	
Interstate	5	bridge	over	the	Columbia	River	between	Portland,	Oregon	and	Vancouver,	Washington.	
The	estimates	have	been	developed	for	both	a	high	revenue	scenario	and	a	low	revenue	scenario.		


Both	scenarios	assume	the	same	physical	configuration	and	staging	of	the	project.	Parameters	
affecting	the	amount	of	toll	revenue	that	could	be	obtained	were	varied	between	the	two	scenarios	
such	that	the	choice	of	value	will	favor	the	high	scenario	in	terms	of	toll	revenue	generated.	The	
parameters	varied	were	socioeconomic	growth	assumptions,	toll	rates,	Electronic	Toll	Collection	
participation,	value	of	time,	vehicle	operating	cost,	effect	of	tolls	on	trip	suppression,	trip	distribution	
and	choice	of	auto	versus	transit,	and	ramp	up	assumptions.	The	assumptions	for	the	low	and	high	
scenario	are	summarized	in	Table	1	and	discussed	in	more	detail	later	in	the	report.	


Investment	grade	estimates	will	be	produced	later	this	year	as	part	of	the	overall	traffic	and	revenue	
study	CDM	Smith	is	conducting.	The	process	to	produce	investment	grade	estimates	includes	data	
collection	and	toll	model	refinements.	The	data	collection	phase	of	the	study	is	going	on	now.	When	
completed	that	data	will	be	used	to	refine	the	modeling	process	to	meet	the	standard	required	of	
investment	grade	estimates.	The	model	currently	is	not	at	the	investment	grade	level.		The	parameters	
used	in	the	high	and	low	scenarios	were	chosen	with	the	idea	that	the	eventual	investment	grade	
revenue	results	would	fall	within	the	range	established	by	these	scenarios.	The	model	parameters	
chosen	for	these	preliminary	estimates	are	based	on	past	experience	and	what	was	previously	used	in	
analysis	of	this	project	by	others.	


It	needs	to	be	emphasized	that	neither	the	high	or	low	scenarios	nor	most	importantly	the	mid‐point	
between	the	two	constitute	a	base	case	scenario.	Previous	revenue	estimates	for	the	project	made	by	
others	provided	a	base	case	and	had	low	and	high	scenario	deviations.	However,	it	is	extremely	
important	to	keep	in	mind	that	this	is	absolutely	not	the	situation	with	the	estimates	presented	here.	
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The	remainder	of	this	report	describes	the	assumptions	for	this	analysis	including	the	varying	
assumptions	for	the	High	and	Low	scenarios	and	presents	the	results.	The	revenue	estimates	are	
provided	for	all	years	between	fiscal	year	2016	and	2060.	The	revenue	estimated	is	expected	revenue.	
The	definition	of	expected	revenue	is	the	revenue	obtained	if	all	vehicles	pay	exactly	the	prescribed	
toll	based	on	vehicle	class,	time	of	day	and	payment	method.	It	does	not	take	into	account	any	
“leakage.”	


Table 1: Model Assumptions 


Assumption Type  Low Scenario  High Scenario 


Socioeconomic 
Forecasts 


No growth to FY 2016, then 
Moody's Alternative Low Forecast 


Metro adopted LRTP forecast 


Toll Rates 
Option A  


(post completion peak 
passenger car toll $3.62) 


Option B 
(post completion peak passenger 


car toll $4.34) 


ETC Penetration  Model input 50% FY 2016  Model input 70% FY 2016 


Value of Time 
Peak passenger car $12.00 per hour 


(FY 2011 dollars) 
Peak passenger car $18.00 per hour 


(FY 2011 dollars) 


Vehicle Operating Cost 
Passenger car $0.18 per mile 


(FY 2011 dollars) 
Passenger car $0.20 per mile 


(FY 2011 dollars) 


Trip Pattern Changes 
High amount of downward 


adjustment 
Very low amount of downward 


adjustment 


Ramp Up 


FY 2016: ‐5% 
FY 2017: ‐3% 
FY 2018: ‐1% 
FY 2022: ‐5% 
FY 2023: ‐3% 


FY 2016: ‐3% 
FY 2017: ‐1% 


 
FY 2022: ‐5% 
FY 2023: ‐3% 
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Project Assumptions 


All	the	assumptions	stated	in	this	section	are	common	to	both	the	High	and	Low	scenarios.	


July	1,	2015,	the	beginning	of	fiscal	year	2016,	is	assumed	to	be	the	date	that	tolling	begins	on	the	
existing	I‐5	bridge.	All	vehicles	crossing	over	the	bridge	are	assumed	to	be	tolled.	Tolling	is	assumed	to	
be	all‐electronic,	with	no	option	to	pay	using	cash	at	traditional	toll	booths.		Two	payment	methods,	
account	based	and	non‐account	based,	will	be	assumed	for	the	analysis.		Account	based	payments	are	
assumed	to	pay	using	a	transponder.		Non‐account	based	tolls,	referred	to	as	“Pay‐by‐Plate”,	are	
charged	using	a	vehicle’s	license	plate.		A	surcharge	is	assumed	to	be	added	onto	the	base	transponder	
toll	rate	for	the	“Pay‐by‐Plate”	tolling	method.		The	surcharge	accounts	for	the	additional	processing	
fees	associated	with	this	type	of	transaction.			


The	physical	project	is	as	described	in	Chapter	2	“Description	of	Alternatives”	from	the	final	project	
EIS,	the	Locally	Preferred	Alternative	(LPA)	Option	A	will	be	assumed	for	the	analysis.		The	LPA	
project	assumptions	relevant	to	the	traffic	and	revenue	study	include:	


 The	new	I‐5	Bridge	over	the	Columbia	River	north	of	Hayden	Island,	improvements	to	seven	
interchanges	on	I‐5	north	and	south	of	the	bridge,	and	related	enhancements	to	the	local	
street	network.	


 Extension	of	light	rail	from	the	Expo	Center	in	Portland	to	Clark	College	in	Vancouver	and	
associated	transit	infrastructure	improvements.	


 A	toll	on	motorists	using	the	river	crossing	from	inception	of	tolling	on	the	existing	bridge	on	
July	1,	2015	continuing	through	an	interim	bridge	configuration	through	the	completion	and	
beyond	of	the	new	bridge	


An	overview	of	the	phasing	assumptions	for	the	main	I‐5	Bridge	span	north	of	Hayden	Island	is	listed	
in	Table	2.		The	tolling	locations,	which	will	be	coded	directly	into	the	model	network,	are	assumed	to	
be	on	all	lanes	of	this	main	bridge	span.		The	light	rail	extension	will	be	assumed	to	open	on	
September	1,	2019.	
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Table 2: Phasing Assumptions for the main I‐5 Bridge Span (Statistics are per Direction) 


Date  Description 
Through 


Lanes 


Add‐Drop 


Lanes 


Lane 


(ft) 


Inside 


Shldr 


(ft) 


Outside 


Shldr 


(ft) 


Jul 1  


2015 


Pre‐completion tolling  


Phase 1  


(existing I‐5 Bridge) 


3  0  11  minimal  minimal 


Jul 1  


2018 


Pre‐completion tolling  


Phase 2  


(new SB Bridge structure) 


3  0  11  minimal  8 


Jul 1 


2021 


Post‐completion tolling  


(full project) 
3  2  12  12  14 


	


The	Final	EIS	includes	discussion	of	three	project	elements	that	may	be	deferred	until	additional	
funding	is	secured.		They	are	shown	on	page	2‐5	of	the	EIS	document	and	are	the	I‐5	braided	on	and	
off	ramps	at	Victory	Boulevard,	the	Marine	Drive	interchange	flyover	ramp,	and	the	northern	half	of	
the	SR‐500	interchange	improvements.		For	the	purposes	of	these	estimates	these	project	elements	
are	not	assumed.		All	other	project	elements	in	Chapter	2	of	the	EIS	document	pertaining	to	LPA	
Option	A	will	be	assumed	to	be	opened	along	with	the	full	bridge	on	July	1,	2021.	


It	will	be	assumed	that	the	number	of	existing	mainline	I‐5	lanes	as	well	as	the	existing	interchange	
movements	on	the	seven	interchanges	being	improved	will	all	be	maintained	throughout	the	duration	
of	the	project	construction.	


	


Low and High Scenario Assumptions 


Socioeconomic Forecasts 
For	the	Low	Scenario	the	socioeconomic	forecast	assumed	no	growth	in	households	and	employment	
out	to	FY2016.	Post	FY2016	the	growth	rates	from	Moody’s	low	growth	alternative	forecast	were	
used.		The	High	Scenario	used	the	current	Metro	forecast	adjusted	for	Clark	County.	The	household	
and	employment	forecasts	are	depicted	in	Figures	1	and	2	respectively.	
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Figure 1: Regional Household Forecasts 2010 ‐ 2040 
	


	


	


Figure 2: Regional Employment Forecasts 2010 ‐ 2040 
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Toll Rates 
For	the	Low	Scenario,	Option	A	(Added	Price	Point	Toll	Schedule)	was	used	and	for	the	High	Scenario	
Option	B	(1.5x	Base	Toll	Schedule)	was	used.		The	weekday	2	axle	vehicle	toll	transponder	rates	for	
each	set	are	listed	in	Table	3	and	Table	4.		Several	important	notes	relating	to	the	timing	and	size	of	
the	toll	increases	are	listed	below:	


 The	fiscal	year	starts	on	July	1st	of	the	previous	calendar	year	


 The	surcharge	is	applied	to	the	pay‐by‐plate	payment	method	


 The	pre‐completion	construction	phase	is	assumed	to	last	between	7/1/2015	and	6/30/2021	


 Tolls	in	the	pre‐completion	phase	are	assumed	to	rise	annually	at	the	rate	of	inflation	
(assumed	to	be	2.5	percent)	


 Only	the	surcharge	is	assumed	to	continue	to	rise	annually	at	the	rate	of	inflation	after	full	
project	implementation	on	7/1/2021	


 Tolls	for	3‐4	axle	and	5	or	more	axle	vehicles	are	2x	and	4x	the	2	axle	rate,	respectively;	
Surcharges	are	the	same	


 On	weekends	and	certain	holidays	the	overnight	(8pm‐5am)	toll	rate	is	the	same	as	weekdays	
but	the	daytime	(5am‐8pm)	rate	is	assumed	to	be	the	same	as	the	weekday	5‐6am	and	7‐8pm	
rate	


 The	tolls	listed	are	assumed	to	apply	to	all	vehicles	regardless	of	the	occupancy	(including	
both	HOVs	and	SOVs)	
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Table 3: Weekday 2‐Axle Toll Option A (Year of Collection Dollars)  


Fiscal 
Year 


5‐6am  6‐7am  7‐9am 
9‐


10am 
10am‐
3pm 


3‐4pm  4‐6pm  6‐7pm  7‐8pm 
8pm‐
5am 


Sur‐
charge


Pre‐Completion


2016  $1.87  $2.50  $2.50  $2.50 $1.87 $2.50 $2.50 $2.50 $1.87  ‐ $1.52
2017  $1.92  $2.56  $2.56  $2.56 $1.92 $2.56 $2.56 $2.56 $1.92  ‐ $1.56
2018  $1.97  $2.62  $2.62  $2.62 $1.97 $2.62 $2.62 $2.62 $1.97  ‐ $1.60
2019  $2.02  $2.69  $2.69  $2.69 $2.02 $2.69 $2.69 $2.69 $2.02  ‐ $1.64
2020  $2.07  $2.76  $2.76  $2.76 $2.07 $2.76 $2.76 $2.76 $2.07  ‐ $1.68


2021  $2.12  $2.83  $2.83  $2.83 $2.12 $2.83 $2.83 $2.83 $2.12  ‐ $1.72


Post‐Completion


2022  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $1.77
2023  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $1.81
2024  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $1.86
2025  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $1.90


2026  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $1.95
2027  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $2.00
2028  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $2.05
2029  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $2.10
2030  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $2.15


2031  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $2.21
2032  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $2.26
2033  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $2.32
2034  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $2.38
2035  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $2.44


2036  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $2.50
2037  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $2.56
2038  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $2.62
2039  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $2.69
2040  $2.17  $2.90  $3.62  $2.90 $2.53 $2.90 $3.62 $2.90 $2.17  $1.45 $2.76
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Table 4: Weekday 2‐Axle Toll Option B (Year of Collection Dollars) 


Fiscal 
Year 


5‐6am  6‐7am  7‐9am 
9‐


10am 
10am‐
3pm 


3‐4pm  4‐6pm  6‐7pm  7‐8pm 
8pm‐
5am 


Sur‐
charge


Pre‐Completion


2016  $1.87  $2.50  $2.50  $2.50 $1.87 $2.50 $2.50 $2.50 $1.87  ‐ $1.52
2017  $1.92  $2.56  $2.56  $2.56 $1.92 $2.56 $2.56 $2.56 $1.92  ‐ $1.56
2018  $1.97  $2.62  $2.62  $2.62 $1.97 $2.62 $2.62 $2.62 $1.97  ‐ $1.60
2019  $2.02  $2.69  $2.69  $2.69 $2.02 $2.69 $2.69 $2.69 $2.02  ‐ $1.64
2020  $2.07  $2.76  $2.76  $2.76 $2.07 $2.76 $2.76 $2.76 $2.07  ‐ $1.68


2021  $2.12  $2.83  $2.83  $2.83 $2.12 $2.83 $2.83 $2.83 $2.12  ‐ $1.72


Post‐Completion


2022  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $1.77
2023  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $1.81
2024  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $1.86
2025  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $1.90


2026  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $1.95
2027  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $2.00
2028  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $2.05
2029  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $2.10
2030  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $2.15


2031  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $2.21
2032  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $2.26
2033  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $2.32
2034  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $2.38
2035  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $2.44


2036  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $2.50
2037  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $2.56
2038  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $2.62
2039  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $2.69
2040  $3.26  $4.34  $4.34  $4.34 $3.26 $4.34 $4.34 $4.34 $3.26  $2.17 $2.76


	


Electronic Toll Collection (ETC) Penetration 
As	noted	above,	the	two	payment	methods	were	assumed	to	be	transponder	(Account	Based)	and	
“Pay‐by‐Plate”	(Non	Account	Based).	In	the	opening	year	of	FY2016,	the	portion	of	possible	
transponder	users	was	assumed	to	be	50	percent	for	the	Low	Scenario	and	70	percent	for	the	High	
Scenario.	The	assumptions	for	the	model	years	are	shown	in	Table	5.	Note	these	percentages	
represent	the	input	percentages.	The	forecast	transponder	users	are	a	slightly	higher	percentage	
because	proportionately	more	of	the	lower	toll	rate	account	based	users	tend	to	use	the	toll	facility.	


Table 5: ETC penetration input values for weekdays  


Fiscal Year  ETC % High  ETC % Low 


2016  70.0 50.0


2020  74.8 54.8


2022  77.2 57.2


2036  85.0 65.0
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Value of Time (VOT) 
The	primary	inputs	for	the	VOT	computation	were	the	number	of	persons	per	household,	the	number	
of	hours	that	they	worked	and	the	median	household	income	for	2010.		The	assumption	behind	the	
methodology	was	that	an	average	value	of	time	can	be	estimated	from	the	median	income	and	the	
total	hours	worked.	The	total	household	hours	included	all	hours	from	all	workers	within	a	household	
and	were	used	to	develop	the	hours	per	year	worked	by	an	average	household	worker.	VOT	was	
determined	by	using	the	income	and	hours	information	for	passenger	cars.	A	perceived	weighting	was	
used	to	adjust	for	peak	and	off‐peak.	The	VOT	for	trucks	was	based	on	a	statistical	analysis	of	various	
parameters	including	the	type	and	value	of	cargo,	and	driver	wages.	Given	the	lack	of	region‐specific	
data,	the	resulting	VOT	values	were	compared	against	their	counterparts	from	similar	areas	for	a	
general	consistency.	A	reasonable	range	of	low	and	high	values	was	determined.	The	value	of	time	in	
FY	2011	dollars	are	shown	in	Table	6.	These	were	adjusted	for	future	years	based	on	an	assumed	rate	
of	inflation	of	2.5	percent.	


Table 6: Value of Time (2010 $/hr) 


  Peak Auto  Off‐Peak Auto  Truck 


Low  $  12.00  $  10.80 $  30.00


High  $  18.00  $  15.00 $  45.00


	


Vehicle Operating Cost (VOC) 
Vehicle	operating	cost	was	determined	by	the	consideration	of	major	elements	of	cost	including	fuel	
price,	maintenance,	tires	for	various	types	of	vehicles.	The	sources	of	information	used	in	this	analysis	
included,	the	US	Energy	Information	Administration	(USEIA),	American	Automobile	Association	(AAA)	
and	National	Highway	Traffic	and	Safety	Administration	(NHTSA).	Separate	VOC	analysis	was	
conducted	for	passenger	cars	and	trucks.	


The	general	methodology	included	the	determination	of	average	weighted	gasoline	consumption	per	
mile	with	a	consideration	of	proportion	of	sedans	and	SUV/pickup	trucks	in	the	fleet	of	passenger	
vehicles.	Average	cost	of	maintenance	and	tires	was	also	obtained	and	added	to	the	fuel	price.	All	costs	
were	determined	at	a	per	mile	basis.	Additional	elements	for	trucks	included	the	cost	of	trailer	lease	
and	driver	wages.	Average	2010	gasoline	price	of	$2.90	and	diesel	price	of	$3.12	per	gallon	(in	terms	
of	2010	dollars)	was	used	for	this	analysis.	From	this	average	a	low	and	high	range	was	determined.	
Table	6	provides	a	summary	of	the	VOC	used	in	the	current	study:	


Table 7: Vehicle Operating Cost (2010 $/mile) 


($/mile)  Auto  Medium Truck  Heavy Truck 


Low  $  0.18  $  0.50 $  0.70


High  $ 0 .20  $  0.65 $  0.80


	


Effect of Tolls on Trip Pattern Changes 
It	is	expected	tolling	the	I‐5	bridge	can	affect	trip	patterns	in	the	region.	Trips	that	crossed	the	river	
for	a	particular	purpose	may	be	changed	to	avoid	the	toll	by	choosing	a	destination	such	that	a	river	
crossing	is	not	needed	or	the	trip	is	simply	not	made.	Trips	may	also	shift	mode	to	transit	to	avoid	the	
toll.	Note	the	category	of	trip	pattern	change	discussed	in	this	section	does	not	include	highway	route	
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changes	where	the	same	origin	and	destination	are	maintained.	That	trip	diversion	is	dealt	with	
separately	using	the	CDM	Smith	diversion	modeling	process.	


The	Metro	model	steps	of	trip	distribution	and	mode	split	were	used	to	estimate	these	changes	by	
including	the	toll	as	part	of	the	calculation	process.	As	the	effect	of	tolls	on	certain	trip	pattern	changes	
are	expected	to	be	higher	over	time	the	effect	was	phased	in	over	the	years.	In	any	case	the	effect	of	
tolls	in	the	Low	Scenario	on	reducing	river	crossings	was	high.	For	the	High	Scenario	only	a	minimal	
effect	was	assumed.	


	


Ramp Up 
Ramp	up	is	applied	to	traffic	and	revenue	forecasts	to	account	for	potential	users	adjusting	to	a	new	
situation.	The	ramp	up	percentage	reduces	the	traffic	and	revenue	estimate	by	the	ramp	up	
percentage	for	the	year	applied.	Ramp	up	was	used	on	the	results	for	the	first	three	years	of	tolling	
FY2016	to	FY2018	for	the	Low	Scenario.	A	lower	amount	of	ramp	up	and	only	for	the	first	two	years	of	
tolling	was	used	for	the	High	Scenario.		For	both	the	Low	and	High	Scenarios	ramp	up	was	also	applied	
to	FY2022	and	FY2023	to	reflect	the	substantial	change	in	I‐5	capacity	with	the	opening	of	the	
completed	bridge.		All	the	ramp	numbers	used	are	shown	in	Table	8.	


Table 8: Ramp Up 


  Low Scenario  High Scenario 


Ramp Up 


FY 2016: ‐5%
FY 2017: ‐3% 
FY 2018: ‐1% 
FY 2022: ‐5% 
FY 2023: ‐3% 


FY 2016: ‐3%
FY 2017: ‐1% 


 
FY 2022: ‐5% 
FY 2023: ‐3% 


	


Traffic and Revenue Results 
Traffic	and	revenue	estimates	were	made	using	the	four	step	travel	demand	modeling	process.	The	
steps	of	trip	generation,	trip	distribution	and	mode	split	used	modified	versions	of	the	Metro	modeling	
process.	The	trip	assignment	step	which	includes	route	diversion	used	the	CDM	Smith	toll	diversion	
model	process.	The	model	was	run	for	both	the	Low	and	High	scenarios	for	the	model	years	of	
FY2016,	FY2020,	FY2022	and	FY2036.	Results	for	intermediate	years	were	determined	by	
interpolation	of	the	model	year	results.	For	years	beyond	FY2036	results	were	developed	by	assumed	
growth	results	informed	by	model	year	results.	


Table	9	provides	the	transaction	and	revenue	results	for	FY2016	through	FY2060	for	the	Low	and	
High	scenarios.	The	revenue	results	are	expected	revenue	that	assumes	all	vehicles	pay	the	proscribed	
toll	rate	and	leakage	is	not	included.	The	transaction	and	revenue	results	are	plotted	on	Figures	3	and	
4	respectively.	
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Table 9: Annual Toll Traffic and Gross Revenue (Millions) 


Toll Traffic Revenue


Fiscal Year  Low High Low High 


2016  19.093 28.946    $   61.150    $    84.650  


2017  19.699 30.162 64.620 89.950 


2018  20.326 31.761 68.320 96.590 


2019  20.769 32.791 71.510 101.710 


2020  20.473 32.989 72.220 104.380 


2021  20.732 34.094 74.930 110.030 


2022  24.391 37.326 91.540 167.040 


2023  25.660 38.829 96.680 174.120 


2024  27.259 40.788 103.090 183.250 


2025  28.092 41.566 106.640 187.100 


2026  28.952 42.365 110.300 191.050 


2027  29.840 43.185 114.100 195.100 


2028  30.759 44.028 118.030 199.260 


2029  31.709 44.892 122.100 203.510 


2030  32.690 45.779 126.320 207.880 


2031  33.706 46.690 130.680 212.360 


2032  34.754 47.625 135.190 216.960 


2033  35.839 48.584 139.870 221.670 


2034  36.961 49.569 144.710 226.500 


2035  38.121 50.580 149.720 231.460 


2036  39.321 51.617 154.910 236.540 


2037  39.910 52.392 157.230 240.090 


2038  40.509 53.177 159.590 243.690 


2039  41.117 53.976 161.980 247.350 


2040  41.733 54.785 164.410 251.060 


2041  42.359 55.606 166.880 254.820 


2042  42.995 56.441 169.380 258.640 


2043  43.640 57.287 171.920 262.530 


2044  44.295 58.147 174.500 266.470 


2045  44.959 59.019 177.110 270.460 


2046  45.003 59.108 177.300 270.870 


2047  45.049 59.196 177.470 271.270 


2048  45.094 59.285 177.650 271.680 


2049  45.139 59.374 177.820 272.090 


2050  45.184 59.463 178.010 272.490 


2051  45.229 59.552 178.180 272.900 


2052  45.275 59.642 178.360 273.320 


2053  45.320 59.731 178.530 273.720 


2054  45.365 59.821 178.720 274.130 


2055  45.410 59.910 178.900 274.550 


2056  45.456 60.001 179.070 274.960 


2057  45.501 60.090 179.250 275.370 


2058  45.547 60.181 179.440 275.780 


2059  45.592 60.271 179.610 276.200 


2060  45.638 60.361 179.790 276.610 
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Figure 3: Annual Toll Traffic 


	


	


	


Figure 4: Annual Gross Revenue 
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DRAFT 


Memorandum 
 
To:  Terri Slack 
 
From:  Eugene Ryan 
 
Date:  February 1, 2013 
 
Subject:  Columbia River Crossing Preliminary Toll Revenue Estimates Comparison 
	


	


CDM	Smith	recently	developed	preliminary	traffic	and	toll	revenue	estimates	as	part	of	the	Columbia	
River	Crossing	Traffic	and	Revenue	Study.	These	estimates	establish	a	range	of	possible	toll	revenue	that	
could	be	obtained	by	tolling	the	Interstate	5	bridge	over	the	Columbia	River	between	Portland,	Oregon	
and	Vancouver,	Washington.	The	estimates	have	been	developed	for	both	a	high	revenue	scenario	and	a	
low	revenue	scenario	using	toll	rate	structures	that	are	considered	reasonable.	The	results	of	this	effort	
are	documented	in	our	report	“Columbia	River	Crossing	Traffic	and	Revenue	Study,	Preliminary	Low	
and	High	Scenario	Gross	Toll	Revenue	Estimates,	January	30,	2013.”	


As	part	of	the	overall	Comprehensive	Traffic	and	Revenue	Study,	traffic	and	revenue	estimates	will	be	
produced	later	this	year	to	support	potential	financing	of	the	project.	This	level	of	study	includes	data	
collection	such	as	the	conduct	of	origin‐destination	studies,	travel	time	studies,	stated	preference	
surveys,	preparation	of	independent	socioeconomic	forecasts	and	toll	model	refinements.	The	data	
collection	phase	of	the	study	is	going	on	now.	When	completed	that	data	will	be	used	to	refine	the	
modeling	process	to	meet	the	standard	level	typically	required	for	a	Comprehensive	Traffic	and	Revenue	
Study.	It	should	be	noted	that	the	model	currently	developed	is	not	at	that	level.	The	model	parameters	
used	in	the	preliminary	estimates	were	chosen	based	on	past	experience	with	the	objective	that	the	
eventual	investment	grade	revenue	parameters	would	fall	within	the	range	used	in	the	high	and	low	
scenarios.		


Neither	the	high	or	low	scenarios	nor	most	importantly	the	mid‐point	between	the	two	constitute	a	base	
case	scenario.	The	high	scenario	uses	model	parameters	that	are	considered	to	be	at	the	upper	end	of	
producing	optimistic	toll	revenue	estimates.	Conversely,	the	low	scenario	assumes	model	parameters	
that	would	produce	more	“down‐side”	toll	revenue	estimates.	Both	the	high	and	low	scenario	use	the	
same	toll	rate	structure	from	assumed	opening	year,	FY2016,	through	the	pre‐completion	period,	
FY2021.	From	FY2022	onward	the	toll	rates	for	the	high	scenario	are	higher	than	the	low	scenario.	The	
toll	rates	in	the	high	scenario	were	chosen	based	on	what	was	deemed	reasonable	but	there	was	no	
attempt	to	develop	or	use	revenue	maximizing	toll	rates.	As	such	the	high	and	low	toll	revenue	streams	
developed	should	be	considered	as	bounds	on	what	toll	revenue	could	be	generated	using	toll	rates	
judged	as	reasonable.	
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The	purpose	of	this	memo	is	to	compare	the	traffic	and	revenue	estimates	previously	developed	for	the	
Columbia	River	Crossing	Project	to	the	estimates	developed	in	this	recent	work.		The	previous	traffic	
revenue	estimate	is	the	Stantec	Scenario	1D	“Low”	case	used	in	the2012	Annual	New	Starts	Report	
Capital	and	Operating	Finance	Plan.	A	modification	was	made	to	change	the	opening	year	to	FY2016.	
These	estimates	will	be	referred	to	in	this	memo	as	the	Stantec	estimates.	The	Stantec	estimates	had	the	
new	bridge	opening	in	FY2021,	while	the	recent	CDM	Smith	estimates	assume	the	new	bridge	opens	in	
FY2022.		Also,	underlying	assumptions	such	as	socioeconomic	forecasts,	toll	rates,	Electronic	Toll	
Collection	penetration,	value	of	time	,trip	pattern	changes	in	response	to	tolling	and	ramp	up	will	in	
general	be	different	for	the	Stantec	estimates	than	the	CDM	Smith	estimates.	


The	Toll	Traffic	figure	below	shows	by	year	the	toll	transactions	for	the	Stantec	estimates	and	the	CDM	
Smith	low	and	high	estimates	from	the	work	referenced	above.	It	can	be	seen	that	the	Stantec	
transaction	estimates	are	higher	than	the	CDM	Smith	high	estimates	in	the	years	up	to	FY2022.	These	
then	track	closely	to	the	CDM	Smith	estimates	through	FY2034,	then	lower	throughFY2055.		


												


																											


The	Gross	Revenue	figure	below	shows	by	year	the	gross	revenue	estimates	for	the	three	scenarios.	In	
general,	the	Stantec	revenue	estimate	is	always	between	the	high	and	low	CDM	Smith	scenarios,	except	
for	the	early	years	between	FY2017	and	FY2021.	
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Parsons	Brinckerhoff	(PB)	took	the	gross	revenue	from	each	of	the	three	revenue	streams	and	
developed	a	net	revenue	stream	using	operating	cost	information	and	leakage	assumptions.		The	net	
revenues	for	the	Stantec	scenario	correspond	to	those	used	in	preparing	the	FTA	New	Starts	final	design	
application	financial	plan.		PB	then	calculated	a	net	present	value	(NPV)	in	FY2018	for	each	of	the	net	
revenue	streams.	The	NPV	is	indicative	of	the	bonding	capacity	of	the	revenue	stream.	The	results	show	
the	Stantec	scenario	yielded	an	NPV	of	$1.45	billion,	the	CDM	Smith	low	scenario	a	value	of	$1.23	billion	
and	the	CDM	Smith	high	scenario	a	value	of	$2.16	billion.	These	results	are	shown	in	the	table	below.		


																																								Net	Present	Value	FY2018		


Stantec	Scenario																											$1.45B	


CDM	Smith	Low	Scenario											$1.23B	


CDM	Smith	High	Scenario										$2.16B	


It	can	be	concluded	that	the	bonding	capacity	used	in	previous	financial	planning	for	the	Columbia	River	
Crossing	project	falls	within	the	range	established	by	the	CDM	Smith	high	and	low	estimates.	It	is	to	be	
reiterated	that	the	CDM	Smith	estimates	used	in	this	determination	are	preliminary	traffic	and	revenue	
estimates	that	were	not	produced	by	the	investment	grade	model	that	will	eventually	be	used	in	the	
Comprehensive	Traffic	and	Revenue	Study	estimates	for	possible	financing	purposes.	
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Marilyn – Please set up a call-in number for this meeting.

 

 

Lois Diemert for Teresa Slack

Sr. Project Coordinator

GTC Program

Jacobs Engineering Group Inc.

206-716-1130

 

  ________________________________  

NOTICE - This communication may contain confidential and privileged information that is for the sole use of the
intended recipient. Any viewing, copying or distribution of, or reliance on this message by unintended recipients is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the
message and deleting it from your computer.

*** eSafe scanned this email for malicious content ***
*** IMPORTANT: Do not open attachments from unrecognized senders  ***



From: HELGERSON Lee A
To: Siegel, Steve; Brodie, Les; Strickler, Kris; Francis, Carley; jmortensen@pragla.com
Cc: boeschtj@cdmsmith.com; ryane@cdmsmith.com
Subject: RE: CDM Smith Report and Memo
Date: Sunday, February 24, 2013 7:11:06 PM

That's fine with me.

From: Steven Siegel [mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 6:37 PM
To: HELGERSON Lee A; BRODIE Les S; StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com;
francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com; jmortensen@pragla.com
Cc: boeschtj@cdmsmith.com; ryane@cdmsmith.com
Subject: CDM Smith Report and Memo

Eugene: Let's go FINAL on memo.

Everyone else: I am good with CDM Smith Report as is. It is now 6:35PM (Pacific),
unless I receive comments otherwise on the report by 7:00 PM (Pacific) CDM Smith
should go final on the report at that time.

Eugene: Please send final version for memo to above list now, and absent
comments otherwise send FINAL REPORT to list at 7:00.

Thanks everyone,

Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com
503-274-0013

mailto:Lee.A.HELGERSON@odot.state.or.us
mailto:SIEGELCONSULTING@aol.com
mailto:les.s.brodie@odot.state.or.us
mailto:StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:jmortensen@pragla.com
mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com
mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com
mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com


From: BRODIE Les S
To: HELGERSON Lee A; Siegel, Steve; Strickler, Kris; Francis, Carley; jmortensen@pragla.com
Cc: boeschtj@cdmsmith.com; ryane@cdmsmith.com
Subject: RE: CDM Smith Report and Memo
Date: Sunday, February 24, 2013 7:12:47 PM

I have just finished reading the report.  I think it is final.
 

Les Brodie 
Chief Financial Officer 
ODOT Financial Services MS #21 
355 Capitol ST NE 
Salem, OR 97302-1166 
503.986.3905

*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****

This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from disclosure
under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or otherwise that you have
received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail, keep the contents confidential,
and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your system.

 

From: HELGERSON Lee A 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 7:11 PM
To: 'Steven Siegel'; BRODIE Les S; StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com;
francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com; jmortensen@pragla.com
Cc: boeschtj@cdmsmith.com; ryane@cdmsmith.com
Subject: RE: CDM Smith Report and Memo
 
That's fine with me.
 

From: Steven Siegel [mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 6:37 PM
To: HELGERSON Lee A; BRODIE Les S; StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com;
francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com; jmortensen@pragla.com
Cc: boeschtj@cdmsmith.com; ryane@cdmsmith.com
Subject: CDM Smith Report and Memo

Eugene: Let's go FINAL on memo.
 
Everyone else: I am good with CDM Smith Report as is. It is now 6:35PM (Pacific),
unless I receive comments otherwise on the report by 7:00 PM (Pacific) CDM Smith
should go final on the report at that time.
 
Eugene: Please send final version for memo to above list now, and absent
comments otherwise send FINAL REPORT to list at 7:00.
 
Thanks everyone,

Steven Siegel

mailto:Les.S.BRODIE@odot.state.or.us
mailto:Lee.A.HELGERSON@odot.state.or.us
mailto:SIEGELCONSULTING@aol.com
mailto:StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:jmortensen@pragla.com
mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com
mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com


siegelconsulting@aol.com
503-274-0013

mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com


From: Steven Siegel
To: JMortensen@PragLA.com; Brodie, Les; Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us; Strickler, Kris
Cc: ryane@cdmsmith.com
Subject: Re: CDM Smith Report
Date: Sunday, February 24, 2013 2:43:13 PM

That is true, Scenario 4 is to be left in, and Eugene will reference it in his memo.

Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com
503-274-0013

-----Original Message-----
From: Jocelyn Mortensen <JMortensen@PragLA.com>
To: Steven Siegel <siegelconsulting@aol.com>; les.s.brodie <les.s.brodie@odot.state.or.us>;
Lee.A.Helgerson <Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us>; StricklerK
<StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com>
Cc: ryane <ryane@cdmsmith.com>
Sent: Sun, Feb 24, 2013 2:42 pm
Subject: RE: CDM Smith Report

Steve, I don’t think it impacts my memo as to my understanding, we were still including the
results of the Scenario 4 analysis.  Is that not true?  I didn’t receive the comment to delete
that scenario (to my knowledge).
 
Jo Mortensen
Public Resources Advisory Group
1950 Mountain Boulevard, Suite 1
Oakland, CA 94611
office: (510) 339-3212
cell: (510) 343-4952
fax: (510) 281-6815
jmortensen@pragla.com
www.pragadvisors.com
 
From: Steven Siegel [mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 2:40 PM
To: les.s.brodie@odot.state.or.us; Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us;
StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com; Jocelyn Mortensen
Cc: ryane@cdmsmith.com
Subject: CDM Smith Report
 
Spoke with Eugene, who is copied on this email so if you have comments about the following please
let him know directly. 
 
I believe Eugene and I have worked out a compromise that works for all parties. Eugene had a
concern that while omitting Scenario 4 results for ODOT purposes is okay, it created problems for the
CDM Smith work as they were initially charged. The compromise is that the conclusion of the CDM
memo will reference the range for all four scenarios and then say something like: if the toll rate
schedule is limited to just the Added Price Point schedule the range is X-Y. This allows a reasonable
springboard to state the narrower range in the ODOT cover memo. 
 
Jo: I don't know if this matters to your memo -- perhaps it negates the comments I sent -- but wanted
you to be aware. 

mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com
mailto:JMortensen@PragLA.com
mailto:les.s.brodie@odot.state.or.us
mailto:Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us
mailto:StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com
mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com
mailto:jmortensen@pragla.com
http://www.pragadvisors.com/
mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com?
mailto:les.s.brodie@odot.state.or.us
mailto:Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us
mailto:StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com


 
Also, CDM will be finalizing their report also this afternoon. So be aware that is coming.
 
I want to thank Eugene for working through this with me.
 
Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com
503-274-0013

mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com


From: Jocelyn Mortensen
To: Siegel, Steve; Brodie, Les; Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us; Strickler, Kris
Cc: ryane@cdmsmith.com
Subject: RE: CDM Smith Report
Date: Sunday, February 24, 2013 2:42:02 PM

Steve, I don’t think it impacts my memo as to my understanding, we were still including the results
of the Scenario 4 analysis.  Is that not true?  I didn’t receive the comment to delete that scenario (to
my knowledge).
 
Jo Mortensen
Public Resources Advisory Group
1950 Mountain Boulevard, Suite 1
Oakland, CA 94611
office: (510) 339-3212
cell: (510) 343-4952
fax: (510) 281-6815
jmortensen@pragla.com
www.pragadvisors.com
 

From: Steven Siegel [mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 2:40 PM
To: les.s.brodie@odot.state.or.us; Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us;
StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com; Jocelyn Mortensen
Cc: ryane@cdmsmith.com
Subject: CDM Smith Report
 
Spoke with Eugene, who is copied on this email so if you have comments about the
following please let him know directly. 
 
I believe Eugene and I have worked out a compromise that works for all parties.
Eugene had a concern that while omitting Scenario 4 results for ODOT purposes is
okay, it created problems for the CDM Smith work as they were initially charged. The
compromise is that the conclusion of the CDM memo will reference the range for all
four scenarios and then say something like: if the toll rate schedule is limited to just
the Added Price Point schedule the range is X-Y. This allows a reasonable
springboard to state the narrower range in the ODOT cover memo. 
 
Jo: I don't know if this matters to your memo -- perhaps it negates the comments I
sent -- but wanted you to be aware. 
 
Also, CDM will be finalizing their report also this afternoon. So be aware that is
coming.
 
I want to thank Eugene for working through this with me.
 
Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com
503-274-0013

mailto:JMortensen@PragLA.com
mailto:SIEGELCONSULTING@aol.com
mailto:les.s.brodie@odot.state.or.us
mailto:Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us
mailto:StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com
mailto:jmortensen@pragla.com
http://www.pragadvisors.com/
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From: HELGERSON Lee A
To: "Jocelyn Mortensen"; Siegel, Steve; Brodie, Les; Strickler, Kris
Cc: ryane@cdmsmith.com
Subject: RE: CDM Smith Report
Date: Sunday, February 24, 2013 3:41:56 PM
Attachments: ODOT CRC Bonding Analysis 20130224FINALv2-clean (HELGERSON EDITS).doc

Jo,
 
Just one edit and a nit to the Conclusion section.  This should be the final final. 

From: Jocelyn Mortensen [mailto:JMortensen@PragLA.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 2:58 PM
To: Steven Siegel; BRODIE Les S; HELGERSON Lee A; StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com
Cc: ryane@cdmsmith.com
Subject: RE: CDM Smith Report

How is this?
 
Jo Mortensen
Public Resources Advisory Group
1950 Mountain Boulevard, Suite 1
Oakland, CA 94611
office: (510) 339-3212
cell: (510) 343-4952
fax: (510) 281-6815
jmortensen@pragla.com
www.pragadvisors.com
 

From: Steven Siegel [mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 2:43 PM
To: Jocelyn Mortensen; les.s.brodie@odot.state.or.us; Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us;
StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com
Cc: ryane@cdmsmith.com
Subject: Re: CDM Smith Report
 
That is true, Scenario 4 is to be left in, and Eugene will reference it in his memo.

Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com
503-274-0013
 

-----Original Message-----
From: Jocelyn Mortensen <JMortensen@PragLA.com>
To: Steven Siegel <siegelconsulting@aol.com>; les.s.brodie <les.s.brodie@odot.state.or.us>;
Lee.A.Helgerson <Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us>; StricklerK
<StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com>
Cc: ryane <ryane@cdmsmith.com>
Sent: Sun, Feb 24, 2013 2:42 pm
Subject: RE: CDM Smith Report

Steve, I don’t think it impacts my memo as to my understanding, we were still including the results of
the Scenario 4 analysis.  Is that not true?  I didn’t receive the comment to delete that scenario (to my

mailto:Lee.A.HELGERSON@odot.state.or.us
mailto:JMortensen@PragLA.com
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mailto:jmortensen@pragla.com
http://www.pragadvisors.com/
mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com
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MEMORANDUM TO:
Les S. Brodie, Oregon Department of Transportation (“ODOT”)



Lee A. Helgerson, ODOT


Laura Lockwood-McCall, Oregon State Treasury (“OST”, and together with ODOT, the “State”)

FROM:
Public Resources Advisory Group (“PRAG”)

SUBJECT:
Columbia River Crossing – Range of Estimated Project Funding Capacity of Net Toll Revenues Based on Updated Traffic and Revenue Projections

DATE: 
February 24, 2013

Summary of Results

This memorandum is prepared in response to ODOT’s request that PRAG prepare an updated analysis to estimate the range of project funding capacity provided by tolling the Columbia River Crossing (CRC) Project bridges. This analysis is based on the preliminary traffic and revenue estimates prepared by CDM Smith and presented in its report titled “Columbia River Crossing Traffic and Revenue Study, Preliminary Gross Toll Revenue Estimates, February 22, 2013” (the CDM Smith Study).  For each of the four traffic and revenue scenarios described in the CDM Smith Study, PRAG modeled the estimated funding capacity based on two sample bonding scenarios, namely (1) 100% State-backed (GO) Toll Revenue Bonds, and (2) up to a $1 billion TIFIA loan combined with stand-alone toll revenue bonds.  In estimating the total project funding available from tolls, we include both the net bond proceeds that can be generated from the projected net toll revenues as preliminarily provided by Parsons Brinckerhoff (PB) on February 22, 2013, as well as the projected net toll revenues available during the pre-completion period (i.e., that period between when tolling commences and when both bridges are fully operational) to fund project costs on a pay as you go (PAYGO) basis.  Based on these data sources and the other assumptions described below, our analysis indicates the following levels of capital funding capacity for each of the scenarios:

Estimated Project Funding Based on Updated Traffic and Revenue Projections


		Amounts in $Millions

		Principal Amount 

		Non-Project Uses of Proceeds

		PAYGO From Pre-Com- pletion Tolling

		Net Project Funding Available 



		

		Standalone Senior

		State-Backed

		TIFIA Loan

		Total

		

		

		



		

		CIBs

		CABs

		CIBs

		CABs

		

		

		COI

		Cap-I

		Reserve

		Total

		

		



		Scenario 1 



		GO   

		-   

		 -   

		 955.7 

		 16.2 

		 -   

		 971.9 

		6.9 

		118.3 

		 -   

		125.2 

		 226.4 

		 1,073.1 



		TRB & TIFIA   

		 -   

		 43.9 

		 -   

		 -   

		 940.8 

		 984.7 

		1.1 

		 -   

		 4.4 

		 5.5 

		 226.4 

		 1,205.6 



		Scenario 2 



		GO   

		       -   

		       -   

		1,075.3 

		 -   

		 -   

		 1,075.3 

		 7.5 

		139.8 

		 -   

		147.3 

		 254.9 

		 1,182.9 



		TRB & TIFIA   

		  95.9 

		25.3 

		 -   

		

		1,000.0 

		1,121.2 

		 3.0 

		 5.8 

		 12.1 

		 20.9 

		 254.9 

		 1,355.2 



		Scenario 3 



		GO   

		 -   

		 -   

		1,408.6 

		 -   

		 -   

		1,408.6 

		9.9

		 211.3 

		 -  

		221.1   

		 363.9 

		 1,551.3 



		TRB & TIFIA   

		501.3 

		 1.9 

		 -   

		

		1,000.0

		1,503.2

		12.6

		 55.6 

		 50.3

		 118.5

		 363.9 

		 1,748.6 



		Scenario 4 



		GO   

		 -   

		 -   

		1,957.0 

		 -   

		 -   

		1,957.0 

		13.7

		 382.8

		 - 

		 396.5   

		 355.8 

		 1,916.3 



		TRB & TIFIA   

		907.5 

		 66.3 

		 -   

		 -   

		1,000.0 

		1,973.8 

		24.3

		 136.6 

		 96.8 

		 257.7 

		 355.8 

		 2,071.9 





Information Sources and Major Assumptions

The following is a description of the data sources and major assumptions employed by PRAG to calculate the above range of estimated project funding potential.   The amount of net bond proceeds that can be generated by projected net toll revenues will ultimately depend on the results actually achieved – i.e., the final projections of traffic and gross toll revenue and net toll revenue, the timing of bonding, types of debt utilized, interest rates, coverage, and debt amortization.  We believe the assumptions detailed below are reasonable under current market conditions, but actual results will vary from those presented herein. These estimates are preliminary and part of an ongoing and increasingly refined analysis of toll funding capacity, leading to the final investment grade traffic and revenue analysis required just prior to issuing debt secured by net toll revenues.

· Gross Toll Revenue – PRAG’s analysis was based on Scenarios 1-4 described in the CDM Smith Study.  The scenarios vary by a number of parameters, including socioeconomic forecasts utilized, toll rates in the post-completion period, value of time, escalation of the pay by mail surcharge, ETC penetration, ramp-up adjustments, among other factors.  These Stage 1 projections will be updated in a refinement study to be prepared by July 1, 2013 and finalized in an investment grade study to be completed by late 2013.  We should also note that all scenarios in the CDM Smith Study assume no additional increases to the basic toll rate after FY2022, when the new facility is projected to be open. (Scenarios 1 and 4 do assume the pay by mail surcharge increases at the rate of inflation through 2036, but the basic toll rate remains unchanged after FY2022.)  This is intended to provide for a more conservative estimate of project funding capacity, which does not rely on on-going future toll rate increases.  This same approach was also assumed in the modeling PRAG completed at the request of ODOT and OST as part of the OST’s July 20, 2011 presentation to Governor Kitzhaber (the 2011 PRAG Analysis.)

· Net Toll Revenue – All toll-backed bonds and TIFIA loans are assumed to be paid after the funding of Operating and Maintenance (O&M) expenses and both tolling and facility Repair and Replacement (R&R) reserve deposits.  This is a conservative assumption that mirrors the assumptions used for the 2011 PRAG Analysis.  As a practical matter, the legal structure for the toll-backed bonds (including TIFIA) to be issued in the future likely will involve a pledge of net toll revenues that deducts only O&M costs and not R&R reserve deposits (which would be paid after debt service).  This approach is consistent with the debt structure used for Washington’s SR 520 project.  However, we also assume that deposits to the R&R reserve are deducted to provide a more conservative range of estimated funding potential as well as to be more consistent with the assumptions used in the 2011 PRAG Analysis.


All preliminary estimates of net toll revenues were prepared by PB, based on the preliminary traffic and gross toll revenue estimates detailed in the CDM Smith Study.

· Project Sources and Uses – To estimate the required timing of toll-backed bond issuances, PRAG obtained data from the CRC project staff that included estimated project funding needs and projected non-toll funding sources.  Project costs were based on the cost refinement study conducted by CRC project staff in November 2012.

· Bond Structuring Assumptions – Provided below is a discussion of the major structuring assumptions of the analysis, which are detailed in Exhibit 1.  We point out several factors that have changed since the 2011 PRAG Analysis, namely:


· Interest rates – Since bonding is now closer than it was in 2011, and the interest rate assumptions used in 2011 were materially higher than then-current market rates, we have reduced our interest rate assumptions by applying an interest rate spread to estimated current market rates for each of the credit structures contemplated.  Since there has been more volatility in tax-exempt rates than in taxable rates in recent years, particularly for lower-rated credits such as would be expected for stand-alone toll revenue bonds, we assume an interest rate spread over current market rates of approximately 1.0% (100 bps) for TIFIA (which is based on the 30-year U.S. Treasury yield), 1.5% (150 bps) over current rates for State GO-backed bonds, and 2.0% (200 bps) for stand-alone toll revenue bonds.


Please note that the actual interest rates achieved on toll-backed borrowing (whether TIFIA, State GO-backed bonds or stand-alone toll revenue bonds) will impact the amount of project funding available from the net toll revenue stream.  Higher interest rates than assumed in our analysis will result in lower project funding, while lower interest rates would produce higher project funding.


· Coverage – In the 2011 PRAG Analysis, we assumed TIFIA debt service coverage at 1.10x.  However, based on the experience of Washington with the SR 520 TIFIA loan, and consistent with the assumption used in the CRC’s August 2012 Annual Section 5309 New Starts Report to the Federal Transit Administration, we have increased that debt service coverage factor to 1.15x.  Similarly, we have increased our debt service coverage factor for the State GO-backed toll revenue bonds to 1.30x from the 1.25x assumption in the 2011 PRAG Analysis.

· Pre-Completion Tolling – In the 2011 PRAG Analysis, we did not assume any pre-completion tolls.  For this analysis, we assume that revenues from pre-completion tolls will be used to pay O&M, and fund deposits to an O&M reserve, R&R reserve, and a rate stabilization fund during the pre-completion period, all as calculated by PB.  Excess net toll revenues available after funding these costs in each fiscal year are assumed to be available in the following fiscal year to fund project costs on a PAYGO basis.  These amounts are summarized in the results table above as “PAYGO from Pre-Completion Tolling.”


· Debt Service Structure – In all cases, we structure the bond debt service to match the shape of the net toll revenue stream.  As stated above, the traffic and revenue projections in the CDM Smith Study assume no additional increases to the basic toll rate after FY2022 when the facility is complete (although both Scenario 1 and Scenario 4 assume the pay by mail surcharge continues to grow with inflation.)  Both net toll revenue and debt service increase only with forecast increases in traffic.  This produces a modestly increasing debt service structure, with compound average growth rates of between approximately 1.3% per year and 1.9% per year during the years when the bulk of the debt is amortizing, depending on the scenario analyzed.  The debt structures for the eight scenarios analyzed are depicted graphically in Exhibit 2.

Conclusion


Based on the updated analysis, the range of toll revenue funding capacity is reasonably estimated to support between $1.07 billion and $1.75 billion in capital funding for the CRC Project.  A scenario testing the impact of a higher toll rate (Scenario 4) yielded an even higher amount of capital funding; however, that scenario is not incorporated in the estimated range.  It should be emphasized that these results are based on CDM Smith’s preliminary Stage 1 projections which will be updated in a refinement study to be prepared by July 1, 2013 and finalized in an investment grade traffic and revenue study to be completed by CDM Smith in late 2013, along with a final net toll revenue report to be completed by PB.  Further, these preliminary projections are based on a number of assumptions, including factors related to toll policy (toll rates and surcharge rates) that will be subject to future decisions of Oregon and Washington policy makers.  

Exhibit 1 – Overview of Major Assumptions

		Debt Vehicle 

		Standalone Toll Revenue Bonds (TRBs)

		State GO-Backed Toll Revenue Bonds

		TIFIA Loan



		Credit Structure

		Secured by Net Toll Revenues (net of O&M and R&R)

		Secured by Net Toll Revenues, plus State backstop of revenues and/or GO pledge

		Secured by Net Toll Revenues



		Amortization 

		Max 40 years

		Max 30 years

		35 years from project completion



		Minimum Debt Service Coverage 

		2.00x Senior;


1.50x Junior

		1.30x (note: FEIS assumed 1.25x)

		1.15x (FEIS assumed 1.10x)



		Interest Rates (reduced from prior analysis) 

		~200 bps over current rates:


Current Interest Bonds: 6.00% (Senior) / 

7.00% (Junior)


Capital Appreciation Bonds: 7.25% (Senior)

		~150 bps over current rates:


Current Interest Bonds: 4.50%


Capital Appreciation Bonds: 5.75%

		~100 bps over current 30Yr UST:


4.25%



		Debt Service Structure 

		Proportional to Net Toll Revenues

		Proportional to Net Toll Revenues

		Proportional to Net Toll Revenues



		Use of Pre-Completion Tolls 

		Fund O&M Reserve, R&R Reserve, and Revenue Stabilization Fund first; use excess to pay Project Costs.

		Fund O&M Reserve, R&R Reserve, and Revenue Stabilization Fund first; use excess to pay Project Costs.

		Fund O&M Reserve, R&R Reserve, and Revenue Stabilization Fund first; use excess to pay Project Costs.



		Debt Service Reserve Fund

		Funded at lesser of Maximum Annual Debt Service, 10% of par, and 125% average annual debt service

		n/a

		n/a



		Bond-Related Expenses (COI)

		2.5%

		Current Interest Bonds: 0.7% 

Capital Appreciation Bonds: 1.2%

		n/a (paid from revenue, not included in loan sizing)





Exhibit 2 – Net Toll Revenues and Debt Service
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knowledge).
 
Jo Mortensen
Public Resources Advisory Group
1950 Mountain Boulevard, Suite 1
Oakland, CA 94611
office: (510) 339-3212
cell: (510) 343-4952
fax: (510) 281-6815
jmortensen@pragla.com
www.pragadvisors.com
 
From: Steven Siegel [mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 2:40 PM
To: les.s.brodie@odot.state.or.us; Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us;
StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com; Jocelyn Mortensen
Cc: ryane@cdmsmith.com
Subject: CDM Smith Report
 
Spoke with Eugene, who is copied on this email so if you have comments about the following please
let him know directly. 
 
I believe Eugene and I have worked out a compromise that works for all parties. Eugene had a
concern that while omitting Scenario 4 results for ODOT purposes is okay, it created problems for the
CDM Smith work as they were initially charged. The compromise is that the conclusion of the CDM
memo will reference the range for all four scenarios and then say something like: if the toll rate
schedule is limited to just the Added Price Point schedule the range is X-Y. This allows a reasonable
springboard to state the narrower range in the ODOT cover memo. 
 
Jo: I don't know if this matters to your memo -- perhaps it negates the comments I sent -- but wanted
you to be aware. 
 
Also, CDM will be finalizing their report also this afternoon. So be aware that is coming.
 
I want to thank Eugene for working through this with me.
 
Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com
503-274-0013

*** eSafe scanned this email for malicious content ***
*** IMPORTANT: Do not open attachments from unrecognized senders  ***
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From: Ryan, Eugene
To: HELGERSON Lee A; STRICKLER KristopherW * Kris; Brodie, Les; Siegel, Steve
Cc: Boesch, Timothy J.; Slack, Terri; Francis, Carley
Subject: RE: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report
Date: Sunday, February 24, 2013 4:58:53 AM

Lee,
 
Thanks for the comments, I will adjust the memo accordingly. I am awaiting word on how this memo
will fit in and as such how the ending should be structured.
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
 

From: HELGERSON Lee A [mailto:Lee.A.HELGERSON@odot.state.or.us] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 2:31 AM
To: Ryan, Eugene; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; BRODIE Les S; 'Steven Siegel'
Cc: Boesch, Timothy J.; Slack, Terri; Francis, Carley
Subject: RE: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report
 
Eugene,
 
Attached are a few of edits and comments to your draft TR Comparison memo.  I gather there is more
to come?  Is this memo a supplemental summary memo to your other memo “Columbia River Crossing
Traffic and Revenue Study, Preliminary Gross Toll Revenue Estimates, February 22, 2013?”  The
expectation is that this will go prime time to the Oregon Legislature on Monday!
 
Regards, Lee
 

From: Ryan, Eugene [mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com] 
Sent: Saturday, February 23, 2013 6:31 PM
To: HELGERSON Lee A; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; BRODIE Les S; 'Steven Siegel'
Cc: Boesch, Timothy J.; Slack, Terri; Francis, Carley
Subject: RE: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report

Lee,
 
I don’t know if you have previously seen it but we also have a summary memo. The latest version is
attached. We are still debating on how the end should be structured so it is not complete.
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
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From: HELGERSON Lee A [mailto:Lee.A.HELGERSON@odot.state.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, February 23, 2013 8:20 PM
To: Ryan, Eugene; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; BRODIE Les S; 'Steven Siegel'
Subject: FW: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report
 
Eugene,
 
Your draft memo was forwardedto me separately.   Were you intending to provide a summary of
the results of your analysis?  I see on page 11 a section titled "Traffic and Revenue Results" but it
appears to be merely a brief review of the modeling process and assumptions.  The section refers to
results on the following table and figures but leaves it to the reader to interpret those results.  While
some folks reading this memo will have a keen understanding of traffic and revenue analysis many
others will not.  Legislators and other policy makers are among the audience for this memo.  I would
expect that they would appreciate a brief summary that provides in lay terms some conclusions of your
analysis.
 
Please contact me if you have questions. Also, going forward, please do include Les Brodie, ODOT
CFO, and me on all relevant communications regarding the T&R analysis.  We are most interested in
the process and ultimate T&R analysis results.
 
Best regards, Lee
 

Lee Alan Helgerson 
ODOT - Debt &Quantitative Analysis Manager 
355 Capitol St. NE, MS 21
Salem, OR  97301-3871
Tel: (503) 986-6634
Mobile: (503) 383-8451
Fax: (503) 986-3907
email: lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us

 
From: Steven Siegel [mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2013 6:15 PM
To: Jocelyn Mortensen
Subject: Fwd: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report
 
You can see cdm smith naming convention in attached -- haven't read this yet, still
draft.  
 
ps I rally am leaving now, will respond to additional items tomorrow morning if
necessary.
 
 
Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com
503-274-0013
 

-----Original Message-----
From: Ryan, Eugene <ryane@cdmsmith.com>
To: Slack, Terri <slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com>; Francis, Carley
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<francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com>; Steven Siegel <siegelconsulting@aol.com>
Cc: Boesch, Timothy J. <boeschtj@cdmsmith.com>
Sent: Fri, Feb 22, 2013 6:02 pm
Subject: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report

All,
 
Attached is the draft of the CRC Preliminary Gross Toll Revenue Estimates report.
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
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From: HELGERSON Lee A
To: "Ryan, Eugene"; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; Brodie, Les; Siegel, Steve
Cc: Boesch, Timothy J.; Slack, Terri; Francis, Carley
Subject: RE: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report
Date: Sunday, February 24, 2013 12:30:38 AM
Attachments: TR comparison memo V8 (HELGERSON EDITS) .docx

Eugene,
 
Attached are a few of edits and comments to your draft TR Comparison memo.  I gather there is more
to come?  Is this memo a supplemental summary memo to your other memo “Columbia River Crossing
Traffic and Revenue Study, Preliminary Gross Toll Revenue Estimates, February 22, 2013?”  The
expectation is that this will go prime time to the Oregon Legislature on Monday!
 
Regards, Lee

From: Ryan, Eugene [mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com] 
Sent: Saturday, February 23, 2013 6:31 PM
To: HELGERSON Lee A; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; BRODIE Les S; 'Steven Siegel'
Cc: Boesch, Timothy J.; Slack, Terri; Francis, Carley
Subject: RE: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report

Lee,
 
I don’t know if you have previously seen it but we also have a summary memo. The latest version is
attached. We are still debating on how the end should be structured so it is not complete.
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
 

From: HELGERSON Lee A [mailto:Lee.A.HELGERSON@odot.state.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, February 23, 2013 8:20 PM
To: Ryan, Eugene; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; BRODIE Les S; 'Steven Siegel'
Subject: FW: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report
 
Eugene,
 
Your draft memo was forwardedto me separately.   Were you intending to provide a summary of
the results of your analysis?  I see on page 11 a section titled "Traffic and Revenue Results" but it
appears to be merely a brief review of the modeling process and assumptions.  The section refers to
results on the following table and figures but leaves it to the reader to interpret those results.  While
some folks reading this memo will have a keen understanding of traffic and revenue analysis many
others will not.  Legislators and other policy makers are among the audience for this memo.  I would
expect that they would appreciate a brief summary that provides in lay terms some conclusions of your
analysis.
 
Please contact me if you have questions. Also, going forward, please do include Les Brodie, ODOT
CFO, and me on all relevant communications regarding the T&R analysis.  We are most interested in
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Memorandum     DRAFT



To:	Terri Slack



From:	Eugene Ryan



Date:	February 22, 2013



Subject:	Columbia River Crossing Preliminary Toll Revenue Estimates





Toll Revenue Forecasting Process for CRC Project 

CDM Smith has been retained to develop traffic and toll revenue estimates for the Columbia River Crossing (CRC) project. The gross revenue estimates are to be provided at three separate and distinct staged time frames. The traffic and toll revenue estimation process is outlined below: 

1)	Preliminary traffic and toll revenue range estimate, January 2013 



a. Estimates from a preliminary tolling model utilizing the most recent Metro travel demand model, CDM Smith’s tolling algorithms, and available traffic counts and other data inputs. 



b. Ranges of key input parameters were assumed based on CDM Smith’s national experience and local characteristics. 



c. Results are summarized in this memo and provide CDM Smith’s estimated range of the expected revenue, which will be further refined in subsequent stages. This range will be further developed to support project financing in the third stage of analysis.





2)	Refined traffic and toll revenue range estimate, July June 2013



a. Preliminary estimates from a model informed by new local traffic and travel information, additional local and regional economic forecasting, and new traffic counts and travel surveys to narrow the range of key input parameters. The toll revenue range is likely to be narrower than the stage 1 range. 	Comment by Lee Helgerson: For the general reader you need to define what stage 1 means.  This report will be read by T&R experts, by legislators, policy makers and the interested public.



b. Additional economic forecast modeling including commercial vehicle forecasting modifications will be conducted and incorporated into the process.



c. Results will reflect preliminary toll policy assumptions. Toll policies will be developed in detail with the transportation commissions and incorporated in the modeling in stage 3.	Comment by Lee Helgerson: You go from Stage 1 to stage 3?  Shouldn’t you address stage 2 before stage 3?



d. Results will be documented in a legislative report to both ’s and ’s state legislatures addressing , among other things, the requirements from the 2012 Washington State budget proviso legislation. These requirements include assessing the impact on toll revenue of exemptions from tolls for vehicles with two or more occupants, toll revenue implications of frequency based tolls, and estimating the toll revenues from vehicle trips originating within the region and outside the region by vehicle type.



3.	Alternative toll policy testing and investment grade revenue forecast, late 2013



a. The stage 2 model will be further refined to meet standards of investment-grade work and used to test toll policy assumptions (including toll rate setting) in an iterative process involving both states’ transportation commissions. 



b. Once agreement is reached on toll policies and rates, final investment grade traffic and toll revenue estimates will be produced.



c. Sensitivity tests of the final estimate will be developed to ascertain the risk of possible variability in input parameters and their effect on traffic and revenue. 



d. An investment grade traffic and toll revenue report will be produced to be used in project financing.



 Stage 1 Traffic and Toll Revenue Forecast Results	Comment by Lee Helgerson: Maybe you should describe why this memo only discusses Stage 1 and not stages 2 and 3?

CDM Smith recently developed preliminary traffic and toll revenue estimates completing stage 1 outlined above. These estimates establish a range of possible toll revenue that could be obtained by tolling the Interstate 5 bridges over the Columbia River between Portland, Oregon and Vancouver, Washington. The estimates have been developed for four scenarios using toll rate structures that are considered reasonable. The scenarios are:

Scenario 1- This scenario represents a reasonable lower bound on what revenue could be expected from tolling the bridge. It uses an economic forecast reflecting a pessimistic economic recovery outlook that includes the assumption of no travel growth between now and 2015. In the estimation process, model parameter values affecting toll revenue are taken at levels that would produce the lowest reasonable level of toll bridge usage.

Scenario 2- This scenario has a more optimistic economic and regional growth scenario. Model parameters values are taken at levels that will produce toll usage at the lower end of the reasonable range but not as low as Scenario 1.

Scenario 3- This scenario uses the more optimistic economic and regional growth scenario coupled with model parameter values that result in toll bridge usage on the high end of reasonable estimates.

Scenario 4 – This scenario uses the same more optimistic regional growth scenario as Scenarios 2 and 3 and same model parameters as Scenario 3. The difference between this scenario and scenario 3 is that this scenario uses a higher toll rates in the post bridge completion period, FY 2022 and beyond.

The scenarios are described in more detail in our report “Columbia River Crossing Traffic and Revenue Study, Preliminary Gross Toll Revenue Estimates, February 22, 2013.”  That report also gives the traffic and revenue estimates for each of the scenarios for all years from FY 2016 to FY 2060. 

None of these four scenarios nor most importantly the mid‐point or average constitutes a base case scenario. Scenarios 3 and 4 use model parameters that are considered to be at the upper end of producing optimistic toll revenue estimates. Conversely, scenario 1 assumes model parameters that would produce lower end toll revenue estimates. All scenarios use the same toll rate structure from assumed opening year, FY2016, through the pre‐completion period, FY2021. From FY2022 onward the toll rates for scenario 4 are higher than the other scenarios. The toll rates in scenario 4 were chosen based on what was deemed reasonable but there was no attempt to develop or use revenue maximizing toll rates. As such the scenario toll revenue streams developed should be considered as bounds on what toll revenue could be generated using toll rates judged as reasonable. 

Figure 1 below shows by year the toll transactions for the four scenarios. Initial transactions estimates start at about 20 to 30 million transactions annually in FY2016 increasing to 45 to 60 million transactions by FY2060. Transactions rise modestly in the pre‐completion tolling period (FY2016 through FY2021) then increase when the new bridge is assumed to be fully open, eventually flattening out in the outer years. 

Figure 1. Annual Transactions



[bookmark: _GoBack]Figure 2 below shows by year the gross revenue estimates for the two scenarios. Initial revenue estimates, in year of collection dollars, start at about $61M to $85M annually in FY2016 increasing to $180M to $277M by FY2060. Revenue rises modestly in the pre‐completion tolling period (FY2016 through FY2021) then increases when the new bridge is assumed to be fully open and toll rates are adjusted to post-completion rate schedules in FY2022. Eventually revenue flattens out after FY2045.




Figure 2. Annual Gross Revenue





Using the gross revenue from each of these revenue streams, Parsons Brinckerhoff (PB) developed net revenue streams that incorporate preliminary operating cost information and uncollectible revenue assumptions.  (See PB Memo “Preliminary Update to CRC Toll O&M Estimates and Net Revenues” forthcoming late February 2013).  



 PRAG, calculated the bonding capacity for each of the four scenarios. These results are presented in Table 3. (Insert summary of PRAG calculation)



  These preliminary bonding capacity results are consistent with the recommendations from the Oregon State Treasurer’s review in 2011 which supported the conceptual toll revenue contribution to capital construction to be a range of $900 million to $1.3 billion.  While different financial parameters could vary this range outcome, it can be concluded that the financial capacity target used in previous financial planning for the Columbia River Crossing project is consistent with the range established by the bonding capacity of net revenues associated with the CDM Smith scenario estimates. It is to be reiterated that the CDM Smith estimates used in this determination are preliminary traffic and revenue estimates that were not produced by the investment grade model that will eventually be developed and used in preparing estimates for use in the financing process.
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the process and ultimate T&R analysis results.
 
Best regards, Lee
 

Lee Alan Helgerson 
ODOT - Debt &Quantitative Analysis Manager 
355 Capitol St. NE, MS 21
Salem, OR  97301-3871
Tel: (503) 986-6634
Mobile: (503) 383-8451
Fax: (503) 986-3907
email: lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us

 
From: Steven Siegel [mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2013 6:15 PM
To: Jocelyn Mortensen
Subject: Fwd: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report
 
You can see cdm smith naming convention in attached -- haven't read this yet, still
draft.  
 
ps I rally am leaving now, will respond to additional items tomorrow morning if
necessary.
 
 
Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com
503-274-0013
 

-----Original Message-----
From: Ryan, Eugene <ryane@cdmsmith.com>
To: Slack, Terri <slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com>; Francis, Carley
<francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com>; Steven Siegel <siegelconsulting@aol.com>
Cc: Boesch, Timothy J. <boeschtj@cdmsmith.com>
Sent: Fri, Feb 22, 2013 6:02 pm
Subject: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report

All,
 
Attached is the draft of the CRC Preliminary Gross Toll Revenue Estimates report.
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
 

*** eSafe scanned this email for malicious content ***
*** IMPORTANT: Do not open attachments from unrecognized senders  ***
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From: HELGERSON Lee A
To: "Ryan, Eugene"; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; Brodie, Les; Siegel, Steve
Cc: Boesch, Timothy J.; Slack, Terri; Francis, Carley
Subject: RE: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report
Date: Saturday, February 23, 2013 6:35:17 PM

I have not.  I'll look at this tonight.  Please do keep me in the loop going forward.  Thanks much.
 

From: Ryan, Eugene [mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com] 
Sent: Saturday, February 23, 2013 6:31 PM
To: HELGERSON Lee A; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; BRODIE Les S; 'Steven Siegel'
Cc: Boesch, Timothy J.; Slack, Terri; Francis, Carley
Subject: RE: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report

Lee,
 
I don’t know if you have previously seen it but we also have a summary memo. The latest version is
attached. We are still debating on how the end should be structured so it is not complete.
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
 

From: HELGERSON Lee A [mailto:Lee.A.HELGERSON@odot.state.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, February 23, 2013 8:20 PM
To: Ryan, Eugene; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; BRODIE Les S; 'Steven Siegel'
Subject: FW: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report
 
Eugene,
 
Your draft memo was forwardedto me separately.   Were you intending to provide a summary of
the results of your analysis?  I see on page 11 a section titled "Traffic and Revenue Results" but it
appears to be merely a brief review of the modeling process and assumptions.  The section refers to
results on the following table and figures but leaves it to the reader to interpret those results.  While
some folks reading this memo will have a keen understanding of traffic and revenue analysis many
others will not.  Legislators and other policy makers are among the audience for this memo.  I would
expect that they would appreciate a brief summary that provides in lay terms some conclusions of your
analysis.
 
Please contact me if you have questions. Also, going forward, please do include Les Brodie, ODOT
CFO, and me on all relevant communications regarding the T&R analysis.  We are most interested in
the process and ultimate T&R analysis results.
 
Best regards, Lee
 

Lee Alan Helgerson 
ODOT - Debt &Quantitative Analysis Manager 
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355 Capitol St. NE, MS 21
Salem, OR  97301-3871
Tel: (503) 986-6634
Mobile: (503) 383-8451
Fax: (503) 986-3907
email: lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us

 
From: Steven Siegel [mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2013 6:15 PM
To: Jocelyn Mortensen
Subject: Fwd: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report
 
You can see cdm smith naming convention in attached -- haven't read this yet, still
draft.  
 
ps I rally am leaving now, will respond to additional items tomorrow morning if
necessary.
 
 
Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com
503-274-0013
 

-----Original Message-----
From: Ryan, Eugene <ryane@cdmsmith.com>
To: Slack, Terri <slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com>; Francis, Carley
<francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com>; Steven Siegel <siegelconsulting@aol.com>
Cc: Boesch, Timothy J. <boeschtj@cdmsmith.com>
Sent: Fri, Feb 22, 2013 6:02 pm
Subject: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report

All,
 
Attached is the draft of the CRC Preliminary Gross Toll Revenue Estimates report.
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
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From: Ryan, Eugene
To: HELGERSON Lee A; STRICKLER KristopherW * Kris; Brodie, Les; Siegel, Steve
Cc: Boesch, Timothy J.; Slack, Terri; Francis, Carley
Subject: RE: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report
Date: Saturday, February 23, 2013 6:31:25 PM
Attachments: TR comparison memo V8 .docx

Lee,
 
I don’t know if you have previously seen it but we also have a summary memo. The latest version is
attached. We are still debating on how the end should be structured so it is not complete.
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
 

From: HELGERSON Lee A [mailto:Lee.A.HELGERSON@odot.state.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, February 23, 2013 8:20 PM
To: Ryan, Eugene; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; BRODIE Les S; 'Steven Siegel'
Subject: FW: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report
 
Eugene,
 
Your draft memo was forwardedto me separately.   Were you intending to provide a summary of
the results of your analysis?  I see on page 11 a section titled "Traffic and Revenue Results" but it
appears to be merely a brief review of the modeling process and assumptions.  The section refers to
results on the following table and figures but leaves it to the reader to interpret those results.  While
some folks reading this memo will have a keen understanding of traffic and revenue analysis many
others will not.  Legislators and other policy makers are among the audience for this memo.  I would
expect that they would appreciate a brief summary that provides in lay terms some conclusions of your
analysis.
 
Please contact me if you have questions. Also, going forward, please do include Les Brodie, ODOT
CFO, and me on all relevant communications regarding the T&R analysis.  We are most interested in
the process and ultimate T&R analysis results.
 
Best regards, Lee
 

Lee Alan Helgerson 
ODOT - Debt &Quantitative Analysis Manager 
355 Capitol St. NE, MS 21
Salem, OR  97301-3871
Tel: (503) 986-6634
Mobile: (503) 383-8451
Fax: (503) 986-3907
email: lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us
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Memorandum     DRAFT



To:	Terri Slack



From:	Eugene Ryan



Date:	February 22, 2013



Subject:	Columbia River Crossing Preliminary Toll Revenue Estimates





Toll Revenue Forecasting Process for CRC Project 

CDM Smith has been retained to develop traffic and toll revenue estimates for the Columbia River Crossing (CRC) project. The gross revenue estimates are to be provided at three separate and distinct staged time frames. The traffic and toll revenue estimation process is outlined below: 

1)	Preliminary traffic and toll revenue range estimate, January 2013 



a. Estimates from a preliminary tolling model utilizing the most recent Metro travel demand model, CDM Smith’s tolling algorithms, and available traffic counts and other data inputs. 



b. Ranges of key input parameters were assumed based on CDM Smith’s national experience and local characteristics. 



c. Results are summarized in this memo and provide CDM Smith’s estimated range of the expected revenue, which will be further refined in subsequent stages. This range will be further developed to support project financing in the third stage of analysis.





2)	Refined traffic and toll revenue range estimate, July 2013



a. Preliminary estimates from a model informed by new local traffic and travel information, additional local and regional economic forecasting, and new traffic counts and travel surveys to narrow the range of key input parameters. The toll revenue range is likely to be narrower than the stage 1 range. 



b. Additional economic forecast modeling including commercial vehicle forecasting modifications will be conducted and incorporated into the process.



c. Results will reflect preliminary toll policy assumptions. Toll policies will be developed in detail with the transportation commissions and incorporated in the modeling in stage 3.



d. Results will be documented in a legislative report addressing the requirements from the Washington State budget proviso legislation. These requirements include assessing the impact on toll revenue of exemptions from tolls for vehicles with two or more occupants, toll revenue implications of frequency based tolls, and estimating the toll revenues from vehicle trips originating within the region and outside the region by vehicle type.



3.	Alternative toll policy testing and investment grade revenue forecast, late 2013



a. The stage 2 model will be further refined to meet standards of investment-grade work and used to test toll policy assumptions (including toll rate setting) in an iterative process involving both states’ transportation commissions. 



b. Once agreement is reached on toll policies and rates, final investment grade traffic and toll revenue estimates will be produced.



c. Sensitivity tests of the final estimate will be developed to ascertain the risk of possible variability in input parameters and their effect on traffic and revenue. 



d. An investment grade traffic and toll revenue report will be produced to be used in project financing.



 Stage 1 Traffic and Toll Revenue Forecast Results

CDM Smith recently developed preliminary traffic and toll revenue estimates completing stage 1 outlined above. These estimates establish a range of possible toll revenue that could be obtained by tolling the Interstate 5 bridge over the Columbia River between Portland, Oregon and Vancouver, Washington. The estimates have been developed for four scenarios using toll rate structures that are considered reasonable. The scenarios are:

Scenario 1- This scenario represents a reasonable lower bound on what revenue could be expected from tolling the bridge. It uses an economic forecast reflecting a pessimistic economic recovery outlook that includes the assumption of no travel growth between now and 2015. In the estimation process, model parameter values affecting toll revenue are taken at levels that would produce the lowest reasonable level of toll bridge usage.

Scenario 2- This scenario has a more optimistic economic and regional growth scenario. Model parameters values are taken at levels that will produce toll usage at the lower end of the reasonable range but not as low as Scenario 1.

Scenario 3- This scenario uses the more optimistic economic and regional growth scenario coupled with model parameter values that result in toll bridge usage on the high end of reasonable estimates.

Scenario 4 – This scenario uses the same more optimistic regional growth scenario as Scenarios 2 and 3 and same model parameters as Scenario 3. The difference between this scenario and scenario 3 is that this scenario uses a higher toll rates in the post bridge completion period, FY 2022 and beyond.

The scenarios are described in more detail in our report “Columbia River Crossing Traffic and Revenue Study, Preliminary Gross Toll Revenue Estimates, February 22, 2013.”  That report also gives the traffic and revenue estimates for each of the scenarios for all years from FY 2016 to FY 2060. 

None of these four scenarios nor most importantly the mid‐point or average constitutes a base case scenario. Scenarios 3 and 4 use model parameters that are considered to be at the upper end of producing optimistic toll revenue estimates. Conversely, scenario 1 assumes model parameters that would produce lower end toll revenue estimates. All scenarios use the same toll rate structure from assumed opening year, FY2016, through the pre‐completion period, FY2021. From FY2022 onward the toll rates for scenario 4 are higher than the other scenarios. The toll rates in scenario 4 were chosen based on what was deemed reasonable but there was no attempt to develop or use revenue maximizing toll rates. As such the scenario toll revenue streams developed should be considered as bounds on what toll revenue could be generated using toll rates judged as reasonable. 

Figure 1 below shows by year the toll transactions for the four scenarios. Initial transactions estimates start at about 20 to 30 million transactions annually in FY2016 increasing to 45 to 60 million transactions by FY2060. Transactions rise modestly in the pre‐completion tolling period (FY2016 through FY2021) then increase when the new bridge is assumed to be fully open, eventually flattening out in the outer years. 

Figure 1. Annual Transactions



[bookmark: _GoBack]Figure 2 below shows by year the gross revenue estimates for the two scenarios. Initial revenue estimates, in year of collection dollars, start at about $61M to $85M annually in FY2016 increasing to $180M to $277M by FY2060. Revenue rises modestly in the pre‐completion tolling period (FY2016 through FY2021) then increases when the new bridge is assumed to be fully open and toll rates are adjusted to post-completion rate schedules in FY2022. Eventually revenue flattens out after FY2045.




Figure 2. Annual Gross Revenue





Using the gross revenue from each of these revenue streams, Parsons Brinckerhoff (PB) developed net revenue streams that incorporate preliminary operating cost information and uncollectible revenue assumptions.  (See PB Memo “Preliminary Update to CRC Toll O&M Estimates and Net Revenues” forthcoming late February 2013).  



 PRAG, calculated the bonding capacity for each of the four scenarios. These results are presented in Table 3. (Insert summary of PRAG calculation)



  These preliminary bonding capacity results are consistent with the recommendations from the Oregon State Treasurer’s review in 2011 which supported the conceptual toll revenue contribution to capital construction to be a range of $900 million to $1.3 billion.  While different financial parameters could vary this range outcome, it can be concluded that the financial capacity target used in previous financial planning for the Columbia River Crossing project is consistent with the range established by the bonding capacity of net revenues associated with the CDM Smith scenario estimates. It is to be reiterated that the CDM Smith estimates used in this determination are preliminary traffic and revenue estimates that were not produced by the investment grade model that will eventually be developed and used in preparing estimates for use in the financing process.
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From: Steven Siegel [mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2013 6:15 PM
To: Jocelyn Mortensen
Subject: Fwd: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report
 
You can see cdm smith naming convention in attached -- haven't read this yet, still
draft.  
 
ps I rally am leaving now, will respond to additional items tomorrow morning if
necessary.
 
 
Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com
503-274-0013
 

-----Original Message-----
From: Ryan, Eugene <ryane@cdmsmith.com>
To: Slack, Terri <slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com>; Francis, Carley
<francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com>; Steven Siegel <siegelconsulting@aol.com>
Cc: Boesch, Timothy J. <boeschtj@cdmsmith.com>
Sent: Fri, Feb 22, 2013 6:02 pm
Subject: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report

All,
 
Attached is the draft of the CRC Preliminary Gross Toll Revenue Estimates report.
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
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From: HELGERSON Lee A
To: "Ryan, Eugene"; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; Brodie, Les; Siegel, Steve
Cc: Boesch, Timothy J.; Slack, Terri; Francis, Carley
Subject: RE: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report
Date: Sunday, February 24, 2013 7:31:59 AM

Eugene,
 
The CDM memo, along with the Parson Brinckerhoff preliminary work regarding net revenues, will
accompany the PRAG memo and an ODOT transmittal memo.  The intended audience for the work
includes the Oregon legislature and policy makers who have requested that they be provided some
comfort regarding the extent of the tolls to support the CRC project.  So, your memo needs to describe
your work to date and provide some explanation/conclusion as to the range of estimated gross
revenues.  While you can't escape all the technical jargon, the memo needs to also be tailored to the
non-T&R inclined and provide a clear explanation of the results of your preliminary work.  CDM's
preliminary work informed PB's net revenue estimates and both informed PRAGs funding capacity
analysis.
 
Kris, Steve, please do weigh in to provide Eugene with additional guidance.  In any event we need to
see CDM's product earliest so that folks can adequately review and provide comments.

From: Ryan, Eugene [mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 4:59 AM
To: HELGERSON Lee A; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; BRODIE Les S; 'Steven Siegel'
Cc: Boesch, Timothy J.; Slack, Terri; Francis, Carley
Subject: RE: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report

Lee,
 
Thanks for the comments, I will adjust the memo accordingly. I am awaiting word on how this memo
will fit in and as such how the ending should be structured.
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
 

From: HELGERSON Lee A [mailto:Lee.A.HELGERSON@odot.state.or.us] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 2:31 AM
To: Ryan, Eugene; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; BRODIE Les S; 'Steven Siegel'
Cc: Boesch, Timothy J.; Slack, Terri; Francis, Carley
Subject: RE: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report
 
Eugene,
 
Attached are a few of edits and comments to your draft TR Comparison memo.  I gather there is more
to come?  Is this memo a supplemental summary memo to your other memo “Columbia River Crossing
Traffic and Revenue Study, Preliminary Gross Toll Revenue Estimates, February 22, 2013?”  The
expectation is that this will go prime time to the Oregon Legislature on Monday!
 

mailto:Lee.A.HELGERSON@odot.state.or.us
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Regards, Lee
 

From: Ryan, Eugene [mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com] 
Sent: Saturday, February 23, 2013 6:31 PM
To: HELGERSON Lee A; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; BRODIE Les S; 'Steven Siegel'
Cc: Boesch, Timothy J.; Slack, Terri; Francis, Carley
Subject: RE: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report

Lee,
 
I don’t know if you have previously seen it but we also have a summary memo. The latest version is
attached. We are still debating on how the end should be structured so it is not complete.
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
 

From: HELGERSON Lee A [mailto:Lee.A.HELGERSON@odot.state.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, February 23, 2013 8:20 PM
To: Ryan, Eugene; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; BRODIE Les S; 'Steven Siegel'
Subject: FW: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report
 
Eugene,
 
Your draft memo was forwardedto me separately.   Were you intending to provide a summary of
the results of your analysis?  I see on page 11 a section titled "Traffic and Revenue Results" but it
appears to be merely a brief review of the modeling process and assumptions.  The section refers to
results on the following table and figures but leaves it to the reader to interpret those results.  While
some folks reading this memo will have a keen understanding of traffic and revenue analysis many
others will not.  Legislators and other policy makers are among the audience for this memo.  I would
expect that they would appreciate a brief summary that provides in lay terms some conclusions of your
analysis.
 
Please contact me if you have questions. Also, going forward, please do include Les Brodie, ODOT
CFO, and me on all relevant communications regarding the T&R analysis.  We are most interested in
the process and ultimate T&R analysis results.
 
Best regards, Lee
 

Lee Alan Helgerson 
ODOT - Debt &Quantitative Analysis Manager 
355 Capitol St. NE, MS 21
Salem, OR  97301-3871
Tel: (503) 986-6634
Mobile: (503) 383-8451
Fax: (503) 986-3907
email: lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us
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From: Steven Siegel [mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2013 6:15 PM
To: Jocelyn Mortensen
Subject: Fwd: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report
 
You can see cdm smith naming convention in attached -- haven't read this yet, still
draft.  
 
ps I rally am leaving now, will respond to additional items tomorrow morning if
necessary.
 
 
Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com
503-274-0013
 

-----Original Message-----
From: Ryan, Eugene <ryane@cdmsmith.com>
To: Slack, Terri <slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com>; Francis, Carley
<francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com>; Steven Siegel <siegelconsulting@aol.com>
Cc: Boesch, Timothy J. <boeschtj@cdmsmith.com>
Sent: Fri, Feb 22, 2013 6:02 pm
Subject: CRCTR Preliminary Estimate Report

All,
 
Attached is the draft of the CRC Preliminary Gross Toll Revenue Estimates report.
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
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From: Jocelyn Mortensen
To: Strickler, Kris; Brodie, Les; HELGERSON Lee A; Laura.Lockwood@ost.state.or.us; Siegel, Steve; Baker, Brent;

Kaehler, Auden; Ryan, Eugene
Cc: Louis Choi; Christopher McAbery
Subject: RE: Draft CRC Funding Memo
Date: Saturday, February 23, 2013 6:31:12 PM

Thanks for the kind words, Kris.  I received one comment (just a missing word – “Crossing” in the
CDM Smith title in the first paragraph.)  Just say the word when you’re ready for us to go final and I’ll
make  a PDF and distribute it around.  I’ll assume that won’t be until tomorrow morning, but I’ll
follow your lead.
 
Jo Mortensen
Public Resources Advisory Group
1950 Mountain Boulevard, Suite 1
Oakland, CA 94611
office: (510) 339-3212
cell: (510) 343-4952
fax: (510) 281-6815
jmortensen@pragla.com
www.pragadvisors.com
 

From: Strickler, Kris [mailto:StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com] 
Sent: Saturday, February 23, 2013 5:55 PM
To: Jocelyn Mortensen; Brodie, Les; HELGERSON Lee A; Laura.Lockwood@ost.state.or.us; Siegel, Steve;
Baker, Brent; Kaehler, Auden; Ryan, Eugene
Cc: Louis Choi; Christopher McAbery
Subject: RE: Draft CRC Funding Memo
 
Jo and others.
 
Fabulous turnaround time.  Thank you so much.  We are crafting a cover memo now and will
hopefully send the entire package (cover, CDM memo, PRAG memo) out tonight for review.  We will
hope to have comments returned to Steve by early morning tomorrow so that we can finalize all of
them.
 
Can’t thank you enough for driving this to this point.  Fantastic job.
 
Thanks everyone.
 
Kris
 

From: Jocelyn Mortensen [mailto:JMortensen@PragLA.com] 
Sent: Saturday, February 23, 2013 4:48 PM
To: Brodie, Les; HELGERSON Lee A; Laura.Lockwood@ost.state.or.us; Strickler, Kris; Siegel, Steve;
Baker, Brent; Kaehler, Auden; Ryan, Eugene
Cc: Louis Choi; Christopher McAbery
Subject: RE: Draft CRC Funding Memo
 
Thank you all for your comments and suggestions.  Attached in clean and redline form is the near-
final version of the PRAG memorandum.  Please let me know if you have any comments before we
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finalize.
 
Jo Mortensen
Public Resources Advisory Group
1950 Mountain Boulevard, Suite 1
Oakland, CA 94611
office: (510) 339-3212
cell: (510) 343-4952
fax: (510) 281-6815
jmortensen@pragla.com
www.pragadvisors.com
 

From: Jocelyn Mortensen 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2013 11:08 PM
To: BRODIE Les S; HELGERSON Lee A; Laura.Lockwood@ost.state.or.us; Strickler, Kris; Steven Siegel;
Baker, T Brent; Kaehler, Auden; Ryan, Eugene
Cc: Louis Choi; Christopher McAbery
Subject: Draft CRC Funding Memo
 
All –
 
Attached is the completed draft memo detailing the funding capacity of the net toll revenue stream
provided by PB earlier this evening.  Please provide any comments to me at your earliest
convenience.  We will plan to go final on this memo by the end of the day Saturday so others can
complete their work for the Monday deliverables.
 
Regards,
 
Jo
 
Jo Mortensen
Public Resources Advisory Group
1950 Mountain Boulevard, Suite 1
Oakland, CA 94611
office: (510) 339-3212
cell: (510) 343-4952
fax: (510) 281-6815
jmortensen@pragla.com
www.pragadvisors.com
 
 
*** eSafe scanned this email for malicious content ***
*** IMPORTANT: Do not open attachments from unrecognized senders  ***
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From: Strickler, Kris
To: "Jocelyn Mortensen"; Brodie, Les; "HELGERSON Lee A"; "Laura.Lockwood@ost.state.or.us"; Siegel, Steve;

Baker, Brent; "Kaehler, Auden"; "Ryan, Eugene"
Cc: "Louis Choi"; "Christopher McAbery"
Subject: RE: Draft CRC Funding Memo
Date: Saturday, February 23, 2013 5:55:27 PM

Jo and others.
 
Fabulous turnaround time.  Thank you so much.  We are crafting a cover memo now and will
hopefully send the entire package (cover, CDM memo, PRAG memo) out tonight for review.  We will
hope to have comments returned to Steve by early morning tomorrow so that we can finalize all of
them.
 
Can’t thank you enough for driving this to this point.  Fantastic job.
 
Thanks everyone.
 
Kris
 

From: Jocelyn Mortensen [mailto:JMortensen@PragLA.com] 
Sent: Saturday, February 23, 2013 4:48 PM
To: Brodie, Les; HELGERSON Lee A; Laura.Lockwood@ost.state.or.us; Strickler, Kris; Siegel, Steve;
Baker, Brent; Kaehler, Auden; Ryan, Eugene
Cc: Louis Choi; Christopher McAbery
Subject: RE: Draft CRC Funding Memo
 
Thank you all for your comments and suggestions.  Attached in clean and redline form is the near-
final version of the PRAG memorandum.  Please let me know if you have any comments before we
finalize.
 
Jo Mortensen
Public Resources Advisory Group
1950 Mountain Boulevard, Suite 1
Oakland, CA 94611
office: (510) 339-3212
cell: (510) 343-4952
fax: (510) 281-6815
jmortensen@pragla.com
www.pragadvisors.com
 

From: Jocelyn Mortensen 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2013 11:08 PM
To: BRODIE Les S; HELGERSON Lee A; Laura.Lockwood@ost.state.or.us; Strickler, Kris; Steven Siegel;
Baker, T Brent; Kaehler, Auden; Ryan, Eugene
Cc: Louis Choi; Christopher McAbery
Subject: Draft CRC Funding Memo
 
All –
 
Attached is the completed draft memo detailing the funding capacity of the net toll revenue stream
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provided by PB earlier this evening.  Please provide any comments to me at your earliest
convenience.  We will plan to go final on this memo by the end of the day Saturday so others can
complete their work for the Monday deliverables.
 
Regards,
 
Jo
 
Jo Mortensen
Public Resources Advisory Group
1950 Mountain Boulevard, Suite 1
Oakland, CA 94611
office: (510) 339-3212
cell: (510) 343-4952
fax: (510) 281-6815
jmortensen@pragla.com
www.pragadvisors.com
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From: Jocelyn Mortensen
To: Brodie, Les; HELGERSON Lee A; Laura.Lockwood@ost.state.or.us; Strickler, Kris; Siegel, Steve; Baker, Brent;

Kaehler, Auden; Ryan, Eugene
Cc: Louis Choi; Christopher McAbery
Subject: RE: Draft CRC Funding Memo
Date: Saturday, February 23, 2013 4:50:41 PM
Attachments: ODOT CRC Bonding Analysis 20130223v1-clean.doc

ODOT CRC Bonding Analysis 20130223v1-redline.doc

Thank you all for your comments and suggestions.  Attached in clean and redline form is the near-
final version of the PRAG memorandum.  Please let me know if you have any comments before we
finalize.
 
Jo Mortensen
Public Resources Advisory Group
1950 Mountain Boulevard, Suite 1
Oakland, CA 94611
office: (510) 339-3212
cell: (510) 343-4952
fax: (510) 281-6815
jmortensen@pragla.com
www.pragadvisors.com
 

From: Jocelyn Mortensen 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2013 11:08 PM
To: BRODIE Les S; HELGERSON Lee A; Laura.Lockwood@ost.state.or.us; Strickler, Kris; Steven Siegel;
Baker, T Brent; Kaehler, Auden; Ryan, Eugene
Cc: Louis Choi; Christopher McAbery
Subject: Draft CRC Funding Memo
 
All –
 
Attached is the completed draft memo detailing the funding capacity of the net toll revenue stream
provided by PB earlier this evening.  Please provide any comments to me at your earliest
convenience.  We will plan to go final on this memo by the end of the day Saturday so others can
complete their work for the Monday deliverables.
 
Regards,
 
Jo
 
Jo Mortensen
Public Resources Advisory Group
1950 Mountain Boulevard, Suite 1
Oakland, CA 94611
office: (510) 339-3212
cell: (510) 343-4952
fax: (510) 281-6815
jmortensen@pragla.com
www.pragadvisors.com
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OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 94611
TEL: (510) 339-3212  |  FAX: (510) 281-6815
WWW.PRAGADVISORS.COM


PUBLIC RESOURCES ADVISORY GROUP


Public Resources Advisory Group



MEMORANDUM TO:
Les S. Brodie, Oregon Department of Transportation (“ODOT”)



Lee A. Helgerson, ODOT


Laura Lockwood-McCall, Oregon State Treasury (“OST”, and together with ODOT, the “State”)

FROM:
Public Resources Advisory Group (“PRAG”)

SUBJECT:
Columbia River Crossing – Range of Estimated Project Funding Capacity of Net Toll Revenues Based on Updated Traffic and Revenue Projections

DATE: 
February 23, 2013

Summary of Results

This memorandum is prepared in response to ODOT’s request that PRAG prepare an updated analysis to estimate the range of project funding capacity provided by tolling the Columbia River Crossing (CRC) bridges. This analysis is based on the preliminary traffic and revenue estimates prepared by CDM Smith and presented in its report titled “Columbia River Traffic and Revenue Study, Preliminary Gross Toll Revenue Estimates, February 22, 2013” (the CDM Smith Study).  For each of the four traffic and revenue scenarios described in the CDM Smith Study, PRAG modeled the estimated funding capacity based on two sample bonding scenarios, namely (1) 100% State-backed (GO) Toll Revenue Bonds, and (2) up to a $1 billion TIFIA loan combined with stand-alone toll revenue bonds.  In estimating the total project funding available from tolls, we include both the net bond proceeds that can be generated from the projected net toll revenues as preliminarily provided by Parsons Brinckerhoff (PB) on February 22, 2013, as well as the projected net toll revenues available during the pre-completion period to fund project costs on a pay as you go (PAYGO) basis.  Based on these data sources and the other assumptions described below, our analysis indicates that the projected net toll revenue scenarios are estimated to support between approximately $1.07 billion and $2.07 billion of project funding, as detailed in the table below.

Estimated Project Funding Based on Updated Traffic and Revenue Projections


		Amounts in $Millions

		Principal Amount 

		Non-Project Uses of Proceeds

		PAYGO From Pre-Com- pletion Tolling

		Net Project Funding Available 



		

		Standalone Senior

		State-Backed

		TIFIA Loan

		Total

		

		

		



		

		CIBs

		CABs

		CIBs

		CABs

		

		

		COI

		Cap-I

		Reserve

		Total

		

		



		Scenario 1 – Also known as “CDM Smith Low”



		GO   

		-   

		 -   

		 955.7 

		 16.2 

		 -   

		 971.9 

		6.9 

		118.3 

		 -   

		125.2 

		 226.4 

		 1,073.1 



		TRB & TIFIA   

		 -   

		 43.9 

		 -   

		 -   

		 940.8 

		 984.7 

		1.1 

		 -   

		 4.4 

		 5.5 

		 226.4 

		 1,205.6 



		Scenario 2 – Also known as “CDM Supplemental 2”



		GO   

		       -   

		       -   

		1,075.3 

		 -   

		 -   

		 1,075.3 

		 7.5 

		139.8 

		 -   

		147.3 

		 254.9 

		 1,182.9 



		TRB & TIFIA   

		  95.9 

		25.3 

		 -   

		

		1,000.0 

		1,121.2 

		 3.0 

		 5.8 

		 12.1 

		 20.9 

		 254.9 

		 1,355.2 



		Scenario 3 – Also known as “CDM Supplemental 1”



		GO   

		 -   

		 -   

		1,408.6 

		 -   

		 -   

		1,408.6 

		9.9

		 211.3 

		 -  

		221.1   

		 363.9 

		 1,551.3 



		TRB & TIFIA   

		501.3 

		 1.9 

		 -   

		

		1,000.0

		1,503.2

		12.6

		 55.6 

		 50.3

		 118.5

		 363.9 

		 1,748.6 



		Scenario 4 – Also known as “CDM Smith High”



		GO   

		 -   

		 -   

		1,957.0 

		 -   

		 -   

		1,957.0 

		13.7

		 382.8

		 - 

		 396.5   

		 355.8 

		 1,916.3 



		TRB & TIFIA   

		907.5 

		 66.3 

		 -   

		 -   

		1,000.0 

		1,973.8 

		24.3

		 136.6 

		 96.8 

		 257.7 

		 355.8 

		 2,071.9 





Information Sources and Major Assumptions

The following is a description of the data sources and major assumptions employed by PRAG to calculate the above range of estimated project funding potential.   The amount of net bond proceeds that can be generated by projected net toll revenues will ultimately depend on the results actually achieved – i.e., the final projections of traffic and gross toll revenue and net toll revenue, the timing of bonding, types of debt utilized, interest rates, coverage, and debt amortization.  We believe the assumptions detailed below are reasonable under current market conditions, but actual results will vary from those presented herein. These estimates are preliminary and part of an ongoing and increasingly refined analysis of toll funding capacity, leading to the final investment grade traffic and revenue analysis required just prior to issuing debt secured by net toll revenues.

· Gross Toll Revenue – PRAG’s analysis was based on Scenarios 1-4 described in the CDM Smith Study.  The scenarios vary by a number of parameters, including socioeconomic forecasts utilized, toll rates in the post-completion period, value of time, escalation of the pay by mail surcharge, ETC penetration, ramp-up adjustments, among other factors.  These projections are very preliminary in nature and are not yet investment grade quality.  We should also note that all scenarios in the CDM Smith Study assume no additional increases to the basic toll rate after FY2022, when the new facility is projected to be open. (Scenarios 1 and 4 do assume the pay by mail surcharge increases at the rate of inflation throughout the projection period, but the basic toll rate remains unchanged after FY2022.)  This is intended to provide for a more conservative estimate of project funding capacity, which does not rely on on-going future toll rate increases.  This same approach was also assumed in the modeling PRAG completed at the request of ODOT and OST as part of the OST’s July 20, 2011 presentation to Governor Kitzhaber (the 2011 PRAG Analysis).

· Net Toll Revenue – All toll-backed bonds and TIFIA loans are assumed to be paid after the funding of Operating and Maintenance (O&M) expenses and both tolling and facility Repair and Replacement (R&R) reserve deposits.  This is a conservative assumption that mirrors the assumptions used for the 2011 PRAG Analysis.  As a practical matter, the legal structure for the toll-backed bonds (including TIFIA) to be issued in the future likely will involve a pledge of net toll revenues that deducts only O&M costs and not R&R reserve deposits (which would be paid after debt service).  This approach is consistent with the debt structure used for Washington’s SR 520 project.  However, we also assume that deposits to the R&R reserve are deducted to provide a more conservative range of estimated funding potential as well as to be more consistent with the assumptions used in the 2011 PRAG Analysis.


All preliminary estimates of net toll revenues were prepared by PB, based on the preliminary traffic and gross toll revenue estimates detailed in the CDM Smith Study.

· Project Sources and Uses – To estimate the required timing of toll-backed bond issuances, PRAG obtained data from the CRC project staff that included estimated project funding needs and projected non-toll funding sources.  Project costs were based on the cost refinement study conducted by CRC project staff in November 2012 and do include costs related to the increased bridge height requirements.  These estimates do not, however, include any estimated mitigation costs.

· Bond Structuring Assumptions – Provided below is a discussion of the major structuring assumptions of the analysis, which are detailed in Exhibit 1.  We point out several factors that have changed since the 2011 PRAG Analysis, namely:


· Interest rates – Since bonding is now closer than it was in 2011, and the interest rate assumptions used in 2011 were materially higher than then-current market rates, we have reduced our interest rate assumptions by applying an interest rate spread to estimated current market rates for each of the credit structures contemplated.  Since there has been more volatility in tax-exempt rates than in taxable rates in recent years, particularly for lower-rated credits such as would be expected for stand-alone toll revenue bonds, we assume an interest rate spread over current market rates of approximately 1.0% (100 bps) for TIFIA (which is based on the 30-year U.S. Treasury yield), 1.5% (150 bps) over current rates for State GO-backed bonds, and 2.0% (200 bps) for stand-alone toll revenue bonds.


Please note that the actual interest rates achieved on toll-backed borrowing (whether TIFIA, State GO-backed bonds or stand-alone toll revenue bonds) will impact the amount of project funding available from the net toll revenue stream.  Higher interest rates than assumed in our analysis will result in lower project funding, while lower interest rates would produce higher project funding.


· Coverage – In the 2011 PRAG Analysis, we assumed TIFIA debt service coverage at 1.10x.  However, based on the experience of Washington with the SR 520 TIFIA loan, and consistent with the assumption used in the August 2012 Annual Section 5309 New Starts Report to the Federal Transit Administration, we have increased that debt service coverage factor to 1.15x.  Similarly, we have increased our debt service coverage factor for the State GO-backed toll revenue bonds to 1.30x from the 1.25x assumption in the 2011 PRAG Analysis.

· Pre-Completion Tolling – In the 2011 PRAG Analysis, we did not assume any pre-completion tolls.  For this analysis, we assume that revenues from pre-completion tolls will be used to pay O&M, and fund deposits to an O&M reserve, R&R reserve, and a rate stabilization fund during the pre-completion period, all as calculated by PB.  Excess net toll revenues available after funding these costs in each fiscal year are assumed to be available in the following fiscal year to fund project costs on a PAYGO basis.  These amounts are summarized in the results table above as “PAYGO from Pre-Completion Tolling.”


· Debt Service Structure – In all cases, we structure the bond debt service to match the shape of the net toll revenue stream.  As stated above, the traffic and revenue projections in the CDM Smith Study assume no additional increases to the basic toll rate after FY2022 when the facility is complete (although both Scenario 1 and Scenario 4 assume the pay by mail surcharge continues to grow with inflation.)  Both net toll revenue and debt service increase only with forecast increases in traffic.  This produces a modestly increasing debt service structure, with compound average growth rates of between approximately 1.3% per year and 1.9% per year during the years when the bulk of the debt is amortizing, depending on the scenario analyzed.  The debt structures for the eight scenarios analyzed are depicted graphically in Exhibit 2.

Conclusion


Based on the preliminary projections of traffic and gross toll revenue provided in the CDM Smith Study, and the preliminary projections of net toll revenue provided by PB, as well as all of the other major assumptions laid out above, the preliminary range of net toll revenues can support between $1.07 billion and $2.07 billion of project funding for the CRC.  However, it should be emphasized that these results are based on very preliminary projections that are not yet of investment grade quality, as that process is still ongoing.  The final investment grade traffic and revenue study being prepared by CDM Smith and the final net revenue report being prepared by PB are not expected to be completed until approximately November 2013.  Further, these preliminary projections are based on a number of assumptions, including factors related to toll policy (toll rates and surcharge rates) that will be subject to future decisions of Oregon and Washington policy makers.  

To the extent that the final investment grade traffic and revenue study and corresponding net revenue report provides theoretical funding levels that exceed the amounts required to fund the CRC project, this may offer any of a number of opportunities, including but not limited to: (a) backfilling funding sources that do not materialize in the amounts expected; (b) structuring toll-backed bonds with higher coverage and better credit quality, potentially eliminating the possibility that either state may be required to provide credit enhancements such as GO-backing; and (c) providing capacity to refund portions of both states’ equity contributions at some point in the future.  However, given the final results of the investment grade traffic and revenue study will not be available until late 2013, any discussion of the use of excess funding capacity, should it exist, is premature.

Exhibit 1 – Overview of Major Assumptions

		Debt Vehicle 

		Standalone Toll Revenue Bonds (TRBs)

		State GO-Backed Toll Revenue Bonds

		TIFIA Loan



		Credit Structure

		Secured by Net Toll Revenues (net of O&M and R&R)

		Secured by Net Toll Revenues, plus State backstop of revenues and/or GO pledge

		Secured by Net Toll Revenues



		Amortization 

		Max 40 years

		Max 30 years

		35 years from project completion



		Minimum Debt Service Coverage 

		2.00x Senior;


1.50x Junior

		1.30x (note: FEIS assumed 1.25x)

		1.15x (FEIS assumed 1.10x)



		Interest Rates (reduced from prior analysis) 

		~200 bps over current rates:


Current Interest Bonds: 6.00% (Senior) / 7.00% (Junior)


Capital Appreciation Bonds: 7.25% (Senior)

		~150 bps over current rates:


Current Interest Bonds: 4.50%


Capital Appreciation Bonds: 5.75%

		~100 bps over current 30Yr UST:


4.25%



		Debt Service Structure 

		Proportional to Net Toll Revenues

		Proportional to Net Toll Revenues

		Proportional to Net Toll Revenues



		Use of Pre-Completion Tolls 

		Fund O&M Reserve, R&R Reserve, and Revenue Stabilization Fund first; use excess to pay Project Costs.

		Fund O&M Reserve, R&R Reserve, and Revenue Stabilization Fund first; use excess to pay Project Costs.

		Fund O&M Reserve, R&R Reserve, and Revenue Stabilization Fund first; use excess to pay Project Costs.



		Debt Service Reserve Fund

		Funded at lesser of Maximum Annual Debt Service, 10% of par, and 125% average annual debt service

		n/a

		n/a



		Bond-Related Expenses (COI)

		2.5%

		Current Interest Bonds: 0.7% 

Capital Appreciation Bonds: 1.2%

		n/a (paid from revenue, not included in loan sizing)





Exhibit 2 – Net Toll Revenues and Debt Service
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(Debt Service, $ in millions)


Scenario 1: GO-Backed –No TIFIA
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(Debt Service, $ in millions)


Scenario 2: GO-Backed –No TIFIA
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(Debt Service, $ in millions)


Scenario 3: GO-Backed –No TIFIA
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(Debt Service, $ in millions)


Scenario 4: GO-Backed –No TIFIA
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(Debt Service, $ in millions)


Scenario 1: TRBs & TIFIA
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(Debt Service, $ in millions)


Scenario 2: TRBs & TIFIA
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(Debt Service, $ in millions)


Scenario 3: TRBs & TIFIA
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(Debt Service, $ in millions)


Scenario 4: TRBs & TIFIA
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						Sr. CIB Prn			Sr. Int			SR CAB PRn			Column1			TIFIA Prn.			TIFIA Int.			Net Revenue									1000000						1000


			2022			0			30078000			0			0			1475676.49999999			50198747.5			94015287.7586633									94015287.7586633						0			30078000			0			0			1475676.49999999			50198747.5


			2023			2420000			30078000			0			0			1476160.75125			50136031.24875			96726721.0973512									96726721.0973512						2420000			30078000			0			0			1476160.75125			50136031.24875


			2024			6982200			29932800			0			0			1476009.58317811			50073294.4168219			101733949.77934									101733949.77934						6982200			29932800			0			0			1476009.58317811			50073294.4168219


			2025			8825132			29513868			0			0			1477167.9904632			50010564.0095368			103300742.667127									103300742.667127						8825132			29513868			0			0			1477167.9904632			50010564.0095368


			2026			10877639.92			28984360.08			0			0			1476341.63005787			49947784.3699421			104979045.204425									104979045.204425						10877639.92			28984360.08			0			0			1476341.63005787			49947784.3699421


			2027			14531298.3152			28331701.6848			0			0			1476922.14933533			49885039.8506647			108358707.39624									108358707.39624						14531298.3152			28331701.6848			0			0			1476922.14933533			49885039.8506647


			2028			18290176.214112			27459823.785888			0			0			1476070.34068208			49822270.6593179			111605592.673111									111605592.673111						18290176.214112			27459823.785888			0			0			1476070.34068208			49822270.6593179


			2029			6318586.78695872			26362413.2130413			0			0			14591392.3301611			49759537.6698389			111586720.318309									111586720.318309						6318586.78695872			26362413.2130413			0			0			14591392.3301611			49759537.6698389


			2030			4093701.99417624			25983298.0058238			0			0			13187003.5041929			49139403.4958071			106263919.106919									106263919.106919						4093701.99417624			25983298.0058238			0			0			13187003.5041929			49139403.4958071


			2031			4339324.11382682			25737675.8861732			0			0			15211470.1531211			48578955.8468789			107947540.822451									107947540.822451						4339324.11382682			25737675.8861732			0			0			15211470.1531211			48578955.8468789


			2032			4599683.56065643			25477316.4393436			0			0			16701062.6346288			47932468.3653712			108917110.769716									108917110.769716						4599683.56065643			25477316.4393436			0			0			16701062.6346288			47932468.3653712


			2033			4875664.57429581			25201335.4257042			0			0			17089201.7966005			47222673.2033995			108547207.333831									108547207.333831						4875664.57429581			25201335.4257042			0			0			17089201.7966005			47222673.2033995


			2034			5168204.44875356			24908795.5512464			0			0			20757762.872956			46496382.127044			111930817.474747									111930817.474747						5168204.44875356			24908795.5512464			0			0			20757762.872956			46496382.127044


			2035			5478296.71567878			24598703.2843212			0			0			28782583.7950566			45614177.2049434			120144825.379425									120144825.379425						5478296.71567878			24598703.2843212			0			0			28782583.7950566			45614177.2049434


			2036			5806994.5186195			24270005.4813805			0			0			30054656.6063466			44390917.3936534			120200960.741341									120200960.741341						5806994.5186195			24270005.4813805			0			0			30054656.6063466			44390917.3936534


			2037			6156414.18973668			23921585.8102633			0			0			32838886.5121163			43113594.4878837			121935054.021265									121935054.021265						6156414.18973668			23921585.8102633			0			0			32838886.5121163			43113594.4878837


			2038			6524799.04112088			23552200.9588791			0			0			37023392.1888812			41717941.8111188			125141084.968037									125141084.968037						6524799.04112088			23552200.9588791			0			0			37023392.1888812			41717941.8111188


			2039			6916286.98358813			23160713.0164119			0			0			39516432.3569087			40144447.6430913			126198562.494688									126198562.494688						6916286.98358813			23160713.0164119			0			0			39516432.3569087			40144447.6430913


			2040			7331264.20260342			22745735.7973966			0			0			41845650.7320773			38464999.2679227			126945798.544933									126945798.544933						7331264.20260342			22745735.7973966			0			0			41845650.7320773			38464999.2679227


			2041			7772140.05475962			22305859.9452404			0			0			46009617.8881906			36686559.1118094			129690303.690481									129690303.690481						7772140.05475962			22305859.9452404			0			0			46009617.8881906			36686559.1118094


			2042			8237468.45804519			21839531.5419548			0			0			48080072.6484387			34731150.3515613			129821457.348403									129821457.348403						8237468.45804519			21839531.5419548			0			0			48080072.6484387			34731150.3515613


			2043			8731716.56552791			21345283.4344721			0			0			46568457.7359973			32687747.2640027			125733185.811862									125733185.811862						8731716.56552791			21345283.4344721			0			0			46568457.7359973			32687747.2640027


			2044			9256619.55945958			20821380.4405404			0			0			49362884.1897772			30708587.8102228			126671892.895617									126671892.895617						9256619.55945958			20821380.4405404			0			0			49362884.1897772			30708587.8102228


			2045			9811016.73302716			20265983.2669728			0			0			43596328.7678427			28610665.2321573			117626593.832864									117626593.832864						9811016.73302716			20265983.2669728			0			0			43596328.7678427			28610665.2321573


			2046			10399677.7370088			19677322.2629912			0			0			44735348.740476			26757821.2595239			116805696.10129									116805696.10129						10399677.7370088			19677322.2629912			0			0			44735348.740476			26757821.2595239


			2047			11023658.4012293			19053341.5987707			0			0			46436336.0619463			24856568.9380537			116575391.827991									116575391.827991						11023658.4012293			19053341.5987707			0			0			46436336.0619463			24856568.9380537


			2048			11685077.9053031			18391922.0946969			0			0			51814058.344579			22883024.655421			120490195.742922									120490195.742922						11685077.9053031			18391922.0946969			0			0			51814058.344579			22883024.655421


			2049			12386182.5796213			17690817.4203787			0			0			52961304.8242236			20680927.1757764			119277117.43352									119277117.43352						12386182.5796213			17690817.4203787			0			0			52961304.8242236			20680927.1757764


			2050			13129353.5343985			16947646.4656015			0			0			59814889.2792531			18430071.7207469			124570255.746711									124570255.746711						13129353.5343985			16947646.4656015			0			0			59814889.2792531			18430071.7207469


			2051			13917114.7464624			16159885.2535376			0			0			60985263.0736214			15887938.9263786			122992732.996676									122992732.996676						13917114.7464624			16159885.2535376			0			0			60985263.0736214			15887938.9263786


			2052			14752141.6312502			15324858.3687498			0			0			61448900.7542503			13296065.2457497			120545261.041707									120545261.041707						14752141.6312502			15324858.3687498			0			0			61448900.7542503			13296065.2457497


			2053			15638270.1291252			14439729.8708748			0			0			59799740.0363059			10684486.9636941			115646561.913236									115646561.913236						15638270.1291252			14439729.8708748			0			0			59799740.0363059			10684486.9636941


			2054			16575566.3368727			13501433.6631273			0			0			61079079.9878489			8142998.01215107			114193940.110331									114193940.110331						16575566.3368727			13501433.6631273			0			0			61079079.9878489			8142998.01215107


			2055			17570100.3170851			12506899.6829149			0			0			64426881.8873325			5547137.11266749			115058671.999288									115058671.999288						17570100.3170851			12506899.6829149			0			0			64426881.8873325			5547137.11266749


			2056			18624306.3361102			11452693.6638898			150.0824338585			1849.9175661415			66093991.3519025			2808994.63245586			113829228.454782									113829228.454782						18624306.3361102			11452693.6638898			150.0824338585			1849.9175661415			66093991.3519025			2808994.63245586


			2057			46342764.7162768			10335235.2837232			0			0			0			0			113356331.327553									113356331.327553						46342764.7162768			10335235.2837232			0			0			0			0


			2058			50063330.5992534			7554669.4007466			0			0			0			0			115235490.555261									115235490.555261						50063330.5992534			7554669.4007466			0			0			0			0


			2059			52213130.4352086			4550869.5647914			0			0			0			0			113527411.89582									113527411.89582						52213130.4352086			4550869.5647914			0			0			0			0


			2060			23634695.644648			1418081.73867888			1849473.63922585			30759526.3607741			0			0			115323360.495694									115323360.495694						23634695.644648			1418081.73867888			1849473.63922585			30759526.3607741			0			0


						0			0			0			0			0			0																		0			0			0			0			0			0


						To resize chart data range, drag lower right corner of range.
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			2022			20.0000000041			54448980			0			0			1475532.49999999			50198747.5			122041772.800066


			2023			3846021.2			54448978.8			0			0			1476343.63125			50136037.36875			126393488.605734


			2024			10399782.472			54218217.528			0			0			1476464.23557813			50073292.7644219			133592921.612986


			2025			13594769.42032			53594230.57968			0			0			1476681.96559019			50010543.0344098			136477658.855498


			2026			16982455.5855392			52778544.4144608			0			0			1615372.94912777			49947784.0508722			139522781.163003


			2027			20384402.9206716			51759597.0793284			0			0			3444265.2994657			49879130.7005343			144287505.839106


			2028			23937467.0959118			50536532.9040882			0			0			5313033.574693			49732749.425307			148947751.223539


			2029			26092715.1216666			49100284.8783334			0			0			6070411.50161745			49506945.4983826			150385911.575118


			2030			25752278.0289666			47534721.9710334			0			0			4919963.9904362			49248953.0095638			146574305.18935


			2031			28909414.7107045			45989585.2892955			0			0			6320633.46002973			49039854.5399703			149798412.068995


			2032			31922979.5933468			44255020.4066532			0			0			7533453.382081			48771227.617919			152355083.370313


			2033			34471358.3689476			42339641.6310524			0			0			8322426.15081944			48451055.8491806			153622155.133498


			2034			39062639.8710845			40271360.1289155			0			0			10541668.2622293			48097352.7377707			158668974.751701


			2035			46364398.2633496			37927601.7366504			0			0			14653116.163374			47649331.836626			168583615.35289


			2036			50038262.1591505			35145737.8408495			0			0			15936180.6003174			47026574.3996826			170368768.45086


			2037			54301557.8886995			32143442.1113004			0			0			17545570.2758309			46349286.7241691			172890836.450673


			2038			59549651.3620215			28885348.6379785			0			0			19761925.0125537			45603599.9874463			176870603.781771


			2039			64058630.4437428			25312369.5562572			0			0			21292968.8255872			44763718.1744128			178741841.150122


			2040			68689148.2703674			21468851.7296326			0			0			22780221.0006747			43858766.9993253			180316536.883874


			2041			40538497.1665894			17347502.8334106			0			0			59129210.3932034			42890607.6067966			183891691.840095


			2042			39532806.9965848			14915193.0034152			0			0			65943342.8349145			40377616.1650855			184884303.939379


			2043			41904775.4163799			12543224.5836201			0			0			65976499.9053984			37575024.0946016			181699453.607


			2044			44419061.9413627			10028938.0586373			0			0			70369143.1513778			34771022.8486222			183526391.739039


			2045			47084205.6578444			7363794.34215557			0			0			66270078.7353114			31780334.2646886			175373175.697534


			2046			49909257.9973151			4538742.0026849			0			0			68497033.0815621			28963855.9184379			174695223.369944


			2047			25736442.0474332			1544186.52284599			0			0			98470735.9875285			26052732.0124715			174574711.683188


			2048			0			0			0			0			133439026.266998			21867725.7330015			178602765.586884


			2049			0			0			0			0			138177822.883346			16196567.1166541			177530548.851171


			2050			0			0			0			0			148769674.355888			10324009.6441119			182957736.945318


			2051			0			0			6357017.82279062			53341982.1772094			94148199.6232157			4001298.48398667			181526231.688471


			2052			0			0			8898032.98417294			80721967.0158271			0			0			179240974.894759


			2053			0			0			8077780.50811771			79179219.4918823			0			0			174514696.914359


			2054			0			0			7475451.63553415			79129548.3644658			0			0			173210920.544629


			2055			0			0			7011405.18983547			80106594.8101645			0			0			174236703.506984


			2056			0			0			6496693.35565074			80078306.6443493			0			0			173150590.840018


			2057			0			0			6045908.17122656			80363091.8287735			0			0			172817447.266066


			2058			0			0			5702122.91781514			81701877.0821849			0			0			174807096.080135


			2059			0			0			5269583.37315405			81360416.626846			0			0			173259875.421488


			2060			0			0			4968833.34617125			82639166.6538287			0			0			175216227.816783


						0			0			0			0			0			0
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						Sr. Prn			Sr. Int			TIFIA Prn.			TIFIA Int.			Net Revenue


			2022			0			0			1388126.5			47227742.5			55908249.9400734


			2023			0			0			3676540.87625			47168747.12375			58472081.3872482


			2024			0			0			7676033.86349062			47012494.1365094			62891808.0381368


			2025			0			0			9973156.30268898			46686262.697311			65158332.2647353


			2026			- 0			0			12544019.4455533			46262403.5544467			67627387.1943224


			2027			0			0			16682767.2719893			45729282.7280107			71773858.4896047


			2028			0			0			20856310.8810488			45020265.1189512			75758063.1140494


			2029			0			0			22543359.0934934			44133871.9065066			76678816.1623391


			2030			0			0			19749067.8549669			43175779.1450331			72363574.6567266


			2031			0			0			22963554.238803			42336443.7611971			75094997.734452


			2032			0			0			25799250.2939521			41360492.7060479			77233705.1168528


			2033			0			0			27720416.431445			40264024.568555			78182107.4870497


			2034			0			0			32917058.1297815			39085906.8702185			82803410.4765785


			2035			0			0			42580741.1002972			37686931.8997028			92307824.1307881


			2036			0			0			45620145.5970598			35877250.4029402			93722006.2564816


			2037			0			0			48781596.7849348			33938394.2150652			95127990.5456399


			2038			0			0			53243096.6482946			31865176.3517054			97874514.191634


			2039			0			0			56154343.2558471			29602344.7441529			98620191.4923504


			2040			0			0			58924449.8442206			27215785.1557794			99061270.3834972


			2041			0			0			63544166.9626			24711496.0374			101494013.486947


			2042			0			0			66166886.0585105			22010868.9414895			101404418.724845


			2043			0			0			65319551.7159972			19198776.2840028			97196077.6406001


			2044			0			0			68650473.663927			16422695.336073			97834145.4551013


			2045			0			0			63428015.7946439			13505050.2053561			88473026.2988083


			2046			0			0			65461580.4659163			10809359.5340837			87711581.091589


			2047			0			0			67979758.6357177			8027242.36428226			87408051.3661896


			2048			0			0			74145582.3777357			5138102.62226425			91176238.529675


			2049			3616598.50425955			25910401.4957405			46750949.9108349			1986915.37121048			90004395.5663421


			2050			5445390.49066307			42235609.5093369			0			0			95361624.6523136


			2051			4996039.50166151			41921960.4983385			0			0			93835305.1036053


			2052			4545721.29153508			41238278.7084649			0			0			91567965.3814944


			2053			4026068.67412401			39463931.325876			0			0			86979542.757788


			2054			3695042.24483512			39112957.7551649			0			0			85615642.3452184


			2055			3483328.68088419			39797671.3191158			0			0			86561525.2911208


			2056			3204485.08653022			39498514.9134698			0			0			85405512.5794243


			2057			2970442.72588795			39483557.274112			0			0			84908205.676644


			2058			2826205.51602523			40494794.4839748			0			0			86641098.0395457


			2059			2586128.79036874			39928871.2096313			0			0			85030503.9793996


			2060			2465813.60786848			41010186.3921315			0			0			86951005.9201351
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						To resize chart data range, drag lower right corner of range.
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			2022			8932002.00000001			63387450			94015287.7586633												94015287.7586633						8932002.00000001			63387450


			2023			11419661			62985509			96726721.0973512												96726721.0973512						11419661			62985509


			2024			15785259			62471625			101733949.77934												101733949.77934						15785259			62471625


			2025			17700821			61761288			103300742.667127												103300742.667127						17700821			61761288


			2026			19788360			60964751			104979045.204425												104979045.204425						19788360			60964751


			2027			23278576			60074275			108358707.39624												108358707.39624						23278576			60074275


			2028			26823716			59026739			111605592.673111												111605592.673111						26823716			59026739


			2029			28016266			57819672			111586720.318309												111586720.318309						28016266			57819672


			2030			25182536			56558940			106263919.106919												106263919.106919						25182536			56558940


			2031			27610843			55425726			107947540.822451												107947540.822451						27610843			55425726


			2032			29599154			54183238			108917110.769716												108917110.769716						29599154			54183238


			2033			30646575			52851276			108547207.333831												108547207.333831						30646575			52851276


			2034			34628448			51472180			111930817.474747												111930817.474747						34628448			51472180


			2035			42505196			49913900			120144825.379425												120144825.379425						42505196			49913900


			2036			44461111			48001166			120200960.741341												120200960.741341						44461111			48001166


			2037			47795779			46000416			121935054.021265												121935054.021265						47795779			46000416
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OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 94611
TEL: (510) 339-3212  |  FAX: (510) 281-6815
WWW.PRAGADVISORS.COM


PUBLIC RESOURCES ADVISORY GROUP


Public Resources Advisory Group



MEMORANDUM TO:
Les S. Brodie, Oregon Department of Transportation (“ODOT”)



Lee A. Helgerson, ODOT


Laura Lockwood-McCall, Oregon State Treasury (“OST”, and together with ODOT, the “State”)

FROM:
Public Resources Advisory Group (“PRAG”)

SUBJECT:
Columbia River Crossing – Range of Estimated Project Funding Capacity of Net Toll Revenues Based on Updated Traffic and Revenue Projections

DATE: 
February 23, 2013

Summary of Results

This memorandum is prepared in response to ODOT’s request that PRAG prepare an updated analysis to estimate the range of project funding capacity provided by tolling the Columbia River Crossing (CRC) bridges. This analysis is based on the preliminary traffic and revenue estimates prepared by CDM Smith and presented in its report titled “Columbia River Traffic and Revenue Study, Preliminary Gross Toll Revenue Estimates, February 22, 2013” (the CDM Smith Study).  For each of the four traffic and revenue scenarios described in the CDM Smith Study, PRAG modeled the estimated funding capacity based on two sample bonding scenarios, namely (1) 100% State-backed (GO) Toll Revenue Bonds, and (2) up to a $1 billion TIFIA loan combined with stand-alone toll revenue bonds.  In estimating the total project funding available from tolls, we include both the net bond proceeds that can be generated from the projected net toll revenues as preliminarily provided by Parsons Brinckerhoff (PB) on February 22, 2013, as well as the projected net toll revenues available during the pre-completion period to fund project costs on a pay as you go (PAYGO) basis.  Based on these data sources and the other assumptions described below, our analysis indicates that the projected net toll revenue scenarios are estimated to support between approximately $1.07 billion and $2.07 billion of project funding, as detailed in the table below.

Estimated Project Funding Based on Updated Traffic and Revenue Projections


		Amounts in $Millions

		Principal Amount 

		Non-Project Uses of Proceeds

		PAYGO From Pre-Com- pletion Tolling

		Net Project Funding Available 



		

		Standalone Senior

		State-Backed

		TIFIA Loan

		Total

		

		

		



		

		CIBs

		CABs

		CIBs

		CABs

		

		

		COI

		Cap-I

		Reserve

		Total

		

		



		Scenario 1 – Also known as “CDM Smith Low”



		GO   

		-   

		 -   

		 955.7 

		 16.2 

		 -   

		 971.9 

		6.9 

		118.3 

		 -   

		125.2 

		 226.4 

		 1,073.1 



		TRB & TIFIA   

		 -   

		 43.9 

		 -   

		 -   

		 940.8 

		 984.7 

		1.1 

		 -   

		 4.4 

		 5.5 

		 226.4 

		 1,205.6 



		Scenario 2 – Also known as “CDM Supplemental 2”



		GO   

		       -   

		       -   

		1,075.3 

		 -   

		 -   

		 1,075.3 

		 7.5 

		139.8 

		 -   

		147.3 

		 254.9 

		 1,182.9 



		TRB & TIFIA   

		  95.9 

		25.3 

		 -   

		

		1,000.0 

		1,121.2 

		 3.0 

		 5.8 

		 12.1 

		 20.9 

		 254.9 

		 1,355.2 



		Scenario 3 – Also known as “CDM Supplemental 1”



		GO   

		 -   

		 -   

		1,408.6 

		 -   

		 -   

		1,408.6 

		9.9

		 211.3 

		 -  

		221.1   

		 363.9 

		 1,551.3 



		TRB & TIFIA   

		501.3 

		 1.9 

		 -   

		

		1,000.0

		1,503.2

		12.6

		 55.6 

		 50.3

		 118.5

		 363.9 

		 1,748.6 



		Scenario 4 – Also known as “CDM Smith High”



		GO   

		 -   

		 -   

		1,957.0 

		 -   

		 -   

		1,957.0 

		13.7

		 382.8

		 - 

		 396.5   

		 355.8 

		 1,916.3 



		TRB & TIFIA   

		907.5 

		 66.3 

		 -   

		 -   

		1,000.0 

		1,973.8 

		24.3

		 136.6 

		 96.8 

		 257.7 

		 355.8 

		 2,071.9 





Information Sources and Major Assumptions

The following is a description of the data sources and major assumptions employed by PRAG to calculate the above range of estimated project funding potential.   The amount of net bond proceeds that can be generated by projected net toll revenues will ultimately depend on the results actually achieved – i.e., the final projections of traffic and gross toll revenue and net toll revenue, the timing of bonding, types of debt utilized, interest rates, coverage, and debt amortization.  We believe the assumptions detailed below are reasonable under current market conditions, but actual results will vary from those presented herein. These estimates are preliminary and part of an ongoing and increasingly refined analysis of toll funding capacity, leading to the final investment grade traffic and revenue analysis required just prior to issuing debt secured by net toll revenues.

· Gross Toll Revenue – PRAG’s analysis was based on Scenarios 1-4 described in the CDM Smith Study.  The scenarios vary by a number of parameters, including socioeconomic forecasts utilized, toll rates in the post-completion period, value of time, escalation of the pay by mail surcharge, ETC penetration, ramp-up adjustments, among other factors.  These projections are very preliminary in nature and are not yet investment grade quality.  We should also note that all scenarios in the CDM Smith Study assume no additional increases to the basic toll rate after FY2022, when the new facility is projected to be open. (Scenarios 1 and 4 do assume the pay by mail surcharge increases at the rate of inflation throughout the projection period, but the basic toll rate remains unchanged after FY2022.)  This is intended to provide for a more conservative estimate of project funding capacity, which does not rely on on-going future toll rate increases.  This same approach was also assumed in the modeling PRAG completed at the request of ODOT and OST as part of the OST’s July 20, 2011 presentation to Governor Kitzhaber (the 2011 PRAG Analysis).

· Net Toll Revenue – All toll-backed bonds and TIFIA loans are assumed to be paid after the funding of Operating and Maintenance (O&M) expenses and both tolling and facility Repair and Replacement (R&R) reserve deposits.  This is a conservative assumption that mirrors the assumptions used for the 2011 PRAG Analysis.  As a practical matter, the legal structure for the toll-backed bonds (including TIFIA) to be issued in the future likely will involve a pledge of net toll revenues that deducts only O&M costs and not R&R reserve deposits (which would be paid after debt service).  This approach is consistent with the debt structure used for Washington’s SR 520 project.  However, we also assume that deposits to the R&R reserve are deducted to provide a more conservative range of estimated funding potential as well as to be more consistent with the assumptions used in the 2011 PRAG Analysis.


All preliminary estimates of net toll revenues were prepared by PB, based on the preliminary traffic and gross toll revenue estimates detailed in the CDM Smith Study.

· Project Sources and Uses – To estimate the required timing of toll-backed bond issuances, PRAG obtained data from the CRC project staff that included estimated project funding needs and projected non-toll funding sources.  Project costs were based on the cost refinement study conducted by CRC project staff in November 2012 and do include costs related to the increased bridge height requirements.  These estimates do not, however, include any estimated mitigation costs.

· Bond Structuring Assumptions – Provided below is a discussion of the major structuring assumptions of the analysis, which are detailed in Exhibit 1.  We point out several factors that have changed since the 2011 PRAG Analysis, namely:


· Interest rates – Since bonding is now closer than it was in 2011, and the interest rate assumptions used in 2011 were materially higher than then-current market rates, we have reduced our interest rate assumptions by applying an interest rate spread to estimated current market rates for each of the credit structures contemplated.  Since there has been more volatility in tax-exempt rates than in taxable rates in recent years, particularly for lower-rated credits such as would be expected for stand-alone toll revenue bonds, we assume an interest rate spread over current market rates of approximately 1.0% (100 bps) for TIFIA (which is based on the 30-year U.S. Treasury yield), 1.5% (150 bps) over current rates for State GO-backed bonds, and 2.0% (200 bps) for stand-alone toll revenue bonds.


Please note that the actual interest rates achieved on toll-backed borrowing (whether TIFIA, State GO-backed bonds or stand-alone toll revenue bonds) will impact the amount of project funding available from the net toll revenue stream.  Higher interest rates than assumed in our analysis will result in lower project funding, while lower interest rates would produce higher project funding.


· Coverage – In the 2011 PRAG Analysis, we assumed TIFIA debt service coverage at 1.10x.  However, based on the experience of Washington with the SR 520 TIFIA loan, and consistent with the assumption used in the August 2012 Annual Section 5309 New Starts Report to the Federal Transit Administration, we have increased that debt service coverage factor to 1.15x.  Similarly, we have increased our debt service coverage factor for the State GO-backed toll revenue bonds to 1.30x from the 1.25x assumption in the 2011 PRAG Analysis.

· Pre-Completion Tolling – In the 2011 PRAG Analysis, we did not assume any pre-completion tolls.  For this analysis, we assume that revenues from pre-completion tolls will be used to pay O&M, and fund deposits to an O&M reserve, R&R reserve, and a rate stabilization fund during the pre-completion period, all as calculated by PB.  Excess net toll revenues available after funding these costs in each fiscal year are assumed to be available in the following fiscal year to fund project costs on a PAYGO basis.  These amounts are summarized in the results table above as “PAYGO from Pre-Completion Tolling.”


· Debt Service Structure – In all cases, we structure the bond debt service to match the shape of the net toll revenue stream.  As stated above, the traffic and revenue projections in the CDM Smith Study assume no additional increases to the basic toll rate after FY2022 when the facility is complete (although both Scenario 1 and Scenario 4 assume the pay by mail surcharge continues to grow with inflation.)  Both net toll revenue and debt service increase only with forecast increases in traffic.  This produces a modestly increasing debt service structure, with compound average growth rates of between approximately 1.3% per year and 1.9% per year during the years when the bulk of the debt is amortizing, depending on the scenario analyzed.  The debt structures for the eight scenarios analyzed are depicted graphically in Exhibit 2.

Conclusion


Based on the preliminary projections of traffic and gross toll revenue provided in the CDM Smith Study, and the preliminary projections of net toll revenue provided by PB, as well as all of the other major assumptions laid out above, the preliminary range of net toll revenues can support between $1.07 billion and $2.07 billion of project funding for the CRC.  However, it should be emphasized that these results are based on very preliminary projections that are not yet of investment grade quality, as that process is still ongoing.  The final investment grade traffic and revenue study being prepared by CDM Smith and the final net revenue report being prepared by PB are not expected to be completed until approximately November 2013.  Further, these preliminary projections are based on a number of assumptions, including factors related to toll policy (toll rates and surcharge rates) that will be subject to future decisions of Oregon and Washington policy makers.  

To the extent that the final investment grade traffic and revenue study and corresponding net revenue report provides theoretical funding levels that exceed the amounts required to fund the CRC project, this may offer any of a number of opportunities, including but not limited to: (a) backfilling funding sources that do not materialize in the amounts expected; (b) structuring toll-backed bonds with higher coverage and better credit quality, potentially eliminating the possibility that either state may be required to provide credit enhancements such as GO-backing; and (c) providing capacity to refund portions of both states’ equity contributions at some point in the future.  However, given the final results of the investment grade traffic and revenue study will not be available until late 2013, any discussion of the use of excess funding capacity, should it exist, is premature.

Exhibit 1 – Overview of Major Assumptions

		Debt Vehicle 

		Standalone Toll Revenue Bonds (TRBs)

		State GO-Backed Toll Revenue Bonds

		TIFIA Loan



		Credit Structure

		Secured by Net Toll Revenues (net of O&M and R&R)

		Secured by Net Toll Revenues, plus State backstop of revenues and/or GO pledge

		Secured by Net Toll Revenues



		Amortization 

		Max 40 years

		Max 30 years

		35 years from project completion



		Minimum Debt Service Coverage 

		2.00x Senior;


1.50x Junior

		1.30x (note: FEIS assumed 1.25x)

		1.15x (FEIS assumed 1.10x)



		Interest Rates (reduced from prior analysis) 

		~200 bps over current rates:


Current Interest Bonds: 6.00% (Senior) / 7.00% (Junior)


Capital Appreciation Bonds: 7.25% (Senior)

		~150 bps over current rates:


Current Interest Bonds: 4.50%


Capital Appreciation Bonds: 5.75%

		~100 bps over current 30Yr UST:


4.25%



		Debt Service Structure 

		Proportional to Net Toll Revenues

		Proportional to Net Toll Revenues

		Proportional to Net Toll Revenues



		Use of Pre-Completion Tolls 

		Fund O&M Reserve, R&R Reserve, and Revenue Stabilization Fund first; use excess to pay Project Costs.

		Fund O&M Reserve, R&R Reserve, and Revenue Stabilization Fund first; use excess to pay Project Costs.

		Fund O&M Reserve, R&R Reserve, and Revenue Stabilization Fund first; use excess to pay Project Costs.



		Debt Service Reserve Fund

		Funded at lesser of Maximum Annual Debt Service, 10% of par, and 125% average annual debt service

		n/a

		n/a



		Bond-Related Expenses (COI)

		2.5%

		Current Interest Bonds: 0.7% 

Capital Appreciation Bonds: 1.2%

		n/a (paid from revenue, not included in loan sizing)





Exhibit 2 – Net Toll Revenues and Debt Service
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			2023			0			0			3676540.87625			47168747.12375			58472081.3872482


			2024			0			0			7676033.86349062			47012494.1365094			62891808.0381368


			2025			0			0			9973156.30268898			46686262.697311			65158332.2647353


			2026			- 0			0			12544019.4455533			46262403.5544467			67627387.1943224


			2027			0			0			16682767.2719893			45729282.7280107			71773858.4896047


			2028			0			0			20856310.8810488			45020265.1189512			75758063.1140494


			2029			0			0			22543359.0934934			44133871.9065066			76678816.1623391


			2030			0			0			19749067.8549669			43175779.1450331			72363574.6567266


			2031			0			0			22963554.238803			42336443.7611971			75094997.734452


			2032			0			0			25799250.2939521			41360492.7060479			77233705.1168528


			2033			0			0			27720416.431445			40264024.568555			78182107.4870497


			2034			0			0			32917058.1297815			39085906.8702185			82803410.4765785


			2035			0			0			42580741.1002972			37686931.8997028			92307824.1307881


			2036			0			0			45620145.5970598			35877250.4029402			93722006.2564816


			2037			0			0			48781596.7849348			33938394.2150652			95127990.5456399


			2038			0			0			53243096.6482946			31865176.3517054			97874514.191634


			2039			0			0			56154343.2558471			29602344.7441529			98620191.4923504


			2040			0			0			58924449.8442206			27215785.1557794			99061270.3834972


			2041			0			0			63544166.9626			24711496.0374			101494013.486947


			2042			0			0			66166886.0585105			22010868.9414895			101404418.724845


			2043			0			0			65319551.7159972			19198776.2840028			97196077.6406001


			2044			0			0			68650473.663927			16422695.336073			97834145.4551013


			2045			0			0			63428015.7946439			13505050.2053561			88473026.2988083


			2046			0			0			65461580.4659163			10809359.5340837			87711581.091589


			2047			0			0			67979758.6357177			8027242.36428226			87408051.3661896


			2048			0			0			74145582.3777357			5138102.62226425			91176238.529675


			2049			3616598.50425955			25910401.4957405			46750949.9108349			1986915.37121048			90004395.5663421


			2050			5445390.49066307			42235609.5093369			0			0			95361624.6523136


			2051			4996039.50166151			41921960.4983385			0			0			93835305.1036053


			2052			4545721.29153508			41238278.7084649			0			0			91567965.3814944


			2053			4026068.67412401			39463931.325876			0			0			86979542.757788


			2054			3695042.24483512			39112957.7551649			0			0			85615642.3452184


			2055			3483328.68088419			39797671.3191158			0			0			86561525.2911208


			2056			3204485.08653022			39498514.9134698			0			0			85405512.5794243


			2057			2970442.72588795			39483557.274112			0			0			84908205.676644


			2058			2826205.51602523			40494794.4839748			0			0			86641098.0395457


			2059			2586128.79036874			39928871.2096313			0			0			85030503.9793996


			2060			2465813.60786848			41010186.3921315			0			0			86951005.9201351


						0			0			0			0


						To resize chart data range, drag lower right corner of range.
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						GO Prn			GO Int			Net Revenue												1000000						1000


			2022			8932002.00000001			63387450			94015287.7586633												94015287.7586633						8932002.00000001			63387450


			2023			11419661			62985509			96726721.0973512												96726721.0973512						11419661			62985509


			2024			15785259			62471625			101733949.77934												101733949.77934						15785259			62471625


			2025			17700821			61761288			103300742.667127												103300742.667127						17700821			61761288


			2026			19788360			60964751			104979045.204425												104979045.204425						19788360			60964751


			2027			23278576			60074275			108358707.39624												108358707.39624						23278576			60074275


			2028			26823716			59026739			111605592.673111												111605592.673111						26823716			59026739


			2029			28016266			57819672			111586720.318309												111586720.318309						28016266			57819672


			2030			25182536			56558940			106263919.106919												106263919.106919						25182536			56558940


			2031			27610843			55425726			107947540.822451												107947540.822451						27610843			55425726


			2032			29599154			54183238			108917110.769716												108917110.769716						29599154			54183238


			2033			30646575			52851276			108547207.333831												108547207.333831						30646575			52851276


			2034			34628448			51472180			111930817.474747												111930817.474747						34628448			51472180


			2035			42505196			49913900			120144825.379425												120144825.379425						42505196			49913900


			2036			44461111			48001166			120200960.741341												120200960.741341						44461111			48001166


			2037			47795779			46000416			121935054.021265												121935054.021265						47795779			46000416


			2038			52412767			43849606			125141084.968037												125141084.968037						52412767			43849606


			2039			55584786			41491031			126198562.494688												126198562.494688						55584786			41491031


			2040			58660898			38989716			126945798.544933												126945798.544933						58660898			38989716


			2041			63411796			36349976			129690303.690481												129690303.690481						63411796			36349976


			2042			66366214			33496445			129821457.348403												129821457.348403						66366214			33496445


			2043			66207870			30509965			125733185.811862												125733185.811862						66207870			30509965


			2044			69909306			27530611			126671892.895617												126671892.895617						69909306			27530611


			2045			66097303			24384692			117626593.832864												117626593.832864						66097303			24384692


			2046			68440221			21410314			116805696.10129												116805696.10129						68440221			21410314


			2047			71342874			18330504			116575391.827991												116575391.827991						71342874			18330504


			2048			77564691			15120074			120490195.742922												120490195.742922						77564691			15120074


			2049			80121965			11629663			119277117.43352												119277117.43352						80121965			11629663


			2050			87799098			8024175			124570255.746711												124570255.746711						87799098			8024175


			2051			90515907.9999998			4073215			122992732.996676												122992732.996676						90515907.9999998			4073215


			2052			0			0			120545261.041707												120545261.041707						0			0


			2053			0			0			115646561.913236												115646561.913236						0			0


			2054			0			0			114193940.110331												114193940.110331						0			0


			2055			0			0			115058671.999288												115058671.999288						0			0


			2056			0			0			113829228.454782												113829228.454782						0			0


			2057			0			0			113356331.327553												113356331.327553						0			0


			2058			0			0			115235490.555261												115235490.555261						0			0


			2059			0			0			113527411.89582												113527411.89582						0			0


			2060			0			0			115323360.495694												115323360.495694						0			0


						0			0																					0			0


						To resize chart data range, drag lower right corner of range.
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						GO Prn			GO Int			Net Revenue												1000000


			2022			5814365.99999999			88063920			122041772.800066												122041772.800066


			2023			9423486.99999999			87802273			126393488.605734												126393488.605734


			2024			15385569			87378216			133592921.612986												133592921.612986


			2025			18296948			86685866			136477658.855498												136477658.855498


			2026			21462713			85862503			139522781.163003												139522781.163003


			2027			26093708			84896681			144287505.839106												144287505.839106


			2028			30852729			83722464			148947751.223539												148947751.223539


			2029			33347379			82334091			150385911.575118												150385911.575118


			2030			31916006			80833459			146574305.18935												146574305.18935


			2031			35832308			79397239			149798412.068995												149798412.068995


			2032			39411432			77784785			152355083.370313												152355083.370313


			2033			42159618			76011270			153622155.133498												153622155.133498


			2034			47938969			74114088			158668974.751701												158668974.751701


			2035			57722870			71956834			168583615.35289												168583615.35289


			2036			61693593			69359305			170368768.45086												170368768.45086


			2037			66409858			66583093			172890836.450673												172890836.450673


			2038			72459660			63594650			176870603.781771												176870603.781771


			2039			77159758			60333965			178741841.150122												178741841.150122


			2040			81843252			56861776			180316536.883874												180316536.883874


			2041			88276318			53178829			183891691.840095												183891691.840095


			2042			93012300			49206395			184884303.939379												184884303.939379


			2043			94747968			45020842			181699453.607												181699453.607


			2044			100416964			40757183			183526391.739039												183526391.739039


			2045			98664022			36238420			175373175.697534												175373175.697534


			2046			102582402			31798539			174695223.369944												174695223.369944


			2047			107105908			27182331			174574711.683188												174574711.683188


			2048			115024177			22362565			178602765.586884												178602765.586884


			2049			119375483			17186477			177530548.851171												177530548.851171


			2050			128922140			11814580			182957736.945318												182957736.945318


			2051			133622478			6013084			181526231.688471												181526231.688471


			2052									179240974.894759												179240974.894759


			2053			0			0			174514696.914359												174514696.914359


			2054			0			0			173210920.544629												173210920.544629


			2055			0			0			174236703.506984												174236703.506984


			2056			0			0			173150590.840018												173150590.840018


			2057			0			0			172817447.266066												172817447.266066


			2058			0			0			174807096.080135												174807096.080135


			2059			0			0			173259875.421488												173259875.421488


			2060			0			0			175216227.816783												175216227.816783


						To resize chart data range, drag lower right corner of range.
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From: Ryan, Eugene
To: Jocelyn Mortensen; Brodie, Les; HELGERSON Lee A; Laura.Lockwood@ost.state.or.us; Strickler, Kris; Siegel,

Steve; Baker, Brent; Kaehler,Auden
Cc: Louis Choi; Christopher McAbery; Boesch, Timothy J.; Slack, Terri; Francis, Carley
Subject: RE: Draft CRC Funding Memo
Date: Saturday, February 23, 2013 1:37:55 PM

Jo,
 
For reference to our gross revenue estimates you can reference our report “Columbia River Crossing
Traffic and Revenue Study, Preliminary Gross Toll Revenue Estimates, February 22, 2013.”
 
In your memo you have the statement “We should note that all scenarios produced by CDM Smith
assume no additional toll increases after FY2022, when the new facility is projected to be open.”
That is true of the basic toll rate but Scenarios 1 and 4 do have an escalation of the surcharge post
FY2022. The surcharge is the additional amount that users that pay by mail (instead of transponder)
pay.
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
 

From: Jocelyn Mortensen [mailto:JMortensen@PragLA.com] 
Sent: Saturday, February 23, 2013 1:08 AM
To: BRODIE Les S; HELGERSON Lee A; Laura.Lockwood@ost.state.or.us; Strickler, Kris; Steven Siegel;
Baker, T Brent; Kaehler, Auden; Ryan, Eugene
Cc: Louis Choi; Christopher McAbery
Subject: Draft CRC Funding Memo
 
All –
 
Attached is the completed draft memo detailing the funding capacity of the net toll revenue stream
provided by PB earlier this evening.  Please provide any comments to me at your earliest
convenience.  We will plan to go final on this memo by the end of the day Saturday so others can
complete their work for the Monday deliverables.
 
Regards,
 
Jo
 
Jo Mortensen
Public Resources Advisory Group
1950 Mountain Boulevard, Suite 1
Oakland, CA 94611
office: (510) 339-3212
cell: (510) 343-4952
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fax: (510) 281-6815
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From: HELGERSON Lee A
To: "JMortensen@PragLA.com"; Brodie, Les; "Laura.Lockwood@ost.state.or.us"; Strickler, Kris; Siegel, Steve;

Baker, Brent; "kaehlera@pbworld.com"; "ryane@cdmsmith.com"; "Teresa.Slack@jacobs.com"; Francis, Carley
Cc: "lchoi@pragla.com"; "CMcAbery@PragLA.com"
Subject: Re: Final CRC Funding Memo
Date: Sunday, February 24, 2013 8:39:09 AM

Thanks Jo. I won't have a chance to review until after 11:00 am. But based on yesterday's draft and
unless others have any immediate concerns then this should be final.

I'll be re-working an ODOT transmittal letter later today which I'll coordinate with Kris.

Thanks again for everyone's good work on this.

Best regards, Lee 
Lee A. Helgerson 
Debt and Quantitative Analysis Manager 
Tel: 503-986-6634 
Email: lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us
 
From: Jocelyn Mortensen [mailto:JMortensen@PragLA.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 08:03 AM
To: BRODIE Les S; HELGERSON Lee A; Laura.Lockwood@ost.state.or.us
<Laura.Lockwood@ost.state.or.us>; Strickler, Kris <StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com>; Steven
Siegel <siegelconsulting@aol.com>; Baker, T Brent <Baker@pbworld.com>; Kaehler, Auden
<kaehlera@pbworld.com>; Ryan, Eugene <ryane@cdmsmith.com> 
Cc: Louis Choi <LChoi@PragLA.com>; Christopher McAbery <CMcAbery@PragLA.com> 
Subject: Final CRC Funding Memo 
 
Attached is the final PRAG memo, representing just a few clean-up edits since last night’s version.
 
Jo Mortensen
Public Resources Advisory Group
1950 Mountain Boulevard, Suite 1
Oakland, CA 94611
office: (510) 339-3212
cell: (510) 343-4952
fax: (510) 281-6815
jmortensen@pragla.com
www.pragadvisors.com
 

From: Jocelyn Mortensen 
Sent: Saturday, February 23, 2013 4:48 PM
To: 'BRODIE Les S'; 'HELGERSON Lee A'; 'Laura.Lockwood@ost.state.or.us'; 'Strickler, Kris'; 'Steven
Siegel'; 'Baker, T Brent'; 'Kaehler, Auden'; 'Ryan, Eugene'
Cc: Louis Choi; Christopher McAbery
Subject: RE: Draft CRC Funding Memo
 
Thank you all for your comments and suggestions.  Attached in clean and redline form is the near-
final version of the PRAG memorandum.  Please let me know if you have any comments before we
finalize.
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Jo Mortensen
Public Resources Advisory Group
1950 Mountain Boulevard, Suite 1
Oakland, CA 94611
office: (510) 339-3212
cell: (510) 343-4952
fax: (510) 281-6815
jmortensen@pragla.com
www.pragadvisors.com
 

From: Jocelyn Mortensen 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2013 11:08 PM
To: BRODIE Les S; HELGERSON Lee A; Laura.Lockwood@ost.state.or.us; Strickler, Kris; Steven Siegel;
Baker, T Brent; Kaehler, Auden; Ryan, Eugene
Cc: Louis Choi; Christopher McAbery
Subject: Draft CRC Funding Memo
 
All –
 
Attached is the completed draft memo detailing the funding capacity of the net toll revenue stream
provided by PB earlier this evening.  Please provide any comments to me at your earliest
convenience.  We will plan to go final on this memo by the end of the day Saturday so others can
complete their work for the Monday deliverables.
 
Regards,
 
Jo
 
Jo Mortensen
Public Resources Advisory Group
1950 Mountain Boulevard, Suite 1
Oakland, CA 94611
office: (510) 339-3212
cell: (510) 343-4952
fax: (510) 281-6815
jmortensen@pragla.com
www.pragadvisors.com
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From: Ryan, Eugene
To: Slack, Terri
Cc: Boesch, Timothy J.; Francis, Carley; Slack, Terri; Smith, Helena Kennedy; Boyd, Nancy; Strickler, Kris; Siegel,

Steve
Subject: Re: Model Run
Date: Wednesday, February 13, 2013 6:10:46 PM

Terri,

We did get the model runs in for overnight running. If they run through without problems tonight we
will do our processing of the output first thing tomorrow morning. Please note that this schedule as no
margin to account for any glitches.

Eugene Ryan
Sent from my iPhone

On Feb 13, 2013, at 7:03 PM, "Slack, Terri"
<slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com<mailto:slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com>> wrote:

Eugene,

As discussed, we have been asked by the project office to run a scenario using the model you have
developed for your high/low revenue estimates for the February 12, 2013 memo.  The project office is
looking to address questions related to legislative session.

Can you please run the model utilizing the High Scenario assumptions, with the Toll Rates of the Low
Scenario without escalation on the surcharge during post completion?

Please let me know if you have any questions.
Terri Slack
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From: Smith, Helena Kennedy
To: Siegel, Steve
Cc: Baker, Brent; HELGERSON Lee A; Arnis, Amy; LChoi@PragLA.com; boeschtj@cdmsmith.com; Kaehler, Auden;

CMcAbery@PragLA.com; Strickler, Kris; Boyd, Nancy; Slack, Terri; ryane@cdmsmith.com; Francis, Carley;
jmortensen@pragla.com; laura.lockwood-mccall@ost.state.or.us; Brodie, Les; Slack, Terri

Subject: RE: ODOT Cover Memo for Legislative Reports
Date: Monday, February 25, 2013 7:00:12 AM

Steve, thanks for the clear statement that this is preliminary work and numbers will evolve.  I know
there are some who will take these values as gospel, but you’ve done an excellent job of reminding
everyone that there is more work to be done. 
 

From: Baker, T Brent [mailto:Baker@pbworld.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 6:35 PM
To: HELGERSON Lee A; 'Steven Siegel'; Arnis, Amy; Smith, Helena Kennedy; LChoi@PragLA.com;
boeschtj@cdmsmith.com; Kaehler, Auden; CMcAbery@PragLA.com;
StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com; Boyd, Nancy; slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com;
ryane@cdmsmith.com; francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com; jmortensen@pragla.com; laura.lockwood-
mccall@ost.state.or.us; BRODIE Les S; 'Slack, Terri'
Subject: RE: ODOT Cover Memo for Legislative Reports
Importance: High
 
All —
 
Sorry for the late hour review comments.  The first sentence of the “Background” section seems
awkward to me so I am suggesting a change to indicate a specific date or time of year.  I am also
suggesting breaking the paragraph that spans the bottom of page 1 and the top of page 2 into two
paragraphs to separate the gross and net revenue discussions.  Also included are one or two other
very minor revisions for your consideration, including a clarification of Parsons Brinckerhoff’s role in
preparing net revenues.  All changes are in revision marks.
 
We are busy working on a short memorandum covering the net revenue process which should be
available in draft form late Monday.
 
Thanks,
Brent
 

From: HELGERSON Lee A [mailto:Lee.A.HELGERSON@odot.state.or.us] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 4:44 PM
To: 'Steven Siegel'; arnisa@wsdot.wa.gov; SmithH@WSDOT.WA.GOV; LChoi@PragLA.com;
boeschtj@cdmsmith.com; Kaehler, Auden; CMcAbery@PragLA.com;
StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com; boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com;
slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com; ryane@cdmsmith.com; Baker, T Brent;
francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com; jmortensen@pragla.com; laura.lockwood-mccall@ost.state.or.us;
BRODIE Les S; 'Slack, Terri'
Subject: RE: ODOT Cover Memo for Legislative Reports
 
Folks,
 
Attached is what should be the final draft of the ODOT cover memo that will accompany the PRAG
memo and the CDM memo.  All will be included in the legislative packet of information that will be
handled by Kris.  As most of you know, the Oregon House will be voting on Oregon's CRC legislation
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(HB 2800) tomorrow afternoon. 
 
PRAG's final final memo should be out shortly as should CDM Smith's.  I'll reformat the cover memo on
ODOT letterhead tomorrow and then distribute the entire packet to distribution.  Also, I understand that
there may also be a memo from Parsons Brinckerhoff that will serve to inform some of the net revenue
assumptions discussed in the PRAG memo. 
 
Best regards, Lee
 

From: Steven Siegel [mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 9:04 AM
To: arnisa@wsdot.wa.gov; SmithH@WSDOT.WA.GOV; LChoi@PragLA.com; boeschtj@cdmsmith.com;
kaehlera@pbworld.com; CMcAbery@PragLA.com; StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com;
boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com; slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com; ryane@cdmsmith.com;
Baker@pbworld.com; francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com; HELGERSON Lee A; jmortensen@pragla.com;
laura.lockwood-mccall@ost.state.or.us; BRODIE Les S
Subject: ODOT Cover Memo for Legislative Reports

As indicated yesterday, ODOT will be providing a cover memo to CDM Smith and
PRAG memoranda on range of toll funding capacity. A draft is attached. Kris asked
that it be provided to you for your review and comment. 
 
Comments should be in redline, please. And I am sorry to say (blame Kris), I need
your comments by 1PM TODAY (SUNDAY). 
 
Final drafts of other memos are also coming out later today.
 
Please call if you have questions or feel a need to do so, my number is below.
 
Thanks,

Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com
503-274-0013

______________________________________________________________________
NOTICE: This communication and any attachments ("this message") may contain
confidential information for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any unauthorized use,
disclosure, viewing, copying, alteration, dissemination or distribution of, or reliance on this
message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, or you are not an
authorized recipient, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this message, delete
this message and all copies from your e-mail system and destroy any printed copies.
 
*** eSafe1 scanned this email for malicious content ***
*** IMPORTANT: Do not open attachments from unrecognized senders  ***
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From: HELGERSON Lee A
To: Baker, Brent; Siegel, Steve; Arnis, Amy; SmithH@WSDOT.WA.GOV; LChoi@PragLA.com;

boeschtj@cdmsmith.com; Kaehler, Auden; CMcAbery@PragLA.com; Strickler, Kris; Boyd, Nancy; Slack, Terri;
ryane@cdmsmith.com; Francis, Carley; jmortensen@pragla.com; laura.lockwood-mccall@ost.state.or.us;
Brodie, Les; "Slack, Terri"

Subject: RE: ODOT Cover Memo for Legislative Reports
Date: Sunday, February 24, 2013 7:16:54 PM

Brent,
 
I'll review the edits and include as appropriate.  The final cover memo and memoranda will be
distributed to interested parties tomorrow morning.

From: Baker, T Brent [mailto:Baker@pbworld.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 6:35 PM
To: HELGERSON Lee A; 'Steven Siegel'; arnisa@wsdot.wa.gov; SmithH@WSDOT.WA.GOV;
LChoi@PragLA.com; boeschtj@cdmsmith.com; Kaehler, Auden; CMcAbery@PragLA.com;
StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com; boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com;
slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com; ryane@cdmsmith.com; francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com;
jmortensen@pragla.com; laura.lockwood-mccall@ost.state.or.us; BRODIE Les S; 'Slack, Terri'
Subject: RE: ODOT Cover Memo for Legislative Reports
Importance: High

All —
 
Sorry for the late hour review comments.  The first sentence of the “Background” section seems
awkward to me so I am suggesting a change to indicate a specific date or time of year.  I am also
suggesting breaking the paragraph that spans the bottom of page 1 and the top of page 2 into two
paragraphs to separate the gross and net revenue discussions.  Also included are one or two other
very minor revisions for your consideration, including a clarification of Parsons Brinckerhoff’s role in
preparing net revenues.  All changes are in revision marks.
 
We are busy working on a short memorandum covering the net revenue process which should be
available in draft form late Monday.
 
Thanks,
Brent
 

From: HELGERSON Lee A [mailto:Lee.A.HELGERSON@odot.state.or.us] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 4:44 PM
To: 'Steven Siegel'; arnisa@wsdot.wa.gov; SmithH@WSDOT.WA.GOV; LChoi@PragLA.com;
boeschtj@cdmsmith.com; Kaehler, Auden; CMcAbery@PragLA.com;
StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com; boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com;
slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com; ryane@cdmsmith.com; Baker, T Brent;
francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com; jmortensen@pragla.com; laura.lockwood-mccall@ost.state.or.us;
BRODIE Les S; 'Slack, Terri'
Subject: RE: ODOT Cover Memo for Legislative Reports
 
Folks,
 
Attached is what should be the final draft of the ODOT cover memo that will accompany the PRAG
memo and the CDM memo.  All will be included in the legislative packet of information that will be
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handled by Kris.  As most of you know, the Oregon House will be voting on Oregon's CRC legislation
(HB 2800) tomorrow afternoon. 
 
PRAG's final final memo should be out shortly as should CDM Smith's.  I'll reformat the cover memo on
ODOT letterhead tomorrow and then distribute the entire packet to distribution.  Also, I understand that
there may also be a memo from Parsons Brinckerhoff that will serve to inform some of the net revenue
assumptions discussed in the PRAG memo. 
 
Best regards, Lee
 

From: Steven Siegel [mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 9:04 AM
To: arnisa@wsdot.wa.gov; SmithH@WSDOT.WA.GOV; LChoi@PragLA.com; boeschtj@cdmsmith.com;
kaehlera@pbworld.com; CMcAbery@PragLA.com; StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com;
boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com; slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com; ryane@cdmsmith.com;
Baker@pbworld.com; francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com; HELGERSON Lee A; jmortensen@pragla.com;
laura.lockwood-mccall@ost.state.or.us; BRODIE Les S
Subject: ODOT Cover Memo for Legislative Reports

As indicated yesterday, ODOT will be providing a cover memo to CDM Smith and
PRAG memoranda on range of toll funding capacity. A draft is attached. Kris asked
that it be provided to you for your review and comment. 
 
Comments should be in redline, please. And I am sorry to say (blame Kris), I need
your comments by 1PM TODAY (SUNDAY). 
 
Final drafts of other memos are also coming out later today.
 
Please call if you have questions or feel a need to do so, my number is below.
 
Thanks,

Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com
503-274-0013

______________________________________________________________________

NOTICE: This communication and any attachments ("this message") may contain
confidential information for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any
unauthorized use, disclosure, viewing, copying, alteration, dissemination or
distribution of, or reliance on this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this message in error, or you are not an authorized recipient, please notify the
sender immediately by replying to this message, delete this message and all copies
from your e-mail system and destroy any printed copies.

mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com


From: Baker, T Brent
To: HELGERSON Lee A; Siegel, Steve; Arnis, Amy; SmithH@WSDOT.WA.GOV; LChoi@PragLA.com;

boeschtj@cdmsmith.com; Kaehler, Auden; CMcAbery@PragLA.com; Strickler, Kris; Boyd, Nancy; Slack, Terri;
ryane@cdmsmith.com; Francis, Carley; jmortensen@pragla.com; laura.lockwood-mccall@ost.state.or.us;
Brodie, Les; "Slack, Terri"

Subject: RE: ODOT Cover Memo for Legislative Reports
Date: Sunday, February 24, 2013 6:35:14 PM
Attachments: Financial Cover Memo 02-24-13 FINAL PB Edits.docx
Importance: High

All —
 
Sorry for the late hour review comments.  The first sentence of the “Background” section seems
awkward to me so I am suggesting a change to indicate a specific date or time of year.  I am also
suggesting breaking the paragraph that spans the bottom of page 1 and the top of page 2 into two
paragraphs to separate the gross and net revenue discussions.  Also included are one or two other
very minor revisions for your consideration, including a clarification of Parsons Brinckerhoff’s role in
preparing net revenues.  All changes are in revision marks.
 
We are busy working on a short memorandum covering the net revenue process which should be
available in draft form late Monday.
 
Thanks,
Brent
 

From: HELGERSON Lee A [mailto:Lee.A.HELGERSON@odot.state.or.us] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 4:44 PM
To: 'Steven Siegel'; arnisa@wsdot.wa.gov; SmithH@WSDOT.WA.GOV; LChoi@PragLA.com;
boeschtj@cdmsmith.com; Kaehler, Auden; CMcAbery@PragLA.com;
StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com; boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com;
slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com; ryane@cdmsmith.com; Baker, T Brent;
francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com; jmortensen@pragla.com; laura.lockwood-mccall@ost.state.or.us;
BRODIE Les S; 'Slack, Terri'
Subject: RE: ODOT Cover Memo for Legislative Reports
 
Folks,
 
Attached is what should be the final draft of the ODOT cover memo that will accompany the PRAG
memo and the CDM memo.  All will be included in the legislative packet of information that will be
handled by Kris.  As most of you know, the Oregon House will be voting on Oregon's CRC legislation
(HB 2800) tomorrow afternoon. 
 
PRAG's final final memo should be out shortly as should CDM Smith's.  I'll reformat the cover memo on
ODOT letterhead tomorrow and then distribute the entire packet to distribution.  Also, I understand that
there may also be a memo from Parsons Brinckerhoff that will serve to inform some of the net revenue
assumptions discussed in the PRAG memo. 
 
Best regards, Lee
 

From: Steven Siegel [mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 9:04 AM
To: arnisa@wsdot.wa.gov; SmithH@WSDOT.WA.GOV; LChoi@PragLA.com; boeschtj@cdmsmith.com;
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SUNDAY P.M. REVIEW FINAL DRAFT



 MEMORANDUM



Date:		February 23, 2013

To:		Mathew Garrett; Director, Oregon Department of Transportation

From:		Les Brodie, ODOT CFO 

Subject:	Updated Analysis of Toll Funding Capacity for the Columbia River Crossing Project







As requested by the Oregon Legislative Oversight Committee for the Columbia River Crossing (CRC) Project, an analysis was undertaken as part of the on-going investment-grade traffic and toll revenue study to re-examine the preliminary range of capital funding estimates from tolling the CRC Project bridges. The attached memoranda report the results of this updated analysis and were prepared by:



· CDM Smith, the consulting firm preparing the investment-grade traffic and toll revenue study; and

· Public Resources Advisory Group (PRAG), the financial advisor to ODOT



Based on the updated analysis, the range of toll revenue funding capacity is reasonably estimated to support between $1.07 and $1.75 billion in capital funding for the CRC Project (see attached memoranda for details). A scenario testing the impact of a higher toll rate schedule yielded an even higher amount of capital funding; however that scenario is not incorporated in our estimated range. This estimated range is part of a continuing traffic and toll revenue study that will produce a more refined analysis by July 1, 2013 and an investment-grade analysis in late 2013.



Background



Over the past year and a half, ODOT and the Office of the State Treasurer (OST) reported to the Legislative Assembly that between $900 million and $1.3 billion in capital funding could be reasonably anticipated from toll revenues. Testimony was provided by others in various forums asserting that the underlying traffic modeling and the socio-economic forecasts used to justify these results were outdated and the range of toll funding capacity was overstated. Elected leadership and other policy makers requested additional validation of the projected toll funding capacity range for the CRC Project. This current analysis directly responds to those requests and uses: (a) updated transportation modeling that incorporates the more recent 2011 Metro Travel Behavior Study for the Portland/Vancouver metro region; and (b) updated socio-economic forecasts reflecting the impact of the recent recession.	Comment by baker: This statement is awkward.  Did the reporting really happen over 1.5 years, or did it happen a year and half ago?  Suggest replacing intro clause with a month and/or year date, such as “Back in August 2011, ODOT and …” 



Traffic and Toll Revenue Estimates



Based on the updated model and data, CDM Smith prepared preliminary traffic and gross toll revenue forecasts for four scenarios that vary by socio-economic forecast, toll rate schedule, and other factors affecting traffic volumes on the CRC Project. These estimates are a first step in the on-going preparation of the investment-grade traffic and revenue analysis. Two of the scenarios (Scenarios 2 and 3) are based on the recently approved official Metro socio-economic forecasts for the Portland/Vancouver metro region and the assumed toll rate schedule in the most recent project finance plan. These scenarios directly test the toll funding assumptions used in the most recent project funding plan. Scenario 1 uses the same toll rate schedule as Scenarios 2 and 3 (although the pay-by-mail surcharge slightly differs), but tests the impact of lower socio-economic forecasts on project funding capacity. Scenario 4 uses the Metro socio-economic forecasts, but tests the sensitivity of capital funding to a higher toll rate schedule. 	Comment by baker: Started new paragraph for net revenue discussion.



CDM Smith’s forecasts of gross toll revenues for each of these scenarios were converted by Parsons Brinckerhoff to net revenues available for capital funding by deducting preliminary estimates of expenditures toll revenues used for tolling operations, facility operations, credit card charges, uncollectables, repair and replacement, and the creation of several reserves for bonding and operations purposes. 



Funding Capacity Analysis



Based on the projected net toll revenues for each of the four scenarios, PRAG estimated the amount of toll funding available for project capital expenses. PRAG developed two financing scenarios for each traffic and toll revenue scenario: (a) a structure using a TIFIA[footnoteRef:1] loan from USDOT with fewer and a smaller toll bonds, and (b) a structure using only state-backed toll bonds. The assumptions underlying the financing scenarios are detailed in the attached PRAG memorandum. In both financing scenarios, additional capital funding capacity is derived on a pay-go basis from net toll revenues from pre-completion tolling. The resulting total funding capacity represents a combination of bond and/or loan proceeds plus pay-go capital funding. The capital funding capacity estimates are net of all issuance costs, capitalized interest, reserves, and operating expenses.  [1:  The Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA) provides Federal credit assistance for eligible surface transportation projects.] 




Conclusions



The current estimates indicate the capital funding capacity from tolls is higher than previously reported to the Legislative Oversight Committee. As previously explained to the Legislative Oversight Committee, those earlier estimates were intended to be based on conservative assumptions in recognition of the need for updated socio-economic forecasts and transportation models. Over the past year those updates have been made, and the current range of capital funding capacity reflects those updates. 



Scenario 1, which exhibits a capital funding capacity of about $1.1 to $1.2 billion, as detailed in the PRAG memorandum, is based on an employment forecast well below the official Metro forecast for the region. Scenarios 2 and 3, which exhibit a combined range of $1.2 to $1.7 billion, are based on the official Metro socio-economic forecasts and identical toll rate schedules, but different assumptions regarding the travelers’ sensitivity to travel costs and their willingness to divert trips to alternative destinations, paths, or modes. The assumed financing structure underlies these ranges; the TIFIA structure adds about $130-$200 million in capital funding capacity compared to the toll bond-only scenario. Scenario 4 illustrates that additional funding capacity is possible with higher toll rates but we do not propose that Scenario 4 be used for reporting a reasonable range of possible capital funding.



This preliminary analysis is intended to provide a guide regarding the potential available range of toll funding capacity.  It should be noted that this analysis is a preliminary step in the on-going development of the investment-grade traffic and toll revenue study and report. As part of the on-going study there will be additional model refinement and further sensitivity and scenario testing. Further updates will be provided to both Washington’s and Oregon’s legislatures and policy makers prior to the end of fiscal year 2013 and periodically thereafter.  The final investment-grade traffic and toll revenue study will be prepared prior to the issuance of any toll-backed debt in accordance with the CRC finance plan.  
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kaehlera@pbworld.com; CMcAbery@PragLA.com; StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com;
boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com; slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com; ryane@cdmsmith.com;
Baker@pbworld.com; francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com; HELGERSON Lee A; jmortensen@pragla.com;
laura.lockwood-mccall@ost.state.or.us; BRODIE Les S
Subject: ODOT Cover Memo for Legislative Reports

As indicated yesterday, ODOT will be providing a cover memo to CDM Smith and
PRAG memoranda on range of toll funding capacity. A draft is attached. Kris asked
that it be provided to you for your review and comment. 
 
Comments should be in redline, please. And I am sorry to say (blame Kris), I need
your comments by 1PM TODAY (SUNDAY). 
 
Final drafts of other memos are also coming out later today.
 
Please call if you have questions or feel a need to do so, my number is below.
 
Thanks,

Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com
503-274-0013

______________________________________________________________________

NOTICE: This communication and any attachments ("this message") may contain
confidential information for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any
unauthorized use, disclosure, viewing, copying, alteration, dissemination or
distribution of, or reliance on this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this message in error, or you are not an authorized recipient, please notify the
sender immediately by replying to this message, delete this message and all copies
from your e-mail system and destroy any printed copies.

*** eSafe scanned this email for malicious content ***
*** IMPORTANT: Do not open attachments from unrecognized senders  ***

mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com


From: Ryan, Eugene
To: HELGERSON Lee A; Siegel, Steve; Arnis, Amy; SmithH@WSDOT.WA.GOV; LChoi@PragLA.com; Boesch, Timothy

J.; kaehlera@pbworld.com; CMcAbery@PragLA.com; Strickler, Kris; Boyd, Nancy; Slack, Terri; Baker, Brent;
Francis, Carley; jmortensen@pragla.com; laura.lockwood-mccall@ost.state.or.us; Brodie, Les; "Slack, Terri"

Subject: RE: ODOT Cover Memo for Legislative Reports
Date: Sunday, February 24, 2013 5:03:13 PM

Lee,
 
In addition to our memo are you also going to include our report in the packet?
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
 

From: HELGERSON Lee A [mailto:Lee.A.HELGERSON@odot.state.or.us] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 6:44 PM
To: 'Steven Siegel'; arnisa@wsdot.wa.gov; SmithH@WSDOT.WA.GOV; LChoi@PragLA.com; Boesch,
Timothy J.; kaehlera@pbworld.com; CMcAbery@PragLA.com; StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com;
boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com; slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com; Ryan, Eugene;
Baker@pbworld.com; francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com; jmortensen@pragla.com; laura.lockwood-
mccall@ost.state.or.us; BRODIE Les S; 'Slack, Terri'
Subject: RE: ODOT Cover Memo for Legislative Reports
 
Folks,
 
Attached is what should be the final draft of the ODOT cover memo that will accompany the PRAG
memo and the CDM memo.  All will be included in the legislative packet of information that will be
handled by Kris.  As most of you know, the Oregon House will be voting on Oregon's CRC legislation
(HB 2800) tomorrow afternoon. 
 
PRAG's final final memo should be out shortly as should CDM Smith's.  I'll reformat the cover memo on
ODOT letterhead tomorrow and then distribute the entire packet to distribution.  Also, I understand that
there may also be a memo from Parsons Brinckerhoff that will serve to inform some of the net revenue
assumptions discussed in the PRAG memo. 
 
Best regards, Lee
 

From: Steven Siegel [mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 9:04 AM
To: arnisa@wsdot.wa.gov; SmithH@WSDOT.WA.GOV; LChoi@PragLA.com; boeschtj@cdmsmith.com;
kaehlera@pbworld.com; CMcAbery@PragLA.com; StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com;
boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com; slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com; ryane@cdmsmith.com;
Baker@pbworld.com; francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com; HELGERSON Lee A; jmortensen@pragla.com;
laura.lockwood-mccall@ost.state.or.us; BRODIE Les S
Subject: ODOT Cover Memo for Legislative Reports

As indicated yesterday, ODOT will be providing a cover memo to CDM Smith and
PRAG memoranda on range of toll funding capacity. A draft is attached. Kris asked
that it be provided to you for your review and comment. 
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Comments should be in redline, please. And I am sorry to say (blame Kris), I need
your comments by 1PM TODAY (SUNDAY). 
 
Final drafts of other memos are also coming out later today.
 
Please call if you have questions or feel a need to do so, my number is below.
 
Thanks,

Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com
503-274-0013

mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com


From: LOCKWOOD-MCCALL Laura
To: Siegel, Steve
Cc: Arnis, Amy; SmithH@WSDOT.WA.GOV; LChoi@PragLA.com; boeschtj@cdmsmith.com; kaehlera@pbworld.com;

CMcAbery@PragLA.com; Strickler, Kris; Boyd, Nancy; Slack, Terri; ryane@cdmsmith.com; Baker, Brent; Francis,
Carley; Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us; jmortensen@pragla.com; LOCKWOOD-MCCALL Laura; Brodie, Les

Subject: Re: ODOT Cover Memo for Legislative Reports
Date: Sunday, February 24, 2013 9:20:42 AM

Thank you for this succinct and easy to understand cover letter. It addresses my
concerns about helping the average reader understand what the scenarios included
really show.

Excuse my typos...from my iPad

On Feb 24, 2013, at 9:04 AM, "Steven Siegel" <siegelconsulting@aol.com> wrote:

As indicated yesterday, ODOT will be providing a cover memo to CDM
Smith and PRAG memoranda on range of toll funding capacity. A draft is
attached. Kris asked that it be provided to you for your review and
comment. 

Comments should be in redline, please. And I am sorry to say (blame
Kris), I need your comments by 1PM TODAY (SUNDAY). 

Final drafts of other memos are also coming out later today.

Please call if you have questions or feel a need to do so, my number is
below.

Thanks,

Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com
503-274-0013

<Financial_Cover_Memo.Sunday A.M. Review Draft.docx>
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From: Ryan, Eugene
To: Siegel, Steve; Arnis, Amy; SmithH@WSDOT.WA.GOV; LChoi@PragLA.com; Boesch, Timothy J.;

kaehlera@pbworld.com; CMcAbery@PragLA.com; Strickler, Kris; Boyd, Nancy; Slack, Terri; Baker, Brent;
Francis, Carley; Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us; jmortensen@pragla.com; laura.lockwood-
mccall@ost.state.or.us; Brodie, Les

Subject: RE: ODOT Cover Memo for Legislative Reports
Date: Sunday, February 24, 2013 12:56:28 PM
Attachments: Financial Cover Memo Sunday A M Review Draft ER.docx

Steven,
 
Attached are my edits and comments.
 
I think it is a good idea to use this cover memo to present the conclusions. I don’t have any
disagreement with the conclusions as presented but we are currently being asked to make
conclusions in our memo. I don’t think this is a good idea. We could not word the conclusions the
same as they are worded in this cover memo and that may be seen as a conflict.  I think we should
stop our memo with our results and use this cover memo to tie everything together.
 
I will call you in about an hour.
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
 

From: Steven Siegel [mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 11:04 AM
To: arnisa@wsdot.wa.gov; SmithH@WSDOT.WA.GOV; LChoi@PragLA.com; Boesch, Timothy J.;
kaehlera@pbworld.com; CMcAbery@PragLA.com; StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com;
boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com; slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com; Ryan, Eugene;
Baker@pbworld.com; francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com; Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us;
jmortensen@pragla.com; laura.lockwood-mccall@ost.state.or.us; les.s.brodie@odot.state.or.us
Subject: ODOT Cover Memo for Legislative Reports
 
As indicated yesterday, ODOT will be providing a cover memo to CDM Smith and
PRAG memoranda on range of toll funding capacity. A draft is attached. Kris asked
that it be provided to you for your review and comment. 
 
Comments should be in redline, please. And I am sorry to say (blame Kris), I need
your comments by 1PM TODAY (SUNDAY). 
 
Final drafts of other memos are also coming out later today.
 
Please call if you have questions or feel a need to do so, my number is below.
 
Thanks,

Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com
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SUNDAY A.M. REVIEW DRAFT



MEMORANDUM



Date:		February 23, 2013

To:		Mathew Garrett; Director, Oregon Department of Transportation

From:		Les Brodie, ODOT CFO 

Subject:	Updated Analysis of Toll Funding Capacity for the Columbia River Crossing Project







As requested by the Oregon Legislative Oversight Committee for the Columbia River Crossing (CRC) Project, an analysis was undertaken as part of the on-going investment-grade traffic and toll revenue study to re-examine the preliminary range of capital funding estimates from tolling the CRC Project bridges. The attached memoranda reports the results of this updated analysis and were prepared by:



· CDM/ Smith, the consulting firm preparing the investment-grade traffic and toll revenue study;

· Public Resources Advisory Group (PRAG), the financial advisor to ODOT



Based on the updated analysis, the range of toll revenue funding capacity is reasonably estimated to support between $1.07 and $1.75 billion in capital funding for the CRC Project. A scenario testing the impact of a higher toll rate yielded an even higher amount of capital funding; however that scenario is not incorporated in the estimated range. This estimated range is part of a continuing traffic and toll revenue study that will produce a more refined analysis in June 2013 and an investment-grade analysis in late 2013.



Background



Over the past year and a half, the CRC Project Team and, independently, the Office of the State Treasurer (OST) reported to the Legislative Assembly that between $900 million and $1.3 billion in capital funding could be reasonably anticipated from toll revenues. Testimony was provided by others in various forums asserting that the underlying traffic modeling and the socio-economic forecasts used to justify these results were outdated and the range of toll funding capacity was overstated. Elected leadership and other policy makers requested additional validation of the projected toll funding capacity range for the CRC Project. This current analysis directly responds to those requests and uses: (a) updated transportation modeling that incorporates the more recent 2011 Metro travel demand study for the Portland/Vancouver metro region; and (b) updated socio-economic forecasts reflecting the impact of the recent recession.



Traffic and Toll Revenue Estimates



Based on the updated model and data, CDM/ Smith prepared preliminary traffic and gross toll revenue forecasts for four scenarios that vary by socio-economic forecast, toll rate schedule, and other factors affecting traffic volumes on the CRC Project. These estimates are a first step in the on-going preparation of the investment-grade traffic and revenue analysis. Two of the scenarios (Scenarios 2 and 3) are based on the recently approved official Metro socio-economic forecasts for the Portland region and the assumed toll rate schedule in the most recent project finance plan. These scenarios most directly test the toll funding assumptions used in the most recent project funding plan. Scenario 1 uses the same toll rate schedule as Scenarios 2 and 3, but tests the impact of lower socio-economic forecasts on project funding capacity. Scenario 4 uses the Metro socio-economic forecasts, but tests the sensitivity of capital funding to a higher toll rate schedule. CDM/ Smith’s forecasts of gross toll revenues for each of these scenarios were converted by Parsons Brinckerhoff to net revenues available for capital funding by deducting toll revenues used for tolling operations, facility operations, credit card charges, uncollectables, and the creation of several reserves for bonding and operations purposes. 	Comment by eryan: The basic toll rates for Scenarios 1, 2 and 3 are the same but the treatment of the surcharge is different in 1 than in 2 and 3..



Funding Capacity Analysis



Based on the projected net toll revenues for each of the four scenarios, PRAG estimated the amount of toll funding available for project capital expenses. PRAG developed two financing scenarios for each traffic and toll revenue scenario: (a) a structure using a TIFIA loan from USDOT and a smaller toll bond, and (b) a structure using only state-backed toll bonds. The assumptions underlying the financing scenarios are detailed in the attached PRAG memorandum. In both financing scenarios, additional capital funding capacity is derived on a pay-go basis from net toll revenues from early-year tolling. The resulting total funding capacity represents a combination of bond and/or loan proceeds plus to pay-go capital funding. The capital funding capacity estimates are net of all issuance costs, capitalized interest, reserves, and operating expenses. 



Conclusions



The current estimates indicate the capital funding capacity from tolls is higher than previously reported. As previously explained to the Legislative Oversight Committee, those earlier estimates were intended to be based on conservative assumptions in recognition of the need for updated socio-economic forecasts and transportation models. Over the past year those updates have been made, and the current range of capital funding capacity reflects those updates. 



Scenario 1, which exhibits a capital funding capacity of about $1.1-$1.2 billion, is based on an employment forecast well below the official Metro forecast for the region. Scenarios 2 and 3, which exhibit a combined range of $1.2-$1.7 billion, are based on the official Metro socio-economic forecasts and identical toll rate schedules, but different assumptions regarding the travelers’ sensitivity to travel costs and their willingness to divert trips to alternative destinations, paths, or modes. The assumed financing structure underlies these ranges; the TIFIA structure adds about $130-$200 million in capital funding capacity compared to the toll bond-only scenario. Scenario 4 illustrates that additional funding capacity is possible with higher toll rates but we do not propose that Scenario 4 be used for reporting a reasonable range of possible capital funding.



[bookmark: _GoBack]This preliminary analysis is intended to provide a guide regarding the potential available range of toll funding capacity.  It should be noted that this analysis is a preliminary step in the on-going development of the investment-grade traffic and toll revenue study and report. As part of the on-going study there will be additional model refinement and further sensitivity and scenario testing. Further updates will be provided to both Washington’s and Oregon’s legislatures and policy makers prior to the end of fiscal year 2013 and periodically thereafter.  The final investment-grade traffic and toll revenue study will be prepared prior to the issuance of any toll-backed debt in accordance with the CRC finance plan.  
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*** eSafe scanned this email for malicious content ***
*** IMPORTANT: Do not open attachments from unrecognized senders  ***



From: HELGERSON Lee A
To: "Jocelyn Mortensen"; Siegel, Steve; Arnis, Amy; SmithH@WSDOT.WA.GOV; Louis Choi;

boeschtj@cdmsmith.com; kaehlera@pbworld.com; Christopher McAbery; Strickler, Kris; Boyd, Nancy; Slack,
Terri; ryane@cdmsmith.com; Baker, Brent; Francis, Carley; laura.lockwood-mccall@ost.state.or.us; Brodie, Les

Subject: RE: ODOT Cover Memo for Legislative Reports
Date: Sunday, February 24, 2013 12:25:43 PM
Attachments: Financial Cover Memo Sunday A M Review Draft-PRAG-ODOT comments.docx

Steve,
 
I have added additional edits to the ODOT cover memo on top of PRAG's edits.  As discussed, you
may have a few other contributions from others that you will incorporate in the final version.  Once you
do that please send around the final draft.  I'll put format in ODOT letterhead for signature tomorrow
morning.

From: Jocelyn Mortensen [mailto:JMortensen@PragLA.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 9:15 AM
To: Steven Siegel; arnisa@wsdot.wa.gov; SmithH@WSDOT.WA.GOV; Louis Choi;
boeschtj@cdmsmith.com; kaehlera@pbworld.com; Christopher McAbery;
StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com; boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com;
slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com; ryane@cdmsmith.com; Baker@pbworld.com;
francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com; HELGERSON Lee A; laura.lockwood-mccall@ost.state.or.us;
BRODIE Les S
Subject: RE: ODOT Cover Memo for Legislative Reports

Steve –
 
Attached are PRAG’s comments to the cover memo.
 
Regards,
 
Jo
 
Jo Mortensen
Public Resources Advisory Group
1950 Mountain Boulevard, Suite 1
Oakland, CA 94611
office: (510) 339-3212
cell: (510) 343-4952
fax: (510) 281-6815
jmortensen@pragla.com
www.pragadvisors.com
 

From: Steven Siegel [mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 9:04 AM
To: arnisa@wsdot.wa.gov; SmithH@WSDOT.WA.GOV; Louis Choi; boeschtj@cdmsmith.com;
kaehlera@pbworld.com; Christopher McAbery; StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com;
boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com; slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com; ryane@cdmsmith.com;
Baker@pbworld.com; francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com; Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us; Jocelyn
Mortensen; laura.lockwood-mccall@ost.state.or.us; les.s.brodie@odot.state.or.us
Subject: ODOT Cover Memo for Legislative Reports
 
As indicated yesterday, ODOT will be providing a cover memo to CDM Smith and
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mailto:les.s.brodie@odot.state.or.us
mailto:jmortensen@pragla.com
http://www.pragadvisors.com/

SUNDAY A.M. REVIEW DRAFT



 MEMORANDUM



Date:		February 23, 2013

To:		Mathew Garrett; Director, Oregon Department of Transportation

From:		Les Brodie, ODOT CFO 

Subject:	Updated Analysis of Toll Funding Capacity for the Columbia River Crossing Project







As requested by the Oregon Legislative Oversight Committee for the Columbia River Crossing (CRC) Project, an analysis was undertaken as part of the on-going investment-grade traffic and toll revenue study to re-examine the preliminary range of capital funding estimates from tolling the CRC Project bridges. The attached memoranda reports the results of this updated analysis and were prepared by:



· CDM/Smith, the consulting firm preparing the investment-grade traffic and toll revenue study;

· Public Resources Advisory Group (PRAG), the financial advisor to ODOT



Based on the updated analysis, the range of toll revenue funding capacity is reasonably estimated to support between $1.07 and $1.75 billion in capital funding for the CRC Project (see attached PRAG memorandum for details). A scenario testing the impact of a higher toll rate yielded an even higher amount of capital funding; however that scenario is not incorporated in the estimated range. This estimated range is part of a continuing traffic and toll revenue study that will produce a more refined analysis in June 2013 and an investment-grade analysis in late 2013.



Background



Over the past year and a half, the CRC Project Team and, independently, the Office of the State Treasurer (OST) reported to the Legislative Assembly that between $900 million and $1.3 billion in capital funding could be reasonably anticipated from toll revenues. Testimony was provided by others in various forums asserting that the underlying traffic modeling and the socio-economic forecasts used to justify these results were outdated and the range of toll funding capacity was overstated. Elected leadership and other policy makers requested additional validation of the projected toll funding capacity range for the CRC Project. This current analysis directly responds to those requests and uses: (a) updated transportation modeling that incorporates the more recent 2011 Metro travel demand study for the Portland/Vancouver metro region; and (b) updated socio-economic forecasts reflecting the impact of the recent recession.



Traffic and Toll Revenue Estimates



Based on the updated model and data, CDM/Smith prepared preliminary traffic and gross toll revenue forecasts for four scenarios that vary by socio-economic forecast, toll rate schedule, and other factors affecting traffic volumes on the CRC Project. These estimates are a first step in the on-going preparation of the investment-grade traffic and revenue analysis. Two of the scenarios (Scenarios 2 and 3) are based on the recently approved official Metro socio-economic forecasts for the Portland/Vancouver metro region and the assumed toll rate schedule in the most recent project finance plan. These scenarios most directly test the toll funding assumptions used in the most recent project funding plan. Scenario 1 uses the same toll rate schedule as Scenarios 2 and 3, but tests the impact of lower socio-economic forecasts on project funding capacity. Scenario 4 uses the Metro socio-economic forecasts, but tests the sensitivity of capital funding to a higher toll rate schedule. CDM/Smith’s forecasts of gross toll revenues for each of these scenarios were converted by Parsons Brinckerhoff to net revenues available for capital funding by deducting toll revenues used for tolling operations, facility operations, credit card charges, uncollectables, repair and replacement, and the creation of several reserves for bonding and operations purposes. 



Funding Capacity Analysis



Based on the projected net toll revenues for each of the four scenarios, PRAG estimated the amount of toll funding available for project capital expenses. PRAG developed two financing scenarios for each traffic and toll revenue scenario: (a) a structure using a TIFIA[footnoteRef:1] loan from USDOT and a smaller toll bond, and (b) a structure using only state-backed toll bonds. The assumptions underlying the financing scenarios are detailed in the attached PRAG memorandum. In both financing scenarios, additional capital funding capacity is derived on a pay-go basis from net toll revenues from early-year tolling. The resulting total funding capacity represents a combination of bond and/or loan proceeds plus to pay-go capital funding. The capital funding capacity estimates are net of all issuance costs, capitalized interest, reserves, and operating expenses.  [1:  Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA) program administered by the Federal Highway Administration; provides Federal credit assistance in the form of direct loans, loan guarantees, and standby lines of credit to finance surface transportation projects of national and regional significance.] 




Conclusions



The current estimates indicate the capital funding capacity from tolls is higher than previously reported. As previously explained to the Legislative Oversight Committee, those earlier estimates were intended to be based on conservative assumptions in recognition of the need for updated socio-economic forecasts and transportation models. Over the past year those updates have been made, and the current range of capital funding capacity reflects those updates. 



Scenario 1, as detailed in the PRAG memorandum, which exhibits a capital funding capacity of about $1.1 to- $1.2 billion, is based on an employment forecast well below the official Metro forecast for the region. Scenarios 2 and 3, which exhibit a combined range of $1.2 to- $1.7 billion, are based on the official Metro socio-economic forecasts and identical toll rate schedules, but different assumptions regarding the travelers’ sensitivity to travel costs and their willingness to divert trips to alternative destinations, paths, or modes. The assumed financing structure underlies these ranges; the TIFIA structure adds about $130-$200 million in capital funding capacity compared to the toll bond-only scenario. Scenario 4 illustrates that additional funding capacity is possible with higher toll rates but we do not propose that Scenario 4 be used for reporting a reasonable range of possible capital funding.



This preliminary analysis is intended to provide a guide regarding the potential available range of toll funding capacity.  It should be noted that this analysis is a preliminary step in the on-going development of the investment-grade traffic and toll revenue study and report. As part of the on-going study there will be additional model refinement and further sensitivity and scenario testing. Further updates will be provided to both Washington’s and Oregon’s legislatures and policy makers prior to the end of fiscal year 2013 and periodically thereafter.  The final investment-grade traffic and toll revenue study will be prepared prior to the issuance of any toll-backed debt in accordance with the CRC finance plan.  
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PRAG memoranda on range of toll funding capacity. A draft is attached. Kris asked
that it be provided to you for your review and comment. 
 
Comments should be in redline, please. And I am sorry to say (blame Kris), I need
your comments by 1PM TODAY (SUNDAY). 
 
Final drafts of other memos are also coming out later today.
 
Please call if you have questions or feel a need to do so, my number is below.
 
Thanks,

Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com
503-274-0013

*** eSafe scanned this email for malicious content ***
*** IMPORTANT: Do not open attachments from unrecognized senders  ***

mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com


From: Jocelyn Mortensen
To: Siegel, Steve; Arnis, Amy; SmithH@WSDOT.WA.GOV; Louis Choi; boeschtj@cdmsmith.com;

kaehlera@pbworld.com; Christopher McAbery; Strickler, Kris; Boyd, Nancy; Slack, Terri; ryane@cdmsmith.com;
Baker, Brent; Francis, Carley; Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us; laura.lockwood-mccall@ost.state.or.us;
Brodie, Les

Subject: RE: ODOT Cover Memo for Legislative Reports
Date: Sunday, February 24, 2013 9:15:41 AM
Attachments: Financial Cover Memo Sunday A M Review Draft-PRAG comments.docx

Steve –
 
Attached are PRAG’s comments to the cover memo.
 
Regards,
 
Jo
 
Jo Mortensen
Public Resources Advisory Group
1950 Mountain Boulevard, Suite 1
Oakland, CA 94611
office: (510) 339-3212
cell: (510) 343-4952
fax: (510) 281-6815
jmortensen@pragla.com
www.pragadvisors.com
 

From: Steven Siegel [mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 9:04 AM
To: arnisa@wsdot.wa.gov; SmithH@WSDOT.WA.GOV; Louis Choi; boeschtj@cdmsmith.com;
kaehlera@pbworld.com; Christopher McAbery; StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com;
boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com; slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com; ryane@cdmsmith.com;
Baker@pbworld.com; francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com; Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us; Jocelyn
Mortensen; laura.lockwood-mccall@ost.state.or.us; les.s.brodie@odot.state.or.us
Subject: ODOT Cover Memo for Legislative Reports
 
As indicated yesterday, ODOT will be providing a cover memo to CDM Smith and
PRAG memoranda on range of toll funding capacity. A draft is attached. Kris asked
that it be provided to you for your review and comment. 
 
Comments should be in redline, please. And I am sorry to say (blame Kris), I need
your comments by 1PM TODAY (SUNDAY). 
 
Final drafts of other memos are also coming out later today.
 
Please call if you have questions or feel a need to do so, my number is below.
 
Thanks,

Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com
503-274-0013

*** eSafe scanned this email for malicious content ***
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SUNDAY A.M. REVIEW DRAFT



MEMORANDUM



Date:		February 23, 2013

To:		Mathew Garrett; Director, Oregon Department of Transportation

From:		Les Brodie, ODOT CFO 

Subject:	Updated Analysis of Toll Funding Capacity for the Columbia River Crossing Project







As requested by the Oregon Legislative Oversight Committee for the Columbia River Crossing (CRC) Project, an analysis was undertaken as part of the on-going investment-grade traffic and toll revenue study to re-examine the preliminary range of capital funding estimates from tolling the CRC Project bridges. The attached memoranda reports the results of this updated analysis and were prepared by:



· CDM/Smith, the consulting firm preparing the investment-grade traffic and toll revenue study;

· Public Resources Advisory Group (PRAG), the financial advisor to ODOT



Based on the updated analysis, the range of toll revenue funding capacity is reasonably estimated to support between $1.07 and $1.75 billion in capital funding for the CRC Project. A scenario testing the impact of a higher toll rate yielded an even higher amount of capital funding; however that scenario is not incorporated in the estimated range. This estimated range is part of a continuing traffic and toll revenue study that will produce a more refined analysis in June 2013 and an investment-grade analysis in late 2013.



Background



Over the past year and a half, the CRC Project Team and, independently, the Office of the State Treasurer (OST) reported to the Legislative Assembly that between $900 million and $1.3 billion in capital funding could be reasonably anticipated from toll revenues. Testimony was provided by others in various forums asserting that the underlying traffic modeling and the socio-economic forecasts used to justify these results were outdated and the range of toll funding capacity was overstated. Elected leadership and other policy makers requested additional validation of the projected toll funding capacity range for the CRC Project. This current analysis directly responds to those requests and uses: (a) updated transportation modeling that incorporates the more recent 2011 Metro travel demand study for the Portland/Vancouver metro region; and (b) updated socio-economic forecasts reflecting the impact of the recent recession.



Traffic and Toll Revenue Estimates



Based on the updated model and data, CDM/Smith prepared preliminary traffic and gross toll revenue forecasts for four scenarios that vary by socio-economic forecast, toll rate schedule, and other factors affecting traffic volumes on the CRC Project. These estimates are a first step in the on-going preparation of the investment-grade traffic and revenue analysis. Two of the scenarios (Scenarios 2 and 3) are based on the recently approved official Metro socio-economic forecasts for the Portland region and the assumed toll rate schedule in the most recent project finance plan. These scenarios most directly test the toll funding assumptions used in the most recent project funding plan. Scenario 1 uses the same toll rate schedule as Scenarios 2 and 3, but tests the impact of lower socio-economic forecasts on project funding capacity. Scenario 4 uses the Metro socio-economic forecasts, but tests the sensitivity of capital funding to a higher toll rate schedule. CDM/Smith’s forecasts of gross toll revenues for each of these scenarios were converted by Parsons Brinckerhoff to net revenues available for capital funding by deducting toll revenues used for tolling operations, facility operations, credit card charges, uncollectables, repair and replacement, and the creation of several reserves for bonding and operations purposes. 



Funding Capacity Analysis



Based on the projected net toll revenues for each of the four scenarios, PRAG estimated the amount of toll funding available for project capital expenses. PRAG developed two financing scenarios for each traffic and toll revenue scenario: (a) a structure using a TIFIA loan from USDOT and a smaller toll bond, and (b) a structure using only state-backed toll bonds. The assumptions underlying the financing scenarios are detailed in the attached PRAG memorandum. In both financing scenarios, additional capital funding capacity is derived on a pay-go basis from net toll revenues from early-year tolling. The resulting total funding capacity represents a combination of bond and/or loan proceeds plus to pay-go capital funding. The capital funding capacity estimates are net of all issuance costs, capitalized interest, reserves, and operating expenses. 



Conclusions



The current estimates indicate the capital funding capacity from tolls is higher than previously reported. As previously explained to the Legislative Oversight Committee, those earlier estimates were intended to be based on conservative assumptions in recognition of the need for updated socio-economic forecasts and transportation models. Over the past year those updates have been made, and the current range of capital funding capacity reflects those updates. 



Scenario 1, which exhibits a capital funding capacity of about $1.1-$1.2 billion, is based on an employment forecast well below the official Metro forecast for the region. Scenarios 2 and 3, which exhibit a combined range of $1.2-$1.7 billion, are based on the official Metro socio-economic forecasts and identical toll rate schedules, but different assumptions regarding the travelers’ sensitivity to travel costs and their willingness to divert trips to alternative destinations, paths, or modes. The assumed financing structure underlies these ranges; the TIFIA structure adds about $130-$200 million in capital funding capacity compared to the toll bond-only scenario. Scenario 4 illustrates that additional funding capacity is possible with higher toll rates but we do not propose that Scenario 4 be used for reporting a reasonable range of possible capital funding.



[bookmark: _GoBack]This preliminary analysis is intended to provide a guide regarding the potential available range of toll funding capacity.  It should be noted that this analysis is a preliminary step in the on-going development of the investment-grade traffic and toll revenue study and report. As part of the on-going study there will be additional model refinement and further sensitivity and scenario testing. Further updates will be provided to both Washington’s and Oregon’s legislatures and policy makers prior to the end of fiscal year 2013 and periodically thereafter.  The final investment-grade traffic and toll revenue study will be prepared prior to the issuance of any toll-backed debt in accordance with the CRC finance plan.  
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*** IMPORTANT: Do not open attachments from unrecognized senders  ***



From: HELGERSON Lee A
To: "ryane@cdmsmith.com"; Siegel, Steve; Arnis, Amy; "SmithH@wsdot.wa.gov"; "lchoi@pragla.com";

"boeschtj@cdmsmith.com"; "kaehlera@pbworld.com"; "CMcAbery@PragLA.com"; Strickler, Kris; Boyd, Nancy;
Slack, Terri; Baker, Brent; Francis, Carley; "JMortensen@PragLA.com"; "laura.lockwood-
mccall@ost.state.or.us"; Brodie, Les; "Teresa.Slack@jacobs.com"

Subject: Re: ODOT Cover Memo for Legislative Reports
Date: Sunday, February 24, 2013 5:11:23 PM

I believe that would be the plan but I have not seen the report or the memo. Please send and I will
review with Kris. The memo at a minimum will go in the pacet with Kris.

Lee A. Helgerson 
Debt and Quantitative Analysis Manager 
Tel: 503-986-6634 
Email: lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us
 
From: Ryan, Eugene [mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 05:03 PM
To: HELGERSON Lee A; 'Steven Siegel' <siegelconsulting@aol.com>; arnisa@wsdot.wa.gov
<arnisa@wsdot.wa.gov>; SmithH@WSDOT.WA.GOV <SmithH@WSDOT.WA.GOV>; LChoi@PragLA.com
<LChoi@PragLA.com>; Boesch, Timothy J. <boeschtj@cdmsmith.com>; kaehlera@pbworld.com
<kaehlera@pbworld.com>; CMcAbery@PragLA.com <CMcAbery@PragLA.com>;
StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com <StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com>;
boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com <boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com>;
slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com <slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com>; Baker@pbworld.com
<Baker@pbworld.com>; francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com <francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com>;
jmortensen@pragla.com <jmortensen@pragla.com>; laura.lockwood-mccall@ost.state.or.us
<laura.lockwood-mccall@ost.state.or.us>; BRODIE Les S; 'Slack, Terri' <Teresa.Slack@jacobs.com> 
Subject: RE: ODOT Cover Memo for Legislative Reports 
 
Lee,
 
In addition to our memo are you also going to include our report in the packet?
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
 

From: HELGERSON Lee A [mailto:Lee.A.HELGERSON@odot.state.or.us] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 6:44 PM
To: 'Steven Siegel'; arnisa@wsdot.wa.gov; SmithH@WSDOT.WA.GOV; LChoi@PragLA.com; Boesch,
Timothy J.; kaehlera@pbworld.com; CMcAbery@PragLA.com; StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com;
boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com; slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com; Ryan, Eugene;
Baker@pbworld.com; francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com; jmortensen@pragla.com; laura.lockwood-
mccall@ost.state.or.us; BRODIE Les S; 'Slack, Terri'
Subject: RE: ODOT Cover Memo for Legislative Reports
 
Folks,
 
Attached is what should be the final draft of the ODOT cover memo that will accompany the PRAG
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memo and the CDM memo.  All will be included in the legislative packet of information that will be
handled by Kris.  As most of you know, the Oregon House will be voting on Oregon's CRC legislation
(HB 2800) tomorrow afternoon. 
 
PRAG's final final memo should be out shortly as should CDM Smith's.  I'll reformat the cover memo on
ODOT letterhead tomorrow and then distribute the entire packet to distribution.  Also, I understand that
there may also be a memo from Parsons Brinckerhoff that will serve to inform some of the net revenue
assumptions discussed in the PRAG memo. 
 
Best regards, Lee
 

From: Steven Siegel [mailto:siegelconsulting@aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 9:04 AM
To: arnisa@wsdot.wa.gov; SmithH@WSDOT.WA.GOV; LChoi@PragLA.com; boeschtj@cdmsmith.com;
kaehlera@pbworld.com; CMcAbery@PragLA.com; StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com;
boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com; slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com; ryane@cdmsmith.com;
Baker@pbworld.com; francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com; HELGERSON Lee A; jmortensen@pragla.com;
laura.lockwood-mccall@ost.state.or.us; BRODIE Les S
Subject: ODOT Cover Memo for Legislative Reports

As indicated yesterday, ODOT will be providing a cover memo to CDM Smith and
PRAG memoranda on range of toll funding capacity. A draft is attached. Kris asked
that it be provided to you for your review and comment. 
 
Comments should be in redline, please. And I am sorry to say (blame Kris), I need
your comments by 1PM TODAY (SUNDAY). 
 
Final drafts of other memos are also coming out later today.
 
Please call if you have questions or feel a need to do so, my number is below.
 
Thanks,

Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com
503-274-0013
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From: Ryan, Eugene
To: HELGERSON Lee A; STRICKLER KristopherW * Kris; Brodie, Les; "LOCKWOOD-MCCALL Laura"; Siegel, Steve;

"jmortensen@pragla.com"; Arnis, Amy; "Smith, Helena Kennedy"; Francis, Carley; Boyd, Nancy; Baker, Brent;
Slack, Terri; "BIBLER Alice"

Cc: "LChoi@PragLA.com"; "CMcAbery@PragLA.com"; Boesch, Timothy J.; "kaehlera@pbworld.com"; Slack, Terri;
Francis, Carley

Subject: RE: Oregonian Reports on the Preliminary Columbia River Crossing Project Traffic, Revenue and Toll Funding
Capacity Analysis

Date: Saturday, March 02, 2013 4:57:35 PM

Lee,
 
Thanks for the kind words.
 
I wanted to point out one thing in the story right away . The piece includes  “Cortright said that
about 128,000 vehicles cross the existing bridge each day, according to the Oregon
Department of Transportation. He divided annual figures contained in the new report,
showing it forecast about 50,000 to 75,000 fewer vehicles a day once the tolls begin.”
 
This is an overstatement of the decline in traffic we forecasted once tolls begin. Our forecasts
show an estimated decline in the approximate range of 25,000 to 50,000 a day. I believe Mr.
Cortright got his figures by dividing the annual toll traffic we forecasted by the days in a year.
However, this does not take into account the traffic in the 8 pm to 5 am time period which is
not tolled and thus not included in our toll  traffic numbers.
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
 

From: HELGERSON Lee A [mailto:Lee.A.HELGERSON@odot.state.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, March 02, 2013 6:17 PM
To: STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; BRODIE Les S; 'LOCKWOOD-MCCALL Laura'; 'Steven Siegel';
'jmortensen@pragla.com'; 'Arnis, Amy'; 'Smith, Helena Kennedy'; 'Carley Francis'; 'Nancy Boyd
(boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com)'; 'Brent Baker (Baker@pbworld.com)'; Ryan, Eugene; 'Terri Slack
(slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com)'; 'BIBLER Alice'
Cc: 'LChoi@PragLA.com'; 'CMcAbery@PragLA.com'; Boesch, Timothy J.; 'kaehlera@pbworld.com'; 'Slack,
Terri (Consultant)'; 'Francis, Carley'
Subject: Oregonian Reports on the Preliminary Columbia River Crossing Project Traffic, Revenue and
Toll Funding Capacity Analysis
 

Folks,

Your good work and analysis is front and center on a generally positive Oregonian Business page
article.  We do appreciate the efforts of all involved in the recent and ongoing traffic, revenue and toll
funding capacity analysis.  A noteworthy team effort.  More of that to come.

Best regards, Lee
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Lee Alan Helgerson 
ODOT - Debt & Quantitative Analysis Manager 
355 Capitol St. NE, MS 21
Salem, OR  97301-3871
Tel: (503) 986-6634
Mobile: (503) 383-8451
Fax: (503) 986-3907
email: lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us

 

mailto:lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us


From: HELGERSON Lee A
To: "Ryan, Eugene"; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; Brodie, Les; "LOCKWOOD-MCCALL Laura"; Siegel, Steve;

"jmortensen@pragla.com"; Arnis, Amy; "Smith, Helena Kennedy"; Francis, Carley; Boyd, Nancy; Baker, Brent;
Slack, Terri; "BIBLER Alice"

Cc: "LChoi@PragLA.com"; "CMcAbery@PragLA.com"; Boesch, Timothy J.; "kaehlera@pbworld.com"; Slack, Terri;
Francis, Carley

Subject: RE: Oregonian Reports on the Preliminary Columbia River Crossing Project Traffic, Revenue and Toll Funding
Capacity Analysis

Date: Saturday, March 02, 2013 5:06:48 PM

Thanks Eugene for highlighting Mr. Cortright's error and misstatement.  Erroneous and simplistic use of
projections and estimates does seem to be a continuing theme of some.

From: Ryan, Eugene [mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com] 
Sent: Saturday, March 02, 2013 4:57 PM
To: HELGERSON Lee A; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; BRODIE Les S; 'LOCKWOOD-MCCALL Laura';
'Steven Siegel'; 'jmortensen@pragla.com'; 'Arnis, Amy'; 'Smith, Helena Kennedy'; 'Carley Francis'; 'Nancy
Boyd (boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com)'; 'Brent Baker (Baker@pbworld.com)'; 'Terri Slack
(slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com)'; 'BIBLER Alice'
Cc: 'LChoi@PragLA.com'; 'CMcAbery@PragLA.com'; Boesch, Timothy J.; 'kaehlera@pbworld.com'; 'Slack,
Terri (Consultant)'; 'Francis, Carley'
Subject: RE: Oregonian Reports on the Preliminary Columbia River Crossing Project Traffic, Revenue
and Toll Funding Capacity Analysis

Lee,
 
Thanks for the kind words.
 
I wanted to point out one thing in the story right away . The piece includes  “Cortright said that
about 128,000 vehicles cross the existing bridge each day, according to the Oregon
Department of Transportation. He divided annual figures contained in the new report,
showing it forecast about 50,000 to 75,000 fewer vehicles a day once the tolls begin.”
 
This is an overstatement of the decline in traffic we forecasted once tolls begin. Our forecasts
show an estimated decline in the approximate range of 25,000 to 50,000 a day. I believe Mr.
Cortright got his figures by dividing the annual toll traffic we forecasted by the days in a year.
However, this does not take into account the traffic in the 8 pm to 5 am time period which is
not tolled and thus not included in our toll  traffic numbers.
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
 

From: HELGERSON Lee A [mailto:Lee.A.HELGERSON@odot.state.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, March 02, 2013 6:17 PM
To: STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; BRODIE Les S; 'LOCKWOOD-MCCALL Laura'; 'Steven Siegel';
'jmortensen@pragla.com'; 'Arnis, Amy'; 'Smith, Helena Kennedy'; 'Carley Francis'; 'Nancy Boyd
(boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com)'; 'Brent Baker (Baker@pbworld.com)'; Ryan, Eugene; 'Terri Slack
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(slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com)'; 'BIBLER Alice'
Cc: 'LChoi@PragLA.com'; 'CMcAbery@PragLA.com'; Boesch, Timothy J.; 'kaehlera@pbworld.com'; 'Slack,
Terri (Consultant)'; 'Francis, Carley'
Subject: Oregonian Reports on the Preliminary Columbia River Crossing Project Traffic, Revenue and
Toll Funding Capacity Analysis
 

Folks,

Your good work and analysis is front and center on a generally positive Oregonian Business page
article.  We do appreciate the efforts of all involved in the recent and ongoing traffic, revenue and toll
funding capacity analysis.  A noteworthy team effort.  More of that to come.

Best regards, Lee

Lee Alan Helgerson 
ODOT - Debt & Quantitative Analysis Manager 
355 Capitol St. NE, MS 21
Salem, OR  97301-3871
Tel: (503) 986-6634
Mobile: (503) 383-8451
Fax: (503) 986-3907
email: lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us

 

mailto:lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us


From: HELGERSON Lee A
To: HELGERSON Lee A; "Ryan, Eugene"; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; Brodie, Les; "LOCKWOOD-MCCALL

Laura"; Siegel, Steve; "jmortensen@pragla.com"; Arnis, Amy; "Smith, Helena Kennedy"; Francis, Carley; Boyd,
Nancy; Baker, Brent; Slack, Terri; "BIBLER Alice"

Cc: "LChoi@PragLA.com"; "CMcAbery@PragLA.com"; "Boesch, Timothy J."; "kaehlera@pbworld.com"
Subject: RE: Preliminary Columbia River Crossing Project Traffic, Revenue and Toll Funding Capacity Analysis
Date: Monday, February 25, 2013 12:32:05 PM
Attachments: hb2800 A-Engrossed.pdf

For information, Oregon's CRC legislation HB 2800 A-Engrossed passed the House 44 to 11.  The bill
now goes to the Senate for a scheduled vote on Monday, March 4.
 
 

From: HELGERSON Lee A 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 10:34 AM
To: 'Ryan, Eugene'; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; BRODIE Les S; LOCKWOOD-MCCALL Laura; Steven
Siegel; jmortensen@pragla.com; Arnis, Amy; Smith, Helena Kennedy; Carley Francis; Nancy Boyd
(boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com); Brent Baker (Baker@pbworld.com); Terri Slack
(slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com); BIBLER Alice
Cc: LChoi@PragLA.com; CMcAbery@PragLA.com; Boesch, Timothy J.; 'kaehlera@pbworld.com'
Subject: RE: Preliminary Columbia River Crossing Project Traffic, Revenue and Toll Funding Capacity
Analysis

Folks,
 
The CDM Memo in addition to CDM report is now attached. 

From: Ryan, Eugene [mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 10:17 AM
To: HELGERSON Lee A; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; BRODIE Les S; LOCKWOOD-MCCALL Laura;
Steven Siegel; jmortensen@pragla.com; Arnis, Amy; Smith, Helena Kennedy; Carley Francis; Nancy Boyd
(boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com); Brent Baker (Baker@pbworld.com); Terri Slack
(slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com); BIBLER Alice
Cc: LChoi@PragLA.com; CMcAbery@PragLA.com; Boesch, Timothy J.; 'kaehlera@pbworld.com'
Subject: RE: Preliminary Columbia River Crossing Project Traffic, Revenue and Toll Funding Capacity
Analysis

Lee,
 
I see that you have our report attached but not our memo.
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
 

From: HELGERSON Lee A [mailto:Lee.A.HELGERSON@odot.state.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 12:07 PM
To: STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; BRODIE Les S; LOCKWOOD-MCCALL Laura; Steven Siegel;
jmortensen@pragla.com; Arnis, Amy; Smith, Helena Kennedy; Carley Francis; Nancy Boyd
(boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com); Brent Baker (Baker@pbworld.com); Ryan, Eugene; Terri Slack
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77th OREGON LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY--2013 Regular Session


A-Engrossed


House Bill 2800
Ordered by the House February 20


Including House Amendments dated February 20


Sponsored by Representatives READ, BENTZ, Senators BEYER, STARR


SUMMARY


The following summary is not prepared by the sponsors of the measure and is not a part of the body thereof subject
to consideration by the Legislative Assembly. It is an editor’s brief statement of the essential features of the
measure.


Declares that it is in state’s interest to undertake Interstate 5 bridge replacement project. En-
acts provisions relating to tolls for project. Specifies borrowing authority of Department of Trans-
portation for project.


Provides that department may not request issuance of bonds for project unless certain criteria
are met.


Sets cap on total cost of project.
Requires department to include certain provisions in public contracts awarded in connection


with project.
Directs Oregon Transportation Commission to conduct study and make recommendations on


creating fund to address [public health issues along portion of Interstate 5 corridor impacted by
project] project public health issues, on construction material stationing and on project di-
version impacts.


Declares emergency, effective on passage.


A BILL FOR AN ACT


Relating to the Interstate 5 bridge replacement project; creating new provisions; amending ORS


367.163, 381.005, 381.020, 383.003, 383.005, 383.009, 383.015 and 383.035; repealing ORS 381.075;


and declaring an emergency.


Be It Enacted by the People of the State of Oregon:


INTERSTATE 5 BRIDGE REPLACEMENT PROJECT


SECTION 1. Section 2 of this 2013 Act is added to and made a part of ORS 381.005 to


381.075.


SECTION 2. The Legislative Assembly finds that it is in the interests of this state to


undertake the Interstate 5 bridge replacement project, a bistate, multimodal corridor im-


provement project between the Washington State Route 500 interchange with Interstate 5 in


Vancouver, Washington, and the Victory Boulevard interchange with Interstate 5 in


Portland, Oregon. The project includes:


(1) New multimodal river crossings;


(2) Replacement, modification and removal of the existing Interstate 5 bridges;


(3) Improvements to existing interchanges; and


(4) Multimodal improvements to facilitate travel in the bistate corridor.


SECTION 3. (1) As used in this section, “Interstate 5 bridge replacement project” means


the project described in section 2 of this 2013 Act.


(2) The total cost of the Interstate 5 bridge replacement project may not exceed $3.413


NOTE: Matter in boldfaced type in an amended section is new; matter [italic and bracketed] is existing law to be omitted.


New sections are in boldfaced type.
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billion after the effective date of this 2013 Act.


(3) For the purpose of financing the Interstate 5 bridge replacement project, the State


Treasurer may not have outstanding, at any one time, bonds in an amount exceeding $450


million of net proceeds, plus an amount determined by the State Treasurer to pay estimated


bond-related costs of issuance, for the purpose of funding Oregon’s share of the aggregated


contribution to the project from Oregon and the State of Washington as described in the


Final Environmental Impact Statement submitted to the United States Government for the


project. It is the intent of the Legislative Assembly that moneys from the United States


Government or toll revenues be used to directly fund the project, be used to repay other


borrowings for the project or be pledged alone or with other security to lower the costs of


other borrowings for the project.


(4) The Department of Transportation may not request and the State Treasurer may not


issue any bond to finance the Interstate 5 bridge replacement project unless:


(a) No later than September 30, 2013, the State of Washington has appropriated, author-


ized or committed sufficient funds to:


(A) Satisfy the United States Department of Transportation requirement for a proposed


full funding grant agreement application; and


(B) Meet the requirements of the finance section included in the project’s Final Envi-


ronmental Impact Statement published on September 11, 2011 and endorsed by the Federal


Transit Administration and the Federal Highway Administration in the record of decision


dated December 7, 2011;


(b) The United States Department of Transportation has submitted a full funding grant


agreement application, in an amount of at least $850 million of Federal Transit Adminis-


tration funds, for congressional review;


(c) The State Treasurer has participated in and approved the findings of an investment


grade analysis of toll revenues associated with the project’s application for a loan from the


Federal Highway Administration’s Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act


program, and provided for ongoing financial analysis of the project;


(d) The State Treasurer has reviewed and approved a comprehensive financing plan for


the project, after making written findings that there are sources of funds committed by


contract or law or otherwise obligated that are reasonably expected to be available and that


will provide sufficient cash flows to pay the estimated costs of the initial phase of the project


described in the full funding grant agreement without revenues from borrowings in addition


to those described in subsection (3) of this section; and


(e) The United States Coast Guard has issued a general bridge permit for the main


channel of the Columbia River for the project.


SECTION 4. ORS 381.005 is amended to read:


381.005. (1) The Department of Transportation in the name of the state may construct, recon-


struct, purchase, rent, lease or otherwise acquire, improve, operate and maintain bridges over the


Columbia River [to the State of Washington].


(2) Notwithstanding the designation of state highways within this state under ORS 366.005


and 366.220, the department may acquire real property necessary for the Interstate 5 bridge


replacement project, together with approaches and connecting roads, on both sides of the


Columbia River. For the purposes of the Interstate 5 bridge replacement project, the Oregon


Transportation Commission by resolution may designate additional approaches, connecting


[2]
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roads and related facilities within the Interstate 5 corridor on both sides of the Columbia


River as a part of the Oregon state highway system.


SECTION 5. ORS 381.020 is amended to read:


381.020. The Department of Transportation may [pay out of state highway funds or] use moneys


in the State Highway Fund, and any other [funds] moneys available to [it] the department, to


pay any part of the cost of the construction, purchase, financing, maintenance, operation, repair,


reconstruction and improvement of any bridge mentioned in ORS 381.005. [assessed and allocated to


this state. In the event the bridge is operated as a toll bridge, then the share of toll revenues accruing


to this state shall be applied by the department to reimburse the state highway funds for expenditures


made in connection with the bridge.]


SECTION 6. ORS 381.075 is repealed.


TOLLS


SECTION 7. Section 8 of this 2013 Act is added to and made a part of ORS 383.003 to


383.075.


SECTION 8. (1) The Oregon Transportation Commission may enter into agreements with


the State of Washington, or the State of Washington’s designee, relating to establishing,


reviewing, adjusting and collecting tolls for the Interstate 5 bridge replacement project.


(2) The commission shall consider the factors listed in ORS 383.004 and traffic demand


management in considering tolls for the Interstate 5 bridge replacement project. Tolls for


the project must be sufficient to:


(a) Meet debt service requirements for debt issued to finance construction, development,


equipping or improvement for the project, including any reserves required by bond or other


contractual covenants;


(b) Pay for maintenance and operation of the project; and


(c) Fund any repair reserves, replacement reserves or other reserves that are required


by bond or other contractual covenants or that are otherwise determined by the commission


to be necessary in connection with the project.


(3) The portion of toll revenues accruing to the State of Oregon from the Interstate 5


bridge replacement project may be used only for the purposes described in Article IX, section


3a, of the Oregon Constitution. The toll revenues shall be used exclusively for the project,


and may not be used for any other purpose, for as long as bonds issued to finance the


project, including any refunding bonds, remain outstanding. After all bonds issued to finance


the project, including any refunding bonds, have been repaid, the toll revenues shall be re-


duced to an amount that is sufficient to do only the following:


(a) Pay the cost of maintenance and operation of the project; and


(b) Pay the cost of, including the cost of funding reserves for, reconstruction, improve-


ment and replacement of facilities related to the project.


SECTION 9. ORS 383.003 is amended to read:


383.003. As used in ORS 383.003 to 383.075:


(1) “Department” means the Department of Transportation.


(2) “Electronic toll collection system” means a system that records use of a tollway by elec-


tronic transmissions to or from the vehicle using the tollway and that collects tolls, or that is ca-


pable of charging an account established by a person for use of the tollway.


[3]
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(3) “Photo enforcement system” means a system of sensors installed to work in conjunction with


an electronic toll collection system and other traffic control devices and that automatically produces


videotape or one or more photographs, microphotographs or other recorded images of a vehicle in


connection with the collection or enforcement of tolls.


(4) “Private entity” means any nongovernmental entity, including a corporation, partnership,


company or other legal entity, or any natural person.


(5) “Related facility” means any real or personal property that:


(a) Will be used to operate, maintain, renovate or facilitate the use of the tollway;


(b) Will provide goods or services to the users of the tollway; or


(c) Can be developed efficiently when tollways are developed and will generate revenue that


may be used to reduce tolls or will be deposited in the State Tollway Account.


(6) “Toll” means any fee or charge for the use of a tollway.


(7) “Toll booth collections” means the manual or mechanical collection of cash or charging of


an account at a toll plaza, toll booth or similar fixed toll collection facility.


(8) “Tollway” means any roadway, path, highway, bridge, tunnel, railroad track, bicycle path or


other paved surface or structure specifically designed as a land vehicle transportation route, the


construction, operation or maintenance of which is wholly or partially funded with toll revenues


resulting from an agreement under ORS 383.005.


(9) “Tollway operator” means the unit of government or the private entity that is responsible


for the construction, reconstruction, installation, improvement, financing, maintenance, repair and


operation of a tollway or a related facility.


(10) “Tollway project” means any capital project involving the acquisition of land for, or the


construction, reconstruction, improvement, installation, development or equipping of, a tollway, re-


lated facilities or any portion thereof.


(11) “Unit of government” means any department or agency of the federal government, any state,


[or any agency, office or department thereof,] any department or agency of a state, any bistate


entity created by agreement under ORS 190.420 or other law for the purposes of the Inter-


state 5 bridge replacement project, and any city, county, district, port or other public corporation


organized and existing under statutory law or under a voter-approved charter.


SECTION 10. ORS 383.035 is amended to read:


383.035. (1) A person who fails to pay a toll, established pursuant to ORS 383.004, shall pay to


the Department of Transportation the amount of the toll, a civil penalty of not more than $25 and


an administrative fee established by the tollway operator not to exceed the actual cost of collecting


the unpaid toll.


(2) In addition to any other penalty, the department [of Transportation] shall refuse to renew the


motor vehicle registration of the motor vehicle owned by a person who has not paid the toll, the


civil penalty and any administrative fee charged under this section.


(3) This section does not apply to:


(a) A person operating a vehicle owned by a unit of government or the tollway operator;


(b) A person who is a member of a category of persons exempted by the Oregon Transportation


Commission from paying a toll; or


(c) A person who is a member of a category of persons made eligible by the commission for


paying a reduced toll, to the extent of the reduction.


(4) Subsection (1) of this section does not apply to a person who fails to pay a toll es-


tablished under section 8 of this 2013 Act.


[4]
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(5)(a) Upon receiving a request from the State of Washington, or from the State of


Washington’s designee that has contracted with the State of Washington to collect tolls, the


department shall provide information to identify registered owners of vehicles who fail to pay


a toll established under section 8 of this 2013 Act.


(b) If the State of Washington, or the State of Washington’s designee that has contracted


with the State of Washington to collect tolls, gives notice to the department that a person


has not paid a toll established under section 8 of this 2013 Act, or a civil penalty or admin-


istrative fee imposed by reason of failure to pay the toll, the department shall refuse to re-


new the Oregon motor vehicle registration of the motor vehicle operated by the person at


the time of the violation.


(c) The department may renew an Oregon motor vehicle registration of a person de-


scribed in paragraph (b) of this subsection upon receipt of a notice from the State of


Washington, or from the State of Washington’s designee, indicating that all tolls, civil pen-


alties and other administrative fees owed by the person have been paid.


BORROWING FOR THE INTERSTATE 5 BRIDGE REPLACEMENT PROJECT


SECTION 11. The Department of Transportation may request the State Treasurer to is-


sue short-term bonds as provided in ORS chapter 286A for the purpose of managing cash


flows for the Interstate 5 bridge replacement project, which may include, but is not limited


to, repaying moneys borrowed from any unit of government, as defined in ORS 383.003. ORS


286A.035 does not apply to any short-term bonds issued under this section. Any bonds issued


under this section shall be repaid from the proceeds of bonds or other moneys available to


the department for the Interstate 5 bridge replacement project.


SECTION 12. (1) The Department of Transportation may request the State Treasurer to


issue bonds as provided in ORS chapter 286A for the purpose of financing the Interstate 5


bridge replacement project. The provisions of ORS 367.555 and 367.560 do not apply to bonds


issued under this section. The proceeds of bonds issued under this section may be deposited


in a segregated account within the State Highway Fund or with a trustee as provided in ORS


286A.025. A unit of government, as defined in ORS 383.003, may be used as a trustee for bonds


issued under the authority of this section. The proceeds of the bonds may be invested as


provided in ORS 286A.025.


(2) The proceeds of bonds issued under this section may be used by the department, or


loaned to a private entity or to a unit of government both as defined in ORS 383.003, for the


purpose of:


(a) Financing any portion of the Interstate 5 bridge replacement project, including the


payment of costs of acquisition of interests in land;


(b) Providing a financial reserve required under any federal funding agreement;


(c) Paying costs of issuing bonds and funding bond reserves; and


(d) Reimbursing the State Tollway Account established by ORS 383.009, as provided in


ORS 383.015 (4).


(3) Moneys attributable to the Interstate 5 bridge replacement project and deposited to,


and accounted for as part of, the State Tollway Account may be held by a third party, in-


cluding a unit of government as defined in ORS 383.003, as trustee or custodian of such


moneys.
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(4) The moneys described in section 13 (1) of this 2013 Act shall be used, to the extent


such moneys are necessary, to pay or secure the bonds authorized under this section.


SECTION 13. (1) Except as provided in subsection (2) of this section, the following mon-


eys may be pledged to payment of bonds issued under section 12 of this 2013 Act:


(a) Moneys attributable to tolls deposited in the State Tollway Account established under


ORS 383.009 or tolls collected and held by a third party for the State of Oregon.


(b) Moneys deposited in the State Highway Fund that are not otherwise pledged or dedi-


cated to other purposes, except that moneys otherwise pledged or dedicated may be used for


a subordinate lien if allowed by law or contract.


(c) Moneys loaned, granted or otherwise provided by the United States Government that


may legally be used to finance costs of the Interstate 5 bridge replacement project.


(2) The following moneys may not be pledged to payment of bonds issued under section


12 of this 2013 Act:


(a) Moneys appropriated to counties under ORS 366.762 to 366.768.


(b) Moneys appropriated to cities under ORS 366.785 to 366.820.


(c) Fees for the registration of campers, motor homes and travel trailers that are re-


quired to be paid into the State Parks and Recreation Department Fund under ORS 366.512.


SECTION 14. ORS 383.005 is amended to read:


383.005. (1) For purposes of the acquisition, design, construction, reconstruction, operation or


maintenance and repair of tollway projects, the Department of Transportation may enter into any


combination of contracts, agreements and other arrangements with any one or more private entities


or units of government, or any combination thereof, including but not limited to the following:


(a) Design-build contracts with private entities pursuant to which a portion or all aspects of the


design, construction and installation of all or any portion of a tollway project are accomplished by


the private entity;


(b) Lease agreements, lease-purchase agreements and installment sale arrangements for the


lease, sale or purchase of real and personal property for tollway projects by the state from private


entities or units of government or by private entities or units of government from the state;


(c) Licenses, franchises or other agreements for the periodic or long-term operation or mainte-


nance of a tollway project;


(d) Financing agreements for a tollway project pursuant to which the department borrows


from, or makes any loan, grant, guaranty or other financing arrangement to or with, a private


entity or unit of government; and


(e) Agreements for purchase or acquisition of fee ownership, easements, rights of way or any


other interests in land upon which a tollway project is to be built.


(2) The department may operate tollway projects and impose and collect tolls on any tollway


project the department operates. Any private entity or unit of government that operates a tollway


project pursuant to an agreement with the department may impose and collect tolls on the tollway


project.


SECTION 15. ORS 383.009 is amended to read:


383.009. (1) There is hereby established the State Tollway Account as a separate account within


the State Highway Fund. The State Tollway Account shall consist of:


(a) All moneys and revenues received by the Department of Transportation from or made avail-


able by the federal government to the department for any tollway project or for the operation or


maintenance of any tollway;
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(b) Any moneys received by the department from any other unit of government or any private


entity for a tollway project or from the operation or maintenance of any tollway;


(c) All moneys and revenues received by the department from any loan made by the department


for a tollway project pursuant to ORS 383.005, and from any lease, agreement, franchise or license


for the right to the possession and use, operation or management of a tollway project;


(d) All tolls and other revenues received by the department from the users of any tollway


project;


(e) The proceeds of any bonds authorized to be issued [under ORS 383.023] for tollway projects;


(f) Any moneys that the department has legally transferred from the State Highway Fund to the


State Tollway Account for tollway projects;


(g) All moneys and revenues received by the department from all other sources that by donation,


grant, contract or law are allocated or dedicated for tollway projects;


(h) All interest earnings on investments made from any of the moneys held in the State Tollway


Account; and


(i) All civil penalties and administrative fees paid to the department from the enforcement of


tolls.


(2) Moneys in the State Tollway Account may be used by the department for the following pur-


poses:


(a) To finance preliminary studies and reports for any tollway project;


(b) To acquire land to be owned by the state for tollways and any related facilities therefor;


(c) To finance the construction, renovation, operation, improvement, maintenance or repair of


any tollway project;


(d) To make grants or loans to a unit of government for tollway projects;


(e) To make loans to private entities for tollway projects;


(f) To pay the principal, interest and premium due with respect to, and to pay the costs con-


nected with the issuance or ongoing administration of any bonds or other financial obligations au-


thorized to be issued by, or the proceeds of which are received by, the department for any tollway


project;


(g) To provide a guaranty or other security for any bonds or other financial obligations, in-


cluding but not limited to financial obligations with respect to any bond insurance, surety or credit


enhancement device issued or incurred by the department, a unit of government or a private entity,


for the purpose of financing a single tollway project or any related group or system of tollways or


related facilities; and


(h) To pay the costs incurred by the department in connection with its oversight, operation and


administration of the State Tollway Account, the proposals and projects submitted under ORS


383.015 and the tollway projects financed under ORS 383.005.


(3) For purposes of paying or securing bonds [authorized by ORS 383.023] or providing a guar-


anty, surety or other security authorized by subsection (2)(g) of this section, the department may:


(a) Irrevocably pledge all or any portion of the amounts that are credited to, or are required to


be credited to, the State Tollway Account;


(b) Establish subaccounts in the State Tollway Account, and make covenants regarding the


credit to and use of amounts in those accounts and subaccounts; and


(c) Establish separate trust funds or accounts and make covenants to transfer to those separate


trust funds or accounts all or any portion of the amounts that are required to be deposited in the


State Tollway Account.
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(4) Notwithstanding any other provision of ORS 383.001 to 383.075, the department shall not


pledge any funds or amounts at any time held in the State Tollway Account as security for the ob-


ligations of a private entity unless the department has entered into a binding and enforceable


agreement that provides the department reasonable assurance that the department will be repaid,


with appropriate interest, any amounts that the department is required to advance pursuant to that


pledge.


(5) Moneys in the State Tollway Account are continuously appropriated to the department for


purposes authorized by this section.


SECTION 16. ORS 383.015 is amended to read:


383.015. (1) Tollway projects may be initiated by the Department of Transportation, by a unit


of government having an interest in the installation of a tollway, or by a private entity interested


in constructing or operating a tollway project. The department shall charge an administrative fee


for reviewing and considering any tollway project proposed by a private entity, which the depart-


ment shall establish by rule. All such administrative fees shall be deposited into the State Tollway


Account.


(2) The department shall adopt rules pursuant to which it will consider authorization of a


tollway project. The rules shall require consideration of:


(a) The opinions and interests of units of government encompassing or adjacent to the path of


the proposed tollway project in having the tollway installed;


(b) The probable impact of the proposed tollway project on local environmental, aesthetic and


economic conditions and on the economy of the state in general;


(c) The extent to which funding other than state funding is available for the proposed tollway


project;


(d) The likelihood that the estimated use of the tollway project will provide sufficient revenues


to independently finance the costs related to the construction and future maintenance, repair and


reconstruction of the tollway project, including the repayment of any loans to be made from moneys


in the State Tollway Account;


(e) With respect to tollway projects, any portion of which will be financed with state funds or


department loans or grants:


(A) The relative importance of the proposed tollway project compared to other proposed


tollways; and


(B) Traffic congestion and economic conditions in the communities that will be affected by


competing tollway projects; and


(f) The effects of tollway implementation on community and local street traffic.


(3) Notwithstanding any other provision of ORS 383.001 to 383.075, no tollway project shall be


authorized unless the department finds that either:


(a) Based on the department’s estimate of present and future traffic patterns, the revenues gen-


erated by the tollway project will be sufficient, after payment of all obligations incurred in con-


nection with the acquisition, construction and operation of such tollway project, to ensure the


continued maintenance, repair and reconstruction of the tollway project without the contribution


of additional public funds; or


(b) The revenues generated by the tollway project will be at least sufficient to pay its opera-


tional expenses and a portion of the costs of its construction, maintenance, repair and recon-


struction, and the importance of the tollway project to the welfare or economy of the state is great


enough to justify the use of public funding for a portion of its construction, maintenance, repair and
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reconstruction.


(4) If the department finds that a proposed tollway project qualifies for authorization under this


section, the department may conduct or cause to be conducted any environmental, geological or


other studies required by law as a condition of construction of the tollway project. The costs of


completing the studies for any proposed tollway project may be paid [by] from moneys in the State


Tollway Account[, provided that any such payment shall constitute a loan against the proposed tollway


project and shall be reimbursed to the State Tollway Account as a part of] that are reimbursed from


the permanent financing for the project.


SECTION 17. ORS 367.163 is amended to read:


367.163. The State Treasurer, at the request of the Department of Transportation, may issue


grant anticipation revenue bonds for the purposes of:


(1) Financing highway improvement projects including highway improvement projects already


under way or scheduled;


(2) Financing the restoration, reconstruction or renovation of highway improvements in Oregon;


(3) Financing transportation projects;


(4) Paying the costs of issuance of the revenue bonds including, but not limited to, the costs and


fees of paying agents, trustees and remarketing agents; [or]


(5) Paying the costs of credit enhancements[.]; or


(6) Financing the Interstate 5 bridge replacement project.


PUBLIC CONTRACTS


SECTION 18. (1) As used in this section, “Interstate 5 bridge replacement project” means


the project described in section 2 of this 2013 Act.


(2)(a) The Department of Transportation shall require, in accordance with 23 C.F.R.


635.410, that in each public contract that the department awards to a contractor in con-


nection with the Interstate 5 bridge replacement project that steel, iron, coatings for steel


and iron and manufactured products that the contractor purchases for the Interstate 5


bridge replacement project and that become part of a permanent structure must be produced


in the United States.


(b)(A) The requirement set forth in paragraph (a) of this subsection does not apply if the


Secretary of the United States Department of Transportation, or the secretary’s designee,


finds that:


(i) The requirement is inconsistent with the public interest;


(ii) Steel, iron, coatings for steel and iron and manufactured products required for the


Interstate 5 bridge replacement project are not produced in the United States in sufficient


and reasonably available quantities and with satisfactory quality; or


(iii) The requirement set forth in paragraph (a) of this subsection will increase the con-


struction and related costs of the Interstate 5 bridge replacement project, exclusive of labor


costs involved in final assembly for manufactured products, by 25 percent or more.


(B) At the earliest practicable time, the department shall give notice of any waiver that


the Secretary of the United States Department of Transportation grants. The department


shall give the notice by means of the same methods the department used to advertise pro-


curements for the Interstate 5 bridge replacement project, or by other means reasonably


suited to notifying contractors and subcontractors of the waiver.
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(c)(A) Notwithstanding a finding from the Secretary of the United States Department of


Transportation under paragraph (b)(A) of this subsection, a contractor shall spend at least


75 percent of the total amount the contractor spends in connection with the Interstate 5


bridge replacement project on steel, iron, coatings for steel and iron and manufactured pro-


ducts that become part of a permanent structure to purchase steel, iron, coatings for steel


and iron and manufactured products that are produced in the United States.


(B) The Director of Transportation may waive the requirement set forth in subparagraph


(A) of this paragraph if the director finds that the requirement will increase the cost of a


contract the department awards in connection with the Interstate 5 bridge replacement


project by 25 percent or more, that steel, iron, coatings for steel and iron or manufactured


products are not produced in the United States in sufficient and reasonable quantities and


with satisfactory quality to meet the requirement or that the requirement violates regu-


lations promulgated by the Federal Highway Administration of the United States Department


of Transportation.


(d) The requirements set forth in this subsection are subject to applicable state and fed-


eral trade agreements.


(3)(a) The department, in awarding public contracts in connection with the Interstate 5


bridge replacement project, shall seek to the extent permissible under law, and in compliance


with the provisions of 49 C.F.R. part 26, as in effect on the effective date of this 2013 Act,


to:


(A) Ensure nondiscrimination in awarding public contracts;


(B) Remove barriers that prevent disadvantaged business enterprises from obtaining


public contracts;


(C) Create conditions under which disadvantaged business enterprises may compete fairly


for public contracts; and


(D) Otherwise seek to implement the policies set forth in ORS 279A.100, 279A.105 and


279A.110.


(b)(A) The Director of Transportation, in consultation with the Advocate for Minority,


Women and Emerging Small Business, with disadvantaged, minority, women or emerging


small business enterprises certified under ORS 200.055, with contractors and with other


knowledgeable persons, shall prepare a plan for complying with the requirements described


in paragraph (a) of this subsection and shall deliver the plan not later than January 1, 2014,


to an interim committee of the Legislative Assembly with oversight over transportation is-


sues. The plan must include a process for:


(i) Identifying opportunities for disadvantaged, minority, women or emerging small busi-


ness enterprises certified under ORS 200.055 to competitively bid for subcontracts and for


disadvantaged, minority, women or emerging small business enterprises to build the capacity


necessary to bid for larger contracts; and


(ii) Identifying opportunities to create and foster mentoring relationships between con-


tractors and subcontractors with extensive experience in performing public contracts and


disadvantaged, minority, women or emerging small businesses that are certified under ORS


200.055.


(B) The director, in accordance with ORS chapter 183, shall adopt rules that incorporate


the plan and that have an effective date that is not earlier than July 1, 2014.


(4)(a) As used in this subsection:
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(A) “Apprentice” has the meaning given that term in ORS 660.010.


(B) “Local joint committee” has the meaning given that term in ORS 660.010.


(C) “Program” has the meaning given that term in ORS 660.010.


(b) The department shall provide in each public contract that the department awards to


a contractor in connection with the Interstate 5 bridge replacement project that apprentices


employed in a program that a local joint committee has approved under ORS 660.002 to


660.210 and that has existed for at least two years must perform at least 10 percent of all


work hours performed under the public contract. The department shall also require con-


tractors to provide in each of the contractor’s subcontracts that apprentices with the qual-


ifications specified in this paragraph must perform at least 10 percent of the work hours


performed under the subcontract.


(c) Paragraph (b) of this subsection does not apply to a contract or subcontract with a


contract price that is less than $250,000.


(5) The department shall provide in public contracts that the department awards to a


contractor in connection with the Interstate 5 bridge replacement project that:


(a) Each contractor is subject to the same standards and restrictions set forth in federal


law or the laws of this state that apply to the entire Interstate 5 bridge replacement project;


and


(b) Each contractor’s own contracts with subcontractors must provide that each sub-


contractor is subject to the same standards and restrictions set forth in federal law or the


laws of this state that apply to the entire Interstate 5 bridge replacement project.


(6) The department shall develop goals for specifying types of work and contract prices


for contracts that are awarded in connection with the Interstate 5 bridge replacement


project so as to maximize economic development opportunities for small businesses. The de-


partment shall deliver a plan to achieve the goals not later than January 1, 2014, to an in-


terim committee of the Legislative Assembly with oversight over transportation issues.


(7) The department by rule shall establish a procedure that the department will follow


to resolve disputes between the States of Oregon and Washington with respect to the


Interstate 5 bridge replacement project.


STUDY


SECTION 19. (1) As used in this section, “Interstate 5 bridge replacement project” means


the project described in section 2 of this 2013 Act.


(2) The Oregon Transportation Commission shall conduct studies and develop recom-


mendations on each of the following:


(a) Establishing a fund that may be used to address any air quality or other public health


concerns that may impact the communities along the Interstate 5 corridor from the Fremont


Bridge to the Columbia River.


(b) Determining locations in this state to station construction materials for the Inter-


state 5 bridge replacement project.


(c) Developing strategies for managing the potential diversion impacts on Interstate 205


as a result of the Interstate 5 bridge replacement project.


(3) The commission shall present the studies and recommendations to the appropriate


interim committees of the Legislative Assembly related to transportation no later than
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September 15, 2014.


SECTION 20. Section 19 of this 2013 Act is repealed on the date of the convening of the


2015 regular session of the Legislative Assembly as specified in ORS 171.010.


REPORT


SECTION 21. Each calendar quarter, the Department of Transportation shall prepare and


submit a report on the progress of the Interstate 5 bridge replacement project described in


section 2 of this 2013 Act to the Legislative Assembly as provided in ORS 192.245 or, if the


report is submitted during the interim between sessions of the Legislative Assembly, to the


appropriate interim committees related to transportation.


SECTION 22. Section 21 of this 2013 Act is repealed on January 2, 2024.


CAPTIONS


SECTION 23. The unit captions used in this 2013 Act are provided only for the conven-


ience of the reader and do not become part of the statutory law of this state or express any


legislative intent in the enactment of this 2013 Act.


EMERGENCY CLAUSE


SECTION 24. This 2013 Act being necessary for the immediate preservation of the public


peace, health and safety, an emergency is declared to exist, and this 2013 Act takes effect


on its passage.
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Analysis
 
Folks,
 
Please find attached the following memoranda relating to the preliminary Columbia River Crossing
Project traffic, revenue and toll funding capacity analysis:
 
1) ODOT - Preliminary Columbia River Crossing Project Toll Funding Capacity Analysis
2) CDM Smith - Preliminary Gross Toll Revenue Estimates, and
3) PRAG - CRC Range of Estimated Project Funding Capacity of Net Net Toll Revenues Based on
Updated Traffic and Revenue Projects
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Memorandum      
 
To: Les Brodie; CFO, Oregon Department of Transportation 
 
From: Eugene Ryan 
 
Date: February 22, 2013 
 
Subject: Columbia River Crossing Preliminary Toll Revenue Estimates 
 


CDM Smith was retained to develop traffic and toll revenue estimates for the Columbia River 
Crossing (CRC) project. As part of an on-going effort to prepare investment-grade estimates, CDM 
Smith was charged with preparing a Stage 1 range of traffic and revenue estimates. This 
memorandum summarizes the results of this Stage 1work. A refined “Stage 2” range of traffic and 
toll revenue estimates will be prepared in June 2013 based on additional data currently being 
collected; leading to an investment-grade (“Stage 3”) analysis by late 2013. 


The Stage 1 range of traffic and toll revenue estimates is based on:  
 
• A preliminary updated tolling model based on Metro’s newly developed (2010/11) travel 


demand model and CDM Smith’s tolling algorithms; 
• Available traffic counts and other data; and 
• A range of recently completed socio-economic forecasts by Metro and Moody’s. 
 
Scenarios Used for  Stage 1 Traffic and Toll Revenue Forecast  
To prepare the Stage 1 range of traffic and toll revenue forecasts, CDM Smith identified four 
scenarios to test. All of the scenarios have two stages of tolling:  


• A ‘pre-completion’ stage of tolling, during which the existing bridge is tolled while the new 
bridge is constructed. All of the scenarios use the same toll rate schedule during the early-year 
stage. 


• A ‘post-completion’ stage of tolling, which is assumed to begin FY 2022 when the new I-5 
bridges are fully open for operations.  


Scenarios were created to establish the reasonable range of anticipated revenues. The following 
summarizes the Stage 1 Scenarios: 


• Scenario 1- This scenario represents a reasonable lower bound on what revenue could be 
expected from tolling the I-5 bridges. It uses an economic forecast reflecting a pessimistic 
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economic recovery outlook that includes the assumption of no travel growth between now 
and 2015.  The travel demand model assumes parameter values in which travelers are more 
sensitive to travel costs, and are more willing to divert trips to avoid tolls. These factors are 
intended to produce the lowest reasonable level of toll bridge usage. Scenario 1 is based on 
the “Added Price Point” toll rate schedule, documented in the CRC Project Final 
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS), for pre-completion tolling. For financial analysis 
purposes, the toll rate is assumed to not escalate after FY 2022 and the surcharge after 
FY2036. 


• Scenario 2- This scenario uses the official Metro population and employment forecasts for 
the Portland metropolitan region. The Metro forecast exhibits higher population and 
employment growth than the forecast used in Scenario 1.  Model parameters values are 
taken at levels that will produce toll usage at the lower end of the reasonable range but not 
as low as Scenario 1. Scenario 2 assumes approximately the same toll rates as Scenario 1 
but the surcharge does not escalate after FY2022. 


• Scenario 3- This scenario uses  the same socio-economic forecasts and toll rate schedule as 
Scenario 2, but employs travel model values that assume that travelers are not as sensitive 
to travel costs as in Scenario 2.  


• Scenario 4 – This scenario assumes a higher post-completion toll rate than used in the other 
three scenarios. The toll rates in Scenario 4 were chosen based on what was deemed 
reasonable but there was no attempt to develop or use revenue maximizing toll rates.  
Scenario 4 uses the same socio-economic forecast and travel demand values as Scenario 3, 
but assumes toll rates based on the “1.5 X Base” toll rate schedule (as documented in the 
FEIS) in lieu of the toll rate schedule used in Scenarios 1-3. For financial analysis purposes, 
the toll rate is assumed to not escalate after FY 2022 and the surcharge after FY2036. 


The scenarios are described more fully in our report “Columbia River Crossing Traffic and Revenue 
Study, Preliminary Gross Toll Revenue Estimates, February 22, 2013.”  That report also gives the 
traffic and revenue estimates for each of the scenarios for all years from FY2016 to FY2060.  


None of these four scenarios nor most importantly the mid-point or average constitutes a base case 
scenario.  Rather the scenarios were determined for the sole purpose of preparing a reasonable 
Stage 1 range of traffic and toll revenue forecasts.   


Stage 1 Traffic and Toll Revenue Results 
Figure 1 below shows by year the toll transactions for the four scenarios. Initial transactions 
estimates start at about 20 to 30 million transactions annually in FY2016 increasing to 45 to 60 
million transactions by FY2060. Transactions rise modestly in the pre -completion tolling period 
(FY2016 through FY2021) then increase when the new bridge is assumed to be fully open, 
eventually flattening out in the outer years.  
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Figure 1. Annual Transactions 


 


Figure 2 below shows by year the gross revenue estimates for the two scenarios. Initial revenue 
estimates, in year of collection dollars, start at about $61M to $85M annually in FY2016 increasing 
to $180M to $277M by FY2060. Revenue rises modestly in the pre-completion tolling period 
(FY2016 through FY2021) then increases when the new bridge is assumed to be fully open and toll 
rates are adjusted to post-completion rate schedules in FY2022. Eventually revenue flattens out 
after FY2045. 
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Figure 2. Annual Gross Revenue 


 
 
 
Stage 1 Range of the Capital Funding Capacity from Tolls 


The Stage 1 gross toll revenues described above were used to estimate the capital funding capacity 
from tolls in two steps: 
 
• The Stage 1 range of gross toll revenues prepared by CDM Smith was converted to net toll 


revenues available for project capital funding by Parson Brinckerhoff (PB). The net revenues 
account for the use of toll revenues to pay such expenses as toll operations, facility operations 
and maintenance, tolling and facility replacement and rehabilitation costs, and credit costs. The 
net revenues also account for transfers to several reserve accounts for bonding purposes and 
the efficient operations of the facility.   


 
• The net revenues prepared by PB were provided to the Public Resources Advisory Group 


(PRAG), a financial advisory firm, which prepared alternative borrowing structures, estimated 
borrowing capacity based on those structures, estimated additional toll revenues available for 
capital construction on a pay-go basis, and prepared a range of potential capital funding 
available from toll revenues. The details of this work are explained in a PRAG memorandum 
dated February 24, 2013. 
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Table 1 summarizes the capital funding capacity estimates prepared by PRAG for Scenarios 1-4, 
which serve as the basis for Stage 1 range. 
 
Table 1. Range of Capital Funding Capacity from Tolls 


 
 
Based on these results, the reasonable range of capital funding capacity from tolls for the CRC 
Project is estimated to be between $1.07 billion  and $2.07 billion. The 2011 Oregon State 
Treasurer’s review reported a capital funding capacity of $900 million to $1.3 billion . Thus the low 
end of the current forecast range falls $170 million above the prior low end and the high end of the 
current forecast range exceeds the prior high end by approximately $770 million. If Scenario 4 
which has a higher toll rate structure is excluded, the top of the range is $1.75 billion which is $450 
million above the top of the prior range. 
 
As indicated earlier in this memorandum, this is the Stage 1 range of traffic and revenue estimates. 
CDM Smith is currently engaged in additional data collection and further model development that 
will lead to a refined Stage 2 range of traffic and revenue estimates in June 2013. The Stage 3 
investment-grade estimates, which will be used for actual financing purposes, are scheduled to be 
complete by the end of 2013. 
 
 


State-Backed Toll Bonds
TIFIA Loan and 


Toll Revenue Bonds


Scenario 1 $1.07 $1.21


Scenario 2 $1.18 $1.36


Scenario 3 $1.55 $1.75


Scenario 4 $1.92 $2.07


Source: PRAG February 2013







 
Additional work products that are expected include 1) the CDM Smith technical memorandum relating
to the Stage 1 preliminary gross toll revenue model and 2) from Parsons Brinckerhoff, a memorandum
covering the net revenue process.
 
We very much appreciate the efforts of all involved in this work. 
 
Please contact me if you have any questions.
 
Best regards, Lee

Lee Alan Helgerson 
ODOT - Debt & Quantitative Analysis Manager 
355 Capitol St. NE, MS 21
Salem, OR  97301-3871
Tel: (503) 986-6634
Mobile: (503) 383-8451
Fax: (503) 986-3907
email: lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us
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From: Ryan, Eugene
To: HELGERSON Lee A; STRICKLER KristopherW * Kris; Brodie, Les; LOCKWOOD-MCCALL Laura; Siegel, Steve;

jmortensen@pragla.com; Arnis, Amy; Smith, Helena Kennedy; Francis, Carley; Boyd, Nancy; Baker, Brent;
Slack, Terri; BIBLER Alice

Cc: LChoi@PragLA.com; CMcAbery@PragLA.com; Boesch, Timothy J.; "kaehlera@pbworld.com"
Subject: RE: Preliminary Columbia River Crossing Project Traffic, Revenue and Toll Funding Capacity Analysis
Date: Monday, February 25, 2013 10:17:40 AM

Lee,
 
I see that you have our report attached but not our memo.
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
 

From: HELGERSON Lee A [mailto:Lee.A.HELGERSON@odot.state.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 12:07 PM
To: STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; BRODIE Les S; LOCKWOOD-MCCALL Laura; Steven Siegel;
jmortensen@pragla.com; Arnis, Amy; Smith, Helena Kennedy; Carley Francis; Nancy Boyd
(boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com); Brent Baker (Baker@pbworld.com); Ryan, Eugene; Terri Slack
(slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com); BIBLER Alice
Cc: LChoi@PragLA.com; CMcAbery@PragLA.com; Boesch, Timothy J.; 'kaehlera@pbworld.com'
Subject: Preliminary Columbia River Crossing Project Traffic, Revenue and Toll Funding Capacity
Analysis
 
Folks,
 
Please find attached the following memoranda relating to the preliminary Columbia River Crossing
Project traffic, revenue and toll funding capacity analysis:
 
1) ODOT - Preliminary Columbia River Crossing Project Toll Funding Capacity Analysis
2) CDM Smith - Preliminary Gross Toll Revenue Estimates, and
3) PRAG - CRC Range of Estimated Project Funding Capacity of Net Net Toll Revenues Based on
Updated Traffic and Revenue Projects
 
Additional work products that are expected include 1) the CDM Smith technical memorandum relating
to the Stage 1 preliminary gross toll revenue model and 2) from Parsons Brinckerhoff, a memorandum
covering the net revenue process.
 
We very much appreciate the efforts of all involved in this work. 
 
Please contact me if you have any questions.
 
Best regards, Lee

Lee Alan Helgerson 
ODOT - Debt & Quantitative Analysis Manager 
355 Capitol St. NE, MS 21
Salem, OR  97301-3871
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Tel: (503) 986-6634
Mobile: (503) 383-8451
Fax: (503) 986-3907
email: lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us
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From: HELGERSON Lee A
To: "Kaehler, Auden"; "Ryan, Eugene"; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; Brodie, Les; "LOCKWOOD-MCCALL Laura";

Siegel, Steve; "jmortensen@pragla.com"; Arnis, Amy; "Smith, Helena Kennedy"; Francis, Carley; Boyd, Nancy;
Baker, Brent; Slack, Terri; "BIBLER Alice"

Cc: "LChoi@PragLA.com"; "CMcAbery@PragLA.com"; "Boesch, Timothy J."; Ladner, Scott
Subject: RE: Preliminary Columbia River Crossing Project Traffic, Revenue and Toll Funding Capacity Analysis - Net

Revenue Memo
Date: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 12:10:46 PM

Auden, Brent,
 
The draft documents look fine to me.  As you note, much of the analysis that went into the memo was
informed by your work on SR520 and other WSDOT projects.  That relationship will continue to
be quite helpful to the bi-state CRC project.  I imagine that there are some differences between SR520
and the I-5 Bridge corridor that will impact toll revenue collection?  The bi-state nature of this
project alone presents different and added complexities.  I would expect that your future analysis in
connection with the preparation of the net revenue report will provide more insight into, among other
things, the potential impact of Washington's and Oregon's differing toll enforcement rules
and mechanisms.
 
Best regards, Lee

From: Kaehler, Auden [mailto:kaehlera@pbworld.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 8:40 PM
To: HELGERSON Lee A; 'Ryan, Eugene'; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; BRODIE Les S; 'LOCKWOOD-
MCCALL Laura'; 'Steven Siegel'; 'jmortensen@pragla.com'; 'Arnis, Amy'; 'Smith, Helena Kennedy'; 'Carley
Francis'; 'Nancy Boyd (boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com)'; Baker, T Brent; 'Terri Slack
(slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com)'; 'BIBLER Alice'
Cc: 'LChoi@PragLA.com'; 'CMcAbery@PragLA.com'; 'Boesch, Timothy J.'; Ladner, Scott
Subject: Preliminary Columbia River Crossing Project Traffic, Revenue and Toll Funding Capacity
Analysis - Net Revenue Memo

All —
 
Attached for your review and comment please find a draft memorandum documenting the
preliminary net revenue projections associated with the four CRC toll scenarios prepared by CDM
Smith, and for which net revenue tables were provided to PRAG last Friday.  We have provided the
draft memo in Word format so that those so-inclined can provide make edits in revision marks. 
Please forward the memo to anyone else who should be on the distribution or review list.  Please
send any comments/revisions to me.  We will plan on providing a quick update upon receipt of any
comments/revisions.
 
The attached T&R tables contain the same values but have been revised to include the current
scenario names. Once edits have been incorporated we will combine the two files and distribute a
final document.
 
Regards,
Auden Kaehler
Brent Baker
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Auden Kaehler
Parsons Brinckerhoff
206-382-5274 (office)
206-979-3913 (cell)
 
 

From: HELGERSON Lee A 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 10:34 AM
To: 'Ryan, Eugene'; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; BRODIE Les S; LOCKWOOD-MCCALL Laura; Steven
Siegel; jmortensen@pragla.com; Arnis, Amy; Smith, Helena Kennedy; Carley Francis; Nancy Boyd
(boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com); Brent Baker (Baker@pbworld.com); Terri Slack
(slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com); BIBLER Alice
Cc: LChoi@PragLA.com; CMcAbery@PragLA.com; Boesch, Timothy J.; 'kaehlera@pbworld.com'
Subject: RE: Preliminary Columbia River Crossing Project Traffic, Revenue and Toll Funding Capacity
Analysis

Folks,
 
The CDM Memo in addition to CDM report is now attached. 
 

From: Ryan, Eugene [mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 10:17 AM
To: HELGERSON Lee A; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; BRODIE Les S; LOCKWOOD-MCCALL Laura;
Steven Siegel; jmortensen@pragla.com; Arnis, Amy; Smith, Helena Kennedy; Carley Francis; Nancy Boyd
(boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com); Brent Baker (Baker@pbworld.com); Terri Slack
(slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com); BIBLER Alice
Cc: LChoi@PragLA.com; CMcAbery@PragLA.com; Boesch, Timothy J.; 'kaehlera@pbworld.com'
Subject: RE: Preliminary Columbia River Crossing Project Traffic, Revenue and Toll Funding Capacity
Analysis

Lee,
 
I see that you have our report attached but not our memo.
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
 

From: HELGERSON Lee A [mailto:Lee.A.HELGERSON@odot.state.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 12:07 PM
To: STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; BRODIE Les S; LOCKWOOD-MCCALL Laura; Steven Siegel;
jmortensen@pragla.com; Arnis, Amy; Smith, Helena Kennedy; Carley Francis; Nancy Boyd
(boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com); Brent Baker (Baker@pbworld.com); Ryan, Eugene; Terri Slack
(slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com); BIBLER Alice
Cc: LChoi@PragLA.com; CMcAbery@PragLA.com; Boesch, Timothy J.; 'kaehlera@pbworld.com'
Subject: Preliminary Columbia River Crossing Project Traffic, Revenue and Toll Funding Capacity
Analysis
 
Folks,
 



Please find attached the following memoranda relating to the preliminary Columbia River Crossing
Project traffic, revenue and toll funding capacity analysis:
 
1) ODOT - Preliminary Columbia River Crossing Project Toll Funding Capacity Analysis
2) CDM Smith - Preliminary Gross Toll Revenue Estimates, and
3) PRAG - CRC Range of Estimated Project Funding Capacity of Net Net Toll Revenues Based on
Updated Traffic and Revenue Projects
 
Additional work products that are expected include 1) the CDM Smith technical memorandum relating
to the Stage 1 preliminary gross toll revenue model and 2) from Parsons Brinckerhoff, a memorandum
covering the net revenue process.
 
We very much appreciate the efforts of all involved in this work. 
 
Please contact me if you have any questions.
 
Best regards, Lee

Lee Alan Helgerson 
ODOT - Debt & Quantitative Analysis Manager 
355 Capitol St. NE, MS 21
Salem, OR  97301-3871
Tel: (503) 986-6634
Mobile: (503) 383-8451
Fax: (503) 986-3907
email: lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us

 

______________________________________________________________________

NOTICE: This communication and any attachments ("this message") may contain
confidential information for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any
unauthorized use, disclosure, viewing, copying, alteration, dissemination or
distribution of, or reliance on this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this message in error, or you are not an authorized recipient, please notify the
sender immediately by replying to this message, delete this message and all copies
from your e-mail system and destroy any printed copies.

mailto:lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us


From: HELGERSON Lee A
To: Slack, Terri; Ryan,Eugene; boeschtj@cdmsmith.com; Siegel, Steve; Baker, Brent; kaehlera@pbworld.com;

Brodie, Les; Jocelyn Mortensen
Cc: Francis, Carley; Smith, HelenaKennedy; Strickler, Kris; Boyd, Nancy; Rubstello, Patty; Stone, Craig
Subject: RE: Summary of Call
Date: Thursday, February 21, 2013 6:53:52 PM

Thank you Terri.  And, I'm certain all are now aware as to the importance of this effort.  As I
understand it the Oregon House will be voting on Oregon's CRC funding legislation Monday.  CDM's,
PB and PRAG's analyses are essential to provide the proper perspective as to the estimated available
revenues to support the project's toll backed debt financing.  The Oregon Treasurer's Office will also
review as appropriate and will undoubtedly be called upon by the Oregon Legislature to weigh in with
their opinion of the work effort.
 
Please do ensure that Les Brodie, Oregon CFO and myself are included in all relevant
correspondence. 
 
Thanks, Lee
 
Lee Alan Helgerson 
ODOT - Debt & Quantitative Analysis Manager 
355 Capitol St. NE, MS 21
Salem, OR  97301-3871
Tel: (503) 986-6634
Mobile: (503) 383-8451
Fax: (503) 986-3907
email: lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us

From: Slack, Terri (Consultant) [mailto:SlackT@consultant.wsdot.wa.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, February 21, 2013 5:50 PM
To: Ryan, Eugene; boeschtj@cdmsmith.com; Steven Siegel; baker@pbworld.com;
kaehlera@pbworld.com
Cc: Francis, Carley; Smith, Helena Kennedy; HELGERSON Lee A; StricklerK@columbiarivercrossing.com;
boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com; Rubstello, Patty; Stone, Craig; Slack, Terri (Consultant)
Subject: Summary of Call

All
 
Thank you for quickly responding to the need for a quick call.
 
Here is a recap of the call, please clarify if anything is misstated.
 

1.        Discussion was held on the information that is needed.  Steve Siegel to send information to
CDM Smith cc’ing others as to particular points.

2.        CDM Smith, upon receiving further clarification, will deliver draft memorandum Friday
morning for review.

3.        Concurrently, PB will be running the net revenue stream based upon the gross revenue
stream receive at around noon today.  PB to submit net revenue stream tomorrow morning

4.        Carley to reach out to Amy and Helena Friday morning
5.        Upon receipt of net revenue stream, Steve Siegel shall transmit data to Jo Mortensen at

PRAG.
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6.        PRAG shall run financing numbers with information delivery to Steve Siegel Saturday
7.        Review
8.        Transmit to Kris Strickler after review, by Sunday.
9.        Steve Siegel to draft cover memo for Kris Strickler with CDM Smith’s memorandum.

 
We all will be monitoring our emails this weekend to address issues as they arise.
 
Hopefully I’ve accurately detailed the work plan for delivering the memo.  Please let me know if you
have any clarificaitons.
 
Terri Slack
GTC Program Manager
Work: 206-716-1163
Cell: 404-889-7188
 



From: Slack, Terri (Consultant)
To: Ryan, Eugene; boeschtj@cdmsmith.com; Siegel, Steve; Baker, Brent; kaehlera@pbworld.com
Cc: Francis, Carley; Smith, Helena Kennedy; lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us; Strickler, Kris; Boyd, Nancy;

Rubstello, Patty; Stone, Craig; Slack, Terri
Subject: Summary of Call
Date: Thursday, February 21, 2013 5:50:01 PM

All
 
Thank you for quickly responding to the need for a quick call.
 
Here is a recap of the call, please clarify if anything is misstated.
 

1.        Discussion was held on the information that is needed.  Steve Siegel to send information to
CDM Smith cc’ing others as to particular points.

2.        CDM Smith, upon receiving further clarification, will deliver draft memorandum Friday
morning for review.

3.        Concurrently, PB will be running the net revenue stream based upon the gross revenue
stream receive at around noon today.  PB to submit net revenue stream tomorrow morning

4.        Carley to reach out to Amy and Helena Friday morning
5.        Upon receipt of net revenue stream, Steve Siegel shall transmit data to Jo Mortensen at

PRAG.
6.        PRAG shall run financing numbers with information delivery to Steve Siegel Saturday
7.        Review
8.        Transmit to Kris Strickler after review, by Sunday.
9.        Steve Siegel to draft cover memo for Kris Strickler with CDM Smith’s memorandum.

 
We all will be monitoring our emails this weekend to address issues as they arise.
 
Hopefully I’ve accurately detailed the work plan for delivering the memo.  Please let me know if you
have any clarificaitons.
 
Terri Slack
GTC Program Manager
Work: 206-716-1163
Cell: 404-889-7188
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From: Steven Siegel
To: ryane@cdmsmith.com; Slack, Terri; Francis, Carley; Baker, Brent; jmortensen@pragla.com;

Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us; Brodie, Les; laura.lockwood-mccall@ost.state.or.us;
SmithH@WSDOT.WA.GOV; Arnis, Amy; boeschtj@cdmsmith.com; LChoi@PragLA.com; CMcAbery@PragLA.com;
kaehlera@pbworld.com; Boyd, Nancy; Strickler, Kris

Subject: UPDATE
Date: Saturday, February 23, 2013 1:19:40 PM

Hi all --

Great thanks for all of your work. Just wanted to provide a mid-day update. Kris will
be contacting Les and Amy regarding a cover memo for the PRAG and CDM/Smith
memoranda. This cover letter will be sent out for review, probably by Kris, this
afternoon. 

In the meantime, we are still need to finalized the PRAG and CDM memo, and the
CDM report. We also need to establish a uniform approach to how we express the
range.

We will try to package everything tomorrow. 

Eugene: If you are working, please give me a call, today if possible, I am around
until about 4PM (Pacific Time)

If anyone else wishes to call, please feel free to do so.

Thanks again,

Steven Siegel
siegelconsulting@aol.com
503-274-0013
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From: Francis, Carley
To: Boesch, Timothy J.
Subject: RE: RFP for Investment Grade Traffic and Toll Revenue - Preproposal Details
Date: Thursday, July 05, 2012 11:54:37 AM

Hello Tim,
 
You will find an announcement for the pre-proposal meeting with details on location and time on
the RFP website:
http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Business/Consulting/Ads/Open/2012_CRC_Traffic.htm.
 
Thank you,
 
Carley
 
From: Boesch, Timothy J. [mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 03, 2012 1:16 PM
To: Francis, Carley
Subject: FW: RFP for Investment Grade Traffic and Toll Revenue - Preproposal Details
 
Carley,
 
Do you have the time and place for the pre-proposal meeting for the RFP for Investment Grade
Traffic and Toll Revenue RFQ on July 9?  We would like to begin our arrangements for those who
will be attending from CDM Smith.
 
Thanks!
-Tim
 
 
Timothy J. Boesch, AICP
Project Manager
CDM Smith
1218 3rd Ave, Suite 1100, Seattle, WA 98101
w: 206.336.4900  f: 206.223-2340
boeschtj@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
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From: Francis, Carley
To: document.control
Subject: FW: CRC Proceedural Question - Very Important
Date: Friday, July 13, 2012 8:43:51 AM

Consultant question re. Investment Grade Traffic and Toll Revenue Analysis Services RFP
 

From: Boesch, Timothy J. [mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com] 
Sent: Friday, July 13, 2012 8:08 AM
To: Francis, Carley
Cc: Ryan, Eugene
Subject: CRC Proceedural Question - Very Important
 

Carley,
 
In reviewing the reference forms we’re about to send out to our references for the CRC
Investment-Grade Traffic and Toll Revenue Analysis Services, it appears the directions could
be read two different ways.  The RFP states:
 
The reference form must be submitted directly to WSDOT by the reference by the due date for the
Proposal. WSDOT reserves the right to directly contact some or all references as a follow-up to the
submitted forms. WSDOT may use the results of such direct contacts in scoring this criterion.
It is the respondent’s responsibility to contact each reference to:
• Ensure the client contact information is correct
• Request that the reference or alternate reference completes the required form and returns it
directly to WSDOT at the required location and by the required date and time. References not
received by the due date and time will not be considered.
 

The proposals are to be submitted via email:
 
The fully submittal deadlines and other requirements must be complied with:
• REQUIRED: Due Date: July 20, 2012 by 4:00 PM PDT
• REQUIRED: Submittal email address: CSOSubmittals@wsdot.wa.gov
 

The reference form says at the bottom:
 
Original: Return to Consultant being evaluated; and
Copy: Fax to WSDOT at 360-705-6838
 

The question is – should our references return the completed forms to the email address
CSOSubmittals@wsdot.wa.gov or to the fax number 360-705-6838?
 

We realize the deadline for questions has past, but we consider this to be a clerical
question and very important in complying with the Completeness Screen.
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Thanks,
-Tim
 
Timothy J. Boesch, AICP
Project Manager
CDM Smith
1218 3rd Ave, Suite 1100, Seattle, WA 98101
w: 206.336.4900  f: 206.223-2340
boeschtj@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
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From: Francis, Carley
To: Boesch, Timothy J.
Cc: Ryan, Eugene
Subject: RE: CRC Proceedural Question - Very Important
Date: Friday, July 13, 2012 9:51:23 AM

Hello,
 
This answer should also be posted shortly online but to be as expedient as possible it is included
below as well.
 
A: WSDOT prefers to receive references via fax (360-705-6838) as noted on the reference form. If
the reference does not have a fax machine, references can be e-mailed to the address:
CSOSubmittals@wsdot.wa.gov. Regardless of the method of delivery, references must be sent by
the reference to WSDOT and not by the consultant responding to the RFP.
 
Thank you,
 
Carley
 

From: Boesch, Timothy J. [mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com] 
Sent: Friday, July 13, 2012 8:08 AM
To: Francis, Carley
Cc: Ryan, Eugene
Subject: CRC Proceedural Question - Very Important
 

Carley,
 
In reviewing the reference forms we’re about to send out to our references for the CRC
Investment-Grade Traffic and Toll Revenue Analysis Services, it appears the directions could
be read two different ways.  The RFP states:
 
The reference form must be submitted directly to WSDOT by the reference by the due date for the
Proposal. WSDOT reserves the right to directly contact some or all references as a follow-up to the
submitted forms. WSDOT may use the results of such direct contacts in scoring this criterion.
It is the respondent’s responsibility to contact each reference to:
• Ensure the client contact information is correct
• Request that the reference or alternate reference completes the required form and returns it
directly to WSDOT at the required location and by the required date and time. References not
received by the due date and time will not be considered.
 

The proposals are to be submitted via email:
 
The fully submittal deadlines and other requirements must be complied with:
• REQUIRED: Due Date: July 20, 2012 by 4:00 PM PDT
• REQUIRED: Submittal email address: CSOSubmittals@wsdot.wa.gov
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The reference form says at the bottom:
 
Original: Return to Consultant being evaluated; and
Copy: Fax to WSDOT at 360-705-6838
 

The question is – should our references return the completed forms to the email address
CSOSubmittals@wsdot.wa.gov or to the fax number 360-705-6838?
 

We realize the deadline for questions has past, but we consider this to be a clerical
question and very important in complying with the Completeness Screen.
 
Thanks,
-Tim
 
Timothy J. Boesch, AICP
Project Manager
CDM Smith
1218 3rd Ave, Suite 1100, Seattle, WA 98101
w: 206.336.4900  f: 206.223-2340
boeschtj@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
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From: Keel, Roberta
To: yaghmaie@cdmsmith.com
Cc: Jonson, Erik; Slack, Terri; Francis, Carley
Subject: Consultant Selection Interview Letter
Date: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 2:14:54 PM
Attachments: CDM Smith Interview Letter CRC Final.pdf

Dear Mr. Yaghmaie,
 
Attached to this email, is your invitation to interview for the Investment-Grade Traffic and Toll
Revenue Analysis Services for the Columbia River Crossing (CRC) project.
 
Please acknowledge receipt of this email.
 
Regards,
 

Roberta C. Keel
Transportation Technician 3
WSDOT, Consultant Services Office
PO Box 47323
Olympia, WA 98504-7323
PH: 360.705.7029  FAX: 360.705.6838
Keelr@wsdot.wa.gov
 
 
 

*** eSafe scanned this email for malicious content ***
*** IMPORTANT: Do not open attachments from unrecognized senders  ***
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From: Dilley, Doyle
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2012 11:08 AM
To: document.control
Cc: Francis, Carley; Williams, Mike (CRC); Humphrey, George; Daly, Keith
Subject: FW: CRCTR  Y-11335 Task AA

Categories: Barb

FYI 

Doyle Dilley  

WSDOT - Consultant Services Office 
Olympia - 360-705-7107             <mailto:dilleyd@wsdot.wa.gov>  
Columbia River Crossing Project 
Vancouver – 360-816-4036         <mailto:dilleyd@wsdot.wa.gov>  
 

From: Scott, Stacy  
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2012 9:35 AM 
To: Dilley, Doyle 
Subject: FW: CRCTR Y-11335 Task AA 
 
FYI 
 

From: Slack, Terri (Consultant)  
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 4:52 PM 
To: Scott, Stacy; Humphrey, George (humphreyg@columbiarivercrossing.com) 
Cc: Francis, Carley (francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com); Rubstello, Patty 
Subject: RE: CRCTR Y-11335 Task AA 
 
I have reviewed and agree with the scope and budget revisions as discussed on Thursday 10/18. 
 
Terri Slack 
GTC Program Manager 
Work: 206‐716‐1163 
Cell: 404‐889‐7188 
 

From: Scott, Stacy  
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 2:42 PM 
To: Humphrey, George (humphreyg@columbiarivercrossing.com) 
Cc: Francis, Carley (francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com); Slack, Terri (Consultant); Rubstello, Patty 
Subject: FW: CRCTR Y-11335 Task AA 
 
George, 
 
Attached please find the final draft scope and budget estimate that was negotiated yesterday 10/18/12 for your files.  
When I get the concurrence from Terri Slack and Patty Rubstello, will you be the one that assemble the task order and 
sends it to the consultant for signature? 
 
 
Stacy Scott 
HQ WSDOT Consultant Service Office 
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360.705.6962 
 
 
 

From: Boesch, Timothy J. [mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com]  
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 2:19 PM 
To: Slack, Terri (Consultant); Scott, Stacy 
Cc: Ryan, Eugene 
Subject: CRCTR Y-11335 Task AA 
 
Terri and Stacy, 
 
Attached is the revised scope and fee estimates for Task AA of Y‐11335.  We have added language (changes tracked) per 
yesterday’s request.  We have changed/added headers and footers as requested by Stacy and made a couple of minor 
spelling corrections.  We do not have any further changes. 
 
Thanks! 
‐Tim 
 
 
Timothy J. Boesch, AICP 
Project Manager 
CDM Smith 
1218 3rd Ave, Suite 1100, Seattle, WA 98101 
w: 206.336.4900  f: 206.223‐2340 
boeschtj@cdmsmith.com 
cdmsmith.com 

 
 
*** eSafe1 scanned this email for malicious content *** 
*** IMPORTANT: Do not open attachments from unrecognized senders  *** 



From: Dilley, Doyle
To: document.control
Cc: Francis, Carley; Williams, Mike (CRC); Humphrey, George; Daly, Keith
Subject: FW: CRCTR Y-11335 Task AA
Date: Monday, October 22, 2012 11:39:39 AM
Attachments: Y-11335 AA Exhibit A (Scope) 2012-10-19 Final Draft.docx

Y-11335 TO AA Costs 2012-10-19 Final Draft.xlsx

FYI
 

Doyle Dilley
WSDOT - Consultant Services Office
Olympia - 360-705-7107             <mailto:dilleyd@wsdot.wa.gov>
Columbia River Crossing Project
Vancouver – 360-816-4036         <mailto:dilleyd@wsdot.wa.gov>
 
From: Scott, Stacy 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2012 9:36 AM
To: Dilley, Doyle
Subject: FW: CRCTR Y-11335 Task AA
 
FYI
 
From: Boesch, Timothy J. [mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com] 
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 2:19 PM
To: Slack, Terri (Consultant); Scott, Stacy
Cc: Ryan, Eugene
Subject: CRCTR Y-11335 Task AA
 
Terri and Stacy,
 
Attached is the revised scope and fee estimates for Task AA of Y-11335.  We have added language
(changes tracked) per yesterday’s request.  We have changed/added headers and footers as
requested by Stacy and made a couple of minor spelling corrections.  We do not have any further
changes.
 
Thanks!
-Tim
 
 
Timothy J. Boesch, AICP
Project Manager
CDM Smith
1218 3rd Ave, Suite 1100, Seattle, WA 98101
w: 206.336.4900  f: 206.223-2340
boeschtj@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
 
 
*** eSafe1 scanned this email for malicious content ***
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Task E    Toll Policy Scenario Development and Analysis



Task E    Legislative Report on Toll Policy Options

[bookmark: _GoBack]Columbia River Crossing Traffic and Revenue Analysis - Scope for Task Order Y-11335 AA

Overview

The Client Team of the Washington State Department of Transportation, the Oregon Department of Transportation, the Washington Office of the State Treasurer and the Oregon Office of the State Treasurer need traffic and toll revenue estimation support for the Columbia River Crossing project. The project is to replace the I-5 bridges over the Columbia River between Portland, OR and Vancouver, WA. In part the project will be financed from tolling the existing bridges and the new bridges after they are constructed. Initially the Client Team will need traffic and toll revenue estimates for developing toll policies and evaluating toll scenarios.  For financing purposes, investment grade traffic and revenue estimates will ultimately be needed. This first task order will consist of five general areas:

A. Project Management-Administer all aspects of the work authorization including budget, schedule, accounting and invoicing.  Overall management of the work including the administration of the QA/QC process.  Client meetings.

B. Analysis Process Development-Develop the model analysis process for estimating traffic and toll revenue. This process has to be able to evaluate all possible toll policy scenarios and account for all relevant factors affecting bridge usage under tolling. The model structure developed is to be the same for the scenario testing and the eventual investment grade analysis. The parameters to be used in the modeling process will change as the results of new and comprehensive data collection are incorporated.

C. Data Compilation and Collection-Compile existing data and collect new data as necessary for use in specifying model coefficients and parameters and for model calibration. This information will be for specification and calibration of the model to be used in the scenario testing. 

D. Development of Investment Grade Model Parameters-Conduct travel pattern and user stated preference surveys. Process and analyze results for later use to refine the model parameters for the purpose of making the process capable of producing investment grade results.

E.  Legislative Report on Toll Policy Options- Support the Client Team to inform both state legislatures on a reasonable range of toll revenues for various toll policies.  

The following provides the details of each of the scope items. The schedule assumes a NTP on or about October 1, 2012.







Task A    Analysis Process Development



Task B    Analysis Process Development
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Task A. Project Management

Objective:

Overall management of the project and coordination with the Client Team

Approach:

A work plan for the task order will be developed laying out the responsibilities of each of our team members and a schedule for their specific responsibilities. The plan will include the QA/QC plan for the work. Appropriate consultant and subconsultant staff will participate in weekly coordination teleconferences with WSDOT. Appropriate consultant and subconsultant staff will participate in monthly coordination meetings which may include travel by consultant team to meet with WSDOT staff in person. Regular financial management and invoicing of the project will occur.

CDM Smith team will seek approval from WSDOT project manager prior to incurring:

· Travel status direct costs which include flights and overnight accommodations

· Planning model purchase direct costs such as Emme and Vissum licenses

 

Tasks:

A.1	Development of a Work Plan for Carrying Out the Task Order.

A.2	Participation in Weekly Coordination Calls with the Client Team

A.3	Monthly In-Person Coordination Meetings with the Client team

A.4	Financial Management and Invoicing

Deliverables:

Work plan, meeting minutes for all coordination meetings, monthly progress reports and invoices

Schedule: 

October 2012 through July 2013





Task A    Project Management
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Task B. Analysis Process Development

The subtasks in this section are:

B.1	Toll Travel Demand Model Development

B.2	Independent Socioeconomic Forecast

B.3	Freight Considerations

B.4	Risk Analysis

B.1 Toll Travel Demand Model Development

Objective:

The toll modeling process must be able to evaluate all toll policy options that will be considered. This includes but is not limited to pricing by time of day and day of week, pricing by vehicle class, pricing by payment type including discounts for frequent users, pricing by vehicle occupancy, pricing by trip origin/destination.

Approach:

In this activity, the CONSULTANT will develop computer models to perform various types of analyses in later activities. These analyses include:

Estimate traffic diversion from the I-5 Bridge to alternate facilities as a result of tolling the existing and new bridge.

Quantify certain behavioral aspects of trip-making that may have an impact on revenue estimates. These include:

Drivers’ tendency to change their destination, or in some cases, not make a trip at all, due to toll cost as an additional expense.

Travelers’ choice to use transit (or non-motorized modes) instead of driving to reduce or eliminate the toll cost impact.

Estimate and incorporate in the model the socioeconomic forecasts as developed in a separate task

Estimate traffic and revenue as a result of tolling the I-5 bridge

Determine the operational impacts on the existing system of tolling the I-5 bridge

The above objectives would be achieved through the development the following models:

Tolling Analysis Model – used to estimate total demand in the I-5 corridor through multiple analysis years under tolled operations

Micro-Simulation Models – used to identify bottleneck locations within the corridor and also the operational impacts of tolling. It is anticipated that VISSIM and/or DynusT model structures provided by the STATE will be evaluated for use in this effort. If necessary, other platforms may also be used.

Tasks:

Acquire the complete Metro model including the model structure and inputs and implement it in its generic platform (EMME) and run with existing parameters to test ability to replicate Metro results.

Review the highway network and perform enhancements within the project corridor for a more detailed representation of traffic patterns. Add roadway details and subdivide traffic analysis zones as necessary.

Convert the Metro model to the CDM Smith model platform and add necessary enhancements to ensure the ability of the model to be responsive to all possible toll policies to be considered.

Develop needed model year networks and trip tables from interpolation and extrapolation of Metro model years

Revise base and future year trip tables on the basis of the socioeconomic and corridor growth analysis produced in Task B.2 to better reflect future developments and their impacts on regional travel. Information from freight analysis Task B.3 will also be incorporated within the trip tables.

Incorporate all planned system improvements into the future year networks.

Develop and incorporate model parameters such as VOT and operating costs using data from Tasks B.3 (trucks) and Task C.

Restructure as necessary trip generation, mode split and trip distribution components to accommodate response to toll policies to be considered.

Incorporate micro simulation model to better inform travel demand model of operation impacts on speed and delay model functions.

Calibrate and validate the model using traffic data compiled and collected in Task C.

Test model process with sample scenarios to ensure smooth operation and valid response.

Deliverables:

A technical memo documenting the modeling process and the calibration results

Schedule: 

The work on this task would begin immediately on receiving NTP. The model work will be completed by January 1, 2013 and the draft technical memorandum by February 1, 2013.






B.2 Independent Socioeconomic Forecast

Objective:

The Tolling Analysis Model has to be supplied with internally-consistent sets of input variables, with each set representing an economic scenario.  This task will set up the process for developing scenarios and produce the baseline scenario for initial analysis. 

Approach:

In addition to developing a baseline scenario there will be input data sets for two kinds of economic scenarios:

To support the Monte Carlo risk analysis, some number of equal-probability scenarios will be supplied that define the range of plausible outcomes.  For example, if there are to be five runs of the regional travel model to support the Monte Carlo analysis, we would supply input data representing five economic scenarios, from the 10th, 30th, 50th, 70th and 90th percentile of probabilistic outcomes.

Input data representing economic scenarios representing particular policies or exogenous conditions.  Each of these scenarios would represent a “What if...?” story.

To develop the input data sets for the travel model, we will conduct economic modeling at three levels:

The national model will forecast the levels of nation-wide economic variables over time for each economic scenario.

The regional model will forecast the levels of economic variables in the region covered by the regional travel model over time, in the context of the national economy described by the national model for that scenario.

The spatial model (Metroscope) will produce the actual TAZ-level inputs describing households and employment to the travel model that add up to the regional-level forecast and are spatially distributed in a plausible and defensible way.

In current practice, truck volumes are exogenous to, or "pre-loaded" into, the Regional Travel Model.  However, it is anticipated that an effort will be made to establish appropriate correlations among these unique truck variables as addressed in Task B.3 and other input and output variables to the regional and national variables.

Metro has agreed to provide a copy of the full Metroscope modeling suite for use on this project.  Implementation will be validated by running all of Metro’s base case inputs and verifying that identical outputs are produced.  Implementation of Metroscope against our base-case economic scenario will be performed to verify that the output is plausible and that differences from Metro’s base case output can be explained by differences in the economic inputs.




Tasks:

B.2.1 Re-estimating the national and regional models to include the variables most useful for this project.  The FAIR and ECONorthwest Portland Regional model will be re-estimated to the latest quarterly values to ensure creation of the best-informed model specifications.

B.2.2 Development of distribution parameters and correlations for each key national variable, creation of numerous input data sets drawn from those distributions, and preparation of a national forecast from each input data set using an automated process.  These multiple runs will be used to further support creation of input data for the regional macro model runs.  Macroeconomic models run quickly, and  allowing the production of sufficiently-large number of national variables (many of which drive the regional model) to support development of national output variable variances and correlations for use in the regional macro model runs.

B.2.3 This task prepares a regional forecast from each national forecast and associated unique regional data input variable.  In this fashion, the regional macro forecast will essentially be treated as a Mote Carlo simulation step.  Passage of national data through the regional model will, therefore, help formulate the input variable stochastics for the Portland regional travel model (along with unique input variables to the regional travel model).  Task 4 includes providing data and statistical assistance to Team members tasked with the T&R risk analysis.

B.2.4 Includes studying documentation, meeting with Metro staff to walk through the Metroscope modeling process, installing Metroscope and other software on which it depends, and testing the installation and configuration.

B.2.5 Includes running our implementation of Metroscope with Metro’s base case inputs and verifying that we produce identical outputs as well as run our implementation with our base-case economic scenario and verifying that the output is plausible and that differences from Metro’s base case output can be explained by differences in the economic inputs.

Deliverables:

Baseline socioeconomic scenario, memorandum documenting forecast process preparation

Schedule:

Baseline scenario developed by January 1, 2013; Documentation by March 1, 2013




B.3 Freight Considerations

Objective: 

To develop the process for producing truck forecasts including trip tables and modeling parameters such as value of time and operating costs for various socioeconomic scenarios for use in the Tolling Analysis Model. This task will also develop the initial forecasts for the baseline case. 

Approach:

Base year trip tables and parameters will be developed using the data collection efforts described in Task C. Available cargo data will be analyzed from existing sources including the Federal Freight Analysis Framework (FAF) 3 model, studies from the Ports of Portland and Vancouver, Metro, and the Southwest RTC.  These data will be evaluated to determine the existing cargo movement entering and leaving the region.  

Truck forecasts will be developed based on each of the following truck-trip pairs. 

Through truck trips

External to Port trips

Trips internal to the region to the ports

Port to port trips

Trips internal to the region to external destinations, and external to internal

Internal to internal trips

Each truck-trip pair will be uniquely forecast based on historic and existing data, the truck surveys, and the cargo forecasts.  Through truck-trip forecasts will be based on the FAF.  The truck trip forecasts and parameters for truck-trip pairs with external origins or destinations will be developed relative to cargo and economic forecasts, as well as historic data.  The truck-trip forecasts with an internal origin or destination will be relative to regional employment forecasts for industrial land uses.  The analysis to be conducted for truck-trip forecasting will also provide the parameters for each truck-trip pair.

Tasks:

B.3.1 The process for producing truck forecasts will be established from cargo forecasts based on existing studies and analysis.  Cargo forecasts may be modified using the results of the regional economic forecasts.  Cargo carried by truck movement will prepared for input to the truck forecasting.

B.3.2 The process will be developed for estimating Tolling Analysis Model parameters for trucks including value of time and operating costs by truck type

B.3.3 A baseline truck forecast will be prepared for use in initial scenario testing.

Deliverables:

Draft and final technical memorandum documenting cargo and truck forecasts and parameters and the baseline truck forecast

Schedule: 

Baseline truck forecast by January 1, 2013

B.4 Risk Analysis

Objective:

To analyze the background data and develop the process for risk analysis if the traffic and revenue estimates.

Approach:

The following highlights the key tasks and risk analysis methodology that will be undertaken as part of the initial development of the models to assist in the evaluation of the project traffic and revenue risks. The developed process will complement tasks undertaken as part of the model development in Task B.1.

This task will include analysis of relevant and key historical data pertaining to the existing corridor that was compiled in Task C. The compilation of the key historical datasets will set the foundation upon which a comprehensive understanding of the key drivers of historical traffic will be derived. The distribution of risks for each key variable will be derived and quantified from historical and future trends using regression analyses, where applicable.

Following the compilation of the key variable datasets, a logical model structure will be developed to measure the demand effects that each key parameters has upon traffic demand. The development of the models will identify the number of model sensitivities runs necessary to support the development of the risk analysis model and will investigate and identify the necessary linkages to the travel demand model to facilitate the derivation of the relevant travel demand elasticities and their respective ranges. These will be checked for reasonableness based on observed demand elasticities developed around the nation. The traffic derived variables incorporated into the risk model for the defined automobile/truck modes and possible time periods as warranted may include but not limited to:

Identified Socioeconomic growth projections in the corridor

Elasticity of traffic with respect to the socio-economic growth

Future fuel prices

Elasticity of traffic with respect to fuel prices

Truck traffic shares

Traffic growth after model horizon

Future, planned capacity expansion in the region 

The revenue derived factors incorporated into the risk model may include but not limited to:

Value of travel time by trip purpose

Value of travel time reliability

Proportionality factor

Future growth in real personal income per capita

Truck sizes, axle or size based

Traffic ramp-up assumptions by year

The developed methodology will aim to develop the joint probabilities distributions taking into account the correlations among identified key variables. This analysis will require the investigation of the variable correlations among the key parameters and will derived the model structures necessary to support the various risk analysis scenarios anticipated as part of the study. 

Tasks:

B.4.1	Identification of key major variables and historical ranges and risks

B.4.2	Development of elasticity of demand methodology

B.4.3	Development of joint probabilities

B.4.4	Model methodology summary and refinements

Deliverables: 

Functioning risk analysis process for this study, technical memorandum documenting the process
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Task C. Data Compilation and Collection

C.1 Existing Data Collection

Objective: 

This activity includes gathering of various types of existing datasets and inventory to be used for the study.  

Approach: 

A master data needs list will be developed. This will distinguish between data needed from the client team versus data from other sources.

Existing data gathering may include, but not be limited to:

Identification of prior reports/documentation pertinent to the study corridor

Current hourly and daily traffic data from Permanent Traffic Recorders (PTRs)

Other available hourly and daily vehicle classification data

Obtaining Metro’s travel demand model and Metroscope model

Metro’s 2035 (the regional transportation plan) update data

VISSIM data sets and the data used to calibrate and validate the VISSIM model for the Columbia River Crossing project. 

Data and information from Ports of Portland and Vancouver.  

For Risk Analysis the following:

Past I-5 and I-205 feasibility and environmental studies, regional transportation plans, and relevant regional/national freight studies to extract the historical datasets and information pertaining to the developed future forecasts of key drivers of traffic demand

Historical profiles of automobile and truck traffic (ADDT) and their growth profiles along the key corridors within the study area. Consideration will be made to investigate changes in the time of day profiling, where applicable.

Past and current regional demographic and socio-economic datasets and developed forecasts from multiple independent sources and previous regional financial and bond packages, for the key parameters of population, employment, households, and income.

Other sources of historical and future projected key data pertaining to key traffic drivers such as:  fuel prices, consumer prices indices, freight activities, economic diversity, and regional transportation network capacity.

Other sources of historical trends regarding key revenue drivers such as: values-of-time, the electronic toll collection (ETC) penetration based on existing regional trends, observed ranges of toll diversion characteristics and elasticities to tolls, truck size distributions, ramp-up and annualization factor/revenue day characteristics.  

For the socioeconomic forecast process: 

For the socioeconomic forecast process this includes all collection and preparation of input data for the national and regional models.  The data collection will emphasize assembly of long time-series where relevant to support development of Monte Carlo distribution information.

Tasks:

C.1.1	Development of Master Data Needs List

C.1.2	Actual data compilation

Deliverables: 

Master Data Needs List

Schedule:  

Master Data Needs List November 1,2012, overall October 2012 through March 2013



C.2 New Data Collection and Methodology

Objective:

To determine what new data needs to be collected and to collect that data. Note this excludes the origin-destination and stated preference surveys addressed in Task D.

Approach: 

The data compiled in Task C.1 will be reviewed for applicability to the preliminary scenario evaluations and the final investment-grade traffic study.  Further data collection requirements will be identified.  Methods to collect will be developed and implemented.

New data collection will likely include but not be limited to:

Vehicle classification data on the Columbia River Bridge using video

Vehicle classification at select I-5 segments, ramps, and I-205

Vehicle classification data at access locations to the Ports of Portland and Vancouver

Travel time speed runs in the corridor including feeder routes

Manual traffic counts including occupancy at bridge approach locations 

Truck trip survey origin-destination and route choice parameters

Traffic volume data needed for model refinement

Tasks:

C.2.1	Develop list of new data collection needs

C.2.2	Develop methodology and schedule for each item needed

C.2.3	Carryout data collection activities



Deliverables: 

Data collection needs list, technical memorandum documenting data collection methodology

Schedule: 

October 2012 through January 2013
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Task D. Development of Investment Grade Model Parameters

D.1 Travel Pattern Survey

Objective:

To obtain actual data on trip movements across the I-5 bridge.

Approach: 

A survey instrument will be developed using standard toll revenue forecasting survey questions which are tailored to account for this project. A draft of this survey will be presented to STATE staff for review and comment.  Questions on the survey will be designed to obtain for each trip the following information:

Origin and destination 

Purpose 

Time of travel

Frequency

Vehicle Occupancy

The survey responses will be geo-coded using a standard GIS package to the study zonal system. Results from the coded O-D surveys will then be factored by appropriate variables.

License plates of vehicles crossing the I-5 bridge will be captured on video. License plates for Oregon and Washington will be compiled and sent to the States to obtain addresses. An origin –destination survey form will either be sent to these people for mail return or a letter will be sent asking them to participate in an on-line survey. Incentives will be offered for survey completion.

Travel patterns will be augmented by license plate video recording south of the I-5/I-205 interchange and north of the I-5/I-205 interchange.  License plate matching will determine the number of through trips on I-5.  

Deliverables: 

Draft survey instrument for State review, final survey instrument, technical memorandum documenting the survey work and results

Schedule: 

October 2012 through March 2013

[bookmark: _Toc414418935]D.2 Stated Preference Survey

Objective: 

Stated preference (SP) surveys are an integral part of comprehensive traffic and revenue studies that estimate motorists’ willingness-to-pay tolls, or values of time, for different traveler market segments. This information will include analysis to support estimates of mode and route choice, as well as a reduction in trip making through changes in trip destinations or the elimination of certain trips altogether. The surveys provide an important analytical tool in evaluating traffic and revenue potential and in enhancing the credibility of the study for presentation to the financial community. 

Approach

The stated preference survey work will employ a widely used and accepted approach that involves conducting surveys of travelers to collect information about current travel (“revealed preferences”) and about likely responses to possible future changes (“stated preferences”). 

The survey instrument will be a computer-assisted self interview (CASI) programmed using RSG’s IVIS system for Internet administration. The survey will be administered using a multi-method sampling approach to capture all key segments of the cross-river traveling population. 

Data from these travelers will be analyzed using advanced statistical analyses to estimate the effects of the key service variables and costs on route choices. A technical memorandum will be prepared documenting the project approach, data, and findings. It will include details of methods used for the survey, the survey data, and the models.

[bookmark: _Ref300561705]Tasks: 

D.2.1 	Two stated preference questionnaires will be developed as part of this research effort- one for automobile travelers and another for commercial vehicle operators. The stated preference survey questionnaires will be designed to collect the necessary information to develop estimates of route and mode shift in an efficient and reliable manner. 

The questionnaires will include sufficient demographic details to allow the sample to be expanded to the full traveling population. The questionnaires will be structured so that they can be completed in approximately ten to fifteen minutes. 

D.2.2 	The final automobile and commercial vehicle questionnaires will be programmed for computer-based administration using RSG’s IVIS technology. This system provides a graphical user interface and sophisticated dynamic branching to improve the efficiency and reduce the cost of stated preference data collection. The stated preference survey instruments also support the integration of GIS data and will include an embedded Google Maps module to allow respondents a convenient way to specify trip origins and destinations. The completed survey instruments will be provided to the project team for review and comment.

D.2.3 	RSG will work closely with the project team to develop a sampling plan to ensure representation from all key segments traveling population that crosses the Columbia River. This includes sufficient representation from different trip purposes, household incomes, and geographies to accurately reflect any behavioral differences in the resulting discrete choice models. The targeted minimum sample size for this survey is 1,200 complete passenger vehicle surveys and 300 complete commercial vehicle operator surveys. Respondents will be recruited for the stated preference survey through two primary recruitment methods: 

Through coordination with a license plate capture origin-destination survey to be conducted by CDM Smith in the corridor

Through in-person intercepts at activity centers in the region 

Through email invitations to members of an online market research panel

D.2.4 	The survey will be administered in accordance with the final survey plan.

D.2.5	Upon completion of the data collection, descriptive tabulations of the data will be prepared. Tabulations will be prepared for responses to each question and selected cross-tabulations will be prepared to evaluate relationships among key variables. These tabulations will include general information about the characteristics of the sample and of the responses to the stated preference experiments. The data will also be compiled into datasets suitable for statistical choice model estimation.

Stated and revealed preference data from the survey will be analyzed using accepted statistical techniques to estimate logit-based travel choice models. Model coefficients will be estimated using commercial software packages designed specifically for this type of application. A variety of utility function specifications will be tested in aggregate models segmented by trip purpose and time of day. Specifications with demographic and trip-related interaction terms will be tested to identify systematic effects on the values of time.

Deliverables:

A draft report will be prepared documenting the survey approach, data, and findings. This draft report will include details of methods used for the stated preference survey, the survey data that were collected, and the models that were developed. The report will be submitted to the STATE for review and comments. A final report, modified to address any comments, will be prepared.  

Schedule:

The proposed timeline for the stated preference survey is approximately sixteen weeks from the date of notice-to-proceed. Additional model refinement based on client feedback and subsequent updates to the report may continue past the end of week sixteen.
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Task E. Legislative Report on Toll Policy Options

Objective:

Provide the Client Team needed support in being able to inform both state legislatures on a reasonable range of toll revenues for various toll policies.  During the 2013 legislative sessions of both the Washington and Oregon legislatures financing of the Columbia River Crossing project will be under discussion requiring a traffic and revenue analysis of various toll policy scenarios. The Washington State legislature has previously indicated that the effect of  the following policies must be included in the analysis; i) exempting from tolls vehicles with two or more occupants, ii) tolls varying by time of and day of week and iii) a frequency based toll.

Approach:

Scenarios will be developed to answer outstanding and new Legislative questions concerning tolling of the I-5 bridge. The scenarios will be evaluated using the process developed in the preceding tasks. It is expected that an iterative process will evolve with the results of the testing of certain scenario resulting prompting new ideas and questions. These new ideas and questions will be translated into scenarios to provide additional information for the decision process. 

Tasks:

E.1	Scenario Development - Toll policy scenario development to address existing questions and new questions as they arise

E.2	Scenario Evaluation- Evaluation of all toll policy scenarios generated including traffic and revenue estimates

E.3	Legislative Report- Development of a legislative report on the results of the analysis

Deliverables:

Preliminary and final legislative report

Schedule:

Preliminary legislative report January 2013, final legislative report June 2013
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CDM Smith

		Exihibit D - Prime Consultant Cost Estimate - CDM Smith Summary

		Y-11335 Task AA Investment-Grade Traffic and Toll Revenue Analysis Services for the Columbia River Crossing (CRC) Project



										Task A - Project Management								Task  B - Analysis Process Development								Task C - Data Compilation and Collection				Task  D - Development of Investment Grade Model Parameters				Task E - Legislative Report on Toll Policy Options

				Classification				Direct Labor Rate		A.1 - Work Plan		A.2 - Weekly Coordination		A.3 - Monthly Coordination		A.4 - Contracting, Financial Mgt, Invoicing		B.1 - Toll TDM Development		B.2 - Economic Forecast		B.3 - Freight		B.4 - Risk Analysis		C.1 - Existing Data Collection		C.2 - New Data Collection and Methodology		D.1 - Travel Pattern Survey (OD)		D.2 - Stated Preference Survey		E.1 - Toll Policy Scenario Development		E.2 - Scenario T&R Estimates		E.3 - Legislative Report		Total Hours		Total Hours%

				Prof. -  Mgt (Regional VP, EVP)				$   145.00																																0		0%

				Professional 10		Khan, Regan		$   131.00		2		18		8		8		24								2						4		8				14		88		2%

				Professional 9		Ryan		$   80.00		10		75		72		24		80		20		20		20		10		20		8		20		45		70		40		534		10%

				Professional 8		Pickus		$   80.00		2		6		2		2		8		8		4		4		4		8		8		8		8		8		8		88		2%

				Professional 8		Bingham		$   85.00		2		8		10		5		10		20		60						10						10						135		2%

				Professional 7		Mwalwanda		$   84.00		2		4		10		5						2		40		10						10		10				10		103		2%

				Professional 7		Boesch, Jammalakadan		$   61.00		10		120		110		80		80		20		20		60		40		20		16		25		35		40		40		716		13%

				Professional 7		Ghafoor		$   60.00		2		30		10		5		600		10		20										10		20		100		20		827		15%

				Professional 6				$   57.00																																0		0%

				Professional 5		Lu, Todorovic		$   37.00				10		6				1500																		300				1816		34%

				Professional 4		Davis, Zhou		$   35.00				5		4				40						200		100		50		200										599		11%

				Professional 3				$   31.00																																0		0%

				Professional 2				$   28.00																																0		0%

				Professional 1				$   25.00																																0		0%

				Economist		Bigos		$   32.00												32		40																		72		1%

				Sr. Economist		Ogonowski		$   58.00												24		32																		56		1%

				CADD/Designer				$   28.00																														40		40		1%

				Sr. CADD/Designer				$   36.00						8																								20		28		1%

				Admin Support				$   22.00				15		4		40																								59		1%

				Sr. Admin Support				$   38.00																										10		10		40		60		1%

				Contract/Project Administrator				$   36.00		2		30		10		40		10		10		10																		112		2%

				Finance				$   35.00																																0		0%

				Intern				$   18.00																																0		0%

				Legal				$   38.00																																0		0%

				Librarian				$   30.00																																0		0%

				Administrative Manager				$   50.00																																0		0%

				Technical/Marketing Writer				$   36.00																														60		60		1%

				Sr. Technical/Marketing Writer				$   50.00																														20		20		0%

				Total Hours						32		321		254		209		2,352		144		208		324		166		108		232		77		146		528		312		5,413		100%

				Total Raw Labor						$   2,362		$   20,929		$   17,066		$   11,473		$   109,174		$   8,536		$   13,104		$   15,940		$   8,162		$   6,060		$   9,256		$   5,729		$   10,693		$   26,160		$   16,674		$   281,318



						Proportion of project by year		Escalation Factor		Direct Salary cost with adjustments																																Hours

				Year 1		100%		1.00		$   2,362		$   20,929		$   17,066		$   11,473		$   109,174		$   8,536		$   13,104		$   15,940		$   8,162		$   6,060		$   9,256		$   5,729		$   10,693		$   26,160		$   16,674		$   281,318		5,413

				Year 2		0%		1.04		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		- 0

				Year 3		0%		1.08		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		- 0

				Year 4		0%		1.12		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		- 0

				Year 5		0%		1.17		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		- 0

				Tot Dir Labor		100%				$   2,362		$   20,929		$   17,066		$   11,473		$   109,174		$   8,536		$   13,104		$   15,940		$   8,162		$   6,060		$   9,256		$   5,729		$   10,693		$   26,160		$   16,674		$   281,318		5,413

				   Overhead		172.81%				$   4,082		$   36,167		$   29,492		$   19,826		$   188,664		$   14,751		$   22,645		$   27,546		$   14,105		$   10,472		$   15,995		$   9,900		$   18,479		$   45,207		$   28,814		$   486,146		average loaded labor / hour

				   Profit		30.00%				$   709		$   6,279		$   5,120		$   3,442		$   32,752		$   2,561		$   3,931		$   4,782		$   2,449		$   1,818		$   2,777		$   1,719		$   3,208		$   7,848		$   5,002		$   84,395

				Total Loaded Labor						$   7,152		$   63,375		$   51,678		$   34,741		$   330,590		$   25,848		$   39,680		$   48,268		$   24,715		$   18,350		$   28,028		$   17,348		$   32,379		$   79,215		$   50,491		$   851,859		$   157.37



				Direct Expenses (CDM Smith)						$   - 0		$   8,318		$   14,865		$   225		$   37,644		$   360		$   1,484		$   3,170		$   404		$   2,434		$   104,202		$   1,080		$   4,500		$   900		$   36,422		$   216,009		% of Team

				Total CDM Smith						$   7,152		$   71,693		$   66,542		$   34,966		$   368,234		$   26,208		$   41,164		$   51,438		$   25,119		$   20,784		$   132,231		$   18,428		$   36,879		$   80,115		$   86,913		$   1,067,868		66%

										1%		7%		6%		3%		34%		2%		4%		5%		2%		2%		12%		2%		3%		8%		8%		100%

				Subconsultants

				ECONorthwest						$   360		$   3,240		$   7,480		$   3,634		$   - 0		$   89,420		$   - 0		$   3,456		$   9,568		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   3,456		$   5,760		$   5,472		$   131,846		8%

				RSG						$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   258,269		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   258,269		16%

				TCS						$   1,200		$   12,600		$   13,900		$   1,500		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   25,800		$   2,400		$   27,600		$   16,200		$   2,500		$   - 0		$   2,400		$   2,400		$   4,900		$   113,400		7%

				ATD						$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   49,375		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   49,375		3%

				Grand Total						$   8,712		$   87,533		$   87,922		$   40,100		$   368,234		$   115,628		$   66,964		$   57,294		$   62,287		$   86,359		$   134,731		$   276,697		$   42,735		$   88,275		$   97,285		$   1,620,758		100%

										1%		5%		5%		2%		23%		7%		4%		4%		4%		5%		8%		17%		3%		5%		6%		100%
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		Exihibit D - Prime Consultant Cost Estimate - CDM Smith - Direct Costs

		Y-11335 Task AA Investment-Grade Traffic and Toll Revenue Analysis Services for the Columbia River Crossing (CRC) Project



												Number of Units

												Task A - Project Management								Task  B - Analysis Process Development								Task C - Data Compilation and Collection				Task  D - Development of Investment Grade Model Parameters				Task E - Legislative Report on Toll Policy Options

				Direct  Expenses				Units		Unit Rate		A.1 - Work Plan		A.2 - Weekly Coordination		A.3 - Monthly Coordination		A.4 - Contracting, Financial Mgt, Invoicing		B.1 - Toll TDM Development		B.2 - Economic Forecast		B.3 - Freight		B.4 - Risk Analysis		C.1 - Existing Data Collection		C.2 - New Data Collection and Methodology		D.1 - Travel Pattern Survey (OD)		D.2 - Stated Preference Survey		E.1 - Toll Policy Scenario Development		E.2 - Scenario T&R Estimates		E.3 - Legislative Report		Total

				   Travel : Air				Round Trip		$   900.00						9				4				1		2				2		1		1		5		1		4		30

				   Travel : Car Rental				Days		$   90.00				25		18				7		4		2		4				2		12		2						4		90

				   Travel : Train				Round Trip		$   80.00				7		8																										30

				   Travel : Transit				Trips		$   2.50				21		24																										45

				Lodging (w/tax)				Nights		$   149.04				27		22				7				2		5		2		2		11								6		130

				Meals				Per Diem		$   53.00				27		22				7				2		5		2		2		11								6		130

				Printing / Reproduction				Report		$   50.00																														500		500

				Postage and Express				Per package		$   25.00								9												2										250		261

				Subtotal Escalatable Expenses								$   - 0		$   8,318		$   14,865		$   225		$   5,644		$   360		$   1,484		$   3,170		$   404		$   2,434		$   4,202		$   1,080		$   4,500		$   900		$   36,422		$   84,009

						Proportion of project by year		Escalation Factor				Direct Expenses with Escalation

				Year 1		100%		1.00				$   - 0		$   8,318		$   14,865		$   225		$   5,644		$   360		$   1,484		$   3,170		$   404		$   2,434		$   4,202		$   1,080		$   4,500		$   900		$   36,422		$   84,009

				Year 2		0%		1.04				$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Year 3		0%		1.08				$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Year 4		0%		1.12				$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Year 5		0%		1.17				$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Direct Expense w/Escalation		100%						$   - 0		$   8,318		$   14,865		$   225		$   5,644		$   360		$   1,484		$   3,170		$   404		$   2,434		$   4,202		$   1,080		$   4,500		$   900		$   36,422		$   84,009



												Direct Expenses without Escalation

												Task A - Project Management								Task  B - Analysis Process Development								Task C - Data Compilation and Collection				Task  D - Development of Investment Grade Model Parameters				Task E - Legislative Report on Toll Policy Options

				Direct  Expenses - No Escalation								A.1		A.2		A.3		A.4		B.1		B.2		B.3		B.4		C.1		C.2		D.1		D.2		E.1		E.2		E.3		Total

				Model License (Emme)								$   - 0		$   - 0				$   - 0		$   32,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   32,000

				OD Survey Data Collection/ Truck Through								$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   100,000

				Mailback OD Survey (printing, postage, coding, incentives)								$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Direct Expense no Escalation								$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   32,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   132,000



				Total Direct Expenses CDM Smith								$   - 0		$   8,318		$   14,865		$   225		$   37,644		$   360		$   1,484		$   3,170		$   404		$   2,434		$   104,202		$   1,080		$   4,500		$   900		$   36,422		$   216,009





ECONW

		Exihibit E.1 - SubConsultant Cost Estimate - ECONorthwest

		Y-11335 Task AA Investment-Grade Traffic and Toll Revenue Analysis Services for the Columbia River Crossing (CRC) Project



										Task A - Project Management								Task  B - Analysis Process Development								Task C - Data Compilation and Collection				Task  D - Development of Investment Grade Model Parameters				Task E - Legislative Report on Toll Policy Options

				Classification				Direct Labor Rate		A.1 - Work Plan		A.2 - Weekly Coordination		A.3 - Monthly Coordination		A.4 - Contracting, Financial Mgt, Invoicing		B.1 - Toll TDM Development		B.2 - Economic Forecast		B.3 - Freight		B.4 - Risk Analysis		C.1 - Existing Data Collection		C.2 - New Data Collection and Methodology		D.1 - Travel Pattern Survey (OD)		D.2 - Stated Preference Survey		E.1 - Toll Policy Scenario Development		E.2 - Scenario T&R Estimates		E.3 - Legislative Report		Total Hours		Total Hours%

				Principal 		Pozdena		$   70.00												40				8		4								8		8		16		84		9%

				Director				$   50.00																																0		0%

				Senior Consultant		Batten/Dyke		$   50.00		2		18		36		10				160				8		4								8		12		8		266		28%

				Consultant		Thoma		$   27.50												240						20										16				276		29%

				Senior Analyst		Jensen		$   20.00												240						80														320		33%

				Analyst				$   18.00																																0		0%

				Administrative				$   22.00								20																								20		2%

				Total Hours						2		18		36		30		- 0		680		- 0		16		108		- 0		- 0		- 0		16		36		24		966		100%

				Total Raw Labor						$   100		$   900		$   1,800		$   940		$   - 0		$   22,200		$   - 0		$   960		$   2,630		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   960		$   1,600		$   1,520		$   33,610

						Proportion of project by year		Escalation Factor		Direct Salary cost with adjustments																																Hours

				Year 1		100%		1.00		$   100		$   900		$   1,800		$   940		$   - 0		$   22,200		$   - 0		$   960		$   2,630		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   960		$   1,600		$   1,520		$   33,610		966

				Year 2		0%		1.04		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		- 0

				Year 3		0%		1.08		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		- 0

				Year 4		0%		1.12		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		- 0

				Year 5		0%		1.17		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		- 0

				Tot Dir Labor		100%				$   100		$   900		$   1,800		$   940		$   - 0		$   22,200		$   - 0		$   960		$   2,630		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   960		$   1,600		$   1,520		$   33,610		966

				   Overhead		230.00%				$   230		$   2,070		$   4,140		$   2,162		$   - 0		$   51,060		$   - 0		$   2,208		$   6,049		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   2,208		$   3,680		$   3,496		$   77,303		average loaded labor / hour

				   Profit		30.00%				$   30		$   270		$   540		$   282		$   - 0		$   6,660		$   - 0		$   288		$   789		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   288		$   480		$   456		$   10,083

				Total Loaded Labor						$   360		$   3,240		$   6,480		$   3,384		$   - 0		$   79,920		$   - 0		$   3,456		$   9,468		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   3,456		$   5,760		$   5,472		$   120,996		$   125.25



				Direct Expenses (ECONW)						$   - 0		$   - 0		$   1,000		$   250		$   - 0		$   500		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   100		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   1,850

				Purchased Data						$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Model License (Vissim L2)						$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   9,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   9,000

				Total ECONW						$   360		$   3,240		$   7,480		$   3,634		$   - 0		$   89,420		$   - 0		$   3,456		$   9,568		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   3,456		$   5,760		$   5,472		$   131,846

										0%		2%		6%		3%		0%		68%		0%		3%		7%		0%		0%		0%		3%		4%		4%		100%





RSG

		Exihibit E.2 - SubConsultant Cost Estimate - Resource Systems Group

		Y-11335 Task AA Investment-Grade Traffic and Toll Revenue Analysis Services for the Columbia River Crossing (CRC) Project



										Task A - Project Management								Task  B - Analysis Process Development								Task C - Data Compilation and Collection				Task  D - Development of Investment Grade Model Parameters				Task E - Legislative Report on Toll Policy Options

				Classification				Direct Labor Rate		A.1 - Work Plan		A.2 - Weekly Coordination		A.3 - Monthly Coordination		A.4 - Contracting, Financial Mgt, Invoicing		B.1 - Toll TDM Development		B.2 - Economic Forecast		B.3 - Freight		B.4 - Risk Analysis		C.1 - Existing Data Collection		C.2 - New Data Collection and Methodology		D.1 - Travel Pattern Survey (OD)		D.2 - Stated Preference Survey		E.1 - Toll Policy Scenario Development		E.2 - Scenario T&R Estimates		E.3 - Legislative Report		Total Hours		Total Hours%

				President				$   110.00																								110								110		6%

				Vice President				$   78.00																																0		0%

				Senior Director				$   83.00																																0		0%

				Director				$   63.00																								130								130		7%

				Senior Consultant				$   46.00																								250								250		14%

				Consultant				$   40.00																																0		0%

				Senior Analyst				$   37.00																								360								360		20%

				Analyst II				$   28.00																								640								640		36%

				Analyst I				$   26.00																																0		0%

				Data Collection Technician				$   21.00																								288								288		16%

				Total Hours						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1778		0		0		0		1778		100%

				Total Raw Labor						$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   69,078		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   69,078



						Proportion of project by year		Escalation Factor		Direct Salary cost with adjustments																																Hours

				Year 1		100%		1.00		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   69,078		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   69,078		1,778

				Year 2		0%		1.04		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		- 0

				Year 3		0%		1.08		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		- 0

				Year 4		0%		1.12		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		- 0

				Year 5		0%		1.17		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		- 0

				Total Direct Labor		100%				$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   69,078		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   69,078		1,778

				   Overhead		178.31%				$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   123,173		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   123,173		average loaded labor / hour

				   Profit		30.00%				$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   20,723		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   20,723

				Total Loaded Labor						$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   212,974		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   212,974		$   119.78



				Direct Expenses RSG						$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   40,295		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   40,295

				Survey Incentives						$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   5,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   5,000

				Total RSG						$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   258,269		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   258,269

										0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		100%		0%		0%		0%		100%





TCS

		Exihibit E.3 - SubConsultant Cost Estimate - Transportation Consulting Services (DBE/SBE)

		Y-11335 Task AA Investment-Grade Traffic and Toll Revenue Analysis Services for the Columbia River Crossing (CRC) Project



										Task A - Project Management								Task  B - Analysis Process Development								Task C - Data Compilation and Collection				Task  D - Development of Investment Grade Model Parameters				Task E - Legislative Report on Toll Policy Options

				Classification				Loaded Rate		A.1 - Work Plan		A.2 - Weekly Coordination		A.3 - Monthly Coordination		A.4 - Contracting, Financial Mgt, Invoicing		B.1 - Toll TDM Development		B.2 - Economic Forecast		B.3 - Freight		B.4 - Risk Analysis		C.1 - Existing Data Collection		C.2 - New Data Collection and Methodology		D.1 - Travel Pattern Survey (OD)		D.2 - Stated Preference Survey		E.1 - Toll Policy Scenario Development		E.2 - Scenario T&R Estimates		E.3 - Legislative Report		Total Hours

				Principal Traffic Engineer				$   150.00		8		80		80		10						168		16		180		104		16				16		16		32		726

																																								0

																																								0

																																								0

																																								0

																																								0

																																								0

				Total Hours						8		80		80		10		- 0		- 0		168		16		180		104		16		- 0		16		16		32		726

				Total Loaded Labor No Escalation						$   1,200		$   12,000		$   12,000		$   1,500		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   25,200		$   2,400		$   27,000		$   15,600		$   2,400		$   - 0		$   2,400		$   2,400		$   4,800		$   108,900



						Proportion of project by year		Escalation Factor		Loaded Salary cost with adjustments																																Hours

				Year 1		100%		1.00		$   1,200		$   12,000		$   12,000		$   1,500		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   25,200		$   2,400		$   27,000		$   15,600		$   2,400		$   - 0		$   2,400		$   2,400		$   4,800		$   108,900		726

				Year 2		0%		1.04		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		- 0

				Year 3		0%		1.08		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		- 0

				Year 4		0%		1.12		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		- 0

				Year 5		0%		1.17		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		- 0

				Total Loaded Labor		100%				$   1,200		$   12,000		$   12,000		$   1,500		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   25,200		$   2,400		$   27,000		$   15,600		$   2,400		$   - 0		$   2,400		$   2,400		$   4,800		$   108,900		726



				Direct Expenses TCS						$   - 0		$   600		$   1,900		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   600		$   - 0		$   600		$   600		$   100		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   100		$   4,500

				Total TCS						$   1,200		$   12,600		$   13,900		$   1,500		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   25,800		$   2,400		$   27,600		$   16,200		$   2,500		$   - 0		$   2,400		$   2,400		$   4,900		$   113,400

										1%		11%		12%		1%		0%		0%		23%		2%		24%		14%		2%		0%		2%		2%		4%		100%





ATD

		Exihibit E.4 - SubConsultant Cost Estimate - All Traffic Data (DBE/SBE)

		Y-11335 Task AA Investment-Grade Traffic and Toll Revenue Analysis Services for the Columbia River Crossing (CRC) Project



										Task A - Project Management								Task  B - Analysis Process Development								Task C - Data Compilation and Collection				Task  D - Development of Investment Grade Model Parameters				Task E - Legislative Report on Toll Policy Options

				Classification				Loaded Rate		A.1 - Work Plan		A.2 - Weekly Coordination		A.3 - Monthly Coordination		A.4 - Contracting, Financial Mgt, Invoicing		B.1 - Toll TDM Development		B.2 - Economic Forecast		B.3 - Freight		B.4 - Risk Analysis		C.1 - Existing Data Collection		C.2 - New Data Collection and Methodology		D.1 - Travel Pattern Survey (OD)		D.2 - Stated Preference Survey		E.1 - Toll Policy Scenario Development		E.2 - Scenario T&R Estimates		E.3 - Legislative Report		Total Hours		Total Hours%

				Principal				$   75.00																																0		0%

				Project Manager				$   62.50																				40												40		57%

				QA/QC Manager				$   62.50																				30												30		43%

				Survey Technician				$   50.00																																0		0%

																																								0		0%

																																								0		0%

																																								0		0%

				Total Hours						- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		70		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		70		100%

				Total Loaded Labor No Escalation						$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   4,375		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   4,375



						Proportion of project by year		Escalation Factor		Loaded Salary cost with adjustments																																Hours

				Year 1		100%		1.00		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   4,375		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   4,375		70

				Year 2		0%		1.04		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		- 0

				Year 3		0%		1.08		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		- 0

				Year 4		0%		1.12		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		- 0

				Year 5		0%		1.17		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		- 0

				Total Loaded Labor		100%				$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   4,375		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   4,375		70







				Traffic Counts - Quantity Basis - Lump Sum						$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   45,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   45,000

						Proportion of project by year		Escalation Factor		Loaded Traffic Count cost with adjustments

				Year 1		100%		1.00		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   45,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   45,000

				Year 2		0%		1.04		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Year 3		0%		1.08		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Year 4		0%		1.12		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Year 5		0%		1.17		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Total Traffic Counts Lump Sum		100%				$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   45,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   45,000





				Total TCS						$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   49,375		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   49,375

										0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		100%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		100%
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From: Dilley, Doyle
To: document.control
Cc: Francis, Carley; Williams, Mike (CRC); Humphrey, George
Subject: FW: CRCTR Kick Off Meeting Final Agendas, Notes, and Contact Sheets
Date: Monday, October 22, 2012 11:06:52 AM
Attachments: MtgSum CRCTR Project Kickoff Part 2 20121003.docx

Kickoff Meeting Sign-in Part 1 20121003.docx
Kickoff Meeting Sign-in Part 2 20121003.docx
MtgSum CRCTR Project Kickoff Part 1 20121003.docx
MtgSum CRCTR Project Kickoff Part 2 20121003 Track Changes.docx
Agenda TandR Project Kickoff Part 1 20120925.docx
Agenda TandR Project Kickoff Part 2 20120925.docx

FYI
 

Doyle Dilley
WSDOT - Consultant Services Office
Olympia - 360-705-7107             <mailto:dilleyd@wsdot.wa.gov>
Columbia River Crossing Project
Vancouver – 360-816-4036         <mailto:dilleyd@wsdot.wa.gov>
 
From: Scott, Stacy 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2012 9:35 AM
To: Dilley, Doyle
Subject: FW: CRCTR Kick Off Meeting Final Agendas, Notes, and Contact Sheets
 
Doyle,
 
I’m not really sure you want this info, let me know and I will stop.
 
Stacy
 
From: Boesch, Timothy J. [mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com] 
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 4:59 PM
To: Slack, Terri (Consultant)
Cc: Ryan, Eugene; Scott, Stacy
Subject: CRCTR Kick Off Meeting Final Agendas, Notes, and Contact Sheets
 
Terri,
 
See attached. I have not received any additional comments on the Kick Off Meeting summaries.  I
have updated them to include today’s submission date.  I have made minor changes to the Part 2
notes which are editorial.  That file is designated with “Track changes”.  The other Part 2 notes file
has those same changes fully accepted.
 
I have also included the agendas and attendees lists.  These are final.
 
I have copied Stacy Scott due to his prior request to receive the kick-off information.
 
-Tim

mailto:/O=CRC/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DILLEYD
mailto:document.control@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:williamsm@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:humphreyg@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:dilleyd@wsdot.wa.gov
mailto:dilleyd@wsdot.wa.gov
mailto:[mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com]

CRC Traffic & Revenue Kickoff Part 1

October 3, 2012

WSDOT, Southwest Region Office
11018 NE 51st Circle, Vancouver, WA

 (
This constitutes CDM Smith’s understanding of the items discussed and the agreed decisions and commitments. If there are any errors or omissions, please contact Tim Boesch or Terri Slack within a week. Otherwise this summary will be deemed final.  
Submitted 
October 
19
, 2012.
)[image: CRC Project Logo]	Meeting Summary

		MEETING TITLE:



LOCATION:

		CRC Traffic and Revenue Study Project Kick-off Part 2


WSDOT, Southwest Region Office
11018 NE 51st Circle, Vancouver, WA



		DATE:

		October 3, 2012 2:00 – 4:00 pm



		ATTENDEES:

		See attached list 



		GOALS:

		What information is needed to develop the toll model and data collection

 





Modeling Approach

· CDM Smith

· Zubair Ghafoor will be the lead modeler on project

· CDM Smith’s basic approach is taking the Metro model and converting to CDM Smith’s toll modeling process. Ideal situation would be that CDM Smith gets the models and generally runs the steps, but interactively have METRO folks involved.  More of a constant interaction.

· CDM Smith has reviewed the METRO model documentation and has questions on actual process

· CDM Smith will start from main regional model, not the model that accounts for CRC tolling because results need to be independent.

· Many model runs will only be traffic assignment, but occasionally the scenarios will involve additional trip distribution, and perhaps mode split even less often.  For changes in transit coding – CDM Smith will ask Metro to do to mode split levels.

· Main needs: what is the best way to interact with the platform METRO has now and get that into CDM Smith process; and then use Metro throughout study to review what CDM Smith is doing and have Metro help review results.

· Jacobs

· Jacobs has been asked to lead the CRC study

· Jacobs has also been asked as GTC to do the due diligence/quality assurance

· Joe will be working on what the inputs and outputs are and give the oversight to make sure the technical process is rational, reasonable, and follows industry standards

· CRC forecasting to date vs. normal Metro MPO forecasting work

· No tolling in this region – no real world experience – had to make a lot of assumptions

· Worked with CRC consultants to make some major assumptions/processes

· Currently use a 4 step model (not activity based). Impact of tolls on model:

· No toll impact at trip generation

· At distribution – used 25% impact of tolls

· At Mode choice- used 75% impact of tolls

· At Route choice – used 100% impact of tolls

· VOT

· Have assumed one VOT for the total population currently

· In previous studies, have split VOT by income bands

· Now have a stated preference survey with peak vs. off-peak VOT

· Tolls are converted to time using VOT in model

· Metro says CDM Smith is calling the shots and Metro staff is ammenable to having CDM Smith change model for toll forecasting and Metro is looking for suggestions to improve METRO model to look at tolling

· Zubair will probably come to Portland and work with Metro folks over a table for 2-3 days to work out details of modeling approach and responsibilities.

Travel Demand Model Details

· What parts are in EMME and what are in Metro modeling system?

· It appears EMME is only for assignment, the rest is in scripting.

· Demand model is basically mathematics – in “R” platform.  Used to be in EMME2 platform, now in the “R” scripts.  Done to make it easier to use.

· Networks are all in the EMME system

· Networks are skimmed in EMME and then brought into R databanks.

· Metro can write into EMME also, and into other binary formats

· Have a car model, internal truck model, and external truck model.  All are available.

· SWRTC

· does not run in R scripts - translates it into visual basic and runs it

· usually run assignments in multiple modes – trucks and cars separate

· What is the practicality/ portability of taking Metro 3 steps (mode split, distribution, and assignment) and letting CDM Smith run them?

· There’s a lot of home knowledge and quality control at Metro such as what flags to look for. These are particular to this model, so that knowledge is important.  This is particularly true for the demand model where there is a need to explain a lot of the details, but it’s not hard to hand over.

· For traffic assignment, definitely need to convert into CDM Smith system

· Transit assignment only uses data and procesees particular to EMME – so will need EMME for transit skims

· Skim prep is in EMME but for CRC Metro has done skims for CRC traffic team to use at Vissum level

· Are networks coded by dates so CDM Smith can make interim years? Metro has a 2017 network but it’s not 100% consistent due to financial constraints. However, Metro can back out projects where needed to get a proper interim year network for toll modeling. In Clark County they have a 2015 opening year network and land use with BRT network options, 2022 network and land use, and 2035. So, SWRTC can develop any year where needed also.

Metroscope and Economic Modeling

· Metroscope is a land use allocation system. The standard economic variables in the socioeconomic forecasting are known to ECONorthwest. They will need to make sure the economic forecast parameters match up to the metroscope model.

· ECONW wants to use Metroscope in the economic modeling. The basis of the toll travel modeling will be the Metro travel demand model (TDM). There will be several economic scenarios and those scenarios will likely need to be broken down to the TDM level, and Metroscope is the best /fastest way to do this. ECONW can run metroscope with the correct platform (Vissum) – but will need some help from METRO to get it running.

· Metroscope runs in an abbreviated version in Vissum via Python script. But actual allocation is a tandem model process – Dennis Yee runs Metroscope, METRO runs through EMME and R scripts to equilibrium and then provides information back for Dennis to run again. And then the process is moved forward five years and run again, repeated to complete the time horizon. The Vissum platform is needed to run the full process.

· Currently have 2010 base level, 2035 future year.  Just got a new 2035. Ultimately the land use was separated out to TAZ level and sent by Metro to jurisdictions in Oregon, information was returned, and now have an accepted Oregon side TAZ land use basis.

· Metro vs. SWRTC land use forecasts

· Metro accounts for Clark County – but SWRTC has their own process to vet Washington results. Agreement is currently that Metro has OR and SWRTC has WA basis.

· The SWRTC generally uses the control totals from Metro if they are close to what the SWRTC modeling is showing (and have been to date).  Then SWRTC does its own sub-allocation and returns that information to Metro such that it is reflected in Metro’s 2035 results.

· CDM Smith will need to develop several model years in between 2010 and 2035 depending on project phasing.  Let’s say we need 2020 – can run through Metroscope – won’t have community review – but the 2035 community reviewed limit can be compared to 2020 results to see if anything is out of place. 

· The CDM Smith team will also generate other scenarios for 2035 including different growth rates and areas. However when only using Metroscope these alternatives can’t re-create what Clark County uses for land-use process. 

· It is important to note the river crossings between Oregon and Washington have a lot to do with the jobs-housing balance, so that effects the CRC crossing demand a lot and will need to be considered.

· How much interaction was there between the two state economic models to come up with the Portland/Clark county basis?  ECONorthwest will have to talk to Dennis Yee about this.

· ECONortwest  will be taking all this information into account but eventually will come up with ECONW independent forecast and scenarios that will feed into sensitivity and risk analysis

· How will the differences between Metro and SWRTC be ironed out in the 2035 differences?

· SWRTC did some opening year 2016 forecasts and then applied those growth rates to the Clark County official basis. A similar process could be used.

· ECONorthwest will also need to look at how the discrepancies between the Metro forecast and SWRTC forecast affect the traffic and revenue. If the effect is small, then there’s probably no need for concern.  If it is large, may need to have a discussion with planners from both agencies to resolve, and the CRC project office will need to know about it. Ultimately, however, the economic forecast will be an independent forecast by the CDM Smith team. The jobs/housing balance will come out of the ECONorthwest model process.

· Will land use be changed from the Metro model?  There will be a baseline for January which may or may not be exactly the same as what MPOs have depending on the ECONorthwest forecast process.  We don’t want to be too optimistic.

· Can we have same land use baseline for January and July?  CDM Smith can’t make that assumption. In IG study – need the most recent anyway.

· Effect of Recession and updated information

· PSRC used economic forecasts for 2030 developed in 2003 and 2004. 

· Portland was doing well prior to 2008, so comparing to old forecasts, new forecasts are quite different – could impact cross river trips a lot.  So, the model hasn’t changed, but the economic projections have shifted a lot.  So this will be important in comparing to older toll work.

· SWRTC also has new forecasts with recession accounted for.

· Also a lot of the 2035 issues between the states have been worked out now too.  Really need to roll this out as the preface to the forecasting.  Needs to be in the story.

· Based on OR treas report – did lower trips to show a financial forecast showing recession effects.

Traffic Assignment process

· Will dynasty or dynamic available to CDM Smith? (dynamic traffic assignment) It could have an impact on what level of micro modeling the CDM Smith Team will do. Metro is developing both dynasty and dynamic.

· Metro has developed a lot of network detail and testing.  Tried to run with not much signal timing – but really need it – so trying to get an optimized signal basis or actual information from signal jurisdictions.

Use of Toll Factors in Modeling

· Toll factors are mentioned in the Metro model documentation and CDM Smith understands the logic.  Has there been any sensitivity testing to how much of the toll impact is used? Old tolling consultants (Stantec?) did some sensitivity testing and ended up with a large range. They didn’t take it to revenue level but definitely had a big effect on demand.

· CDM Smith team will be updating stated preference surveys and they expect changes due to not being in high recession period.

Does modeling need to account for other transit mode alternatives, other tolling outside of CRC bridge tolling, other outside major factors?

· Could we have transit alternatives vs. tolling?  BRT, LRT, no transit? CRC process has tested several different modes and the locally preferred alternative (LPA) is light rail. Attendees agree that while the LPA has a specific transit alternative, additional questions may be asked and the model should be set-up to handle those questions too.

· It may also be that test will be requested of the effect on traffic and revenue of other highway projects in the long range plan being left in our out, so model needs to be flexible to do this.

· Generally, if big changes in the assumptions in the FEIS are requested to be tested, the FEIS provides a pretty strong filter against these changes. It is likely these types of tests would be limited in nature due to this filter.

· There’s an assumption in WSDOT legislation that I-205 can’t be tolled, but it could come up again.  CDM Smith has made the assumption that I-205 won’t be tolled and has set-up the process to do detailed studies of tolling I-5 only. However, CDM Smith could test the effect of tolling I-205 on I-5 tolling revenue, but will not do an investment grade study for I-205 the way the process is currently laid out.

· It was suggested the alternative transit options and tolling I-205 should be checked with the CRC policy committee.

Trip Types in Modeling

· Everything in general is going to be tied to trip types in the original Metro model, including VOT, so what trip types are there? SOV, HOV, 2 truck types, and transit. 

· CDM Smith would like to have their assessment based on some income stratification. SOV trips are not broken down by income class in the current model version for trip assignment but is for earlier model steps. The model has peak and off peak VOT, and it assumes a transponder adjustment for non-work trips (75% nonwork transponders, 100% work trips have transponders) so toll is perceived slightly differently by each income class, but trip table is not broken out. However, Metro could break it down using four household income bands.

Truck Trips

· Who should CDM Smith talk to about truck trip tables? What they are and what data is available? Metro has an expert on that.  Model is based off a commodity flow model for the region. 

· A main question CDM Smith will have is what was the input into the commodity flow? The most recent commodity forecast done by port was probably 10 years ago.

· Clark County uses Metro truck model and has not researched/ reviewed enough to have any differing opinions.

· Are trucks assigned first in the model? Or cars?  No, the Metro model assigns both simultaneously.

· In the model, trucks are broken down to medium and heavy. However the team needs to check on what medium and heavy means. Is medium 2 and 3 axle and heavy 4 or more axles?  It’s an issue because the current tolling policy in Washington sets rates by axle, thus a medium truck class that includes 2 and 3 axle vehicles will have to be broken down further.

· Port information won’t cover external to external truck trips.  Is there an external to external trip table?  The Portland study has a lot of this type of information and the CDM Smith process will be updating a lot of the information. Metro would welcome any suggested model enhancements / improved data for this particular aspect.

Communications Protocol for Modeling and Data

· CDM Smith can contact the MPOs (Metro and SWRTC) directly.  Main points of contact will be Bob Hart for SWRTC and for Metro will likely be Peter Bosa (with copies to Dick Walker and Scott Higgins). At project office will be Casey Lisles.  For WSDOT will be Jana with copes to Carley. If there is to be additional model discussions/group decisions needed, agency contacts (Bob, Peter, Casey, Jana) will put out to appropriate folks  and have appropriate people join the appropriate conversations.

· CDM Smith can contact ports if they have contacts already, but need to keep Casey informed.

· Any other outside agencies to be contacted should be handled initially through Casey since he’s most familiar with the project and he probably has best links into many of the outside agencies.  Can help get past barriers and delays.

· Are there any committees or work CDM Smith needs to sit in on?  Integrated project staff group would be most likely.  There may be others later.

· Does CDM Smith have any expectations for staff availability from MPOs? Won’t just be a hand over, but mostly will be questions, occasionally modifications, and some output review.  Not a full time thing, but probably will be pretty heavy in the beginning.  Metro was already planning on being involved.

· There will be weekly then monthly meetings just on the modeling – conference calls (and those who are available to be in person)

Schedule

· Task 1 – build a model by the end of the year, then report by July 1. This implies a heavy lift between now and January.

· Task 2 – IG model for TIFIA near end of 2013

· For January, CDM Smith wants to have all the features in the model but will not have all the parameters refined. Consequently, they would prefer to have the trip table split out now so they don’t have to change model packages again in future.

· Later CDM Smith will have risk assessment which will involve land use and other changes.



Data Collection and Immediate Needs

· What are the protocols?  Who should CDM Smith go to at WSDOT and ODOT?

· Counts

· SWRTC has a regional traffic count database program on the web. For details not available on website, should talk to Jana. SWRTC has all day, AM peak, PM peak counts

· Metro - Dara Gayler is the likely contact, but should discuss with Ryan from DEA first. Metro might have some non-freeway count info too.

· Also a public Data Portal at PSU is available and can help.

· License plate reads

· We assume ATD knows how to get permits for cameras.

· There is a fee to get reads from RMV.  However, in Oregon – no fee for this project.  Go through Carley.

· What is the license plate collection program?

· There will be two sets of license plate reads.  The first will be designed to read plates of bridge users and get addresses to send information to complete an OD survey. The second will be to get data on through trips and will likely be collected on I-5 north and south of I-205

· Where and when will we set up equipment? Don’t have date and location yet. 

· Will be getting plates on bridge to get matching from RMVs to get addresses for those people using the bridge from OR and WA.

· Previously, CRC team did some ramp to ramp O-D. One state took a month to get addresses back.  Had a poor response rate since time between trip and survey was too long. Only worked well for those who travelled frequently.

· ODOT can expedite this time in Oregon and Lee can help.

· There may also be people outside RMV in Oregon who have the database and can do matching faster

· Cameras are good in low light but would still like to do in October to not have lighting issues.

· Team will need to let the CRC communications team know when the data collection will be happening.

· Other data collection?

· For SP surveys, CDM Smith team will use a subset from the OD survey. Also, there will be a field intercept effort where RSG comes in person which is particularly important for the commercial vehicle side of survey. Generally, commercial vehicle operators will not do surveys online.  The RSG team will have to intercept trucks along the corridor. RSG will also supplement the respondents with additional responses from on-line commercial survey groups.

· Truck Data collection (beyond SP)

· Looking for OD, VOT, and frequency on trucks in general

· Supplemental truck intercept surveys – in person surveys at major entries and exits at ports -2 days, 8 hours, and then intercept surveys at truck stops one on each side of River.

· Is there any local truck movements to look at?  CDM Smith is breaking down truck trip pairs:

· Through trips – good historical data exists, will supplement

· Total trucks on bridge will be counted

· Trucks in and out of port (both external/internal and internal/internal) – surveys will be conducted and combined with available port data

· Internal to internal trucks – commercial.  Some study was done in the Clark County freight study where major highways and industrial land uses were correlated and a large aggregated zone system was used to determine internal truck trips, so this could be used again. However, may be much harder to develop on the Oregon side because it’s a much bigger metropolitan area.

· Alternatively, cargo forecasts will also fix the total trucks across the bridge (by mode). Consequently, the internal to internal on the bridge could be backed out with the other data collected. (i.e. What’s left after the other pairs are taken out.)  Also, will have OD survey for truckers across bridge.

· Will we reach out to truckers?  Yes, Claudia worked with freight working group and that could be a good source

· UW is doing some truck travel times study – Claudia should talk to Casey about it

· Could also use weigh stations instead/in addition to truck stops if more coverage/ better response is needed

· Speed and delay

· Usually just use probe cars

· ODOT has INRIX data for four county region – speed data.  Good coverage – all freeways and some arterials.  Get it through ODOT.  WSDOT also has INRIX data.  For ODOT go through Casey.

· No transit data is needed beyond what Metro has in the model.



To do list:

· Write up communications protocol plan

· Have CDM Smith modelers come to Portland and meet with Metro staff

· Draft OD survey detail plans/information and share with this team and CRC communications team

· Draft SP survey detail plans/information and share with this team and CRC communications team
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Name
Company or
 
Dept
Phone
E-mail
Tim Boesch
CDM Smith
206-336-4900
boeschtj@cdmsmith.com
Eugene Ryan
CDM Smith
630-434-8111
ryane@cdmsmith.com
Zubair Ghafoor
CDM Smith
630-434-8111
ghafoorzf@cdmsmith.com
Claudia Hirschey
Transportation Consulting Services
206-856-4988
claudiahirschey@comcast.net
Carl Batten
ECONorthwest
503-222-6060
batten@econw.com
Carley Francis
CRC
360-816-8869
francisc@columbiarivercrossing.org
Bob Hart
SWRTC
360-397-6067 *5206
bob.hart@rtc.wa.gov
Dean 
Lookingbill
SWRTC
360-397-6067 *5208
dean.lookingbill@rtc.wa.gov
Lee 
Helgerson
ODOT
503-986-6634
Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us
Nancy Boyd
CRC
360-816-8865
boydn@columbiarivercrossing.org
Joe Sobleskie
Jacobs
347-510-8723
Joe.Sobleskie@jacobs.com
Terri Slack
CRC/WSDOT Toll Div.
206-716-1163
SlackT@columbiarivercrossing.org
Natarajan Janarthanan
WSDOT Toll Div.
206-464-1274
Janartn@wsdot.wa.gov
Ryan 
LeProuse
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Metro
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Natarajan Janarthanan
WSDOT Toll Div.
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Terri Slack
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Joe Sobleskie
Jacobs
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Lee 
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Carl Batten
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Transportation Consulting Services
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CDM Smith
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Tim Boesch
CDM Smith
206-336-4900
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Eugene Ryan
CDM Smith
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ryane@cdmsmith.com
Via phone:
Randy Pozdena
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Paul Bingham
CDM Smith
626-538-4283
binghamph@cdmsmith.com
Mark Fowler
RSG
802-295-
4999
Mark.Fowler@rsginc.com
Christopher Mwalwanda
CDM Smith
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)CRC Traffic and Revenue Study Project Kick-off Part 1


WSDOT, Southwest Region Office
11018 NE 51st Circle, Vancouver, WA



		DATE:

		October 3, 2012 12:30 – 2:00 pm



		GOALS:

		Overview of the traffic and revenue study process

 





Contract Issues

· Master agreement expected to be sent to CDM Smith within 24 hours

· Task Order 1 – Expected to run through January 2012 preliminary legislative report and possibly through July 2012 final legislative report. (editorial note: the first task order will be officially named Task Order AA)



Key Study Points - Eugene Ryan – CDM Smith

· Timeframes are short

· Modeling process

· Will need to make preliminary investment grade (IG) traffic and revenue (T&R) estimates as early as July 2013

· Goal is to put together a model that will have all the flexibility needed throughout the study - one that will allow testing of all parameters and policies contemplated

· Initially will not have all of the parameters completely detailed, but will have them within an appropriate range

· January report will show a range of traffic and revenue and the final IG estimates must fall in this range

· Two  major data collection pieces in Task 1

· Origin Destination Survey

· Stated Preference Survey

· Expectations for the January legislative Report

· Cover the budget proviso from Washington Legislature

Major Policy Items

· Nancy Boyd

· Stakeholder Considerations

· There’s a lot of interest in the T&R study from many stakeholders

· There will be tough questions with a lot of people digging in and asking tough questions

· We will need straight, well thought out answers to have a successful study.

· There are two sets of state structures to involve (two DOTs, two treasurer’s, two legislatures, two secretaries, and two governors) along with many local jurisdictions and federal agencies.

· Washington has tolling, so there is already familiarity and already consideration of tolling policy

· Oregon is new to tolling, and CRC toll policies will be considered in light of future tolling opportunities as well as the CRC project itself.

· Several stakeholders are interested in managing traffic with tolling.

· Professional/staff stakeholder group, made up of stakeholder professionals, who would like input into the decision making process and have thoughts on how the corridor should be managed. Dean Lookingbill from SWRTC knows more.

· Need to be clear what the assumptions are – please caveat the assumptions and explain the effects of those assumptions

· Questions on diversion are primarily related to I-205 vs. I-5

· Exemptions from tolls are one policy consideration – How can they be done?  What’s appropriate?

· CDM Smith

· The likely scrutiny has been recognized and the process to develop the traffic and revenue forecasts was designed to be able to hold up to that scrutiny

· Time is needed to develop the model and inputs to the expected level to hold up to the scrutiny

· The analysis will look at performance of the traffic and take into account stakeholder input

· How much comparison to previous estimates is appropriate?

· CDM Smith knows how its forecast is developed but know nothing about prior forecasts, therefore can only compare the forecasts, not explain the differences

· If reasons for the differences are needed, then CDM Smith will need a lot more information and access to prior work.

· Differences can be in process (how CDM Smith will develop the forecasts), differences in assumptions (toll rates, policies), and changes in fundamental inputs (travel demand, economic growth)

· Nancy – Some changes are expected and a revised financial plan will be developed using the new forecasts. Explanation of the changes depends on how different the changes are

· Joe – Need to make sure the forecasts are independent because that is what is needed of the study and CDM Smith was hired to be independent

· Amy - Suggest CDM Smith look at exhibit 7 of FTA finance plan – low forecast for annual toll transactions.  Contains information on toll rates assumed (including for trucks).  Then can compare the early CDM Smith results in comparison to the low FTA finance plan forecast.  Through that comparison, we will be able to scale through the financing to see if the new T&R will work with existing funding levels.

· Amy Arnis

· Any traffic and revenue forecasts coming out of this study will likely be compared to the traffic analysis since the EIS forecasting started and also compared to today’s traffic.

· Nomenclature of what numerical results are is really important throughout this process. Terms such as average weekday traffic and average annual traffic are very easy to confuse.

· Need to be careful to define forecasts well – tolled and untolled, pre-completion vs. completion, etc.

· Need to be very clear on what the comparisons being made are and what they imply.

· Lessons from SR520 Study?

· Show the traffic history for each time period, then what happens with early tolling.  Many were shocked with how much traffic dropped on SR 520 with pre-tolling.

· Show how traffic recovers over time

· Tolling vs. New Bridge Construction Dates/Timelines

· The existing facility to be tolled and new facility will be tolled are very different.  Need to be very careful about when the change-over is assumed, including possibly a staged development.  Will be revisited many times.

· The most recent finance work sent to the Federal Transit Administration has assumed 15% to 23% lower toll traffic forecast (deemed a “low” forecast) given some slippage in current usage.  It uses FY2016 for current facility tolling start date and has forecasts out to 2030.  July 2020 is about the current pivot point between existing and new facility.

· Need to layout assumptions and what has changed, and also what the timelines being assumed are – “pivot points”. These assumptions can alter the revenue /financing forecast and can make the situation uncomfortable very easily.

· For SR520 CDM Smith held a project staging meeting with the project team and put together assumptions on configurations. This is recommended again.

· Policy

· There’s  a lot of stakeholders in the toll rate setting process. Is it clear yet how these toll decisions are going to be made?

· WSDOT has a toll division, but ODOT does not.  ODOT does have staff who work in tolling. ODOT will likely follow WSDOT’s lead.

· Traffic performance issue is important because there’s a trade-off between toll revenue and operations.

· Compared to SR520, there are fewer alternatives for CRC and this situation is different. The effect of tolling the CRC will have immediate impacts on the system performance in the area. Consequently, we need to have a process to make decisions on toll rates that takes these impacts into account.

· A lot of tolling assumptions were made in the CRC EIS work:

· Dual direction variable tolling – very similar to 520 assumptions.

· May need to reflect traffic differentials – will toll be different by direction because demand is not balanced by period?

· Exemptions – WSTC’s current policies are not consistent between SR 520 and Tacoma Narrows Bridge

· TNB transit and vanpools pay, only emergency vehicles on emergency business are exempts

· SR 520 – transit, vanpools, private buses on fixed routes are free due to federal funds and same emergency vehicle exemptions as TNB

· Will need to weigh in with WSTC to see if assumptions are appropriate moving forward.

· Trucks Policies

· Will be more important for CRC then SR 520 – more trucks on CRC, more of a regional impact on trucking, and more of a revenue impact

· TNB and SR520 have had toll rates set at multiples of axles. Now looking at other truck policies for Alaskan Way Viaduct and could also do so for CRC.

· WSDOT would like more information on light, med, and heavy trucks for the CRC study. CDM Smith will be collecting more truck data than usual given its importance to this study and facility. Also, Oregon has a weight mile tax which may yield some additional information not available in Washington.

· Suggested Approach:

· T&R team should look at the EIS assumptions

· Do a gap analysis – what policies do we know are in place all ready and what else do we still need?

· Present gap analysis results to both WSDOT and ODOT and start asking questions about how the policies which have not been previously considered, decided, or are still up for decision should be handled, particularly for the first forecast assumptions

· Those who can help on gap analysis includes Rob Fellows of WSDOT toll division

Additional Oregon DOT wants and needs for the study:

· Traffic volumes and changes in traffic volumes are important, including VMT

· Will want sensitivity analysis

· Stated Preference study will be important

· Will want to know what traffic/volumes have changed since the EIS/prior work and what behaviors have changed

· Legislative questions are not known at this point, but there likely will be a lot. There’s a lot of negative views of the project, so most are looking for a refreshed view. The question to answer will likely be, “Where do we stand today and where can we go in the future?”

Communications Protocol

· Questions

· Questions will come in from many directions – who will be answering?  What are the expectations? The same basic answer needs to be used on both sides of the river.

· Will need a single point of collection of questions for record keeping. Terri will be contacted immediately and be the facilitator/coordinator. Terri can also make sure everyone has the same information and answers.

· For ODOT, Chris and Les will be involved in reviewing the answers.

· For WSDOT, Terri will work with Toll Division, Craig Stone, Amy Arnis, etc.

· How to develop answers? CRC has outreach / communications people.  The government relations team will draft up the answers with the technical tolling team’s involvement. Team is mostly CRC folks but will also check in with WSDOT toll division to make sure terminology is correct.  (Colleen Gants works for WSDOT toll division and is familiar with toll division policies and the CRC project.)

· Outside Agency Contacts

· CDM Smith team can contact CRC staff through Terri, Carley, or Casey. Once contact is made, CDM Smith can continue to talk directly to CRC staff, provided Terri, Carley, and Casey are kept informed/ in the loop.

· CDM Smith team can contact WSDOT staff if they know them directly, but need to keep Terri informed/ in the loop.

· For outside agency contacts (Port of Portland for example), initial contacts should be made through Casey.  Then Casey needs to be kept in the loop on these contacts.



Deliverable Expectations

· RFP indicated a preliminary legislative report in January and final legislative report in June. 

· January Forecast/ Report

· Everyone needs to understand (both the study team and all the stakeholders) that the January report won’t just be a draft of the June report. There will be major changes for June.

· In January, the forecast team would only just be getting initial information and would be able to put out some information on it from a base case perspective, but the options will evolve over time. 

· WSDOT Toll Division is not sure that a report is needed in January, but need to have traffic and revenue forecast ranges and supporting data available if questions are asked.

· For January, really looking for a range of revenue that everyone is comfortable with such that other financing pieces can also be moved forward to get the rest of the financing.

· Will want to answer the questions in the legislative proviso but not go beyond those for the January forecast.

· The January range will help people put some ranges on the dart board so other parts of financing can move forward.  The financing cannot move forward unless some parts get more solidified.

· The forecast may include a one page briefing paper discussing the forecast.

· By June, more policy decisions should have been made, or at least recommended, and the study developed further so a tighter forecast might be possible.

· CRC and WSDOT toll division have example of legislative reports submitted by WSDOT for other work and will follow a similar approach for this study. This particular study report will be about the traffic and revenue only, not about the project as a whole.

· The team may need to discuss the reports with Jennifer Zeigler to understand what is expected. We may also need to work with the communications team and Jennifer can be very helpful.



Range of Forecasts

· CDM Smith baseline results will be a range. These need to be plugged into the financial plan and then we need to answer the questions about the prior finance assumptions and how they compare.

· What is the “range” expectation? How wide?

· CDM Smith may suggest putting a range on the key variables and then let the ultimate range come out of the calculations.  If there’s a defined range expectation – such as +- 20% – then more difficult to do.

· Need to keep in mind, once a range is out in public – then it’s out in public.  If too wide – seems like we don’t know what we’re doing.

· FEIS toll revenue? ranges $900M to $1.3B – but based on possible capital funding also (i.e. the ranges take into account the whole financial plan and likely funding sources)

· The band around the T&R streams is what is needed. If the band is too wide it won’t be useful.  If too wide, it doesn’t help advance the other funding discussions/process that will be needed.

· Oregon will look at how the preliminary work will affect Oregon equity contribution.  Again, if we have too wide of a range, it may not be useful.  We’ll need to ask what the legislature may be able to do.  But definitely need a solid comfort with the range, but not sure what the range expectation is.

· The policy decisions can vary the range significantly. So, we need to have an initial discussion on what the main drivers to the forecast are.

Policy Approach

· Suggest separating the effects of what we don’t have control over (traffic demand) to what we can control (policy) and then set within that context. For instance, the policies could be packaged such as assuming WSDOT policies in place on other facilities, then the results will be XYZ.

· This approach could help educate policy makers learn early on what those decisions mean by providing an early look at the discreet factors and how they affect the revenue.

· Will model be available to do this for January? Could be tight. Can definitely do by July 1 analysis, but answering in January might be harder.

· Probably need to get with WSDOT toll Division policy team early and figure out what we may want to have as the primary alternatives.

· Need to do initial work to see what the sensitivities to policies could be.

· For instance the current work shows HOVs would be 36% of revenue, trucks would be 20%, SOVs were 44%.  But these proportions depend on toll rate assumptions and in this case, assumed the “additional price point” toll levels.

· All vehicles paid in initial traffic and revenue estimates for the CRC including high occupancy vehicles and transit

· Will there be a one number base case in the January forecast? If we make all the policy assumptions, there may still be a range due to modeling process, value of time (VOT), Economics, payment categories, and other inputs which have ranges.

· Will we have a specific VOT for this project? For eventual IG model – will have VOT from stated preference survey. Initially, the model will use what was came out of the prior SP survey along with an economics/income level calculation and that will likely end up in a range. The 2010 census information is also available now and will influence the VOT calculations.



To do list:

· Project Staging meeting – to determine initial assumptions about pre-completion tolling, opening of new spans, and general construction/closures

· Toll policy gap analysis

· Write up communications protocol (both for questions and outside contacts)

· Write up contact list

· Review CRC FTA finance plan section 7

· Meet with WSDOT toll Division policy team early and figure out what we may want to have as the primary assumptions for January forecast

 (
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		MEETING TITLE:



LOCATION:

		CRC Traffic and Revenue Study Project Kick-off Part 2


WSDOT, Southwest Region Office
11018 NE 51st Circle, Vancouver, WA



		DATE:

		October 3, 2012 2:00 – 4:00 pm



		ATTENDEES:

		See attached list 



		GOALS:

		What information is needed to develop the toll model and data collection

 





Modeling Approach

· CDM Smith

· Zubair Ghafoor will be the lead modeler on project

· CDM Smith’s basic approach is taking the Metro model and converting to CDM Smith’s toll modeling process. Ideal situation would be that CDM Smith gets the models and generally runs the steps, but interactively have METRO folks involved.  More of a constant interaction.

· CDM Smith has reviewed the METRO model documentation and has questions on actual process

· CDM Smith will start from main regional model, not the model that accounts for CRC tolling because results need to be independent.

· Many model runs will just be doing only be traffic assignment, but occasionally the scenarios will involve additional trip distribution, and perhaps mode split even less often.  For changes in transit coding – CDM Smith will ask Metro to do to mode split levels.

· Main needs: what is the best way to interact with the platform METRO has now and get that into CDM Smith process; and then use Metro throughout study to review what CDM Smith is doing and have Metro help review results.

· Jacobs

· Jacobs has been asked to lead the CRC study

· Jacobs has also been asked as GTC to do the due diligence/quality assurance

· Joe will be working on what the inputs and outputs are and give the oversight to make sure the technical process is rational, reasonable, and follows industry standards

· CRC forecasting to date vs. normal Metro MPO forecasting work

· No tolling in this region – no real world experience – had to make a lot of assumptions

· Worked with CRC consultants to make some major assumptions/processes

· Currently use a 4 step model (not activity based). Impact of tolls on model:

· No toll impact at trip generation

· At distribution – used 25% impact of tolls

· At Mode choice- used 75% impact of tolls

· At Route choice – used 100% impact of tolls

· VOT

· Have assumed one VOT for the total population currently

· In previous studies, have split VOT by income bands

· Now have a stated preference survey with peak vs. off-peak VOT

· Tolls are converted to time using VOT in model

· Metro says CDM Smith is calling the shots and Metro staff is OK ammenable to having CDM Smith change model for toll forecasting and Metro is looking for suggestions to improve METRO model to look at tolling

· Zubair will probably come to Portland and work with Metro folks over a table for 2-3 days to work out details of modeling approach and responsibilities.

Travel Demand Model Details

· What parts are in EMME and what are in Metro modeling system?

· It appears EMME is only for assignment, the rest is in scripting.

· Demand model is basically mathematics – in “R” platform.  Used to be in EMME2 platform, now in the “R” scripts.  Done to make it easier to use.

· Networks are all in the EMME system

· Networks are skimmed in EMME and then brought into R databanks.

· Metro can write into EMME also, and into other binary formats

· Have a car model, internal truck model, and external truck model.  All are available.

· SWRTC

· does not run in R scripts - translates it into visual basic and runs it

· usually run assignments in multiple modes – trucks and cars separate

· What is the practicality/ portability of taking Metro 3 steps (mode split, distribution, and assignment) and letting CDM Smith run them?

· There’s a lot of home knowledge and quality control at Metro such as what flags to look for. These are particular to this model, so that knowledge is important.  This is particularly true for the demand model where there is a need to explain a lot of the details, but it’s not hard to hand over.

· For traffic assignment, definitely need to convert into CDM Smith system

· Transit assignment only uses stuff data and procesees particular to EMME – so will need EMME for transit skims

· Skim prep is in EMME but for CRC Metro hasve done skims for Vissum for CRC traffic team to use at Vissum level

· Are networks coded by dates so CDM Smith can make interim years? Metro has a 2017 network but it’s not 100% consistent due to financial constraints. However, Metro can back out projects where needed to get a proper interim year network for toll modeling. In Clark County they have a 2015 opening year network and land use with BRT network options, 2022 network and land use, and 2035. So, SWRTC can develop any year where needed also.

Metroscope and Economic Modeling

· Metroscope is a land use allocation system. The standard economic variables in the socioeconomic forecasting are known to ECONorthwest. They will need to make sure the economic forecast parameters match up to the metroscope model.

· ECONW wants to use Metroscope in the economic modeling. The basis of the toll travel modeling will be the Metro travel demand model (TDM). There will be several economic scenarios and those scenarios will likely need to be broken down to the TDM level, and Metroscope is the best /fastest way to do this. ECONW can run metroscope with the correct platform (Vissum) – but will need some help from METRO to get it running.

· Metroscope runs in an abbreviated version in Vissum via Python script. But actual allocation is a tandem model process – Dennis Yee runs Metroscope, METRO runs through EMME and R scripts to equilibrium and then provides information back for Dennis to run again. And then the process is moved forward five years and run again, repeated to complete the time horizon. The Vissum platform is needed to run the full process.

· Currently have 2010 base level, 2035 future year.  Just got a new 2035. Ultimately the land use was separated out to TAZ level and sent by Metro to jurisdictions in Oregon, information was returned, and now have an accepted Oregon side TAZ land use basis.

· Metro vs. SWRTC land use forecasts

· Metro accounts for Clark County – but SWRTC has their own process to vet Washington results. Agreement is currently that Metro has OR and SWRTC has WA basis.

· The SWRTC generally uses the control totals from Metro if they are close to what the SWRTC modeling is showing (and have been to date).  Then SWRTC does its own sub-allocation and returns that information to Metro such that it is reflected in Metro’s 2035 results.

· CDM Smith will need to develop several model years in between 2010 and 2035 depending on project phasing.  Let’s say we need 2020 – can run through Metroscope – won’t have community review – but the 2035 community reviewed limit can be compared to 2020 results to see if anything is out of place. 

· The CDM Smith team will also generate other scenarios for 2035 including different growth rates and areas. However when only using Metroscope these alternatives can’t re-create what Clark County uses for land-use process. 

· It is important to note the river crossings between Oregon and Washington have a lot to do with the jobs-housing balance, so that effects the CRC crossing demand a lot and will need to be considered.

· How much interaction was there between the two state economic models to come up with the Portland/Clark county basis?  ECONorthwest will have to talk to Dennis Yee about this.

· ECONortwest  will be taking all this information into account but eventually will come up with ECONW independent forecast and scenarios that will feed into sensitivity and risk analysis

· How will the differences between Metro and SWRTC be ironed out in the 2035 differences?

· SWRTC did some opening year 2016 forecasts and then applied those growth rates to the Clark County official basis. A similar process could be used.

· ECONorthwest will also need to look at how the discrepancies between the Metro forecast and SWRTC forecast affect the traffic and revenue. If the effect is small, then there’s probably no need for concern.  If it is large, may need to have a discussion with planners from both agencies to resolve, and the CRC project office will need to know about it. Ultimately, however, the economic forecast will be an independent forecast by the CDM Smith team. The jobs/housing balance will come out of the ECONorthwest model process.

· Will land use be changed from the Metro model?  There will be a baseline for January which may or may not be exactly the same as what MPOs have depending on the ECONorthwest forecast process.  We don’t want to be too optimistic.

· Can we have same land use baseline for January and July?  CDM Smith can’t make that assumption. In IG study – need the most recent anyway.

· Effect of Recession and updated information

· PSRC used economic forecasts for 2030 developed in 2003 and 2004. 

· Portland was doing well prior to 2008, so comparing to old forecasts, new forecasts are quite different – could impact cross river trips a lot.  So, the model hasn’t changed, but the economic projections have shifted a lot.  So this will be important in comparing to older toll work.

· SWRTC also has new forecasts with recession accounted for.

· Also a lot of the 2035 issues between the states have been worked out now too.  Really need to roll this out as the preface to the forecasting.  Needs to be in the story.

· Based on OR treas report – did discount lower trips to show a financial forecast showing recession effects.

Traffic Assignment process

· Will dynasty or dynamic available to CDM Smith? (dynamic traffic assignment) It could have an impact on what level of micro modeling the CDM Smith Team will do. Metro is developing both dynasty and dynamic.

· Metro has developed a lot of network detail and testing.  Tried to run with not much signal timing – but really need it – so trying to get an optimized signal basis or actual information from signal jurisdictions.

Use of Toll Factors in Modeling

· Toll factors are mentioned in the Metro model documentation and CDM Smith understands the logic.  Has there been any sensitivity testing to how much of the toll impact is used? Old tolling consultants (Stantec?) did some sensitivity testing and ended up with a large range. They didn’t take it to revenue level but definitely had a big effect on demand.

· CDM Smith team will be updating stated preference surveys and they expect changes due to not being in high recession period.

Does modeling need to account for other transit mode alternatives, other tolling outside of CRC bridge tolling, other outside major factors?

· Could we have transit alternatives vs. tolling?  BRT, LRT, no transit? CRC process has tested several different modes and the locally preferred alternative (LPA) is light rail. Attendees agree that while the LPA has a specific transit alternative, additional questions may be asked and the model should be set-up to handle those questions too.

· It may also be that test will be requested of the effect on traffic and revenue of other highway projects in the long range plan being left in our out, so model needs to be flexible to do this.

· Generally, if big changes in the assumptions in the FEIS are requested to be tested, the FEIS provides a pretty strong filter against these changes. It is likely these types of tests would be limited in nature due to this filter.

· There’s an assumption in WSDOT legislation that I-205 can’t be tolled, but it could come up again.  CDM Smith has made the assumption that I-205 won’t be tolled and has set-up the process to do detailed studies of tolling I-5 only. However, CDM Smith could test the effect of tolling I-205 on I-5 tolling revenue, but could will not do an investment grade study for I-205 the way the process is currently laid out.

· It was suggested the alternative transit options and tolling I-205 should be checked with the CRC? policy committee.

Trip Types in Modeling

· Everything in general is going to be tied to trip types in the original Metro model, including VOT, so what trip types are there? SOV, HOV, 2 truck types, and transit. 

· CDM Smith would like to have their assessment based on some income stratification. SOV trips are not broken down by income class in the current model version for trip assignment but is for earlier model steps. The model has peak and off peak VOT, and it assumes a transponder adjustment for non-work trips (75% nonwork transponders, 100% work trips have transponders) so toll is perceived slightly differently by each income class, but trip table is not broken out. However, Metro could break it down using four household income bands.

Truck Trips

· Who should CDM Smith talk to about truck trip tables? wWhat they are and what data is available? Metro has an expert on that.  Model is based off a commodity flow model for the region. 

· A main question CDM Smith will have is what was the input into the commodity flow? The most recent commodity forecast done by port was probably 10 years ago.

· Clark County uses Metro truck model and has not researched/ reviewed enough to have any differing opinions.

· Are trucks assigned first in the model? Or cars?  No, the Metro model assigns both simultaneously.

· In the model, trucks are broken down to medium and heavy. However the team needs to check on what medium and heavy means. Is medium 2 and 3 axle and heavy 4 or more axles?  It’s an issue because the current tolling policy in Washington sets rates by axle, thus a medium truck class that includes 2 and 3 axle vehicles will have to be broken down further.

· Port information won’t cover external to external truck trips.  Is there an external to external trip table?  The Portland study has a lot of this type of information and the CDM Smith process will be updating a lot of the information. Metro would welcome any suggested model enhancements / improved data for this particular aspect.

Communications Protocol for Modeling and Data

· CDM Smith can contact the MPOs (Metro and SWRTC) directly.  Main points of contact will be Bob Hart for SWRTC and for Metro will likely be Peter Bosa (with copies to Dick Walker and Scott Higgins). At project office will be Casey Lisles.  For WSDOT will be Jana with copes to Carley. If there is to be additional model discussions/group decisions needed, agency contacts (Bob, Peter, Casey, Jana) will put out to appropriate folks  and have appropriate people join the appropriate conversations.

· CDM Smith can contact ports if they have contacts already, but need to keep Casey informed.

· Any other outside agencies to be contacted should be handled initially through Casey since he’s most familiar with the project and he probably has best links into many of the outside agencies.  Can help get past barriers and delays.

· Are there any committees or work CDM Smith needs to sit in on?  Integrated project staff group would be most likely.  There may be others later.

· Does CDM Smith have any expectations for staff availability from MPOs? Won’t just be a hand over, but mostly will be questions, occasionally modifications, and some output review.  Not a full time thing, but probably will be pretty heavy in the beginning.  Metro was already planning on being involved.

· There will be weekly then monthly meetings just on the modeling – conference calls (and those who are available to be in person)

Schedule

· Task 1 – build a model by the end of the year, then report by July 1., This implies a heavy lift between now and January.

· Task 2 – IG model for TIFIA near end of 2013

· For January, CDM Smith wants to have all the features in the model but will not have all the parameters refined. Consequently, they would prefer to have the trip table split out now so they don’t have to change model packages again in future.

· Later CDM Smith will have risk assessment which will involve land use and other changes.



Data Collection and Immediate Needs

· What are the protocols?  Who should CDM Smith go to at WSDOT and ODOT?

· Counts

· SWRTC has a regional traffic count database program on the web. For details not available on website, should talk to Jana. SWRTC has all day, AM peak, PM peak counts

· Metro - Dara Gayler is the likely contact, but should discuss with Ryan from DEA first. Metro might have some non-freeway count info too.

· Also a public Data Portal at PSU is available and can help.

· License plate reads

· We assume ATD knows how to get permits for cameras.

· There is a fee to get reads from RMV.  However, in Oregon – no fee for this project.  Go through Carley.

· What is the license plate collection program?

· There will be two sets of license plate reads.  The first will be designed to read plates of bridge users and get addresses to send information to complete an OD survey. The second will be to get data on through trips and will likely be collected on I-5 north and south of I-205

· Where and when will we set up equipment? Don’t have date and location yet. 

· Will be getting plates on bridge to get matching from RMVs to get addresses for those people using the bridge from OR and WA.

· Previously, CRC team did some ramp to ramp O-D. One state took a month to get addresses back.  Had a poor response rate since time between trip and survey was too long. Only worked well for those who travelled frequently.

· ODOT can expedite this time in Oregon and Lee can help.

· There may also be people outside RMV in Oregon who have the database and can do matching faster

· Cameras are good in low light but would still like to do in October to not have lighting issues.

· Team will need to let the CRC communications team know when the data collection will be happening.

· Other data collection?

· For SP surveys, CDM Smith team will use a subset from the OD survey. Also, there will be a field intercept effort where RSG comes in person which is particularly important for the commercial vehicle side of survey. Generally, commercial vehicle operators will not do surveys online.  The RSG team will have to intercept trucks along the corridor. RSG will also supplement the respondents with additional responses from on-line commercial survey groups.

· Truck Data collection (beyond SP)

· Looking for OD, VOT, and frequency on trucks in general

· Supplemental truck intercept surveys – in person surveys at major entries and exits at ports -2 days, 8 hours, and then intercept surveys at truck stops one on each side of River.

· Is there any local truck movements to look at?  CDM Smith is breaking down truck trip pairs:

· Through trips – good historical data exists, will supplement

· Total trucks on bridge will be counted

· Trucks in and out of port (both external/internal and internal/internal) – surveys will be conducted and combined with available port data

· Internal to internal trucks – commercial.  Some study was done in the Clark County freight study where major highways and industrial land uses were correlated and a large aggregated zone system was used to determine internal truck trips, so this could be used again. However, may be much harder to develop on the Oregon side because it’s a much bigger metropolitan area.

· Alternatively, cargo forecasts will also fix the total trucks across the bridge (by mode). Consequently, the internal to internal on the bridge could be backed out with the other data collected. (i.e. What’s left after the other pairs are taken out.)  Also, will have OD survey for truckers across bridge.

· Will we reach out to truckers?  Yes, Claudia worked with freight working group and that could be a good source

· UW is doing some truck travel times study – Claudia should talk to Casey about it

· Could also use weigh stations instead/in addition to truck stops if more coverage/ better response is needed

· Speed and delay

· Usually just use probe cars

· ODOT has INRIX data for four county region – speed data.  Good coverage – all freeways and some arterials.  Get it through ODOT.  WSDOT also has INRIX data.  For ODOT go through Casey.

· No transit data is needed beyond what Metro has in the model.



To do list:

· Write up communications protocol plan

· Have CDM Smith modelers come to Portland and meet with Metro staff

· Draft OD survey detail plans/information and share with this team and CRC communications team

· Draft SP survey detail plans/information and share with this team and CRC communications team
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		MEETING TITLE:



LOCATION:

		CRC Traffic and Revenue Study Project Kick-off Part 1


WSDOT, Southwest Region Office
11018 NE 51st Circle, Conference Room 102
Vancouver, WA

Call-in number 360-905-1599  PIN 9999#



		DATE:

		October 3, 2012 12:30 – 2:00 pm



		GOALS:

		Overview of the traffic and revenue study process

 



		TOLL DIVISION STAFF:

		Amy Arnis, WSDOT Chief Financial Officer

Craig Stone, Director 

Patty Rubstello, Director of Program Development and Engineering

Terri Slack, T&R Project Manager

Joe Sobleskie, T&R Advisor



		CRC PROJECT STAFF:

		Nancy Boyd, CRC Project Director

Carley Francis, Tolling and Financial Planner

Les Brodie, ODOT Chief Financial Officer



		ADDITIONAL INVITEES:



T&R Team

Lead by 

CDM Smith & Associates:

		



Eugene Ryan, Project Manager

Tim Boesch, Deputy Project Manager

Christopher Mwalwanda

Kamran Khan

Paul Bingham

Randy Pozdena

Carl Batten

Zuabair Ghafoor

Claudia Hirschey







		Time

		Agenda item

		



		12:30 pm

		Introductions and Safety Announcement

		



		12:40 pm 

		Major Policy and Study Goals

		



		1:55 pm

		Meeting Wrap-up
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		MEETING TITLE:

LOCATION:

		CRC Traffic and Revenue Study Project Kick-off Part 2

WSDOT, Southwest Region Office
11018 NE 51st Circle, Conference Room 102
Vancouver, WA 

Call-in number 360-905-1599  PIN 9999#



		DATE:

		October 3, 2012 2:00 – 4:00 pm



		GOALS:

		Overview of the traffic and revenue study process

Policy and study goals to include roles and responsibilities

Model development 



		TOLL DIVISION STAFF:

		Patty Rubstello, Director of Program Development and Engineering

Natarajan Janarthanan

Terri Slack, T&R Project Manager

Joe Sobleskie, T&R Advisor



		CRC PROJECT STAFF:

		Carley Francis, Tolling and Financial Planner

Casey Liles, Project Engineer

Ryan LeProwse



		ADDITIONAL INVITEES:



T&R Team

Lead by 

CDM Smith & Associates:

		Dick Walker, Metro

Bob Hart, RTC



Eugene Ryan, Project Manager

Tim Boesch, Deputy Project Manager

Christopher Mwalwanda

Paul Bingham

Randy Pozdena

Carl Batten

Zuabair Ghafoor

Claudia Hirschey

Ron Davis

Mark Fowler

Clay Carney












		Time

		Agenda item

		



		2:00 pm

		Introductions and Safety Announcement

		



		2:10 pm 

		Modeling, technical issues, communications

		



		3:15 pm

		Data Collection – Immediate needs

		



		

		

		



		3:55 pm

		Meeting Wrap-up
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 Me e tin g  S u m m a ry 

MEETING TITLE: 

 

LOCATION: 

CRC Traffic and Revenue Study Project Kick-off Part 2 
 

WSDOT, Southwest Region Office 
11018 NE 51st

DATE: 

 Circle, Vancouver, WA 

October 3, 2012 2:00 – 4:00 pm 

ATTENDEES: See attached list  

GOALS: What information is needed to develop the toll model and data collection 

  

Modeling Approach 

• CDM Smith 

o Zubair Ghafoor will be the lead modeler on project 

o CDM Smith’s basic approach is taking the Metro model and converting to CDM Smith’s 
toll modeling process. Ideal situation would be that CDM Smith gets the models and 
generally runs the steps, but interactively have METRO folks involved.  More of a 
constant interaction. 

o CDM Smith has reviewed the METRO model documentation and has questions on actual 
process 

o CDM Smith will start from main regional model, not the model that accounts for CRC 
tolling because results need to be independent. 

o Many model runs will only be traffic assignment, but occasionally the scenarios will 
involve additional trip distribution, and perhaps mode split even less often.  For changes 
in transit coding – CDM Smith will ask Metro to do to mode split levels. 

o Main needs: what is the best way to interact with the platform METRO has now and get 
that into CDM Smith process; and then use Metro throughout study to review what CDM 
Smith is doing and have Metro help review results. 

• Jacobs 

o Jacobs has been asked to lead the CRC study 

o Jacobs has also been asked as GTC to do the due diligence/quality assurance 

o Joe will be working on what the inputs and outputs are and give the oversight to make 
sure the technical process is rational, reasonable, and follows industry standards 

• CRC forecasting to date vs. normal Metro MPO forecasting work 

o No tolling in this region – no real world experience – had to make a lot of assumptions 

o Worked with CRC consultants to make some major assumptions/processes 

o Currently use a 4 step model (not activity based). Impact of tolls on model: 

 No toll impact at trip generation 

 At distribution – used 25% impact of tolls 

This constitutes CDM Smith’s 
understanding of the items discussed 
and the agreed decisions and 
commitments. If there are any errors or 
omissions, please contact Tim Boesch 
or Terri Slack within a week. Otherwise 
this summary will be deemed final.  
Submitted October 19, 2012. 
 

http://www.columbiarivercrossing.org/�
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 At Mode choice- used 75% impact of tolls 

 At Route choice – used 100% impact of tolls 

o VOT 

 Have assumed one VOT for the total population currently 

 In previous studies, have split VOT by income bands 

 Now have a stated preference survey with peak vs. off-peak VOT 

 Tolls are converted to time using VOT in model 

• Metro says CDM Smith is calling the shots and Metro staff is ammenable to having CDM 
Smith change model for toll forecasting and Metro is looking for suggestions to improve 
METRO model to look at tolling 

• Zubair will probably come to Portland and work with Metro folks over a table for 2-3 days to 
work out details of modeling approach and responsibilities. 

Travel Demand Model Details 

• What parts are in EMME and what are in Metro modeling system? 

o It appears EMME is only for assignment, the rest is in scripting. 

o Demand model is basically mathematics – in “R” platform.  Used to be in EMME2 
platform, now in the “R” scripts.  Done to make it easier to use. 

o Networks are all in the EMME system 

o Networks are skimmed in EMME and then brought into R databanks. 

o Metro can write into EMME also, and into other binary formats 

o Have a car model, internal truck model, and external truck model.  All are available. 

o SWRTC 

 does not run in R scripts - translates it into visual basic and runs it 

 usually run assignments in multiple modes – trucks and cars separate 

o What is the practicality/ portability of taking Metro 3 steps (mode split, distribution, and 
assignment) and letting CDM Smith run them? 

 There’s a lot of home knowledge and quality control at Metro such as what flags 
to look for. These are particular to this model, so that knowledge is important.  
This is particularly true for the demand model where there is a need to explain a 
lot of the details, but it’s not hard to hand over. 

 For traffic assignment, definitely need to convert into CDM Smith system 

o Transit assignment only uses data and procesees particular to EMME – so will need 
EMME for transit skims 

o Skim prep is in EMME but for CRC Metro has done skims for CRC traffic team to use at 
Vissum level 

• Are networks coded by dates so CDM Smith can make interim years? Metro has a 2017 
network but it’s not 100% consistent due to financial constraints. However, Metro can back 
out projects where needed to get a proper interim year network for toll modeling. In Clark 
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County they have a 2015 opening year network and land use with BRT network options, 2022 
network and land use, and 2035. So, SWRTC can develop any year where needed also. 

Metroscope and Economic Modeling 

• Metroscope is a land use allocation system. The standard economic variables in the 
socioeconomic forecasting are known to ECONorthwest. They will need to make sure the 
economic forecast parameters match up to the metroscope model. 

• ECONW wants to use Metroscope in the economic modeling. The basis of the toll travel 
modeling will be the Metro travel demand model (TDM). There will be several economic 
scenarios and those scenarios will likely need to be broken down to the TDM level, and 
Metroscope is the best /fastest way to do this. ECONW can run metroscope with the correct 
platform (Vissum) – but will need some help from METRO to get it running. 

• Metroscope runs in an abbreviated version in Vissum via Python script. But actual allocation 
is a tandem model process – Dennis Yee runs Metroscope, METRO runs through EMME and 
R scripts to equilibrium and then provides information back for Dennis to run again. And then 
the process is moved forward five years and run again, repeated to complete the time 
horizon. The Vissum platform is needed to run the full process. 

• Currently have 2010 base level, 2035 future year.  Just got a new 2035. Ultimately the land 
use was separated out to TAZ level and sent by Metro to jurisdictions in Oregon, information 
was returned, and now have an accepted Oregon side TAZ land use basis. 

• Metro vs. SWRTC land use forecasts 

o Metro accounts for Clark County – but SWRTC has their own process to vet Washington 
results. Agreement is currently that Metro has OR and SWRTC has WA basis. 

o The SWRTC generally uses the control totals from Metro if they are close to what the 
SWRTC modeling is showing (and have been to date).  Then SWRTC does its own sub-
allocation and returns that information to Metro such that it is reflected in Metro’s 2035 
results. 

o CDM Smith will need to develop several model years in between 2010 and 2035 
depending on project phasing.  Let’s say we need 2020 – can run through Metroscope – 
won’t have community review – but the 2035 community reviewed limit can be compared 
to 2020 results to see if anything is out of place.  

o The CDM Smith team will also generate other scenarios for 2035 including different 
growth rates and areas. However when only using Metroscope these alternatives can’t 
re-create what Clark County uses for land-use process.  

o It is important to note the river crossings between Oregon and Washington have a lot to 
do with the jobs-housing balance, so that effects the CRC crossing demand a lot and will 
need to be considered. 

o How much interaction was there between the two state economic models to come up with 
the Portland/Clark county basis?  ECONorthwest will have to talk to Dennis Yee about 
this. 

o ECONortwest  will be taking all this information into account but eventually will come up 
with ECONW independent forecast and scenarios that will feed into sensitivity and risk 
analysis 

o How will the differences between Metro and SWRTC be ironed out in the 2035 
differences? 
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 SWRTC did some opening year 2016 forecasts and then applied those growth 
rates to the Clark County official basis. A similar process could be used. 

 ECONorthwest will also need to look at how the discrepancies between the 
Metro forecast and SWRTC forecast affect the traffic and revenue. If the effect is 
small, then there’s probably no need for concern.  If it is large, may need to have 
a discussion with planners from both agencies to resolve, and the CRC project 
office will need to know about it. Ultimately, however, the economic forecast will 
be an independent forecast by the CDM Smith team. The jobs/housing balance 
will come out of the ECONorthwest model process. 

• Will land use be changed from the Metro model?  There will be a baseline for January which 
may or may not be exactly the same as what MPOs have depending on the ECONorthwest 
forecast process.  We don’t want to be too optimistic. 

• Can we have same land use baseline for January and July?  CDM Smith can’t make that 
assumption. In IG study – need the most recent anyway. 

• Effect of Recession and updated information 

o PSRC used economic forecasts for 2030 developed in 2003 and 2004.  

o Portland was doing well prior to 2008, so comparing to old forecasts, new forecasts are 
quite different – could impact cross river trips a lot.  So, the model hasn’t changed, but 
the economic projections have shifted a lot.  So this will be important in comparing to 
older toll work. 

o SWRTC also has new forecasts with recession accounted for. 

o Also a lot of the 2035 issues between the states have been worked out now too.  Really 
need to roll this out as the preface to the forecasting.  Needs to be in the story. 

o Based on OR treas report – did lower trips to show a financial forecast showing recession 
effects. 

Traffic Assignment process 

• Will dynasty or dynamic available to CDM Smith? (dynamic traffic assignment) It could have 
an impact on what level of micro modeling the CDM Smith Team will do. Metro is developing 
both dynasty and dynamic. 

• Metro has developed a lot of network detail and testing.  Tried to run with not much signal 
timing – but really need it – so trying to get an optimized signal basis or actual information 
from signal jurisdictions. 

Use of Toll Factors in Modeling 

• Toll factors are mentioned in the Metro model documentation and CDM Smith understands the 
logic.  Has there been any sensitivity testing to how much of the toll impact is used? Old tolling 
consultants (Stantec?) did some sensitivity testing and ended up with a large range. They didn’t 
take it to revenue level but definitely had a big effect on demand. 

• CDM Smith team will be updating stated preference surveys and they expect changes due to not 
being in high recession period. 

Does modeling need to account for other transit mode alternatives, other tolling outside of CRC bridge 
tolling, other outside major factors? 

• Could we have transit alternatives vs. tolling?  BRT, LRT, no transit? CRC process has tested 
several different modes and the locally preferred alternative (LPA) is light rail. Attendees 
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agree that while the LPA has a specific transit alternative, additional questions may be asked 
and the model should be set-up to handle those questions too. 

• It may also be that test will be requested of the effect on traffic and revenue of other highway 
projects in the long range plan being left in our out, so model needs to be flexible to do this. 

• Generally, if big changes in the assumptions in the FEIS are requested to be tested, the FEIS 
provides a pretty strong filter against these changes. It is likely these types of tests would be 
limited in nature due to this filter. 

• There’s an assumption in WSDOT legislation that I-205 can’t be tolled, but it could come up 
again.  CDM Smith has made the assumption that I-205 won’t be tolled and has set-up the 
process to do detailed studies of tolling I-5 only. However, CDM Smith could test the effect of 
tolling I-205 on I-5 tolling revenue, but will not do an investment grade study for I-205 the way 
the process is currently laid out. 

• It was suggested the alternative transit options and tolling I-205 should be checked with the 
CRC policy committee. 

Trip Types in Modeling 

• Everything in general is going to be tied to trip types in the original Metro model, including VOT, 
so what trip types are there? SOV, HOV, 2 truck types, and transit.  

• CDM Smith would like to have their assessment based on some income stratification. SOV trips 
are not broken down by income class in the current model version for trip assignment but is for 
earlier model steps. The model has peak and off peak VOT, and it assumes a transponder 
adjustment for non-work trips (75% nonwork transponders, 100% work trips have transponders) 
so toll is perceived slightly differently by each income class, but trip table is not broken out. 
However, Metro could break it down using four household income bands. 

Truck Trips 

• Who should CDM Smith talk to about truck trip tables? What they are and what data is available? 
Metro has an expert on that.  Model is based off a commodity flow model for the region.  

• A main question CDM Smith will have is what was the input into the commodity flow? The most 
recent commodity forecast done by port was probably 10 years ago. 

• Clark County uses Metro truck model and has not researched/ reviewed enough to have any 
differing opinions. 

• Are trucks assigned first in the model? Or cars?  No, the Metro model assigns both 
simultaneously. 

• In the model, trucks are broken down to medium and heavy. However the team needs to check 
on what medium and heavy means. Is medium 2 and 3 axle and heavy 4 or more axles?  It’s an 
issue because the current tolling policy in Washington sets rates by axle, thus a medium truck 
class that includes 2 and 3 axle vehicles will have to be broken down further. 

• Port information won’t cover external to external truck trips.  Is there an external to external trip 
table?  The Portland study has a lot of this type of information and the CDM Smith process will be 
updating a lot of the information. Metro would welcome any suggested model enhancements / 
improved data for this particular aspect. 

Communications Protocol for Modeling and Data 

• CDM Smith can contact the MPOs (Metro and SWRTC) directly.  Main points of contact will be 
Bob Hart for SWRTC and for Metro will likely be Peter Bosa (with copies to Dick Walker and Scott 
Higgins). At project office will be Casey Lisles.  For WSDOT will be Jana with copes to Carley. If 
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there is to be additional model discussions/group decisions needed, agency contacts (Bob, Peter, 
Casey, Jana) will put out to appropriate folks  and have appropriate people join the appropriate 
conversations. 

• CDM Smith can contact ports if they have contacts already, but need to keep Casey informed. 

• Any other outside agencies to be contacted should be handled initially through Casey since he’s 
most familiar with the project and he probably has best links into many of the outside agencies.  
Can help get past barriers and delays. 

• Are there any committees or work CDM Smith needs to sit in on?  Integrated project staff group 
would be most likely.  There may be others later. 

• Does CDM Smith have any expectations for staff availability from MPOs? Won’t just be a hand 
over, but mostly will be questions, occasionally modifications, and some output review.  Not a full 
time thing, but probably will be pretty heavy in the beginning.  Metro was already planning on 
being involved. 

• There will be weekly then monthly meetings just on the modeling – conference calls (and those 
who are available to be in person) 

Schedule 

• Task 1 – build a model by the end of the year, then report by July 1. This implies a heavy lift 
between now and January. 

• Task 2 – IG model for TIFIA near end of 2013 

• For January, CDM Smith wants to have all the features in the model but will not have all the 
parameters refined. Consequently, they would prefer to have the trip table split out now so they 
don’t have to change model packages again in future. 

• Later CDM Smith will have risk assessment which will involve land use and other changes. 

 

Data Collection and Immediate Needs 

• What are the protocols?  Who should CDM Smith go to at WSDOT and ODOT? 

• Counts 

o SWRTC has a regional traffic count database program on the web. For details not 
available on website, should talk to Jana. SWRTC has all day, AM peak, PM peak counts 

o Metro - Dara Gayler is the likely contact, but should discuss with Ryan from DEA first. 
Metro might have some non-freeway count info too. 

o Also a public Data Portal at PSU is available and can help. 

• License plate reads 

o We assume ATD knows how to get permits for cameras. 

o There is a fee to get reads from RMV.  However, in Oregon – no fee for this project.  Go 
through Carley. 

o What is the license plate collection program? 

 There will be two sets of license plate reads.  The first will be designed to read 
plates of bridge users and get addresses to send information to complete an OD 
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survey. The second will be to get data on through trips and will likely be collected 
on I-5 north and south of I-205 

 Where and when will we set up equipment? Don’t have date and location yet.  

 Will be getting plates on bridge to get matching from RMVs to get addresses for 
those people using the bridge from OR and WA. 

 Previously, CRC team did some ramp to ramp O-D. One state took a month to 
get addresses back.  Had a poor response rate since time between trip and 
survey was too long. Only worked well for those who travelled frequently. 

 ODOT can expedite this time in Oregon and Lee can help. 

 There may also be people outside RMV in Oregon who have the database and 
can do matching faster 

 Cameras are good in low light but would still like to do in October to not have 
lighting issues. 

 Team will need to let the CRC communications team know when the data 
collection will be happening. 

• Other data collection? 

o For SP surveys, CDM Smith team will use a subset from the OD survey. Also, there will 
be a field intercept effort where RSG comes in person which is particularly important for 
the commercial vehicle side of survey. Generally, commercial vehicle operators will not 
do surveys online.  The RSG team will have to intercept trucks along the corridor. RSG 
will also supplement the respondents with additional responses from on-line commercial 
survey groups. 

o Truck Data collection (beyond SP) 

 Looking for OD, VOT, and frequency on trucks in general 

 Supplemental truck intercept surveys – in person surveys at major entries and 
exits at ports -2 days, 8 hours, and then intercept surveys at truck stops one on 
each side of River. 

 Is there any local truck movements to look at?  CDM Smith is breaking down 
truck trip pairs: 

• Through trips – good historical data exists, will supplement 

• Total trucks on bridge will be counted 

• Trucks in and out of port (both external/internal and internal/internal) – 
surveys will be conducted and combined with available port data 

• Internal to internal trucks – commercial.  Some study was done in the 
Clark County freight study where major highways and industrial land 
uses were correlated and a large aggregated zone system was used to 
determine internal truck trips, so this could be used again. However, may 
be much harder to develop on the Oregon side because it’s a much 
bigger metropolitan area. 

• Alternatively, cargo forecasts will also fix the total trucks across the 
bridge (by mode). Consequently, the internal to internal on the bridge 
could be backed out with the other data collected. (i.e. What’s left after 
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the other pairs are taken out.)  Also, will have OD survey for truckers 
across bridge. 

 Will we reach out to truckers?  Yes, Claudia worked with freight working group 
and that could be a good source 

 UW is doing some truck travel times study – Claudia should talk to Casey about it 

 Could also use weigh stations instead/in addition to truck stops if more coverage/ 
better response is needed 

o Speed and delay 

 Usually just use probe cars 

 ODOT has INRIX data for four county region – speed data.  Good coverage – all 
freeways and some arterials.  Get it through ODOT.  WSDOT also has INRIX 
data.  For ODOT go through Casey. 

o No transit data is needed beyond what Metro has in the model. 

 

To do list: 

• Write up communications protocol plan 

• Have CDM Smith modelers come to Portland and meet with Metro staff 

• Draft OD survey detail plans/information and share with this team and CRC communications 
team 

• Draft SP survey detail plans/information and share with this team and CRC communications 
team 



  

CRC Traffic and Revenue 
Study Project Kick Off Part 1 

October 3, 2012 

S I G N  I N  S H E E T  

Name Company or Dept Phone E-mail 

Tim Boesch CDM Smith 206-336-4900 boeschtj@cdmsmith.com 

Eugene Ryan CDM Smith 630-434-8111 ryane@cdmsmith.com 

Zubair Ghafoor CDM Smith 630-434-8111 ghafoorzf@cdmsmith.com 

Claudia Hirschey Transportation Consulting 

Services 

206-856-4988 claudiahirschey@comcast.net 

Carl Batten ECONorthwest 503-222-6060 batten@econw.com 

Carley Francis CRC 360-816-8869 francisc@columbiarivercrossing.org 

Bob Hart SWRTC 360-397-6067 

*5206 

bob.hart@rtc.wa.gov 

Dean Lookingbill SWRTC 360-397-6067 

*5208 

dean.lookingbill@rtc.wa.gov 

Lee Helgerson ODOT 503-986-6634 Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us 

Nancy Boyd CRC 360-816-8865 boydn@columbiarivercrossing.org 

Joe Sobleskie Jacobs 347-510-8723 Joe.Sobleskie@jacobs.com 

Terri Slack CRC/WSDOT Toll Div. 206-716-1163 SlackT@columbiarivercrossing.org 

Natarajan 

Janarthanan 

WSDOT Toll Div. 206-464-1274 Janartn@wsdot.wa.gov 

Ryan LeProuse David Evans 253-250-0641 rslp@deainc.com 

Casey Liles CRC 360-816-8878 lilesc@columbiarivercrossing.org 

    

Via Phone:    

Amy Arnis WSDOT 360-705-7525 arnisa@wsdot.wa.gov 

Les Brody ODOT 503-986-3905 Les.S.Brodie@odot.state.or.us 

Christopher 

Mwalwanda 

CDM Smith 512-652-5355 mwalwandace@cdmsmith.com 

Randy Pozdena ECONorthwest 503-222-6060 Pozdena@econw.com 

Paul Bingham CDM Smith 626-538-4283 binghamph@cdmsmith.com 

Craig Stone WSDOT Toll Div. 206-464-1222 stonec@wsdot.wa.gov 

Kamran Khan CDM Smith 630-434-8111 khanka@cdmsmith.com 
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CRC Traffic and Revenue 
Study Project Kick Off Part 2 

October 3, 2012 

S I G N  I N  S H E E T  

Name Company or Dept Phone E-mail 

Scott Higgins Metro 503-797-1770  Scott.higgins@oregonmetro.gov 

Peter Bosa Metro 603-797-1771 Peter.bosa@oregonmetro.gov 

Natarajan 

Janarthanan 

WSDOT Toll Div. 206-464-1274 Janartn@wsdot.wa.gov 

Terri Slack CRC/WSDOT Toll Div. 206-716-1163 SlackT@columbiarivercrossing.org 

Joe Sobleskie Jacobs 347-510-8723 Joe.Sobleskie@jacobs.com 

Bob Hart SWRTC 360-397-6067 

*5206 

bob.hart@rtc.wa.gov 

Shinwon Kim SWRTC 360-397-6067 

*5213 

shinwon@rtc.wa.gov 

Lee Helgerson ODOT 503-986-6634 Lee.A.Helgerson@odot.state.or.us 

Ryan LeProuse David Evans 253-250-0641 rslp@deainc.com 

Casey Liles CRC 360-816-8878 lilesc@columbiarivercrossing.org 

Carly Francis CRC 360-816-8679 francisc@columbiarivercrossing.org 

Carl Batten ECONorthwest 503-222-6060 batten@econw.com 

Claudia Hirschey Transportation 

Consulting Services 

206-856-4988 claudiahirschey@comcast.net 

Zubair Ghafoor CDM Smith 630-434-8111 ghafoorzf@cdmsmith.com 

Tim Boesch CDM Smith 206-336-4900 boeschtj@cdmsmith.com 

Eugene Ryan CDM Smith 630-434-8111 ryane@cdmsmith.com 

    

Via phone:    

Randy Pozdena ECONorthwest 503-222-6060 Pozdena@econw.com 

Paul Bingham CDM Smith 626-538-4283 binghamph@cdmsmith.com 

Mark Fowler RSG 802-295-4999 Mark.Fowler@rsginc.com 

Christopher 

Mwalwanda 

CDM Smith 512-652-5355 mwalwandace@cdmsmith.com 

Ron Davis CDM Smith 630-874-7916 davisrw@cdmsmith.com 
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360/737-2726         503/256-2726 WWW.COLUMBIARIVERCROSSING.ORG 700 WASHINGTON STREET, SUITE 300, VANCOUVER, WA 98660 
 

 Me e tin g  S u m m a ry 

MEETING TITLE: 

 

LOCATION: 

CRC Traffic and Revenue Study Project Kick-off Part 1 
 

WSDOT, Southwest Region Office 
11018 NE 51st

DATE: 

 Circle, Vancouver, WA 

October 3, 2012 12:30 – 2:00 pm 

GOALS: Overview of the traffic and revenue study process 

  

Contract Issues 

• Master agreement expected to be sent to CDM Smith within 24 hours 

• Task Order 1 – Expected to run through January 2012 preliminary legislative report and 
possibly through July 2012 final legislative report. (editorial note: the first task order will be 
officially named Task Order AA) 

 

Key Study Points - Eugene Ryan – CDM Smith 

o Timeframes are short 

o Modeling process 

 Will need to make preliminary investment grade (IG) traffic and revenue (T&R) 
estimates as early as July 2013 

 Goal is to put together a model that will have all the flexibility needed throughout 
the study - one that will allow testing of all parameters and policies contemplated 

 Initially will not have all of the parameters completely detailed, but will have them 
within an appropriate range 

 January report will show a range of traffic and revenue and the final IG estimates 
must fall in this range 

o Two  major data collection pieces in Task 1 

 Origin Destination Survey 

 Stated Preference Survey 

o Expectations for the January legislative Report 

 Cover the budget proviso from Washington Legislature 

Major Policy Items 

• Nancy Boyd 

o Stakeholder Considerations 

 There’s a lot of interest in the T&R study from many stakeholders 

This constitutes CDM Smith’s 
understanding of the items discussed 
and the agreed decisions and 
commitments. If there are any errors or 
omissions, please contact Tim Boesch 
or Terri Slack within a week. Otherwise 
this summary will be deemed final.  
Submitted October 19, 2012. 
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 There will be tough questions with a lot of people digging in and asking tough 
questions 

 We will need straight, well thought out answers to have a successful study. 

 There are two sets of state structures to involve (two DOTs, two treasurer’s, two 
legislatures, two secretaries, and two governors) along with many local 
jurisdictions and federal agencies. 

 Washington has tolling, so there is already familiarity and already consideration 
of tolling policy 

 Oregon is new to tolling, and CRC toll policies will be considered in light of future 
tolling opportunities as well as the CRC project itself. 

o Several stakeholders are interested in managing traffic with tolling. 

 Professional/staff stakeholder group, made up of stakeholder professionals, who 
would like input into the decision making process and have thoughts on how the 
corridor should be managed. Dean Lookingbill from SWRTC knows more. 

o Need to be clear what the assumptions are – please caveat the assumptions and explain 
the effects of those assumptions 

o Questions on diversion are primarily related to I-205 vs. I-5 

o Exemptions from tolls are one policy consideration – How can they be done?  What’s 
appropriate? 

• CDM Smith 

o The likely scrutiny has been recognized and the process to develop the traffic and 
revenue forecasts was designed to be able to hold up to that scrutiny 

o Time is needed to develop the model and inputs to the expected level to hold up to the 
scrutiny 

o The analysis will look at performance of the traffic and take into account stakeholder input 

o How much comparison to previous estimates is appropriate? 

 CDM Smith knows how its forecast is developed but know nothing about prior 
forecasts, therefore can only compare the forecasts, not explain the differences 

 If reasons for the differences are needed, then CDM Smith will need a lot more 
information and access to prior work. 

 Differences can be in process (how CDM Smith will develop the forecasts), 
differences in assumptions (toll rates, policies), and changes in fundamental 
inputs (travel demand, economic growth) 

 Nancy – Some changes are expected and a revised financial plan will be 
developed using the new forecasts. Explanation of the changes depends on how 
different the changes are 

 Joe – Need to make sure the forecasts are independent because that is what is 
needed of the study and CDM Smith was hired to be independent 

 Amy - Suggest CDM Smith look at exhibit 7 of FTA finance plan – low forecast 
for annual toll transactions.  Contains information on toll rates assumed 
(including for trucks).  Then can compare the early CDM Smith results in 
comparison to the low FTA finance plan forecast.  Through that comparison, we 
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will be able to scale through the financing to see if the new T&R will work with 
existing funding levels. 

• Amy Arnis 

o Any traffic and revenue forecasts coming out of this study will likely be compared to the 
traffic analysis since the EIS forecasting started and also compared to today’s traffic. 

o Nomenclature of what numerical results are is really important throughout this process. 
Terms such as average weekday traffic and average annual traffic are very easy to 
confuse. 

o Need to be careful to define forecasts well – tolled and untolled, pre-completion vs. 
completion, etc. 

o Need to be very clear on what the comparisons being made are and what they imply. 

• Lessons from SR520 Study? 

o Show the traffic history for each time period, then what happens with early tolling.  Many 
were shocked with how much traffic dropped on SR 520 with pre-tolling. 

o Show how traffic recovers over time 

• Tolling vs. New Bridge Construction Dates/Timelines 

o The existing facility to be tolled and new facility will be tolled are very different.  Need to 
be very careful about when the change-over is assumed, including possibly a staged 
development.  Will be revisited many times. 

o The most recent finance work sent to the Federal Transit Administration has assumed 
15% to 23% lower toll traffic forecast (deemed a “low” forecast) given some slippage in 
current usage.  It uses FY2016 for current facility tolling start date and has forecasts out 
to 2030.  July 2020 is about the current pivot point between existing and new facility. 

o Need to layout assumptions and what has changed, and also what the timelines being 
assumed are – “pivot points”. These assumptions can alter the revenue /financing 
forecast and can make the situation uncomfortable very easily. 

o For SR520 CDM Smith held a project staging meeting with the project team and put 
together assumptions on configurations. This is recommended again. 

• Policy 

o There’s  a lot of stakeholders in the toll rate setting process. Is it clear yet how these toll 
decisions are going to be made? 

o WSDOT has a toll division, but ODOT does not.  ODOT does have staff who work in 
tolling. ODOT will likely follow WSDOT’s lead. 

o Traffic performance issue is important because there’s a trade-off between toll revenue 
and operations. 

o Compared to SR520, there are fewer alternatives for CRC and this situation is different. 
The effect of tolling the CRC will have immediate impacts on the system performance in 
the area. Consequently, we need to have a process to make decisions on toll rates that 
takes these impacts into account. 

o A lot of tolling assumptions were made in the CRC EIS work: 

 Dual direction variable tolling – very similar to 520 assumptions. 
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 May need to reflect traffic differentials – will toll be different by direction because 
demand is not balanced by period? 

 Exemptions – WSTC’s current policies are not consistent between SR 520 and 
Tacoma Narrows Bridge 

• TNB transit and vanpools pay, only emergency vehicles on emergency 
business are exempts 

• SR 520 – transit, vanpools, private buses on fixed routes are free due to 
federal funds and same emergency vehicle exemptions as TNB 

• Will need to weigh in with WSTC to see if assumptions are appropriate 
moving forward. 

 Trucks Policies 

• Will be more important for CRC then SR 520 – more trucks on CRC, 
more of a regional impact on trucking, and more of a revenue impact 

• TNB and SR520 have had toll rates set at multiples of axles. Now 
looking at other truck policies for Alaskan Way Viaduct and could also do 
so for CRC. 

• WSDOT would like more information on light, med, and heavy trucks for 
the CRC study. CDM Smith will be collecting more truck data than usual 
given its importance to this study and facility. Also, Oregon has a weight 
mile tax which may yield some additional information not available in 
Washington. 

o Suggested Approach: 

 T&R team should look at the EIS assumptions 

 Do a gap analysis – what policies do we know are in place all ready and what 
else do we still need? 

 Present gap analysis results to both WSDOT and ODOT and start asking 
questions about how the policies which have not been previously considered, 
decided, or are still up for decision should be handled, particularly for the first 
forecast assumptions 

 Those who can help on gap analysis includes Rob Fellows of WSDOT toll 
division 

Additional Oregon DOT wants and needs for the study: 

• Traffic volumes and changes in traffic volumes are important, including VMT 

• Will want sensitivity analysis 

• Stated Preference study will be important 

• Will want to know what traffic/volumes have changed since the EIS/prior work and what behaviors 
have changed 

• Legislative questions are not known at this point, but there likely will be a lot. There’s a lot of 
negative views of the project, so most are looking for a refreshed view. The question to answer 
will likely be, “Where do we stand today and where can we go in the future?” 

Communications Protocol 
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• Questions 

o Questions will come in from many directions – who will be answering?  What are the 
expectations? The same basic answer needs to be used on both sides of the river. 

o Will need a single point of collection of questions for record keeping. Terri will be 
contacted immediately and be the facilitator/coordinator. Terri can also make sure 
everyone has the same information and answers. 

o For ODOT, Chris and Les will be involved in reviewing the answers. 

o For WSDOT, Terri will work with Toll Division, Craig Stone, Amy Arnis, etc. 

o How to develop answers? CRC has outreach / communications people.  The government 
relations team will draft up the answers with the technical tolling team’s involvement. 
Team is mostly CRC folks but will also check in with WSDOT toll division to make sure 
terminology is correct.  (Colleen Gants works for WSDOT toll division and is familiar with 
toll division policies and the CRC project.) 

• Outside Agency Contacts 

o CDM Smith team can contact CRC staff through Terri, Carley, or Casey. Once contact is 
made, CDM Smith can continue to talk directly to CRC staff, provided Terri, Carley, and 
Casey are kept informed/ in the loop. 

o CDM Smith team can contact WSDOT staff if they know them directly, but need to keep 
Terri informed/ in the loop. 

o For outside agency contacts (Port of Portland for example), initial contacts should be 
made through Casey.  Then Casey needs to be kept in the loop on these contacts. 

 

Deliverable Expectations 

• RFP indicated a preliminary legislative report in January and final legislative report in June.  

• January Forecast/ Report 

o Everyone needs to understand (both the study team and all the stakeholders) that the 
January report won’t just be a draft of the June report. There will be major changes for 
June. 

o In January, the forecast team would only just be getting initial information and would be 
able to put out some information on it from a base case perspective, but the options will 
evolve over time.  

o WSDOT Toll Division is not sure that a report is needed in January, but need to have 
traffic and revenue forecast ranges and supporting data available if questions are asked. 

o For January, really looking for a range of revenue that everyone is comfortable with such 
that other financing pieces can also be moved forward to get the rest of the financing. 

o Will want to answer the questions in the legislative proviso but not go beyond those for 
the January forecast. 

o The January range will help people put some ranges on the dart board so other parts of 
financing can move forward.  The financing cannot move forward unless some parts get 
more solidified. 

o The forecast may include a one page briefing paper discussing the forecast. 
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• By June, more policy decisions should have been made, or at least recommended, and the study 
developed further so a tighter forecast might be possible. 

• CRC and WSDOT toll division have example of legislative reports submitted by WSDOT for other 
work and will follow a similar approach for this study. This particular study report will be about the 
traffic and revenue only, not about the project as a whole. 

• The team may need to discuss the reports with Jennifer Zeigler to understand what is expected. 
We may also need to work with the communications team and Jennifer can be very helpful. 

 

Range of Forecasts 

• CDM Smith baseline results will be a range. These need to be plugged into the financial plan and 
then we need to answer the questions about the prior finance assumptions and how they 
compare. 

• What is the “range” expectation? How wide? 

• CDM Smith may suggest putting a range on the key variables and then let the ultimate range 
come out of the calculations.  If there’s a defined range expectation – such as +- 20% – then 
more difficult to do. 

• Need to keep in mind, once a range is out in public – then it’s out in public.  If too wide – seems 
like we don’t know what we’re doing. 

• FEIS toll revenue? ranges $900M to $1.3B – but based on possible capital funding also (i.e. the 
ranges take into account the whole financial plan and likely funding sources) 

• The band around the T&R streams is what is needed. If the band is too wide it won’t be useful.  If 
too wide, it doesn’t help advance the other funding discussions/process that will be needed. 

• Oregon will look at how the preliminary work will affect Oregon equity contribution.  Again, if we 
have too wide of a range, it may not be useful.  We’ll need to ask what the legislature may be 
able to do.  But definitely need a solid comfort with the range, but not sure what the range 
expectation is. 

• The policy decisions can vary the range significantly. So, we need to have an initial discussion on 
what the main drivers to the forecast are. 

Policy Approach 

• Suggest separating the effects of what we don’t have control over (traffic demand) to what we can 
control (policy) and then set within that context. For instance, the policies could be packaged 
such as assuming WSDOT policies in place on other facilities, then the results will be XYZ. 

• This approach could help educate policy makers learn early on what those decisions mean by 
providing an early look at the discreet factors and how they affect the revenue. 

• Will model be available to do this for January? Could be tight. Can definitely do by July 1 
analysis, but answering in January might be harder. 

• Probably need to get with WSDOT toll Division policy team early and figure out what we may 
want to have as the primary alternatives. 

• Need to do initial work to see what the sensitivities to policies could be. 

• For instance the current work shows HOVs would be 36% of revenue, trucks would be 20%, 
SOVs were 44%.  But these proportions depend on toll rate assumptions and in this case, 
assumed the “additional price point” toll levels. 
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• All vehicles paid in initial traffic and revenue estimates for the CRC including high occupancy 
vehicles and transit 

• Will there be a one number base case in the January forecast? If we make all the policy 
assumptions, there may still be a range due to modeling process, value of time (VOT), 
Economics, payment categories, and other inputs which have ranges. 

• Will we have a specific VOT for this project? For eventual IG model – will have VOT from stated 
preference survey. Initially, the model will use what was came out of the prior SP survey along 
with an economics/income level calculation and that will likely end up in a range. The 2010 
census information is also available now and will influence the VOT calculations. 

 

To do list: 

• Project Staging meeting – to determine initial assumptions about pre-completion tolling, 
opening of new spans, and general construction/closures 

• Toll policy gap analysis 

• Write up communications protocol (both for questions and outside contacts) 

• Write up contact list 

• Review CRC FTA finance plan section 7 

• Meet with WSDOT toll Division policy team early and figure out what we may want to have as 
the primary assumptions for January forecast 
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 Me e tin g  S u m m a ry 

MEETING TITLE: 

 

LOCATION: 

CRC Traffic and Revenue Study Project Kick-off Part 2 
 

WSDOT, Southwest Region Office 
11018 NE 51st

DATE: 

 Circle, Vancouver, WA 

October 3, 2012 2:00 – 4:00 pm 

ATTENDEES: See attached list  

GOALS: What information is needed to develop the toll model and data collection 

  

Modeling Approach 

• CDM Smith 

o Zubair Ghafoor will be the lead modeler on project 

o CDM Smith’s basic approach is taking the Metro model and converting to CDM Smith’s 
toll modeling process. Ideal situation would be that CDM Smith gets the models and 
generally runs the steps, but interactively have METRO folks involved.  More of a 
constant interaction. 

o CDM Smith has reviewed the METRO model documentation and has questions on actual 
process 

o CDM Smith will start from main regional model, not the model that accounts for CRC 
tolling because results need to be independent. 

o Many model runs will just be doing only be traffic assignment, but occasionally the 
scenarios will involve additional trip distribution, and perhaps mode split even less often.  
For changes in transit coding – CDM Smith will ask Metro to do to mode split levels. 

o Main needs: what is the best way to interact with the platform METRO has now and get 
that into CDM Smith process; and then use Metro throughout study to review what CDM 
Smith is doing and have Metro help review results. 

• Jacobs 

o Jacobs has been asked to lead the CRC study 

o Jacobs has also been asked as GTC to do the due diligence/quality assurance 

o Joe will be working on what the inputs and outputs are and give the oversight to make 
sure the technical process is rational, reasonable, and follows industry standards 

• CRC forecasting to date vs. normal Metro MPO forecasting work 

o No tolling in this region – no real world experience – had to make a lot of assumptions 

o Worked with CRC consultants to make some major assumptions/processes 

o Currently use a 4 step model (not activity based). Impact of tolls on model: 

 No toll impact at trip generation 

 At distribution – used 25% impact of tolls 

This constitutes CDM Smith’s 
understanding of the items discussed 
and the agreed decisions and 
commitments. If there are any errors or 
omissions, please contact Tim Boesch 
or Terri Slack within a week. Otherwise 
this summary will be deemed final.  
Submitted October 19, 2012. 
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 At Mode choice- used 75% impact of tolls 

 At Route choice – used 100% impact of tolls 

o VOT 

 Have assumed one VOT for the total population currently 

 In previous studies, have split VOT by income bands 

 Now have a stated preference survey with peak vs. off-peak VOT 

 Tolls are converted to time using VOT in model 

• Metro says CDM Smith is calling the shots and Metro staff is OK ammenable to having CDM 
Smith change model for toll forecasting and Metro is looking for suggestions to improve 
METRO model to look at tolling 

• Zubair will probably come to Portland and work with Metro folks over a table for 2-3 days to 
work out details of modeling approach and responsibilities. 

Travel Demand Model Details 

• What parts are in EMME and what are in Metro modeling system? 

o It appears EMME is only for assignment, the rest is in scripting. 

o Demand model is basically mathematics – in “R” platform.  Used to be in EMME2 
platform, now in the “R” scripts.  Done to make it easier to use. 

o Networks are all in the EMME system 

o Networks are skimmed in EMME and then brought into R databanks. 

o Metro can write into EMME also, and into other binary formats 

o Have a car model, internal truck model, and external truck model.  All are available. 

o SWRTC 

 does not run in R scripts - translates it into visual basic and runs it 

 usually run assignments in multiple modes – trucks and cars separate 

o What is the practicality/ portability of taking Metro 3 steps (mode split, distribution, and 
assignment) and letting CDM Smith run them? 

 There’s a lot of home knowledge and quality control at Metro such as what flags 
to look for. These are particular to this model, so that knowledge is important.  
This is particularly true for the demand model where there is a need to explain a 
lot of the details, but it’s not hard to hand over. 

 For traffic assignment, definitely need to convert into CDM Smith system 

o Transit assignment only uses stuff data and procesees particular to EMME – so will need 
EMME for transit skims 

o Skim prep is in EMME but for CRC Metro hasve done skims for Vissum for CRC traffic 
team to use at Vissum level 

• Are networks coded by dates so CDM Smith can make interim years? Metro has a 2017 
network but it’s not 100% consistent due to financial constraints. However, Metro can back 
out projects where needed to get a proper interim year network for toll modeling. In Clark 
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County they have a 2015 opening year network and land use with BRT network options, 2022 
network and land use, and 2035. So, SWRTC can develop any year where needed also. 

Metroscope and Economic Modeling 

• Metroscope is a land use allocation system. The standard economic variables in the 
socioeconomic forecasting are known to ECONorthwest. They will need to make sure the 
economic forecast parameters match up to the metroscope model. 

• ECONW wants to use Metroscope in the economic modeling. The basis of the toll travel 
modeling will be the Metro travel demand model (TDM). There will be several economic 
scenarios and those scenarios will likely need to be broken down to the TDM level, and 
Metroscope is the best /fastest way to do this. ECONW can run metroscope with the correct 
platform (Vissum) – but will need some help from METRO to get it running. 

• Metroscope runs in an abbreviated version in Vissum via Python script. But actual allocation 
is a tandem model process – Dennis Yee runs Metroscope, METRO runs through EMME and 
R scripts to equilibrium and then provides information back for Dennis to run again. And then 
the process is moved forward five years and run again, repeated to complete the time 
horizon. The Vissum platform is needed to run the full process. 

• Currently have 2010 base level, 2035 future year.  Just got a new 2035. Ultimately the land 
use was separated out to TAZ level and sent by Metro to jurisdictions in Oregon, information 
was returned, and now have an accepted Oregon side TAZ land use basis. 

• Metro vs. SWRTC land use forecasts 

o Metro accounts for Clark County – but SWRTC has their own process to vet Washington 
results. Agreement is currently that Metro has OR and SWRTC has WA basis. 

o The SWRTC generally uses the control totals from Metro if they are close to what the 
SWRTC modeling is showing (and have been to date).  Then SWRTC does its own sub-
allocation and returns that information to Metro such that it is reflected in Metro’s 2035 
results. 

o CDM Smith will need to develop several model years in between 2010 and 2035 
depending on project phasing.  Let’s say we need 2020 – can run through Metroscope – 
won’t have community review – but the 2035 community reviewed limit can be compared 
to 2020 results to see if anything is out of place.  

o The CDM Smith team will also generate other scenarios for 2035 including different 
growth rates and areas. However when only using Metroscope these alternatives can’t 
re-create what Clark County uses for land-use process.  

o It is important to note the river crossings between Oregon and Washington have a lot to 
do with the jobs-housing balance, so that effects the CRC crossing demand a lot and will 
need to be considered. 

o How much interaction was there between the two state economic models to come up with 
the Portland/Clark county basis?  ECONorthwest will have to talk to Dennis Yee about 
this. 

o ECONortwest  will be taking all this information into account but eventually will come up 
with ECONW independent forecast and scenarios that will feed into sensitivity and risk 
analysis 

o How will the differences between Metro and SWRTC be ironed out in the 2035 
differences? 
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 SWRTC did some opening year 2016 forecasts and then applied those growth 
rates to the Clark County official basis. A similar process could be used. 

 ECONorthwest will also need to look at how the discrepancies between the 
Metro forecast and SWRTC forecast affect the traffic and revenue. If the effect is 
small, then there’s probably no need for concern.  If it is large, may need to have 
a discussion with planners from both agencies to resolve, and the CRC project 
office will need to know about it. Ultimately, however, the economic forecast will 
be an independent forecast by the CDM Smith team. The jobs/housing balance 
will come out of the ECONorthwest model process. 

• Will land use be changed from the Metro model?  There will be a baseline for January which 
may or may not be exactly the same as what MPOs have depending on the ECONorthwest 
forecast process.  We don’t want to be too optimistic. 

• Can we have same land use baseline for January and July?  CDM Smith can’t make that 
assumption. In IG study – need the most recent anyway. 

• Effect of Recession and updated information 

o PSRC used economic forecasts for 2030 developed in 2003 and 2004.  

o Portland was doing well prior to 2008, so comparing to old forecasts, new forecasts are 
quite different – could impact cross river trips a lot.  So, the model hasn’t changed, but 
the economic projections have shifted a lot.  So this will be important in comparing to 
older toll work. 

o SWRTC also has new forecasts with recession accounted for. 

o Also a lot of the 2035 issues between the states have been worked out now too.  Really 
need to roll this out as the preface to the forecasting.  Needs to be in the story. 

o Based on OR treas report – did discount lower trips to show a financial forecast showing 
recession effects. 

Traffic Assignment process 

• Will dynasty or dynamic available to CDM Smith? (dynamic traffic assignment) It could have 
an impact on what level of micro modeling the CDM Smith Team will do. Metro is developing 
both dynasty and dynamic. 

• Metro has developed a lot of network detail and testing.  Tried to run with not much signal 
timing – but really need it – so trying to get an optimized signal basis or actual information 
from signal jurisdictions. 

Use of Toll Factors in Modeling 

• Toll factors are mentioned in the Metro model documentation and CDM Smith understands the 
logic.  Has there been any sensitivity testing to how much of the toll impact is used? Old tolling 
consultants (Stantec?) did some sensitivity testing and ended up with a large range. They didn’t 
take it to revenue level but definitely had a big effect on demand. 

• CDM Smith team will be updating stated preference surveys and they expect changes due to not 
being in high recession period. 

Does modeling need to account for other transit mode alternatives, other tolling outside of CRC bridge 
tolling, other outside major factors? 

• Could we have transit alternatives vs. tolling?  BRT, LRT, no transit? CRC process has tested 
several different modes and the locally preferred alternative (LPA) is light rail. Attendees 
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agree that while the LPA has a specific transit alternative, additional questions may be asked 
and the model should be set-up to handle those questions too. 

• It may also be that test will be requested of the effect on traffic and revenue of other highway 
projects in the long range plan being left in our out, so model needs to be flexible to do this. 

• Generally, if big changes in the assumptions in the FEIS are requested to be tested, the FEIS 
provides a pretty strong filter against these changes. It is likely these types of tests would be 
limited in nature due to this filter. 

• There’s an assumption in WSDOT legislation that I-205 can’t be tolled, but it could come up 
again.  CDM Smith has made the assumption that I-205 won’t be tolled and has set-up the 
process to do detailed studies of tolling I-5 only. However, CDM Smith could test the effect of 
tolling I-205 on I-5 tolling revenue, but could will not do an investment grade study for I-205 
the way the process is currently laid out. 

• It was suggested the alternative transit options and tolling I-205 should be checked with the 
CRC? policy committee. 

Trip Types in Modeling 

• Everything in general is going to be tied to trip types in the original Metro model, including VOT, 
so what trip types are there? SOV, HOV, 2 truck types, and transit.  

• CDM Smith would like to have their assessment based on some income stratification. SOV trips 
are not broken down by income class in the current model version for trip assignment but is for 
earlier model steps. The model has peak and off peak VOT, and it assumes a transponder 
adjustment for non-work trips (75% nonwork transponders, 100% work trips have transponders) 
so toll is perceived slightly differently by each income class, but trip table is not broken out. 
However, Metro could break it down using four household income bands. 

Truck Trips 

• Who should CDM Smith talk to about truck trip tables? wWhat they are and what data is 
available? Metro has an expert on that.  Model is based off a commodity flow model for the 
region.  

• A main question CDM Smith will have is what was the input into the commodity flow? The most 
recent commodity forecast done by port was probably 10 years ago. 

• Clark County uses Metro truck model and has not researched/ reviewed enough to have any 
differing opinions. 

• Are trucks assigned first in the model? Or cars?  No, the Metro model assigns both 
simultaneously. 

• In the model, trucks are broken down to medium and heavy. However the team needs to check 
on what medium and heavy means. Is medium 2 and 3 axle and heavy 4 or more axles?  It’s an 
issue because the current tolling policy in Washington sets rates by axle, thus a medium truck 
class that includes 2 and 3 axle vehicles will have to be broken down further. 

• Port information won’t cover external to external truck trips.  Is there an external to external trip 
table?  The Portland study has a lot of this type of information and the CDM Smith process will be 
updating a lot of the information. Metro would welcome any suggested model enhancements / 
improved data for this particular aspect. 

Communications Protocol for Modeling and Data 

• CDM Smith can contact the MPOs (Metro and SWRTC) directly.  Main points of contact will be 
Bob Hart for SWRTC and for Metro will likely be Peter Bosa (with copies to Dick Walker and Scott 
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Higgins). At project office will be Casey Lisles.  For WSDOT will be Jana with copes to Carley. If 
there is to be additional model discussions/group decisions needed, agency contacts (Bob, Peter, 
Casey, Jana) will put out to appropriate folks  and have appropriate people join the appropriate 
conversations. 

• CDM Smith can contact ports if they have contacts already, but need to keep Casey informed. 

• Any other outside agencies to be contacted should be handled initially through Casey since he’s 
most familiar with the project and he probably has best links into many of the outside agencies.  
Can help get past barriers and delays. 

• Are there any committees or work CDM Smith needs to sit in on?  Integrated project staff group 
would be most likely.  There may be others later. 

• Does CDM Smith have any expectations for staff availability from MPOs? Won’t just be a hand 
over, but mostly will be questions, occasionally modifications, and some output review.  Not a full 
time thing, but probably will be pretty heavy in the beginning.  Metro was already planning on 
being involved. 

• There will be weekly then monthly meetings just on the modeling – conference calls (and those 
who are available to be in person) 

Schedule 

• Task 1 – build a model by the end of the year, then report by July 1., This implies a heavy lift 
between now and January. 

• Task 2 – IG model for TIFIA near end of 2013 

• For January, CDM Smith wants to have all the features in the model but will not have all the 
parameters refined. Consequently, they would prefer to have the trip table split out now so they 
don’t have to change model packages again in future. 

• Later CDM Smith will have risk assessment which will involve land use and other changes. 

 

Data Collection and Immediate Needs 

• What are the protocols?  Who should CDM Smith go to at WSDOT and ODOT? 

• Counts 

o SWRTC has a regional traffic count database program on the web. For details not 
available on website, should talk to Jana. SWRTC has all day, AM peak, PM peak counts 

o Metro - Dara Gayler is the likely contact, but should discuss with Ryan from DEA first. 
Metro might have some non-freeway count info too. 

o Also a public Data Portal at PSU is available and can help. 

• License plate reads 

o We assume ATD knows how to get permits for cameras. 

o There is a fee to get reads from RMV.  However, in Oregon – no fee for this project.  Go 
through Carley. 

o What is the license plate collection program? 

 There will be two sets of license plate reads.  The first will be designed to read 
plates of bridge users and get addresses to send information to complete an OD 
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survey. The second will be to get data on through trips and will likely be collected 
on I-5 north and south of I-205 

 Where and when will we set up equipment? Don’t have date and location yet.  

 Will be getting plates on bridge to get matching from RMVs to get addresses for 
those people using the bridge from OR and WA. 

 Previously, CRC team did some ramp to ramp O-D. One state took a month to 
get addresses back.  Had a poor response rate since time between trip and 
survey was too long. Only worked well for those who travelled frequently. 

 ODOT can expedite this time in Oregon and Lee can help. 

 There may also be people outside RMV in Oregon who have the database and 
can do matching faster 

 Cameras are good in low light but would still like to do in October to not have 
lighting issues. 

 Team will need to let the CRC communications team know when the data 
collection will be happening. 

• Other data collection? 

o For SP surveys, CDM Smith team will use a subset from the OD survey. Also, there will 
be a field intercept effort where RSG comes in person which is particularly important for 
the commercial vehicle side of survey. Generally, commercial vehicle operators will not 
do surveys online.  The RSG team will have to intercept trucks along the corridor. RSG 
will also supplement the respondents with additional responses from on-line commercial 
survey groups. 

o Truck Data collection (beyond SP) 

 Looking for OD, VOT, and frequency on trucks in general 

 Supplemental truck intercept surveys – in person surveys at major entries and 
exits at ports -2 days, 8 hours, and then intercept surveys at truck stops one on 
each side of River. 

 Is there any local truck movements to look at?  CDM Smith is breaking down 
truck trip pairs: 

• Through trips – good historical data exists, will supplement 

• Total trucks on bridge will be counted 

• Trucks in and out of port (both external/internal and internal/internal) – 
surveys will be conducted and combined with available port data 

• Internal to internal trucks – commercial.  Some study was done in the 
Clark County freight study where major highways and industrial land 
uses were correlated and a large aggregated zone system was used to 
determine internal truck trips, so this could be used again. However, may 
be much harder to develop on the Oregon side because it’s a much 
bigger metropolitan area. 

• Alternatively, cargo forecasts will also fix the total trucks across the 
bridge (by mode). Consequently, the internal to internal on the bridge 
could be backed out with the other data collected. (i.e. What’s left after 
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the other pairs are taken out.)  Also, will have OD survey for truckers 
across bridge. 

 Will we reach out to truckers?  Yes, Claudia worked with freight working group 
and that could be a good source 

 UW is doing some truck travel times study – Claudia should talk to Casey about it 

 Could also use weigh stations instead/in addition to truck stops if more coverage/ 
better response is needed 

o Speed and delay 

 Usually just use probe cars 

 ODOT has INRIX data for four county region – speed data.  Good coverage – all 
freeways and some arterials.  Get it through ODOT.  WSDOT also has INRIX 
data.  For ODOT go through Casey. 

o No transit data is needed beyond what Metro has in the model. 

 

To do list: 

• Write up communications protocol plan 

• Have CDM Smith modelers come to Portland and meet with Metro staff 

• Draft OD survey detail plans/information and share with this team and CRC communications 
team 

• Draft SP survey detail plans/information and share with this team and CRC communications 
team 
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360/737-2726         503/256-2726 WWW.COLUMBIARIVERCROSSING.ORG 700 WASHINGTON STREET, SUITE 300, VANCOUVER, WA 98660 
 

 DRAFT Me e tin g  Ag e n d a  

MEETING TITLE: 

 

LOCATION: 

CRC Traffic and Revenue Study Project Kick-off Part 1 
 

WSDOT, Southwest Region Office 
11018 NE 51st

Call-in number 360-905-1599  PIN 9999# 

 Circle, Conference Room 102 
Vancouver, WA 

DATE: October 3, 2012 12:30 – 2:00 pm 

GOALS: Overview of the traffic and revenue study process 

  

TOLL DIVISION 
STAFF: 

Amy Arnis, WSDOT Chief Financial Officer 

Craig Stone, Director  

Patty Rubstello, Director of Program Development and Engineering 

Terri Slack, T&R Project Manager 

Joe Sobleskie, T&R Advisor 

CRC PROJECT 
STAFF: 

Nancy Boyd, CRC Project Director 

Carley Francis, Tolling and Financial Planner 

Les Brodie, ODOT Chief Financial Officer 

ADDITIONAL 
INVITEES: 

 

T&R Team 

Lead by  

CDM Smith & 
Associates: 

 

 

Eugene Ryan, Project Manager 

Tim Boesch, Deputy Project Manager 

Christopher Mwalwanda 

Kamran Khan 

Paul Bingham 

Randy Pozdena 

Carl Batten 

Zuabair Ghafoor 

Claudia Hirschey 

 

TIME  AGENDA ITEM 

12:30 pm Introductions and Safety Announcement  

12:40 pm  Major Policy and Study Goals  

1:55 pm Meeting Wrap-up  

http://www.columbiarivercrossing.org/�
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360/737-2726         503/256-2726 WWW.COLUMBIARIVERCROSSING.ORG 700 WASHINGTON STREET, SUITE 300, VANCOUVER, WA 98660 
 

 DRAFT Me e tin g  Ag e n d a  

MEETING TITLE: 

LOCATION: 
CRC Traffic and Revenue Study Project Kick-off Part 2 

WSDOT, Southwest Region Office 
11018 NE 51st

DATE: 

 Circle, Conference Room 102 
Vancouver, WA  
 
Call-in number 360-905-1599  PIN 9999# 

October 3, 2012 2:00 – 4:00 pm 

GOALS: Overview of the traffic and revenue study process 

Policy and study goals to include roles and responsibilities 

Model development  

TOLL DIVISION 
STAFF: 

Patty Rubstello, Director of Program Development and Engineering 

Natarajan Janarthanan 

Terri Slack, T&R Project Manager 

Joe Sobleskie, T&R Advisor 

CRC PROJECT 
STAFF: 

Carley Francis, Tolling and Financial Planner 

Casey Liles, Project Engineer 

Ryan LeProwse 

ADDITIONAL 
INVITEES: 

 

T&R Team 

Lead by  

CDM Smith & 
Associates: 

Dick Walker, Metro 

Bob Hart, RTC 

 

Eugene Ryan, Project Manager 

Tim Boesch, Deputy Project Manager 

Christopher Mwalwanda 

Paul Bingham 

Randy Pozdena 

Carl Batten 

Zuabair Ghafoor 

Claudia Hirschey 

Ron Davis 

Mark Fowler 

Clay Carney 

 

  

http://www.columbiarivercrossing.org/�
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TIME  AGENDA ITEM 

2:00 pm Introductions and Safety Announcement  

2:10 pm  Modeling, technical issues, communications  

3:15 pm Data Collection – Immediate needs  

   

3:55 pm Meeting Wrap-up  
 



 

 
TRANSMITTAL 

 

DATE: 11/2/12 
TO: Ron Davis, CDM Smith 
FROM: Casey Liles, CRC 
SUBJECT: Documents via disks 
COPY: Document Control 

 

 AS YOU REQUESTED  FOR YOUR APPROVAL  RETURN REQUESTED 

 FOR YOUR INFORMATION  RECORDS MANAGEMENT  FOR YOUR USE 

 FOR YOUR REVIEW   

 

ITEM COPIES DESCRIPTION 

Disk 1 2008 Oregon 

Disk 1 2009 Oregon 

Disk 1 2010 Oregon and Oregon Clark County Shape 

                  

                  

                  

                  
 

Comments: 

Three disks with the Inrix data from Oregon as well as a readme file (included on Disk 3) were mailed 
via FedEx to: 
 
Ron Davis 
CDM Smith 
801 Warrenville Rd, Suite 260 
Lisle, IL 60532 









From: Ryan, Eugene
To: HELGERSON Lee A; STRICKLER KristopherW * Kris; Brodie, Les; "LOCKWOOD-MCCALL Laura"; Siegel, Steve;

"jmortensen@pragla.com"; Arnis, Amy; "Smith, Helena Kennedy"; Francis, Carley; Boyd, Nancy; Baker, Brent;
Slack, Terri; "BIBLER Alice"

Cc: "LChoi@PragLA.com"; "CMcAbery@PragLA.com"; Boesch, Timothy J.; "kaehlera@pbworld.com"; Slack, Terri;
Francis, Carley

Subject: RE: Oregonian Reports on the Preliminary Columbia River Crossing Project Traffic, Revenue and Toll Funding
Capacity Analysis

Date: Saturday, March 02, 2013 4:57:31 PM

Lee,
 
Thanks for the kind words.
 
I wanted to point out one thing in the story right away . The piece includes  “Cortright said that
about 128,000 vehicles cross the existing bridge each day, according to the Oregon
Department of Transportation. He divided annual figures contained in the new report,
showing it forecast about 50,000 to 75,000 fewer vehicles a day once the tolls begin.”
 
This is an overstatement of the decline in traffic we forecasted once tolls begin. Our forecasts
show an estimated decline in the approximate range of 25,000 to 50,000 a day. I believe Mr.
Cortright got his figures by dividing the annual toll traffic we forecasted by the days in a year.
However, this does not take into account the traffic in the 8 pm to 5 am time period which is
not tolled and thus not included in our toll  traffic numbers.
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
 

From: HELGERSON Lee A [mailto:Lee.A.HELGERSON@odot.state.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, March 02, 2013 6:17 PM
To: STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; BRODIE Les S; 'LOCKWOOD-MCCALL Laura'; 'Steven Siegel';
'jmortensen@pragla.com'; 'Arnis, Amy'; 'Smith, Helena Kennedy'; 'Carley Francis'; 'Nancy Boyd
(boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com)'; 'Brent Baker (Baker@pbworld.com)'; Ryan, Eugene; 'Terri Slack
(slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com)'; 'BIBLER Alice'
Cc: 'LChoi@PragLA.com'; 'CMcAbery@PragLA.com'; Boesch, Timothy J.; 'kaehlera@pbworld.com'; 'Slack,
Terri (Consultant)'; 'Francis, Carley'
Subject: Oregonian Reports on the Preliminary Columbia River Crossing Project Traffic, Revenue and
Toll Funding Capacity Analysis
 

Folks,

Your good work and analysis is front and center on a generally positive Oregonian Business page
article.  We do appreciate the efforts of all involved in the recent and ongoing traffic, revenue and toll
funding capacity analysis.  A noteworthy team effort.  More of that to come.

Best regards, Lee

mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com
mailto:Lee.A.HELGERSON@odot.state.or.us
mailto:Kristopher.W.STRICKLER@odot.state.or.us
mailto:les.s.brodie@odot.state.or.us
mailto:Laura.Lockwood@ost.state.or.us
mailto:SIEGELCONSULTING@aol.com
mailto:jmortensen@pragla.com
mailto:arnisa@wsdot.wa.gov
mailto:SmithH@wsdot.wa.gov
mailto:francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:baker@pbworld.com
mailto:slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:Alice.Bibler@ost.state.or.us
mailto:LChoi@PragLA.com
mailto:CMcAbery@PragLA.com
mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com
mailto:kaehlera@pbworld.com
mailto:slackt@consultant.wsdot.wa.gov
mailto:francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com


Lee Alan Helgerson 
ODOT - Debt & Quantitative Analysis Manager 
355 Capitol St. NE, MS 21
Salem, OR  97301-3871
Tel: (503) 986-6634
Mobile: (503) 383-8451
Fax: (503) 986-3907
email: lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us
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From: HELGERSON Lee A
To: "Ryan, Eugene"; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; Brodie, Les; "LOCKWOOD-MCCALL Laura"; Siegel, Steve;

"jmortensen@pragla.com"; Arnis, Amy; "Smith, Helena Kennedy"; Francis, Carley; Boyd, Nancy; Baker, Brent;
Slack, Terri; "BIBLER Alice"

Cc: "LChoi@PragLA.com"; "CMcAbery@PragLA.com"; Boesch, Timothy J.; "kaehlera@pbworld.com"; Slack, Terri;
Francis, Carley

Subject: RE: Oregonian Reports on the Preliminary Columbia River Crossing Project Traffic, Revenue and Toll Funding
Capacity Analysis

Date: Saturday, March 02, 2013 5:06:48 PM

Thanks Eugene for highlighting Mr. Cortright's error and misstatement.  Erroneous and simplistic use of
projections and estimates does seem to be a continuing theme of some.

From: Ryan, Eugene [mailto:ryane@cdmsmith.com] 
Sent: Saturday, March 02, 2013 4:57 PM
To: HELGERSON Lee A; STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; BRODIE Les S; 'LOCKWOOD-MCCALL Laura';
'Steven Siegel'; 'jmortensen@pragla.com'; 'Arnis, Amy'; 'Smith, Helena Kennedy'; 'Carley Francis'; 'Nancy
Boyd (boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com)'; 'Brent Baker (Baker@pbworld.com)'; 'Terri Slack
(slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com)'; 'BIBLER Alice'
Cc: 'LChoi@PragLA.com'; 'CMcAbery@PragLA.com'; Boesch, Timothy J.; 'kaehlera@pbworld.com'; 'Slack,
Terri (Consultant)'; 'Francis, Carley'
Subject: RE: Oregonian Reports on the Preliminary Columbia River Crossing Project Traffic, Revenue
and Toll Funding Capacity Analysis

Lee,
 
Thanks for the kind words.
 
I wanted to point out one thing in the story right away . The piece includes  “Cortright said that
about 128,000 vehicles cross the existing bridge each day, according to the Oregon
Department of Transportation. He divided annual figures contained in the new report,
showing it forecast about 50,000 to 75,000 fewer vehicles a day once the tolls begin.”
 
This is an overstatement of the decline in traffic we forecasted once tolls begin. Our forecasts
show an estimated decline in the approximate range of 25,000 to 50,000 a day. I believe Mr.
Cortright got his figures by dividing the annual toll traffic we forecasted by the days in a year.
However, this does not take into account the traffic in the 8 pm to 5 am time period which is
not tolled and thus not included in our toll  traffic numbers.
 
Eugene Ryan P.E.
Associate
CDM Smith
801 Warrenville Road, Suite 260, Lisle IL 60532
direct office 630 874-7907 main office 630 434-8111  mobile 847-757-9632
ryane@cdmsmith.com
cdmsmith.com
 

From: HELGERSON Lee A [mailto:Lee.A.HELGERSON@odot.state.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, March 02, 2013 6:17 PM
To: STRICKLER Kristopher W * Kris; BRODIE Les S; 'LOCKWOOD-MCCALL Laura'; 'Steven Siegel';
'jmortensen@pragla.com'; 'Arnis, Amy'; 'Smith, Helena Kennedy'; 'Carley Francis'; 'Nancy Boyd
(boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com)'; 'Brent Baker (Baker@pbworld.com)'; Ryan, Eugene; 'Terri Slack
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mailto:francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:boydn@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:baker@pbworld.com
mailto:slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com
mailto:Alice.Bibler@ost.state.or.us
mailto:LChoi@PragLA.com
mailto:CMcAbery@PragLA.com
mailto:boeschtj@cdmsmith.com
mailto:kaehlera@pbworld.com
mailto:slackt@consultant.wsdot.wa.gov
mailto:francisc@columbiarivercrossing.com


(slackt@columbiarivercrossing.com)'; 'BIBLER Alice'
Cc: 'LChoi@PragLA.com'; 'CMcAbery@PragLA.com'; Boesch, Timothy J.; 'kaehlera@pbworld.com'; 'Slack,
Terri (Consultant)'; 'Francis, Carley'
Subject: Oregonian Reports on the Preliminary Columbia River Crossing Project Traffic, Revenue and
Toll Funding Capacity Analysis
 

Folks,

Your good work and analysis is front and center on a generally positive Oregonian Business page
article.  We do appreciate the efforts of all involved in the recent and ongoing traffic, revenue and toll
funding capacity analysis.  A noteworthy team effort.  More of that to come.

Best regards, Lee

Lee Alan Helgerson 
ODOT - Debt & Quantitative Analysis Manager 
355 Capitol St. NE, MS 21
Salem, OR  97301-3871
Tel: (503) 986-6634
Mobile: (503) 383-8451
Fax: (503) 986-3907
email: lee.a.helgerson@odot.state.or.us
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